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PREFACE.

THE delay in the appearance of the long promised second

volume of Assyrian Deeds and Documents is mainly due to

a cause which I can only regret. The additional texts given here

are the only excuse I can offer. My purpose was to include in the

first volume the cuneiform texts of all the Assyrian deeds and docu-

ments relating to the transfer of property, which were known to be

in the Kouyunjik Collections of the British Museum. Unguardedly,

I assumed that such would be described in the Catalogue as 'con-

tracts, proclamations, or legal decisions.' It did not occur to me
that texts of a similar nature would be found under the headings of

' historical inscriptions, letters or reports, notes, memoranda or lists.'

So far as I am aware the first volume does contain all such texts as

were placed under the headings of ' contracts, proclamations, or legal

decisions.' The lithography of those texts was almost complete,

when by mere accident I discovered that similar texts had to be

looked for elsewhere. This was a great disappointment. I had

hoped to make the collection of texts complete. Now it seems

impossible to secure such a result without the examination of

thousands of other fragments.

The texts now added are the result of an examination of the

classes given in the Index Volume of the Catalogue as 'lists of

animals, of buildings, estates, fields, houses, etc. ; of cities and coun-

tries ; of contributions, offerings, or taxes, of the members of certain

families, their property, etc. ; of liquids ; of officials ; of persons

;

and of various objects.' In addition a number of 'historical texts,

reports, notes, memoranda, etc.,' have been examined ; in all about

two thousand texts. These have yielded some thirty texts of the

kind which should have been included in ^'olume i. J'he other

fragments were found to be more or less accuratel) described.
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The separation of the 'so-called contracts,' the deeds and charters,

legal decisions and acknowledgements of debt, from the closely allied

classes of memoranda, schedules, and inventories was not attempted

in earlier publications. In making such a separation, I perhaps

made needless trouble for myself. At any rate, the allied classes

throw so much light on the contents of Volume i., that once they

were copied, it seemed purposeless to withhold them from publica-

tion. They have a distinct value and interest of their own, and it is

not easy to see in what other publication they could more fittingly

appear. The classes themselves are not consistently kept distinct in

the Catalogue. What appears as ' a list of animals ' in one place

must be grouped with texts elsewhere classed as 'lists of offerings,'

or of ' liquids.' A number of those classed as ' lists of members of

certain families, their property, etc' form the remains of a Census of

the district about Haran, and are being published under the title

of 'An Assyrian Doomsday Book,' as a Volume of Haupt and

Delitzsch's Assyriologische Bibliothek. Some of the lists of animals

are really fragments of letters or reports concerning the transport of

horses, similar to those published in Harper's Assyrian and Baby-

lonian Lettets, pp. 57, 59, etc. I have not included such 'transport'

reports here. Many others are either too fragmentary, or too

obscure, to classify without a careful and exhaustive study. Much

light may be expected on others from the publication of other classes

of texts, with which I have no acquaintance at present.

What was to have appeared as Volume 11. was finished in manu-

script, by the end of November, 1899, and some 300 pages are here

printed. I purpose to issue the rest as Volume in., as rapidly as I

can get it printed. I must beg the indulgence of my readers, in

view of the considerable addition which has been made to my task

by the inclusion of further examples of classes which were regarded

as complete. I should esteem it a favour also if they would notify to

me the occurrence of texts similar to those here published, in other

classes which they have examined. Any such notification would be

duly and gratefully acknowledged by me.

In the additional texts, as here published, 1 have departed from

the method of presentation adopted in Volume i. Some reviews of

that volume have appeared which shew that the method was not

approved. Consequently I have now indicated a broken or rubbed

surface by shading, and, where this shading extends over the whole

or part of a character, that character must be regarded as uncertain.
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I haw iilso oftlTL'tl alternative readings in the margin, suggested by a

knowledge of parallel passages or by a repeated collation of the

text. For all such uncertain readings I naturally decline any great

responsibility. 'l"he text may be as I give it, or as I suggest in the

margin, that is as far as I will go. Had I the time to give to the

repeated examination of these texts, which I was able to give to

those in the first volume, I might feel and indicate more certainty.

It is to be hoped others, more skilled, may be tempted to decide

what is here left open.

A few words may be pardoned me, if I call attention to some

points of interest in these new texts.

Nos. 717— 733 are fragments of texts similar to those in Volume i.,

deeds of sale, an advance of corn, list of prices, etc. Nos. 734— 740

are possible fragments of ' proclamations ' or charters, or of the

schedules to them. Nos. 741

—

752 are schedules, or inventories of

estates, such as are actually embodied in some charters. Thus,

no. 741 contains the inventory or schedule of the estate owned

by Nabusarrusur, which estate was enfranchised by the charter of

Asurbanipal, no. 646, in \'olume i. That others are closely related,

in a similar manner, to the contemporary charters, nos. 647 and

648, seems probable. Nos. 753— 761 are placed together because

Dr Peiser, in his review of Volume i. .seemed to think they ought to

have been included there. With the texts before him, the reader

may judge how far this was a fair criticism. No. 763 contains an

interesting list of names, perhaps of Egyptian slaves. Nos. 765— 771

are most of them short inscriptions on circular pieces of clay, bearing

a royal seal impression. No. 773 enumerates fields in various loca-

lities, perhaps all in Syria. The name Bambuki, in line 5, suggests

the Greek Bambyke-Heliopolis-Mappug. No. 777 seems to give an

estimate of the dimensions of Noah's Ark and a list of the animals

in it. No real building could be '390 cubits long, 150 cubits broad

and 660 cubits high.' Nos. 779— 782 are Assyrian private contracts,

published originally by P. V. Scheil, in Rec. de Trav. 1898, p. 202 ff.

They are given here, with some conjectural emendations, for com-

parison with the Kouyunjik style of deeds. Nos. 784—800 are

fragments of ' contracts,' not entered in the Catalogue, and pointed

out to me by Mr R. C. Thompson. I have not been able, as yet, to

join them to any other fragments.

Some joins, which have been made since the appearance of

\'olume I., seemed to demand the republication of their constituent
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fragments, in order to present an easily intelligible result. Thus

no. 8oi consists of nos. 199, 529, 530, and 609. So no. 802 consists

of no. 283 and what was entered in the Catalogue as ' part of a letter

or report.' No. 803 consists of nos. 399 and 488. No. 804 consists

of nos. 441, 560, and 582, which all join what was entered as 'a

historical text, probably a report.' The fragments would not join

one another until this connecting link had been discovered. No. 805

consists of nos. 575 and 579 and seems to be part of no. 490, though

it does not actually join it. The examination of K 131 12, entered

as 'part of a list of items of expenditure, etc' led to the joining of

no. 626 to it and to 82—3— 23, 87, 'part of a list of fields, etc.,

probably belonging to a report.' The complete text of these four

fragments now appears as no. 806. The fragment of Asuredilili's

charter, which appeared, in Volume i., as no. 649, has had three

further fragments added and now appears as no. 807. In no. 808

we have a join of no. 656 to K 2844, described in the Catalogue 'as

probably belonging to a report.' I consider that it belongs to

no. 655, but does not join it now.

A very interesting text, almost complete, is formed by joining

nos. 660 and 714 to K 1989, published by Dr H. Winckler in his

Sam)?iii/iig von Keihchrifttexten, i893) P- 5- The fragment 83— i
—

18, 425 does not actually join these portions, but evidently belongs

to the same tablet, and the combined text appears as no. 809.

Sargon II., when founding his city of DQr-Sargon, had evidently

absorbed some land belonging to an old endowment of Asur in

Maganuba. He now restores the endowment, field for field, else-

where, and adds considerably to its extent. This land is settled on

the surviving representatives of the priests, who had received the

original endowment from Adadi-nirari. The whole forms an im-

portant contribution to history and is dated May e.g. 714: 'given

at Nineveh.'

No. 810 is part of a letter enumerating the mandattii, or 'allow-

ances ' to the officials of the royal household, and forms an interesting

parallel to several lists which occur later in the volume, see nos. 822,

922, and e.specially no. 1036.

No. Si 2 is a memorandum of sums expended for various articles,

and is important for the question of prices at this epoch. The

markets of Harran and Kumuh are there named, and several

unusual turns of expression are noteworthy. A number of tablets

dealing with sums of money, due to or from certain persons, and
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assignments of property of different sorts to various persons, follow-

in nos. 813—8 1 6, compare further, nos. 960, 961, 986. These may
well be a Steward's accounts. Despite their great similarity I have

been able to make few joins, and the tablets are so fragmentary that

their exact purpose is difficult to determine.

Some texts seem to be inventories of goods served out to certain

officials, e.g. nos. 758, 971. Among these are some interesting lists

of articles of gold and silver, nos. 1079, 928, 931, 932, 929, 940.

One fragment appears to be a list of property belonging to prince

Asur-mukin-paleia, perhaps presented to him by his brother Asur-

banipal on his elevation to some high dignity. It is interesting to

note among the treasures certain tablets. This list is dated B.C. 646 (?),

see no. 1053.

The lists of officials, with their offices, are of interest both for the

proper names and for the titles in themselves. They also serve to

fix the contemporaries of each person, and so indirectly help to date

other texts, at least approximately. A list of the governors of the

chief states, at one date, such as given by nos. 853, 854, is only

second in interest to one shewing the succession of governors, such

as no. 1098, which is really an Eponym Canon. These officials are

grouped with some higher official, as the Crown Prince or the

Rabshakeh, but whether as responsible to him or as his guests, does

not appear. In one case, no. 860, a large number of officials are

divided into groups, and each group is to stay, either with some high

court official, or in some specified locality. This seems to throw

light on such long lists as no. 857, already partly published by

Dr Bezold, in P. S. B. A. xi., part 7, plates iv.—v. The king was

about to give a great feast to the ' chief estates ' of his realm and

these are lists of the guests. Such at least seems probable. Com-
pare nos. 833, 840, 841, 850, 858, 866.

In some few cases, the shape of the tablet and the way the names

are inscribed leads me to suppose that we have the remains of a list

of witnesses : e.g. nos. 607, 862, and 868.

One or two long lists of females occur, with some interesting

titles attached to them. Thus from no. 827 we incidentally learn

that women were so well educated as to be able to write. Further,

' female Aramaic scribes,' six of them, may imply that they could

write both Cuneiform and Aramaic, though that is not quite necessary

to believe. Compare nos. 828, 894, 901, 914.

The lists of slaves are a witness, by the names recorded, tt) the
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nationalities furnishing these essentials for domestic comfort. They
do not, however, make any noteworthy addition to our knowledge on

this subject. The prices paid for slaves form one branch of the

social aspect of life in Assyria, which will be fully discussed as soon

as I can get the chapter on slaves through the press. Other slave

lists are nos. 912, 913, 910, 911, 771, 783, 811, 878, 906, 825, 882,

855, 1099, etc., though possibly some of these are of somewhat more

special character.

The constitution of the army has been discussed incidentally, in

Chapter 11. jj^ 224—225, but lists of the archers and spearmen under

the command of certain officers will prove interesting. Such are

nos. 855, 856, 861, 947, etc.

Very interesting are the building lists of beams, etc., for repairs

in different cities, see nos. 915, 916, 917, 982, 983, with their curious

specifications of dimensions.

The lists of pots and pans, nos. 963, 964, etc., are valuable as

giving the names, and perhaps the capacities also of the vessels in

use in Assyria.

The lists of animals, e.g. nos. 699, 732 (with prices), 753, 754,

988—997, 1057, 1 103, 1 104, etc., are very informing as to the terms

applied to sheep and cattle of different ages, sex, or condition.

In the case of nos. 755, 972, the Catalogue puts 'animals' in

place of • fields,' or homers of land.

The ' weaving lists,' or lists of quantities of wool served out to

various persons, or the weavers in certain cities, form an interesting

little class, not yet much studied. Such are nos. 950—959, and

973—975-
The text, no. 976, is interesting for the high numbers it records.

Many interesting questions are involved in the relations of the

ritual with the sacrificial offerings to the gods. Professor H. Zim-

mern's monumental work on the ritual tablets, prescribing the

ceremonies to be used by the seers, conjurors and singers in their

offices, bids fair to place our knowledge on a higher level. What

has already appeared in his Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der Babylonischen

Religion is priceless for a comparison with the Mosaic ritual.

Dr John Jeremias in his Cultustafel von Sippar has also worked

out the comparison with the Phoenician ritual. But never yet has

the full list of articles actually offered as customary, ginu, to Assyrian

gods, been made available. In nos. 998— 1019, 1020— 1025, 1027

—

1031, 1037, 103S, 1056, etc., we have a set of texts which supple-
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ment, illustrate and explain each other in a rcrnarkal)le way. On
the whole, they go far to settle the meaning and the nature of the

offerings to the gods in Assyria. When taken in combination with

the directions for performing the ceremonies in worship, they will

almost complete the picture of what went on in an Assyrian temple.

Incidentally they throw light on the measures of capacity in use, and

prove that the number of ka in the .^///- was the same as in later

Babylonian times.

What appears to be a list of aromatic woods for incense occurs in

no. 1074, and a ver)' extensive inventory of the dues to a certain

temple in no. 1077. Among the lists of animals, several appear to

be lists of sacrifices to the gods, such are perhaps nos. 995, 997,

1035-

Whether there was complete religious tolerance in Assyria may

be questioned. The A.ssyrians shewed great readiness to pay homage

to other gods than their own. Assyrian kings record their worship

of local dignities outside their own land, and the personal names

shew that some men, even if only those of foreign extraction, kept up

the cult of foreign gods in Assyria. True the warrior warred, as the

emissary of Asur, on those who despised his gods ; but it is rare to

find any attempt at proselytizing, or persecution on the ground of

religious belief. This renders all the more .significant a list of people

' who fear not god,' in no. 826. We may wonder what god they had

refused to worship, or whether they professed to worship none at all.

This short review of the contents of the additional texts is not

meant to be exhaustive but to indicate briefly some of the treasures

contained in them. Had the time at my disposal allowed of copying

all these texts first, I should have been able to arrange those similar

to each other side by side, as was done more or less completely in

the first volume. But after copying a class I invariably found similar

tablets in another class. Hence I must leave the classification for

the comments on the individual texts. I shall be glad of any hints

as to the meaning and purpose of the more obscure texts, which

would help to a classification of them.

In view of the importance of the proper names among the

Assyrians, as bearing on the nature of popular religious conceptions,

and in the belief that any further light on the readings of proper

names must be welcome, I have added a few lists of Specimen

Names. Of these lists one has already been published in 11. R. 63 f.,

but a collated copy, with some additions from a joined fragment.
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should be welcome. The other lists are I believe now published for

the first time. The lists of female names are specially interesting, as

so few are otherwise known to us.

The reconstruction of the text, known as Sargon 12, from a

tablet preserved in the Louvre, is made from the extracts given in

Strassmaier's Alphabetisches Verzeichniss, nos. i, 28, 59, 249, 339,

348, 43i> 549» 651, 720, 724, 729, 880, 1090, 1 1 19, 1210, 1404,

1426, 1749, 1885, 2091, 2882, 3089, 3672, 3882, 4162, 4513, 4599,

4820, 4840, 4963, 5048, 5060, 5071, 5745, 5748, 5832, 6843, 7529,

7S39, 797 7^ 7978, 8S79. I may have overlooked some passages and

shall therefore be grateful to anyone who will send me notification of

them. The document was clearly concerned with a sale of some

land to the king's scribe. As this land was situated in or near Dur-

Sargon, we may suppose it to be part of the land purchased for the

king's buildings there. As such it would be very interesting, if a

complete text could be published. Probably the first part of it is

so badly preserved as to be practically illegible.

With respect to the three introductory chapters here published,

I cannot regard them as complete. Much remains to be said on

most of the points raised and many opinions expressed will have to

be modified later, no doubt. These chapters have been revi.sed by

Professor Dr P. Jensen, of Marburg, while passing through the press.

Almost every page owes something to his kind corrections, and I

desire here publicly to express my deep gratitude to him for the

incessant labour which he has expended on the proofs. At the same

time he must not be held responsible for any of the opinions ex-

pressed here, nor for the estimates given of the work done by other

scholars. Such opinions and estimates were formed by me quite in-

dependently and are often here given, in spite of his friendly protest.

If they call forth a successful vindication of the views they attack, it

will be a service to truth ; but if they turn out to be a merited

exposure of error they will be equally useful. But in any case it

is to be hoped that no error of mine will be imputed to another, and

that my obstinacy will not compromise one whose advice I have

failed to follow.

There may seem to some readers to be an undue propensity to

point out errors : especially on the part of one who has so many of

his own to admit. Yet what is one to do ? Anyone who has taken

the pains to find out the truth will know that earlier writers, whose

attention was probably wisely and rightly directed to the main points.
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which they wished to establish, and did cslahh'^li to the great gain

of those who come after, yet made small slips in matters of detail.

In subsequent investigations, these points become the really im-

portant details to settle. Then commences a struggle between

a just reverence for the worthy past and a due regard for that still

nobler ideal which they had reverenced none the less for their uncon-

scious lapses. It is given to all beginners and particularly to those

who are dull of apprehension to tuid ditificulties in what they read.

To find difficulties is too often the preliminary to finding errors.

To pass them by unnoticed would only be to perpetuate them.

When therefore it is needful to refer to a great man's work, it need

not surprise the candid reader to find only his mistakes referred to.

One could not be expected to refer to all he had done right, he

would not be a great man if all that could be got into such narrow

limits. The man who has made few errors has done little else, the

man that resents the discovery of them is little in himself. Nothing

can so please him who belongs to the future, as that his work should

have stimulated others so far to follow in his footsteps as to find out

when he slipped.

^Vhen therefore it was said of the Catalogue that I failed to

comprehend its meaning and to see why certain tablets were called

this or that, it need not be taken that I arrogated to myself greater

knowledge than Professor Dr Bezold, nor that I had solved the

mysteries which defied his powers, merely that in some transcen-

dental flights of positive as.sertion a meaner intellect staggered and

ignominiously failed to follow. I have now to confess the same

feebleness in many other cases. The views I take may be absolutely

inadequate, my powers of thought incapable of coping with these

greater matters ; would that I could say with truth that I have not

meddled with things too high for me. Yet I may seek some mercy

for that my very foolishness has found, in virtue of its simplicity, a

place where it may abide, in the omissions and oversights and perhaps

suppressions of those that are greater than I.

I have ventured to name suppressions, because it often seems

impossible to assume ignorance, and we all know how great a

temptation it is, at times, not to make all we know common
property. What we have won at so great a cost, why should we

give it away for nothing? It must be the oft-felt motive of what

otherwise would seem ignorance. There is then no great harm in

supposing that many statements, inconsistent with fact, were con-
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sciously so. I would not like to say of any man, that he knew but

was unwilling to tell the truth, because to my powers of thought that

seems akin to falsehood. Nor do I like to say of any man that he is

ignorant of what he has seen and read and written of Yet when the

facts and the things written of them appear to me inconsistent, let

not the reader blame me that I say so ; rather if my want of insight

may be turned that way let me be blessed for having given him a

cause to laugh in a mirthless age.

And at the last analysis let him remember that those differences

of intellectual power which are so conspicuous to one who shall

compare this work with the masterpieces of Assyriology, are after all

small details compared with the mass of truth that is common
property. Despite the unfavourable impression which this raw

presentation of facts may produce on one used to the exquisite

polish of literary achievements such as have been written of these

things before : yet there may be some value in its very crudeness.

The facts may be less hid for the absence of preservative wrappings

and have an appeal of their own to make.

To run down an error and replace it by truth, even when tlie

truth is less attractive, is a pleasure which few have lost the power of

sharing with me. To find out one's own errors gives quite as much
pleasure as to find out another's, the pain lies in having made them,

not in pointing them out. The reader can hardly grudge me a

pleasure which I share with himself, while the pain that goes with

it for me is confined to myself It is far pleasanter to print a

long list of errata than to know they exist and ignore them. Nor
shall I grudge any man the delight of finding the errors I have left

undetected, let him share it by telling the world and me.

I fear it will try the patience of the reader to find that so often I

am unable to understand this, that, or the other, in the writings of

great men or the meanings of small facts. He may rather rejoice

that so much that is obvious is left for him to point out. At the

same time let him grant me the kindly pity due to those more feebly

endowed with the sense of the obvious. It is a great power to see

what is clear, and to dispense with the slow process of argument by

flashes of insight. Vet the writings of genius must always appeal to

the few and do great violence to facts : while facts and the many are

destined to win in the end.

In August, 1898, Professor Dr Oppert read a paper at the

meeting of the Academy of ' Inscriptions et Belles Lettres,' in Pari.s,
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in which he discussed many of the texts published in Volume i.

This afterwards appeared under the title Le droit de retrait /if^nager

a Nim've, in the Comptes rendus of that Academy for 1898. This

paper presents many of the texts in translation, and is specially

valuable for the discussion of the chronology. The numerous points

raised and in many cases solved in this article, as well as some

points on which I hold a different opinion, will be dealt with as

they arise in the comments to be given later on the texts which

suggest them. Anything that comes from the revered author of

Documents Juridiques must be treated with respect : and this article

evidently embodied the mature results of a lifelong study of the

subject. I am deeply grateful for such an introduction of my work

to the public notice. The article sets forth many of the most

interesting features of the 'contracts,' and gives them an interest

that few would expect to find in legal documents.

Mr T. G. Pinches, in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Nov. 189S, pp. 893— 897, contributed a most friendly notice of

Volume I. He seems to have taken the trouble to notice the

purpose of my arrangement. He draws an instructive parallel and

contrast between the Assyrian and Babylonian contracts, and notes

the archaisms of Assyrian usages. He gives useful translations of

several documents, and gives an indication of the value and interest

of the subject.

l)r Peiser's review of my Volume i., in Volume 11. of Orien-

talistische Liiteraiur-Zeitung, for January, 1899, was a welcome

surprise. I have to recognise the generosity with which he has

found praise for what must have been a disappointment to him. I

am all the more pleased that he found so little fault with my texts,

because he alone, perhaps, had really read most of them before me.

On some points I may remark here, leaving others for notice in the

place where they are most germane to the matter in hand. It is

clear that he also came to the conclusion that Dr Bezold's description

of some tablets in the Catalogue was not entirely satisfactory. He
points out that I publish certain numbers which are not ' contracts

'

at all, though so described in the Catalogue. Such are nos. 539, 682,

691, 541, 543. I could not of course know that these were already

known not to be 'contracts.' I am sure English reviewers would

have blamed me for omitting them. They would not have imagined

that the Catalogue was wrong. Nor could Continental reviewers have

known unless they had the texts before them. The place assigned

J. b
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to them indicated my opinion of their nature. Dr Peiser, however,

suggests that I ought to have included others, as K. 123, 1014, 1145,

1232, 1254, 1255, 1265, 1293, 1387, 1404, &c., &c. But these

did not, as described in the Catalogue, fall within my range. I am
glad to know that in Dr Peiser's opinion they do. I have, of course,

now copied them and thank him for letting me know of them.

They are among the new texts. As to those in Babylonian script,

there are some which deserve a place in the Appendix, as he suggests.

They were probably enough found at Nineveh. They in some respects

mark a transition between Assyrian and Babylonian contracts : and

must go somewhere. They would be less out of place here, perhaps,

than amongst Babylonian contracts. Other Babylonian contracts are

included in the Catalogue, which as certainly were not found at

Nineveh. Many of them are rightly stated to be 'not from

Kouyunjik.' These I have, however, now copied, and as time and

opportunity serve I shall publish them, either in an Appendix, or

separately as 'Babylonian Deeds and Documents from the Kouyunjik

Collections.' The other points raised by Dr Peiser's friendly notice

will be remarked on elsewhere.

In April, 1899, by the kind courtesy of Dr Oppert, I received an

advance copy of his article, Das Assyrische Latid7-echt, which later

appeared in the Zeitschrift fi'tr Assyriologie, Vol. xiii. pp. 243—276.

Like everything which that great master, to whom Rawlinson willingly

conceded the title ' Father of Assyriology,' has written, it is full of

acute suggestion and clear explanation. It deals with a large number

of the texts in my Volume i. It states far more clearly than I have

ever seen before the results already attained in Documents Juridiques:

justifying some, modifying others and withdrawing some. It amply

proved, what I had already stated, that if Oppert had a clear text

before him, the meaning of it would soon be given to the world. As

most of my second volume was already written, I had neither the

heart nor the time to rewrite it : but I had still the time to place

references to this article alongside my work. Where the results are

the same, it gives me joy to know that I had reached them indepen-

dently, and I am not interested to claim any priority of their

discovery. It is a great triumph for them that they were first given

to the world by Professor Oppert. The case is different with the

points on which I differ from Dr Oppert. Doubtless in many cases

he is right and I am wrong. I have only room, for which I am
grateful, to place his opinion, or at least a reference to it, not in the
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place of honour it deserves, but at the end of my own. That is no

slight, merely the exigency of space. I could not take to pieces

again what was written.

Dr Oppert's article needs no advertisement from me. It will

remain a witness to the unabated powers of that gifted mind : and if

I shall appear in any way to have paid it small respect, it is only

because my mind was made up, and worse still written down, before I

knew of the view taken there. In some points I remain unconvinced.

I hope my views will not be lashed by Dr Oppert with such scorn as

has fallen upon Dr Peiser's guesses in K. B. iv. I cannot of course

venture to mediate between them. In one or two places I have

taken sides with one or other, perhaps to the discontent of both.

Dr Oppert's contributions in this article to the elucidation of the

texts in Volume i. are so great that one can only feel sure that in

time, if he is spared, he will clear up all difficulties, except such as

are due to defective texts. At the end of his article he has given a

most useful summary of the terms used in both Assyrian and

Babylonian contracts.

Professor Dr H. Zimmern, of Leipzig, contributed to the Gottingi-

sche gelehrte Anzeigen, no. 3, 1899 a critical review of Volume i.

In this he filled a page with supposed errors detected in my work, of

which I have no reason to complain. There are many more not yet

pointed out. But he rather misunderstood my purpose, which was

to give the text as I read it, not as I conjectured it should be. It is

all very well to say that the edition in in. R. was correct and mine

incorrect where it differed. The point is that I had collated the text

and given it differently, and the proper supposition to make was that

the scribe had so written the sign, or it had been so damaged, as to

render my reading at least as probable as that elsewhere given, or

more usual. However, I am by no means obstinate on such points,

and in my comments on the individual texts I shall notice these

imputed misreadings separately, and pay all due respect to the

suggestions made by the learned Professor. In most cases, I am

at one with him as to what ought to be there, the only point of

dispute will be what actually was written. On this point I have

sometimes been mistaken. All honour must be paid to the care

and labour involved in the detection of such points. It must be

noted in justice to both Dr Zimmern and myself, that in no. 6, of

the same publication, he handsomely withdrew all imputation of

carelessness that he might have seemed to imply. He is perhaps

b 2
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right in thinking that an error in an edition must be the editor's,

unless he expressly notes it as ''sic' in his edition. But that credits

me, as editor, with greater knowledge or confidence than I possess.

Although I had noted, what I took to be an erratic use of sd for TA,

I thought I had found too many examples of it, to regard it as an

error. The writing of sa with only two clearly legible horizontals

is common enough, and that of TA with only two clearly legible

verticals is certainly occasional. Hence the errors, as I think they

probably are. But I did not feel competent to decide against my
original that what looked like sa was meant for TA and ought to

be so edited. Consequently I made an error, which I am really

grateful to Professor Zimmern for detecting. I now surrender these

cases, and admit that I also ought to have seen that TA was intended.

In other cases, I am still unconvinced, though in no. 307 I believe

KI-UD should be KU-UD as in. R. had already given. It was

only with much deliberation that I had decided to give KI in place

of KU, but I recognise now that what gives a good sense is preferable

to what would be without parallel. I am afraid that I was too much

influenced by a desire for mere mechanical accuracy of reproduction,

without using my judgement as to the sense of what was before me.

One may err in the other direction and give a rendering of one's own

opinion of what ought to be rather than a faithful reproduction of

what is. The first error is the safer for a beginner.

It is most instructive to notice the radical difference between

English and Continental reviewers. Here it seems enough to turn

over a book to some amateurish scribbler who can shelter his want of

knowledge under the screen of anonymity. To such a reply is hardly

expected, they would probably be alarmed at the idea of a discussion

founded on their criticisms. The foreign reviewer spends real labour,

even if of a pedantic style, on his work, and the errors he points out,

the objections he raises and the suggestions he makes are worth

notice. At least he spares the author the preliminary insult of

assuming that it is not worth while to read his book or to know

much of its subject in order to review it.

Such a feeble creature will seek to play off one scholar against

another, in the hope that some fun will result from the touchiness of

the pedant. For example, the Catalogue may be quoted against one

on such points as obverse and reverse and the number of lines on a

tablet. Now I have not the smallest desire to emphasize the errors

of the Catalogue. I can conceive that Dr Bezold felt some con-
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tempt for the class of documents with which I deal and it seems

clear that he did not adopt any strict rule as to what should be

reckoned a line. What 1 call a trace, which presents no legible or

recognisable sign, is often counted as a line, while clearly written

signs, forming parts of a line, or even whole lines, are not counted.

No one would be more willing to admit the error when pointed out

than the esteemed Professor at Heidelberg, but I have no mandate

to single out errors and gloat over them. I am not writing a review.

But, on the other hand, when there is an error in the Catalogue,

nothing demands that I should perpetuate it by repeating it in my
edition of the text. It is too absurd to be twitted with the incon-

sistency of the two views, most of all by one who seemingly has not

the skill, or has not taken the pains, to collate my text with the

original.

I heartily apologize for my errors, whether they be detected or

not, and perhaps I owe a little further explanation of them. A
day's excursion from Cambridge to London, and the copying of a

few texts at the British Museum, has usually been followed by an

interval of some days before I could autograph the texts. When
I suspected an error I left a blank space for the correction, after a

collation of the text. I now suspect that these corrections were

sometimes made ^vith the wrong writing fluid. For, especially in the

case of the square brackets, indicating the ends of a line, or the

insertion of a restoration, the corrections have not all been printed

in the text, although clear enough in the copy. I hope to point

out all such errors in the comments on the texts.

In conclusion, I have to express my gratitude again to

Dr E. A. W. Budge for the many kind permissions he has granted

me, materially facilitating my work. Also to Mr L. W. King and

Mr R. C. Thompson for help in reading difficult places. There is

no doubt, that nowhere in the world are such facilities and assistance

afforded students who mean to work, as at our British Museum.
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CHAPTER I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

1. The modern scientific method of dealing with history

deduces its conclusions from facts attested by monuments. In the

search for such facts archaeology has of late years become a new

and powerful agency. Especially in the history of the East has a

revolution been accomplished by the exploration of the buried cities

of Mesopotamia. Already the great historical inscriptions of Assyria

and Babylonia have put a new meaning into the centuries before

the Christian era. How the view has altered for the student of

the Hebrew Scriptures few can yet realise. The influence of Oriental

civilisations upon the institutions of the West we have only begun to

surmise.

2. Among the sources of historical evidence we must assign

an important place to legal documents. In European history

much stress is laid on charters, census records, private letters,

journals, and the like. Archives and private collections are

increasingly ransacked for these unbiassed and unimpeachable

witnesses to fact. There can be few archives so replete with con-

temporary records of all kinds as the so-called Library of AS^urbanipal

at Nineveh. Everything concerning the business transactions of the

royal household seems to have found its place there, alongside state

documents and historical records. Of late years Assyriologists have

been enabled, through the publication of the great British Museum
Catalogue of the Kouyunjik collections, to bring together the docu-

ments bearing on any particular subject. Inestimable is the boon

that such a work confers on all who wish to get at original sources

for the history of the Sargonid dynasty in Assyria. Professor

Dr C. Bezold has done what few men could, and fewer would

venture to attempt, by giving us an approximate idea of what each of

J- I
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the twenty thousand and more tablets and fragments is really con-

cerned with. This is truly a magnificent achievement for one man
to have accomplished, as his self-denying contribution to the general

good. It now remains to take them class by class, combine, coordi-

nate, join, restore, and publish them.

' 3. Among the many classes of documents, thus first rendered

available for connected study, the so-called contracts, legal decisions

and charters, or proclamations, were at once distinctly marked out

and readily available. These records of private life, intimately

associated as they are with the royal household for the greater part

of the 7th century B.C., the period of Assyria's widest empire, drawn

up with scrupulous accuracy, dated, sealed and witnessed, are an

almost priceless legacy to us from the conquerors of ' the four quarters

of the world.' That we can now know with such exactitude what

men said and did so long ago seems a startling justification of the

proud boast of those who wrote with an expressed view to all future

time. One can hardly feel it other than a solemn duty to the past

to listen to the voice that speaks so clearly across the silence of ages.

\Vho can without a sympathetic thrill hear the heart beat from

beneath the arid sand, as he reads the unfaltering characters that tell

the story of a brother man ? We learn his wants, his hopes and

fears, we recognise the unbending will, the careful estimate of

possibilities, the shrewd adaptation to circumstances, and at every

turn we find an echo of ourselves. This intense reality of human
interest clings most closely to the contracts. Far from repelling by

their dry details, they make a direct appeal to modern minds by

their clear brisk business smartness and their apt expression of a

direct relation to actualities. The real Assyrian stands before us

a living man. We may fail to follow his religious aspirations, we
may discount his narratives of conquest, we may misunderstand his

views of natural or moral philosophy, but his grip on the shekel is as

real and direct as our own. For plain straightforward expression

of his intentions there is nothing to compare with the Assyrian's

deed of sale, unless it be a Babylonian version of the same trans-

action.

4. In addition to this revelation of the character of a nation

that was one of the greatest empire builders of the old world, there

are not a few direct contributions to history. A glance through the

pages of Schrader's Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek will shew how large a

part of the history of certain periods depends solely upon documents
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of this class. Of many kings \vc have little more to say than what

is to be deduced from a boundary stone or a charter. Fortunately

for the reigns of Sargon and his successors we have ample historical

inscriptions to give us a general knowledge of the political and ex-

ternal relations of the country. From the contracts we can further learn

how these events affected life at home. From some of the historical

inscriptions we may deduce the state of affairs in Assyria itself.

From the ' contracts ' we can often verify or correct our impressions.

Histories of Assyria e.xist in plenty, and I do not proj)ose to re])ro-

duce them, nor to recapitulate their information, 'i'here are however

many lacunae in the historical inscriptions. A king's cylinders or

prisms rarely reach the last few years of his reign ; his succes.sor

does not start where he left off, but with his own accession. True,

the chronicles and the canon lists supply some connecting link.s,

but they are very scanty. Our documents give many more valuable

hints. As they directly concern the royal household, and cover

almost every year, we know much of what went on at the head-

quarters of the empire. When supplemented by the letters, of

which such numbers are preserved, we shall doubtless be able to

solve many a puzzle. It is not however my purpose to apply the

information contained in these documents, so much as to arrange,

elucidate, classify, and, so far as I am able, render them readily

available for use as materials for history.

We need not wonder that this class of document has had such a

fascination for so many scholars. Few Assyriologists have not done

something at the 'contracts.' Few have not found themselves repaid

for their labour by the interest of their results. There is hardly one

but throws some fresh light on some Eastern custom, some social or

commercial usage, or reveals some unexpected nationality, some

striking personality.

5. The previous publications of the Assyrian contracts are

mentioned on p. ix. of the preface to Vol. i. These are but few

compared with the contracts published already, belonging to' differ-

ent periods of Babylonian times. They are all enumerated in the

Bibliography and are discussed in the comments on the individual

texts. Some general reference must be made in passing to the

other groups of contracts, etc.

6. The vast collection of texts published by Strassmaier, as

Inscriptions of Nabonidus, Nebuchadnezzar, Cyrus, Darius, Cam-

byses, etc., are an almost inexhaustible mine of information as to the
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commercial and social conditions in Babylonia after the fall of the

Assyrian Empire. They are chiefly private contracts, and have no

further connection with those kings than that they are dated in their

reigns. They are arranged chronologically, and by that arrangement

certain historical purposes are served. As the various monographs

which have been based upon them amply shew, the elucidation of

their contents is best served by grouping together the similar texts.

They all came practically from the same district, a small area

about Babylon. They record transactions between private persons,

even though in some cases of exalted rank. Few can be directly

associated with the Court or palace ; though the wedding to the

high-priest of Nabu of a daughter of Neriglissar's and the well-known

references to Belshazzar son of Nabonidus are exceptions.

7. The very opposite is true of the documents published in this

present work. They also are confined to a small geographical area,

but they are mostly of an official nature. They might with good

reason have been called Inscriptions of Adadi-Nirari, Tiglath-Pileser,

Shalmaneser, Sargon, Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, Asurbanipal and

Asur-etil-ilani. In many cases they are grants of property by the

king to some privileged official, or the deeds executed by a steward

of the king, of the crown prince, the queen, or other member of the

royal family. Some are connected with temple property, some may

be personal affairs of the officials named in them, and some few may
concern mere private citizens. On the other hand, even these

may really, closely, and ultimately concern the royal household ;

only the connection escapes our recognition.

8. As a consequence of this very different /^/-^'i^;/';/^/ and purpose

our documents do not receive much illustration from the contracts of

the later Babylonian times. Phraseology and usages seem quite

different. If our documents present a fair specimen of the average

Assyrian business transactions of their period, then there was a very

marked dissimilarity between the usages in Assyria and Babylonia.

We have, it is true, comparatively few Babylonian documents of the

same date : but such as we have are closely allied to the later

Babylonian documents : they shew small trace of Assyrian influence.

It is likely, however, that Court business followed quite another style

from the ordinary private business. If so, as our documents are

all so similar, we may assume them all to be Court documents.

When the private contracts of everyday life in Assyria do come

to light, they may turn out to be much more like the contem-
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porary Babylonian types, and very unlike those published in this

book.

9. In his Kcilinschriftliche Actcnstiicke aus Babylotiischen Stiidten

and his Babylonische Vertriige, I)r I'eiser gave a large number of

texts chiefly of the later Babylonian times. The accuracy of his

copies, the careful discussion of them, and the great advances in

interpretation which he made, render these books indispensable to

the student of the contract literature.

10. Before him, Professor I)r Oppert, in his Documents Juri-

di(jues, gave a large number of copies of Babylonian te.xts, besides

Assyrian texts. He practically founded the interpretation of the

contract. Defective or erroneous as his texts often were, he found

out their meaning in most cases, and it is still essential at least

to know what he has said. Ur Peiser in K. B. iv. also gave a

great many more later Babylonian texts, many of them from his

own copies. Many of these were, however, transliterated from

Strassmaier's great publications. Dr Oppert has also published

many articles, taking Strassmaier's texts as his basis and elucidating

their contents.

11. Dr Tallqvist published a discussion of several of these

contract texts in his Babylonische Schenkungsbriefe. He also con-

tributed an invaluable introduction and glossary to the Inscriptions

of Nabonidus, Nebuchadnezzar, etc. published by Strassmaier.

Lately, Dr Demuth and Dr Ziemer have discussed a large number

of Strassmaier's texts, as Dr Zehnpfund had done before them

for the group relating to weaving, etc.

It is not easy to separate the publication of texts from the

explanations and translations which have usually accompanied them.

On the other hand Strassmaier's texts were published without note or

comment, but with most interesting prefaces and an index of proper

names. The British Museum publications in Cuneiform Inscriptions

of Western Asia, by Rawlinson, etc., and the last series of Cuneiform

Inscriptions from Babylonian tablets, by Mr T. G. Pinches and

Mr L. W. King, are also without note or comment. They together

form an enormous body of texts, which will for years to come be

a source of information and a subject for study. I cannot pretend

to have mastered them all. In looking through them I have often

been struck by phrases or passages that seemed to throw light on

the Assyrian contracts. I must have missed many more, for, unless

I could have carried all my difficulties in my mind at the same time,
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it would have been impossible to note all that might be of service.

I have not had time to index all these publications. On the whole,

they rather shew how separate and special our texts are, than help to

understand them. Dr A. B. Moldenke has also published a number
of Cuneiform texts of the (New York) Metropolitan Museum of Art.

These are chiefly of the later Babylonian kind. He gives some

useful translations and comments.

12. We are now able to compare a large number of similar

documents from the early Babylonian times. Strassmaier published

a collection ' from Warka ' in the Proceedings of the Fifth Oriental

Congress, chiefly of the times of Nur-Adadi, Rim-Sin, Hammurabi
and Samsuiluna. Dr B. Meissner, in his most valuable work,

Beitrdge zum Alt-Bahylonischen Privatrecht, a work full of most

interesting conclusions and far-reaching enquiries, gave us many
more. The pubUcation by the British Museum of a series of 'Cunei-

form texts from Babylonian tablets, etc' (eight parts already out)

has added yet more.

It is very remarkable that these early Babylonian 'private con-

tracts ' should so frequently illustrate ours. The similarity in words

and phrases is most marked. We have long known that Assyrian

culture came from Babylonia. It is somewhat surprising to find the

earlier forms, once common to both lands, surviving in Assyria so

long after Babylonia had devised fresh and widely divergent turns of

expression. In this respect it would seem that Assyria, absorbed in

military expansion, had stood still in commercial development.

The contrast may, however, be due to quite another cause. The
preservation of the older forms of expression may have been simply

characteristic of the Court ofificialism. It was doubtless more dignified

to retain the ancient formulae, hallowed by long usage, than to

indulge in new-fangled modes of expression. If this be the real

explanation, it is an additional argument for doubting whether we

yet have really before us the everyday commercial documents of

Assyria.

13. Among the numerous publications of contract tablets

the four Assyrian documents given by Dr Scheil in the Reciieil de

Travaiix, Vol. xx. p. 202 ff., are very significant. They will be seen

to be quite unUke the class of tablets in this work, and, though

clearly contemporary in date, are much more nearly allied to

Babylonian types. I have taken the liberty of reproducing them

in transliteration, with a few comments, as in nos. 776—779.
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Of course there must be thousands of documents like these

buried at Kouyunjik. The puzzle is how these were ' found.' Can

it be they were on the surface? We understand that exploration

proper is forbidden, but this haphazard sort of ' find ' is most perilous.

?recious and indeed unique documents of history are the sport of

ignorant dealers. We owe great gratitude to men like Father Scheil

vho will rescue something from the wreck.

In the Louvre at Paris there is preserved at least one tablet of a

niture akin to those here published. It was referred to by Professor

Cppert in his Docummts /uridiques, and by G. Smith in the Assyrian

Lponym Canon. Numerous extracts from it were published by

Srassmaier in his Alphabdisches Verzeichniss, and an account com-

piled from these quotations will be given as no. 780. It appears not

t) be from Nineveh, but probably from Khorsabad.

14. Of some interest are the so-called Cappadocian tablets.

ylany of these are contracts, and they, have some striking resem-

blances to our group. The largest number were published by

jole'nischeff, who procured them from the neighbourhood of

tCaisarieh. They have been exhaustively handled, not only by the

Dwner and editor, Golenischeff, in his first edition, but especially

by Professor Dr P. Jensen and Professor Dr Fr. Delitzsch. Others

have been published by Mr Pinches, Professor Sayce, and Dr Scheil.

Dr Peiser has summarised the chief facts about them in K. B. iv.

p. viii.

Their relationships to Assyria are very marked. Names com-

pounded with Asur occur, the writing reminds one of early Assyrian

rather than of Babylonian types, the language has afifinities with both,

but the dating by eponyms rather than by regnal 'years is very

significant. One must admit either that they were written in an

Assyrian colony or that the native population had been deeply

affected by Assyrian influence. Further, there are strong evidences

of a Semitic population, that was possibly not Assyrian but of the

Canaanite branch. The whole question of their date, exact locality,

and true racial affinity must remain to be settled by future ' finds.'

It is noteworthy that we often find in the Assyrian historical

inscriptions that rulers of independent states are given Assyrian

names. We also know from the inscription of Bel-Harran-bel-usur,

in the time of Tiglath Pileser III. (see K. B. iv. p. 102 ff.), that even

after the Assyrian Empire had reached a high pitch of power,

Assyrian officials could set out to found cities and call them after
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their own names. It seems to me, these scattered hints point to the

Assyrian race as being active colonisers and a migratory race long after

^ they had a chief seat in Assyria proper. The policy of the kings to

deport the natives of a conquered province and set in their owr

subjects may have been only a formal expression of a racial tendency

The rapid extension of empire also may merely have been the lai

/ step in bringing under the central authority lands already permeated

through and through by Assyrian emigrations.

The Cappadocian tablets are as yet too few to do much for tie

elucidation of Assyrian contracts, but they are very closely relatei,

and undoubtedly of a much earlier date than our group.

Unfortunately we as yet have few Assyrian contracts from ary

other place than Nineveh, few of earlier date than the yth centur,

and few that are certainly of a popular character. We must never los

sight of the fact that our group is highly specialised and strictly loca.

15. Of considerable interest are those Babylonian contrac

tablets, sixty-eight in number, which appear in the Kouyunjil

Collections. As stated in the British Museum Catalogue many o"

these are clearly not from Kouyunjik at all. They are of ver)

various dates, early Babylonian, later Babylonian, etc. As it was

needful to copy them in order to be sure of their nature, I hope

some future opportunity of publication may present itself. For the

present the reader may accept my assurance that they have little

or no connection with our Assyrian, or rather Ninevite documents.

Some few, however, are concerned with the affairs of the

Assyrian royal household at Lahiru and perhaps elsewhere, and a

few seem really to have been brought to Nineveh in Assyrian times

from the Babylonian cities. A transliteration of these will appear

with a few comments at the end of this work.

16. The value of these and similar documents for our study lies

chiefly in their contributions to the vocabulary. They also furnish

much light on the customs and social conditions, but are then to be

used with caution.

17. Of equally great value are the numerous lists of objects,

animals, contributions, and the business or official memoranda.

When dated, documents of this sort have generally been published

along with the contracts • but they do not seem to me properly

included in the present work. Several such lists were actually

included in volume i. merely because they had been called

contracts in the Catalogue, and I had to shew what they really were.
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Others were added because, though not called contracts, they were

precisely similar lists. I have now copied all the lists signalised

in the Catalogue and hope ere long to find some opportunity of

publishing them. They have considerable interest, recording many
names of objects not yet in our lexicons, and in many ways illustrate

our work. I have quoted freely from them in my notes. They
certainly are in no sense contracts.

18. As might be expected, the letters, so admirably published

by Dr R. 1"'. Harper in his Assyrian and Babylonian Letters, quoted

as H. A. 15. L., furnish many sidelights on the subjects of my work.

I have also ventured to quote from a few letters that I had copied

before I was aware of Dr Harper's enterprise.

The names that appear in published texts or in the Catalogue

are also freely drawn upon, both in the references in the body of the

work and in the Index of Proper Names.

19. It is not always easy to recall the origin of one's views, and

if in any place I have repeated what I have read of another man's

work, without acknowledging the source of my information, I beg

humbly to apologize. On the other hand, some things that I had

noted have, since I wrote them down, been pointed out by others.

In these cases, I have not always been careful to state that my
conclusions were arrived at independently, because on reading others'

remarks my own previous work made them seem familiar, and I

have perhaps overlooked the fact of their originality. For any such

unconscious offences I also apologize.

20. The earlier attempts to translate or explain these documents

have my respectful and grateful reverence. Once for all, let me bow
in admiration at the genius that unravelled the mysteries of

cuneiform script and the Assyrian tongue. Before I began my
studies this great work was done. Now the difficulties are chiefly of

obscure words and phrases, and certain doubts arising from our

ignorance of what was possible in Assyria at the period.

Many have taken in hand to elucidate the Assyrian contracts.

First and foremost we must place Professor Dr J. Oppert. His

work on the Documents Juridiqitcs is the basis of most of that which

I can regard as sure. He has continued to contribute to the further

elucidation of the legal and commercial customs and documents in

numerous articles ; and he has lately written two articles, largely

based on the new material in volume i. His name consequently

appears on almost every page of this book.
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A worthy second is Dr F. E. Peiser. Not only in the case of

later Babylonian contracts did he make many luminous and brilliant

suggestions, but he greatly advanced our knowledge of the Assyrian

texts by publishing or re-editing a large number in the fourth volume

of Schrader's Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek. Further, in conjunction

with Professor Dr J. Kohler, he has edited a series of contributions

to the understanding of the contract literature under the title Aus
dem Babylonischen Rechtsleben. Although these scholars do not

therein expressly handle Assyrian documents, they throw much light

on them.

Mr T. G. Pinches has also made many noteworthy contributions

to the study in his edition of Sir H. Peek's Collection, and in many
scattered articles.

Quite recently Professor Dr H. V. Hilprecht and Dr A. T. Clay

have edited a set of later Babylonian contract tablets from Nippur,

of the time of Artaxerxes I. These are of value both for vocabulary

and the notices of the customs that had survived the Persian

invasion.

As before remarked, most Assyriologists have done something to

elucidate these texts. Even those who have not published any, as

Professor Delitzsch for example, have done much to clear up their

meaning. It is needless to say that to all of them, and especially to

Delitzsch's Haiidwd7'terbuch, I am greatly indebted.

21. One of the most valuable and informing pieces of work

ever done for the classification of the contracts is chapter C in

Dr Bezold's Kurzgefasster Uberblick iiber die Babylonisch-Assyrische

Literatur. He devoted ^§ 83—91 to the contracts, and therein

made many most valuable suggestions, and especially rendered good

service by his classification. The sections into which he divides the

then published contracts are I. Kaufvertrage ; A, Uber den Verkauf

von Sclaven ; B, Uber den Verkauf von Immobilien, {a) von

Hausern, (ii^) von Feldern, Garten u. s. f ; C, Sonstige Kaufvertrage.

II. Darlehensurkunden ; A, Mit vertragsmassiger Zinsbestimmung

;

B, Ohne vertragsmassige Zinsbestimmung ; C, Ohne nahere

Angaben. III. Urkunden fiber Eherecht und Eheguterrecht.

IV. Urkunden uber letztwillige Verfugungen. Not only did

Dr Bezold point out the chief classes into which the contracts

might be divided but he made many acute remarks on the purport

of several of them. These remarks will be utilised later in the

notes. He adds one or two other classes on p. 161, as, for example,
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Lieferungs-Vertrage, Bescheinigungen, Anleihc von Feldfriichtcii.

I'\irther, he notes the tablets dealing with Tempclcinkiinfte and a

sort of Opferstiftungen. Simple Quittungen, Arbeitslcistungen, Ver-

cinbarungcn, Processcn, etc., are named. Finally, as in all Dr

Bezold's work, most careful respect is paid to the previous labours of

other men, and their results duly accredited.

From this and the notices in the Catalogue a very exhaustive

classification could be drawn up, and from a study of the examples

there noted as belonging to the separate classes one might make out

some idea of the characteristics of each class. A close study of

these points has convinced me that Dr Bezold relied too confidingly

on the results given by Dr Oppert, who had worked in many cases

from defective texts. Also I am of opinion that in the Catalogue

Dr Bezold rather slighted the contracts and too often dismissed

them with an uncritical notice. Only so can I account for his

singularly inappropriate remarks on some of them. At the same

time one would have thought, after the pains he had already taken

to classify, as above, the contracts already known, that he would

have used that classification in the Catalogue. The chief part of our

documents come under the first two heads : only I have reversed

their order in my arrangement. I put first all tablets relative to loans

or advances, with or without interest, on security, etc., and then the

deeds of sale. There are very few tablets relating to heritage or to

marriage-settlements. I know of none that can be regarded as

testamentary. On the other hand, the leases form a link between

the deeds of sale and the charters.

Dr Bezold, here and in the Catalogue, has given a very

full series of references to the literature of the subject. One only

has to note his references and add the more recent publications in

order to be fairly complete.

22. In my preface to the first volume I have touched lightly

upon the lack of an accurate nomenclature in dealing with the

contracts. I had then in my mind chiefly the earlier efforts of

Dr Oppert, the references in some English popular works, and the

Museum Catalogue. I had not carefully examined Dr Bezold's

classification above, chiefly because I had too hastily assumed that

he followed it in the Catalogue. He seems there to have submitted

his own good judgment to the inaccurate popular descriptions. It

would be hard to see which of his terms above could be accurately

rendered ' private contract.' They certainly do suit well the various
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classes of documents to which they are more or less accurately

ascribed ; but the term ' private contract ' is founded on an entire

misconception of the nature of the document. It would however be

acceptable, as a makeshift, were it not so misleading.

23. Many of the terms used in these documents are, of course,

distinctly technical. Business terms, trade marks, law terms, agri-

cultural terms, often occur, and are very difficult to interpret.

Etymologies are often impossible to obtain and the derivation from

similar roots is likely to mislead. The context is far more likely to

assist but much must remain guess-work. The occurrence of the

same phrase or term many times repeated is of small assistance if

the same context always accompanies it. The same term, set in a

different context, may have a totally different meaning ; the same

word even may not have the same sense ; two entirely distinct words

may have the same spelling and pronunciation. So it has been my
plan, when a word of doubtful meaning occurs, simply to transliterate

it, unless its translation seemed essential to the understanding of the

transaction itself I have attempted to discuss the meaning of each

such expression in some one place : and the reader who wants to

know what I have said about it should turn to the Glossary, where he

will find a reference to the discussion. I have generally given such

discussion in the first place where it seemed essential. Elsewhere I

leave the term untranslated. For, though for example, I am con-

vinced that bel-katdti means 'agent,' 'business manager,' I do not

always render it so, lest I should import a meaning into the

transaction which is irrelevant. If the bel-katati only does what any

other person could do and does not act as ' agent ' in the transaction,

I leave the term unrendered ; but, if ' agency ' is a prominent or

essential feature of the proceeding, then I render ' agent.' I do not

think it necessary each time to repeat all my reasons : if the reader

doubts the suitability of my plan, let him look up the reference in the

Glossary, under bel-katati^ and he will find where I do discuss the

meaning of the term.

24. In my introductions to the separate classes I have

endeavoured to set forth the characteristics of the class and to

discuss the characteristic formula and its variants : but I do not

pretend in such cases to give a list of all the passages where each word

occurs. When a word occurs often I say so, and the curious in

statistics of occurrence must turn to the Glossary. That I have

divined all the nicer shades of meaning is not rationally to be
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expected of mc, and I can only hope that what I have done will helj)

others to secure what has eluded my grasp.

25. In my preface to the first volume, p. viii, I have already

mentioned the difficulty of finding a general term for the legal and

commercial documents contained in this collection of texts. In

ordinary language 'contract for' means an undertaking to supply

something at a stipulated price. A public contract is chiefly under-

stood to imply that tenders have been invited for some public

undertaking. Private contracts certainly mean that the documents

constitute a binding agreement between persons in their private

capacities. When one party is a Court official and the other a

merchant, and the purchase is obviously for the royal household,

the appropriateness of the term 'private' is open to question.

26. The real misunderstanding that lay at the root of the

expression ' private contract ' is not particularly easy to exhibit. It

would be very easy for those who have used the term to evade any

and all its implications by saying that they at least used it in a

different way. Still I believe that the early students of these

documents did regard them as undertakings to furnish something.

For example, when No. 77 is described as 'a contract for copper,'

and we find it really recording that a slave was pledged for life for

70 minas of copper, it is difficult to resist the impression that the

writer supposed ' copper ' to be the real want and the other details

mere subsidiaries. He regarded it as the record of an undertaking

to supply copper and an engagement so to do. Now this is obviously

a false estimate of the transaction, and points to the possibility that

only * copper ' was really intelligible to the reader of the tablet. He
might just as well have said ' a sale for copper,' or ' a loan of copper

'

except that he probably feared these were not right and so fell back

on the vaguer term 'contract.' He thought it a safe thing to say 'a

contract ' : but as in English we generally say a ' contract for ' the

thing to be supplied, and as copper was the only comprehensible

object, this early student said a 'contract for copper.' He might

just as well have said 'a contract for a slave.' For while the word

contract does apply to these documents in that the parties do

contract to abide by their bargain, they are not contracts in the

sense which the word carries to the modem ear. Further, the word

contract was actually used in this wrong sense by those early

students. If I buy a house of Mr So and So for ;^2ooo and we

each take a copy of the deed of sale, that document \\-ill certainly
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mention me and Mr So and So, and we shall be contracting parties,

and it may be quite right in one sense to call that transaction a

'private contract' between us. The deed will also mention the

money, but it would be absurd to call it 'a contract for gold.'

Now I do not blame anyone for misunderstanding the drift of a

cuneiform tablet, it is difificult to avoid doing so, but I think it

particularly unfortunate that such a term as private contract was

used to cover all commercial and business documents. If I give a

list of things I want to my agent and he starts off to procure them,

why is the paper he carries with him ' a contract ' at all ? If he does

not get the things, he has not contracted to do so. If he brings

them all back and hands them over, the list does not turn into 'a

contract.' If I, as steward, serve out certain stores or utensils to the

servants and take an inventory of what is served out with their

acknowledgment of its receipt, it is a contract only in a vague way

to return the goods. It is only in this vague sense that many of the

documents in Strassmaier's Iiucriptions of Nabofiidus could be called

' contracts.' Dr Bezold in his Catalogue saw this point clearly

enough, and as a rule he calls such inventories by the appropriate

name of 'lists of objects.' Other business memoranda he calls

'memoranda,' quite correctly. When an object of any kind was

dedicated to the gods as a votive offering, a note appears to have

accompanied it, with the name and titles of the donor and some

indication of its purpose. It is, however, surely rather odd to call

such notes ' memoranda ' about the relatives of the donor.

27. Dr Bezold is not alone in regarding the contents of a

tablet as of less value for its classification than its shape, etc., but

one at least of my esteemed critics does the same. Dr Peiser, in his

review of my book, O. L. Z. 99, p. 15, rightly takes exception to the

tablets K 1468, 1483, 1566, 7382 and 7394 being included in my
collection : he rightly ascribes their inclusion to ' irre fiihrende

Notiz ' in the Catalogue : but I dared not omit them. For reviewers

do not all know what a document is unless they have seen it, and they

would have felt safe in condemning me for the omission and in

assuming that the Catalogue was right. On the other hand, Dr Peiser

thinks I ought to have included K123, 1014, 1145, 1232, 1254,

1255, 1265, 1293, 1387, 1404, etc. These are not described in the

Catalogue as ' Contracts.' How was I to know they were ' Contracts ' ?

I give them now in this volume to justify myself and because, after

such a hint, I was bound to copy them, and my readers ought to share
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the benefit. But they are not contracts after all. As will be seen, they

are something quite different in style. I am aware that Dr Peiser

did not apply this term to them. He seems however to cling to the

notion that all such 'lists,' 'memoranda,' etc. are properly to be

inclucKd in this work.

28. But this great master of the contract literature was right, at

least in his suggestion that the Catalogue did not name all the

contracts. The Af/i('fiaeur?i reviewer also was clearly aware of this,

for he makes the remark, " had he (the author of Assyrian Deeds

and Documents) examined the collection more thoroughly his

number of printed copies might, we think, have been increased

considerably." If one takes up a Catalogue of a certain class of

objects in a Museum, one does not expect to be told that on ex-

amining the contents of the Museum, there will be found many

more objects of the same sort. Especially is this the case, when

every such object must be entered in that Catalogue under some

head or other. Did the reviewer mean to charge the Catalogue

with incompleteness and inaccuracy, or merely desire to disparage

my execution of my task by using his knowledge of that incomplete-

ness and inaccuracy?

In any case I am glad to know that it is now recognised that, in

order to make a complete edition of any class of tablets, it is

necessary to look over many other classes as well. That is a

complete apology for my omitting those tablets which hereafter may
be recognised as omitted by me. That I have added a number of

such fragments in this volume I count as my good fortune. I only

hope that others will be as successful.

29. Returning to the names given to these tablets, I must point

out that they still lack a single term which accurately describes them

all. ' Legal documents ' they are certainly, but the term is too wide.

There are other legal documents doubtless. Some of these certainly

are 'deeds of sale,' but not all. No term I have yet seen exactly

describes them all. The term ' private contracts ' has become familiar

by use, and provided we make all due reservations and do not argue

from the term itself, we may at any rate continue to use the word

'contract.' It thus merely denotes 'a binding agreement.'

30. This brings me back to a point that is overlooked in some

translations. As far as the context goes, an English legal term may
be a fair equivalent for the Assyrian legal term. But both have

their own implications, and these may not run on parallel lines. I
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may be convinced that ' mortgage ' is a fine rendering of a word used

to describe a certain transaction, and it may, as far as that trans-

action goes, be an excellent and accurate translation : but the

Assyrian word may also denote a transaction where the word
' mortgage ' would imply more. Hence I either leave the Assyrian

unrendered or put ' mortgage ' in quotation marks.

31. Any attempt at an improved nomenclature for the various

classes and a scientific classification must be founded upon at least

an approximate understanding of their contents. The external

characteristics are not conclusive.

32. The structure and material of the tablets demand a few

remarks. Without exception they are composed of clay ; burnt

in the ashes of a wood fire, possibly in some cases in an oven, or

else merely sun-dried. While the larger, purely literary or historical,

works were written on slabs of carefully selected clay, pierced with

holes at proper intervals to allow the tablet to suffer heating without

warping, or also to allow the insertion of small pegs to prevent its

surface from being rubbed when turned over ; these tablets were

treated with much less ceremony. They bear marks of having been

held in the hand, while being inscribed, and are often much rubbed,

even when well baked.

33. Usually, and in the best specimens, a fairly homogeneous

piece of tough clay was taken, cut into a flat tile-shaped block, of an

average size of two inches by three and a half long, and one half inch

thick. The edges were smoothed and carefully trimmed. Such tablets

I call tile-shaped. Another very common shape is convex on the two

principal faces. Such were clearly made by rolling the clay into a

cylinder and then flattening it down by pressure. Such I call cake-

shaped. This shape is more common among the letters than among

the contracts. The section of such a tablet perpendicular to its

principal faces is not a rectangle but an elongated oval. In some

cases these cakes had their ends and edges cut flat, more often they

bulge out slightly. The shape of the principal faces is then often not

rectangular but bounded by curved lines with their convexity turned

outwards. Mere memoranda were often recorded on a little flattened

lump of clay, in shape like a flat fig. The shape taken by many,

especially those used to record advances, is best described by com-

paring them to a cushion or pillow. They are oblong in shape but

nowhere rectangular, and are sharp at the corners as a cushion is.

These are usually much smaller, about an inch by an inch and a
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half. When the lump ol" clay was anK)r[)hous and homogeneous

throughout and was carefully dried and well baked, it not only resists

damage, but if broken, the fracture is clean and sharp, and the

fragments when joined fit accurately and closely together.

34. A method was sometimes, however, followed which, while it

shewed care, has led to bad results. The clay was evidently spread

or rolled out into a thin sheet, about a sixteenth of an inch in

thickness. This was doubtless done to allow of pebbles or grit being

picked out. The sheet was then folded or rolled up, until it assumed a

cylindrical or cushion shape, but was pressed flat. As a consequence

the successive layers did not become continuous, and if baked, the

heat, probably by expanding the air between them, kept them apart.

As long as the outer layer remained intact, the tablets shewed no

marked difference from others. When that outer layer was broken,

it came away in flakes and the fracture presented a laminated

structure, which soon crumbled. Such tablets one can never hope

to restore. The fragments, as they fell off, must have broken up

almost at once.

35. In all cases, where the tablet has not been baked, the clay

is still soft ; though it is tough, if originally well selected. When ex-

cavated, such tablets were as soft as putty, and many of them bear

the marks of the digger's tool or perhaps of some sharp stick used to

separate them from the mass of earth. In this way whole lumps

have been scooped out of some of them. Others have been crumpled

up in a manner that distorts the writing beyond recognition. It is,

however, really wonderful that any such unbaked clay tablets should

have retained their shape and writing at all after lying buried in

earth for so many centuries. They do not seem to have suffered in

any case from the tunnelling of worms, being probably buried below

the depth at which those creatures work. It is curious to note that

several of them have undoubtedly been gnawed by some small

rodent animal, the twin marks of its teeth being unmistakable.

Whether originally baked or not, many of the tablets have evidently

passed through the fire at a later stage, for they are burnt almost to

a cinder. So great was the heat .that the surface is often completely

vitrified. In such a case of course the characters ' ran ' in such a

way as to defy decipherment. Such are some of the injuries that

have befallen tablets, the material of which was carefully selected

and well put together.

36. In some cases, the material used, from carelessness or
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necessity, was mere earth, filled with grit or even small pebbles.

When the stylus or graving tool of the scribe came upon one of these

faults, it either left no mark at all or slipped aside into a confused

blur. Further, such tablets, even if properly baked, disintegrated

rapidly, and if exposed to the weather must soon have become

illegible. In some cases one can barely count the lines of writing.

37" Other tablets, during their entombment, became coated

with silica or earthy salts. These have, however, generally been

successfully treated by the system of cleaning adopted in the Museum.

Whenever the body of the tablet was hard, this cleaning has rendered

the writing as clear as it was when first written. One cannot too

highly praise the skill and care with which this process is carried out.

It has shewn that what seemed hopeless defacement was a real

preservative and distinct gain. At the same time, it seems possible

that some characters, which an early copyist took to be on the

tablets, were either never really there or are no longer preserved. It

is difficult now to estimate exactly the part which imagination played

in some of the early editions.

38. Any attentive reader of the Catalogue must be struck with

the number of ' complete ' tablets there recorded. The term is a

little deceptive. It by no means follows that a complete tablet will

give a complete text. The tablet is said to be complete, when it has

not lost any considerable part of its material. A large number of the

complete tablets are harder to read than most fragments. Especially

is this the case with the inner tablets of ' case ' pairs. As must be

well known, a legal document, or even a letter, was often enclosed in

an envelope of clay which bore a duplicate text, a docket or the

address. There are many such inner tablets amongst our documents.

In their case the text was first inscribed on a small pillow or cushion-

shaped tablet, and over this was wrapped a thin sheet of clay as an

envelope. No means were taken to prevent its adhering to the inner

tablet. If the kernel had not been baked or was not quite hard, the

action of the stylus, or the grasp of the fingers, would cause the

envelope to adhere or be pressed into the characters of the kernel.

Very few of these envelopes are preserved, fewer still are complete,

but generally they have served their purpose in keeping the kernel

entire. It is clear, however, that this sort of completeness does not

necessitate or generally secure legibility, even though the document

was originally written in 'clear Assyrian script.' Further the con-

ciseness of the diction used on these inner tablets renders them
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harder to understand, and often when the envelope no longer is at

hand to supplement or duplicate them they are very difficult indeed

to read. It is a great help in reading a blurred text to know what it

is about. In the absence of such indication, the 'completeness' of

its illegibility is small comfort.

39. Ill the Catalogue and elsewhere a term has been applied to

certain tablets which requires explanation. They are said to be

' heart-shai)ed.' \\'hile this applies fairly well to some of them it is

not a good description as a rule. Many of them are very unlike any

•heart.' They were formed, as lumps of clay, on a string or thong.

Sometimes the string hung in a loop, with this lump at the lower

part of the loop, the string then passed out at the two upper corners

or shoulders of the lump. The form then is a cone, flattened by

lateral pressure till it assumes a shape something resembling a heart.

If however the lump hung on the end of the string, its .shape is very

much that usually taken by a plummet. It is in some cases

triangular in principal section, and sometimes shield-shaped. Its

horizontal section is usually an elongated oval. The figure was

evidently determined simply by its position on the cord. Whether

such labels would be called private contracts in ordinary life I very

much doubt. In a quite similar class of tablet a more or less circular

cake of clay was pressed on a sack or the strip of canvas, which

fastened it, and bore a seal impression, much as a post-office bag is

sealed now, the clay taking the place of the wax. The clay had this

advantage over wax, that it was the writing material of the time, and

when the seal had been affixed to these lumps of clay, it was

obviously convenient to add a note of the purpose ^r destination

of the contents and the date. The practice grew, and these labels

became evidence of what had been received. The inscription became

more detailed and finally set out also the names of the receivers and

something of the conditions under which the goods were furnished.

As evidence in a court of law they must have been admissible then,

just as now such trade receipts would be. They were legal documents

in that sense. Nevertheless it sounds strange to modern ears to

hear labels and tags spoken of as 'private contracts.'

40. It is only by recognising the general character of the

transaction recorded on each tablet, and grouping the tablets

accordingly, that further light as to their meaning can be expected.

Then when the formula has become perfectly familiar and its possible

variants are taken into account, one can guess within a little what
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ought to have been in the illegible portions of the text. The traces

left and the space available, when this can be estimated, may render

the guess a moral certainty, but at the best such a reading is on a

far different footing from that of legible texts. I have indicated the

character of such a reading by putting a row of dots over it in the

text. Not so sure on the whole, but often fairly certain, are my
restorations, separated from the text by square brackets. These

have no traces on the tablet to confirm them, but the space

available has always been taken into account. This is a fairly sure

quantity, for in these legal documents, as a rule, the scribe not only

wrote the same number of lines to the inch, but approximately the

same number of characters to a line, regard being had to the different

space taken by different characters. I also use a square bracket at the

beginning or end of the legible part of a line to indicate that there

was more either to the left or right of what I give. In a number of

texts this is not at all decisive ; for either the unfamiliarity of the

diction, or the uncertainty as to how the words were spaced, may
render a decision impossible. Especially is this the case towards the

end of the volume. In texts like the proclamations the scribe some-

times spaces out his words to twice or three times their normal length,

he even leaves room for three or four words blank, and in other ways

renders it quite uncertain whether a given space ever had writing on

it or not. Where a formula is familiar, one may feel sure that certain

words were originally there. When nothing shews it, a square

bracket would convey the impression that I supposed words lost to

the left or right, when I do nothing of the kind. On the other hand

the value of my restorations has been proved again and again by

their leading to the fragment which was found to join and complete

the text. The added fragment only differed from the restoration

I had made by the substitution of homophonous variants ; as u for

e^, sa for sd, ti for //, etc. The reader has not much chance of

testing this for the texts published in the first volume, but he will

have some idea of the accuracy of my copies, and of what I mean,

when he compares the texts of nos. 575 and 579 with the text

no. 490 a, in the Appendix. It will be seen that each name in

no. 579 is completed by no. 575 : the fragments of course join.

The restorations made in no. 575 or 579 actually occur on the other

piece, except where I had assumed one form instead of another

common variant. That I did not recognise these fragments as parts

of the same tablet, in spite of each containing what the other lacked.
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was due to the lart that they chiefly consisted of names. So many

names exist, for example, ending in a, as the first name in no. 575 does,

that it was not obvious that the first name in 579 completed it. So

again in no. 575, two consecutive names end in sarrii ; it was hardly

to be expected, as 579 now shews to be the ca.se, that both names

were the same all through. When however I restored Ardi-Nana in

no. 579 by adding tia-a in the square bracket, it was very .safe ; but

it is pleasant to find exactly na-a on no. 575. The fact that I passed

over a join, so obvious when once seen, leads me to hope that others

may succeed in tuidiiig more that I have mis.sed.

41. The shape of the tablet is some guide as to its contents.

Thus the heart-shaped or flattened conicular tablets, by their shape

and obvious traces of the mode of attachment are readily recognised

as corn tablets or something similar. So an inner tablet is usually

recognisable by its shape and .size and its look of having had an

envelope. These generally, though nt)t always, record advances of

money. So a tablet may often be recognised as a contract or a letter

by its shape : that is to say, before reading it one may conjecture its

nature and nearly always be right. Yet no hard and fast rule can be

laid down as to the connection between shape and contents of a tablet.

For example, no. 702 is certainly heart-shaped, but is not concerned

with corn or any loan, and no. 148 is pillow-shaped but not a loan

of money.

It would hardly do for the purposes of a Catalogue to regard

only the shape of a tablet, and, as will be seen, in many cases, such

outward indications were entirely fallacious. An acquaintance with

the diction of the contracts will alone settle the real nature of a

seeming contract. It must be remembered, however, that all these

documents do belong to the minor sources of history, and Dr Bezold

was scarcely wrong in classifying some of them as ' historical."

Indeed in the case of the better sort, the style of wTiting and much
of the phraseology is exactly like those of the tablets usually called

' historical.' No one would believe they were really contracts, unless

he was w'ell acquainted with the legal terms and phrases characteristic

of this class of documents. Since writing the preface to the first

volume I have examined most of the historical fragments named in

the Catalogue, and as a result of this examination a few more texts

have been added to this volume.

42. Another indication of the nature of the transaction recorded

in the document is furnished by the Aramaic dockets which often
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occur. After the Assyrian text was finished, and while the clay was

still soft, a few words in Aramaic were scratched in some vacant

place. They rarely do more than note a name or ' the sale of so and

so,' or ' money for so and so.' Whether they were meant for the

purpose of readily recognising and finding the tablet I doubt very

much. I do not see what could possibly have been the arrangement

of the tablets by which these dockets were more readily seen than

the face of the tablet itself. These dockets are far less legible than

the text. It is more likely that they were a compendious note of the

transaction made for the benefit of someone who would consult them,

and that the reason for the employment of Aramaic was that, like the

pencil marks made on a legal document now-a-days, they were not an

integral part of the document, as an Assyrian sentence would have

been. The use of Aramaic may also have been due to a desire

to save space ; for a word written in Aramaic is much shorter than in

Assyrian. They are not confined to any one class of document.

I should certainly have published them in my first volume but that I

understood Dr T. H. Stevenson had already prepared a monograph

upon them, and I expected it to appear almost simultaneously.

I do not know whether this volume will see the light before Dr

Stevenson's book is out : but for the sake of completeness I shall

add my copies at the end of the Appendix. Should Dr Stevenson's

book appear before this, I propose to adopt any or all of his readings

which I think better than my own with the note S. at the end of

them. If his reading be identical with mine, I shall give mine

without note or comment. Of course, wherever necessary, I have

used the information derived from these dockets in my notes. They

do occasionally give useful information. Although written in Aramaic

letters, it would be idle to pretend they are always in Aramaic.

The words are often merely transcriptions of Assyrian words, and

even when the word in question does not appear in the cuneiform

text itself, it may represent a colloquial Assyrian word. It would be

hazardous to add a word to the Aramaic vocabulary, solely because it

is found in them. Unless it occurs elsewhere in a connected Aramaic

text, it should be marked doubtful in an Aramaic lexicon. They are

of the very greatest value as a verification of our modern translitera-

tion of the cuneiform script. Whenever they throw light upon

Assyrian words, I quote them in notes or glossary. The Aramaic

transliterations of names are also added in the index of names.

They give the name of the seller, or the buyer, or the slave
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sold, etc. A sale of a woman as wife for a slave is recorded in

no. 711, and that slaves name occurs as the last of the witnesses.

Owing to the defective nature of the cuneiform text this fact was not

recognised in former editions, but the Aramaic docket says plainly

' wife for Ardi-Nabil.'

Abbreviations are used as, for example, Sg. for Sigaba, Arda(s)

for Ardi-lStar in no. 229, etc.

Sometimes they are practically duplicates of the Assyrian text

;

often they add little items of information.

43. The seals impressed on the tablets deserve a separate study.

They are often of the highest interest mythologically, often well-

preserved and of artistic merit. In mcjst cases, however, the

impressions are very rough, and not easily recognised. A photo-

graph would not do them justice, for that would reproduce much
that is not wanted. An expert study should be made and a skilled

drawing given, with full recognition of what is there. My own copies

are made without any such knowledge ; what I have drawn is

probably due as much to my ow'n imagination as to the original.

Still, if space avails, I shall append a few of the best in the hope

they will help others to do better. A study of actually existing

seals would perhaps be of service, as many of the subjects are

clearly treated conventionally and should have parallels.

It is possible to recognise the same seal on different tablets : for

example, nos. 188, 205 and 618 all bear the Dagan seal, no. 1 in

Appendix. I have, however, fi.iiled to assign its ownership definitely.

It certainly was not the scribe's, for the same scribe appears on

tablets with different seals. It does belong to the parties said to

have sealed the tablet, unless several persons used the same seal. It

is not the royal seal, mentioned on page 80 of the Catalogue as

having been used by several successive monarchs. It is explicitly

stated on the tablets themselves whose seal was affixed, and the

statements so made will receive attention later. In the early

Babylonian times the witnesses impressed their seals, and it seems

not unlikely that the scribe then wrote the witness's name beside the

seal he had put. See examples in Peek-Pinches /^iW//.

On p. 140 of their Documents Juridiques MM. Oppert and

Menant say :
/'/ est important de remarquer le role des parties qui

apposent les cachets, car ce ne sont pas toutes ies parties contractantes :

en Assyrie c'est le dominiis negotii, le vendeur, le bailleur, le prcteur.

This has been singularly well borne out by the large numbers of
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fresh tablets published since these words were written. The only

question that can arise is whether, if we had a collection of

really private contracts before us, we should not find there some

in which a seller, for example, had received a deed sealed by the

buyer.

I imagine that, while it is expressly said that such and such

a man has set his seal, we are not bound to suppose that the seal

used was actually his own property. To insist upon that would

involve us in many great difficulties. It is likely enough that the

royal seal was never used save by royal authority, and doubtless

many men had their own seal and never used another. On the

other hand, a seal may have been taken by the notary with the draft

of the document, or borrowed from someone present and used for

the occasion. It probably was sufficient that some seal was set by

the seller, after the legal declaration that he had set his seal, and the

personal ownership of the seal used on the occasion seems to have

been beside the question. It appears probable that the verbal

declaration ' he has set his seal ' was enough, without any actual

impression.

44. The script of the tablets varies greatly and many pecu-

liarities in the form of the characters could be noted. I have

collected a few of the more noteworthy in the Appendix, for the

sake of those who care to see them. They are rarely reproduced in

the text. They are certainly, in my opinion, only fashions of

writing, such as prevail, even in our own day, in our own country.

In tablets hailing from Lahiru, a town nearer Babylon than Nineveh,

a tendency to use Babylonian forms appears, and it may well be that

it was usually the case that, the nearer Babylon, the more its script

was adopted. On the other hand, a ^/^aj/-Babylonian form crops up

now and again in a text otherwise purely Assyrian. The chief

characteristic of the Assyrian style of writing is its squareness.

Horizontals are at right angles to their verticals and the wedge is

deep in the head, with a short tail. In Babylonian the tail is longer

and the head not so square set. The general effect of the difference

is that noted between a fine Italian hand and the bolder modern

English commercial style. On the other hand, sometimes an As-

syrian tablet has much the general appearance of a Babylonian

one. The forms of the characters differ also in the number and

arrangement of wedges, but the effect is similar. Still, on the whole,

the Assyrian is a 'square' hand. It may be this quaUty of
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.sijiKircncss, rather than any true tradition of origin, which won for

the .s([iiare Hebrew character the title of Assyrian.

45. There are many cases of recognisable error. A list of some

of the more obvious errors is given in the Appendix. A wedge

omitted, numbers wrongly added, one character written on an(jther

imperfectly erased, curious and apparently unjustifiable spellings,

occur often. A scribe seems to iiave taken a sort of pride in using

odd methods of writing at times. Some of the errors I have silently

and perhaps, in some cases, unconsciously corrected. As a rule,

however, I preferred to give what I saw. Especially was I careful to

reproduce unusual forms of spelling. These may be as truly errors

as the others, but they are often of value as shewing exactly what

was meant, when a more accurate writing might have left room for

doubt. I did not venture to add a 'i'/V to them, as some of my
critics seem to desire, because I did not feel sure that the scribe was

wrong or even eccentric. He may have had better reasons f(jr his

practice than we know of at present.

46. When a scribe had to write forty lines (jn a little lump of

clay, less than two inches square, he was forced to be economical of

his space. The scribe usually wrote on the obverse, parallel to the

shorter axis of the tablet. When he reached the bottom he turned

over the tablet about its shorter axis, not as we turn the leaf of the

book about an axis perpendicular to the direction of the writing.

He often continued his text on the lower edge, then on to the upper

side of the reverse. In this way the top of the reverse lies behind

the bottom of the obverse, and, when the lower portion of the

obverse is broken off, the upper part of the reverse generally went

with it and vice versa. When he reached the lower side of the reverse,

the scribe continued on the lower edge of the reverse which, of

course, is the upper edge of the obverse. Occasionally he began his

text on this upper edge instead of at the top of the obverse. Not

content with thus filling all the lines possible, parallel to the shorter

side, he often wrote on the left-hand edge, sometimes on the right-

hand edge also. Looking at the tablet, with the obverse upwards,

this left-hand edge line was sometimes written from the top down-

wards, sometimes the opposite way.

The scribe sometimes smudged these edges with his fingers.

This is especially true of tablets enclosed in an envelope ; it was on

these edges that the envelope was most tightly compressed upon the

kernel. These edges are often very hard to read in consequence.
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47. A scribe never, to my knowledge, divided a word between

two lines. Indeed, he often treated stock phrases with an equal

respect. When there was not room to finish his phrase at the end

of the line, as usual, he continued over the edge rather than go on

into another line. This may have been due to the fact that some-

times that line was already filled. He may have been merely

' writing-in ' a word, name, or phrase, in a blank left for it, but not

large enough. When he wrote over on to the edge he often changed

the direction of his line, slanting upwards in a curve on the edge, or

writing nearly at right angles to his former direction. He more

often wrote straight on, even over on to the reverse. When several

such continuations occur on an edge, coming, as they may do, from

three or four different quarters, the result is very difficult to dis-

entangle.

I have separated the part of the line written over the edge from

that written on the face by a single vertical line. It is often,

however, quite impossible to say how much was written on the

edge. A little pressure would obliterate the impression.

48. Assyrian is written from left to right and, as above stated,

usually parallel to the shorter side. This applies to the single tile

and cake-shaped tablets. The pillow-shaped and inner case tablets

are generally written the long way of the tablet. Heart-shaped

tablets are inscribed all sorts of ways, the lines often not being

parallel to one another and, of course, not all of the same length.

The Aramaic dockets are written, like most Semitic writings,

from right to left. They are always rather lightly impressed, and,

therefore, often hard to read. It is curious to note cases where

a scribe wrote his Assyrian backwards, as kal-e for e-kal in no. 74.

Was this the influence of his Aramaic learning, or was it a legacy

from the pre-Semitic language which admitted gi-bil for bil-gi and

zu-ab for ap-su ?

49. I have numbered the lines consecutively, as in the Cata-

logue, except where the Catalogue \\"as wrong as to the number, or

took reverse for obverse. In the case of perfect texts it was, of

course, easy to number consecutively to the end, but where a text

breaks off before the end of the obverse it would be quite impossible

to know how many lines are lost before the reverse commences. I

meant always to indicate a break by a row of dots, but my intention

has not been consistently carried out. It was my custom to write the

text with its restorations first, and then to go over it by way of
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collation and insert dots, and brackets, and any corrections I could

make. I can only suppose that, by misadventure, I sometimes used

the wrong kind of ink for my collation and it did not print. It is

also, unfortunately, the case that several corrections have not come

out clearly, sometimes not at all. I only hope that in my notes I

have corrected for each text all these errors. I am glad to say that

in few cases do they really give a wrong result, only they are

blemishes for which I must apologize.

50. As might be expected, the tablets are of all the colours to

be found in burnt or unburnt clay. A single tablet often exhibits

several shades of colour. The deep black of some, which is uniform

throughout the body of the tablet and not merely a surface tint, is

rather hard to account for. One tablet, at least, seems to have been

artificially coloured to represent bronze, and there often seems to be

some pigment applied, perhaps, to heighten the effect of the writing.

The colour, however, affords little help in finding 'joins.' In some

cases the two fragments, when joined, present as sharp a contrast of

colour as could well be imagined. A fixed colour nomenclature is

not to be expected ; what passes with one man for ' drab ' would be

'yellow' with another. With some 'grey' and ' whitey-brown ' would

interchange. I do not attempt to defend the colours I ascribe to

the tablets. They express a purely subjective opinion.

51. As a note for seeking joins, next to the phrases that occur,

the thickness of the tablet is important. For the width is no help at

all, unless the whole width has been preserved. The length is

equally valueless, unless both fragments preserve the whole length.

But, unless some of the surface has flaked off, the thickness is of

great service. It led me to several joins when the diction itself

sugge.sted nothing likely to help. If both sides of a fragment are

preserved, its thickness is, of course, the same as that of the tablet it

joins.

52. Of still greater use is the number of lines to the inch.

This is practically constant throughout a document. Whatever

other device the scribe might adopt to get in his te.xt on a too

scanty space ; he rarely, if ever, crowded his lines clo.ser together.

This is done on some of the literary tablets, but never on a contract.

This fact also suggests that the body of the document was written

out with blanks left for the insertion of the names and other variable

details, to be filled in when settled. We shall meet with several other

reasons for thinking this, ^\'hen a tablet is complete it continually
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happens that a stock phrase occurs not only in the same place

relatively to the other phrases of the document but actually in the

same line. Thus, for example, in a complete slave sale we find the

phrase kaspu gamur tadin, or part of it, at least, no less than ten

times in lines 7—9. A glance at the Glossary will shew that this

applies to many other words and phrases.

53. Although there is good reason to think that a great part

of the document was written out first and blanks filled in later, I

have hitherto failed to detect a different hand in the filling in. So

far as I can see, the same person wrote the whole document from

beginning to end, with all the insertions.

54. Any one who will take a lump of clay, mould it to the

shape of a tablet and practise writing upon it with a glazier's cutter,

or any hard stick cut to a square corner, will acquire more knowledge

of what to expect on an injured tablet, in a few days practice, than

I could explain in a month's thinking and writing. More than that,

he will know what I mean when I say a wedge is blurred or a

surface 'ran.' If he writes on to the end of his tablet, comes back

and erases a word when the surface has set, he will find the surface

' kick up ' and, unless he is very careful, there will be a very bad

result. He will see why the scribe generally preferred to write his

correction over, that is to say, upon the wrong word, rather than try

to erase it. He will see, when he has done it, how hard it may be

for a copyist, thousands of years after, to make out what he meant.

Further if he will shake up a few of his tablets together in a sack, I

think he will find the corrected places suffer first and most. If he

carry about his tablet, unbaked, in his pocket for a little time, he

will get a fair representation of what many of these documents look

like. The wedges will be replaced by a series of dents or depressions

such as a fellow student would find difficult to read.

In some few cases apparently the clay was remoistened after it

had dried, in order to soften it sufficiently to add a few words. Any

one who will try the effect of this procedure will find the surface has

become 'greasy.' It will be impossible to make the sharp clear

impressions necessary for good writing and the result will be very

unsatisfactory. The Assyrian scribe was not more successful. Such

places are most difficult to make out.

55. Before considering the characteristics of the several classes,

with a view to settling their classification and order, it seems best to

point out the general characteristics which are not confined to any
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one class. They were all dated and, with the exception of the

charters or proclamations were all witnessed. In the case of these

excepted documents the royal seal affixed to them was their

attestation. The way in which the contracting parties appear in the

document and the exact nature of the transactions recorded in them

are best considered in the introductions to the separate classes. In

order to be a contract at all, there must, I imagine, be two contracting

parties, though each party may be singular or plural. Whether

women could legally contract is a question that has yet to be examined.

There must be an exchange of property ; a mere committal of property

to the charge of a servant is no contract ; still less a list or inventory

of property in his charge. There must be a bargain of some kind :

and it is the legal phraseology in which this is embodied that

constitutes the formula of the contract.

56. We may assume that the contract or bargain made was

verbally discussed and settled. Then a scribe or notary was called

in to embody it in a legally phrased and binding form. This done,

each party signified assent, and the witnesses were made cognisant

of its existence, even if they did not know its terms. The legal

phraseology is to be discussed later. In our Assyrian documents

the verbal discussion is rarely alluded to, but in Babylonian docu-

ments it is expressly asserted. Thus we read that 'A said thus to B,'

followed by a statement of A's proposal apparently in his own words.

Then we read 'and B hearkened to A,' followed by a statement of

how B complied with A's proposal. The document then came to

be a record of a bargain struck and usually is an agreement to stand

by it. In our documents, the record of the bargain struck is more

formally set out, but the fait accompli is equally assumed. So far as

it is a contract, it renders legally binding and juridically verifiable

a past event. It in no sense is an undertaking to do something

in future, beyond abiding by already existing and morally binding

engagements.

57. The exact significance of the document .should be dis-

coverable from the native names for it. These should indicate,

if only we can get at their real meaning, the purpose which the

document was supposed to serve. We may expect to find a name

for the tablet regarded as a tablet, and a name for the document

regarded as a legal instrument. That these names should always be

kept distinct in use need not be expected. A man, who had occasion

to complain of breach of contract, would be called on to produce
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evidence of the contract in court. He would have to produce his

tablet, or his document, and further bring up the witnesses to shew

that it was that which they had attested. As they did not write their

own names, they must have sworn to the contents.

58. In the mouth of the Assyrians themselves the tablet passed

by various names. As a tablet, it was called duppii. That this

name had regard to its tablet nature is shewn by the fact that letters

and the long literary tablets are also called duppu. Thus the

Assyrian recension of the Babylonian Story of the Deluge, published

by Haupt as Tafel xi. of the Nimrod-Epos, is called diip xi. on the

original tablets. It is certain therefore that, whatever the original

sense of the word, in our period it denoted the tablet. This is

important because an etymology is yet to seek. The same word

appears to be an element in dupsikku, ' a badge of slavery ' (or is

it the obligation to do dup work ?), and in dupsami, a common name

for 'a scribe.' Whether these words are really etymologically

connected with diippii I am not in a position to decide. If

Lenormant's equation of diipsarru with li??P be pressed, we ought

to read fuppii. On the other hand there is evidence in the T. A.

tablets (see Bezold's Diplo77iacy xiv. § 6 a, and p. 88 rm. 2) for tuppu,

duppu, and dubbu. For some etymologies see Schrader A. B. K. 15,

K. A. T.^, 424, 13 f , Hebraka vii. 184, and the lexicons. The form

dubbu suggests a form from dabdbu, ' to speak ' and tuppu, from

tapapu, perhaps, ' to smooth out,' ' make plain.' There may be a

connection ^^^th tappu, ' a companion ' in the sense of ' duplicate.'

For all these contract tablets must have been executed in duplicate,

each party taking one copy. The literary tablets were ' copies ' or

duplicates of older tablets, cf the term gabri, ' duplicate,' applied to

them so often in their colophons. The application of the term

duppu to letters may be a secondary use. The ideogram IM-DUB,
combining the ideas of IM and DUB, is rendered duppu and also

kungu. The latter clearly a parallel formation to duppu, is from the

root kanagu for kattdku : whence kunukku, ' a seal.' The idea of this

root seems rather to be 'pressure' than 'sealing.' The kungu was

the ' pressed ' tablet in reference to its mode of manufacture. The

sign IM is used as an ideogram continually in these texts, taking the

place of duppu. It is also used for both contracts and letters, and is

an ideogram for saru, 'to speak.' The IM is that which 'tells' or

'informs.' That IM also signifies 'wind' may come through the

meaning ' breath': a link between the ideas of ' speech ' and ' wind '

;
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<ir tlic mere similarity of sun/, 'to speak' and saru, 'wind,' may
be the connection. IM-DUB is the 'informing tablet.' 'Ihe use

of both /J/ and //////// alone in the sense of 'docunuiit ' or 'written

communication ' is a later and obvious development. If the connec-

tion of iiiibl'ti with dababii were certain, we should with Meissner,

A. B. J\ A\ p. 1 3, put the sense of 'any kind of writing ' as the earlier

idea and ' tablet ' as the derived sense. Peiser takes the simpler

order, 'clay tablet, writing, document.' I am not sure, however, that

he is right in putting the material of the tablet so prominently forward.

It may be a .mere accident that the term is only used of 'clay'

tablets. On the whole I incline to think that the idea most

prominent is that of 'a tablet as an indicaticjn,' being a producible

guarantee of the bargain. Like the liroken sixpence of old betrothals,

it was a producible 'token' of the 'covenant betwixt them made.'

As we know, Sargon wrote his name and deeds on diippani of gold,

silver, copper, lead and costly minerals. See Lyon's Sctri^on, passim.

Thus I conclude diippu is the tablet, rather as a significant indication,

than the tile shaped block of clay.

From another point of view it was called an egirtii, a name which

it also .shared with letters. I am inclined to connect this with a^Aru,

' to hire.' It was properly a note drawn up by a notary for a fee.

So a letter may also have been paid for, either to get it written or

carried: compare ayyapo?, 'a courier,' and see the lexicons. The

Aramaic dockets also apply this term to the document, calling it the

mJN. There seems therefore no need to call in the intervention

of Persian for JTiiN in Esther and Nehemiah. I am inclined to

think that the idea of 'ordering,' 'commanding' lies at the back

of these words, for the letter, the servant, and the messenger alike

do one's behest or make it known. Perhaps the idea of ' suggestion
'

may be able to link up with these egirru, 'a dream.' At any rate,

here again the prominent idea of the name egirtu for our documents

has regard to their being a written voucher for the bargain already

made between the parties. It is as 'a voucher' rather than as a

'document' or a 'piece of writing' that it appears. It is in virtue of

its written nature that it is able to fulfil this function : not in virtue

of its being made of clay, nor because it was paid for. The same

words on parchment or papyrus would have served the same purpose,

and would have been equally valid, even if the notary had not got his

fee. Hence while agCiru is usually used to mean ' hiring,' I submit

that it earlier meant 'to order,' or 'suggest,' or something similar.
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Yet another name is dauintii or dannatu. This I connect with

dandnu, 'to be or become firm,' 'strong'; used of 'strengthening'

cities. When a ruler made some place his ' stronghold,' he made it

dl danjmtisu. This term must mean the confirmation or validation

of a verbal compact. Meissner, B. A. S. ii. 570, regards this term

as denoting a document written on clay, as opposed to one inscribed

on stone or graven on metal. He is so far right, that we do not

know that such a monumental agreement was ever called a dannitu

;

and we may admit, that that form which was inscribed on stone and

often adorned with figures was properly called asu7nctu ; but here

again, I do not think the material is prominently before the mind,

only the contents. An asumetu was only a glorified danmtu. The

Aramaic dockets give the form T\T\.

59. The person always put in the closest relation to the tablet

is the aba or ' scribe.' His name is possibly ideographic, A-BA
may perhaps mean ' one who makes the answer ' if A — apbi is really

connected with apdlu, 'to reply.' But A is also = fl^//, 'a father,'

and ba may be a phonetic complement. We may then compare

AB-BA, used for fathers in the sense of 'elders.' Dr Oppert,

always takes the term as non-Semitic and reads it miiu : cf. Doc. Jur.

p. 144 and passim. What viilii really means or where the equation

was found I do not know. A = mUii, in the sense of ' a flood of

water'; see Briinnow no. 11346. This can hardly be a link. It

seems to me much more likely that aba is really Semitic and

originally meant 'father,' then 'elder,' in opposition to the younger

members of the tribe. We all know what a prominent place the

' elders ' took in all primitive legal business. It may have been a

recognised custom for an ' elder ' to be called on to put into proper

form the compact verbally made. Hence the function may have

become specialised and aba may have been retained as the title of a

notary public.

We find the aba discharging other functions, all of them consonant

with his capacity as a 'writer.' We find the astronomer's reports

sent by an aba, e.g. K. 741, iii. ^.51, no. 6. Hence some have

rendered the word by 'astronomer.' It is unlikely that an astronomer

would be called in, even by the Assyrians, to draw up a contract.

Dr Oppert renders the word variously as 'judge,' 'president,' 'doctor'

etc. : Doc. Jur. passim. Dr Bezold takes a rather common Con-

tinental view of an obscure office and dubs him 'priest.' I have

not noticed that any one has yet called him ' eunuch.' That the
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same person acted as al>a and as ' priest ' is likely enough. That all

priests were necessarily scribes, or that scribes were usually priests,

astronomers, or eunuchs, is too much to say. The title aba implies

nothing more than his capacity to act as 'clerk ' or 'scribe.' I doubt

whether his mere assistance at a bargain gave it any special validity.

That was secured by the seal of the consenting party and the

attestation of witnesses. He only contributed the clerkly skill in

drafting the document and the legal knowledge of its proper form.

60. The function of the al>a is expressed, in his own terms,

by the words Siibit dann'iti. The word saint is often replaced by LUy

which is the ideogram for the verb sabatu and its derivatives. We
may assume that LUwos always read sdbit in this connection. In

some other cases, however, it was used as an ideogram for mukil,

'one who looks after or attends to something.' The sense of sabatu

in this connection must be 'to hold,' or 'retain possession'; unless

we fall back on the use of sabatu in the sense of ' repairing,' ' making

good ' (breaches in a wall or defects in a building). From the latter

sense we might pass to that of ' preparation ' or ' substantiation.'

If we take sdbit danniti to mean ' holder of the agreement,' we may

suppose that the aba held a copy of the document, and could at all

times be called on to produce it or furnish a copy in case either

party should lose his own. For this service he would probably take

a fee. But we need not go further than to suppose that he held the

agreement solely as an intermediary, and gave up his hold to each

party in turn on conclusion of the agreement and receipt of his fee.

That he actually at one time held possession of the document is

obvious from the fact of his writing it and appears further from the

variants to dann'iti. They are duppu, 'the actual tablet,' egirtu,

properly a ' letter or document for which a fee is to be paid,' and IM,

the ideogram for 'tablet,' 'letter,' and 'speech.' The document was

of course the written speech, it embodied the verbal contract, and in

later Babylonian times expressly quotes the verbal propositions of

the negotiators. As if to remove all doubt, in no. 185 we have aba

sdbit dan-nat suati, 'the scribe who holds this agreement.'

That the aba sdbit d^ippi was no more than the notary who drew

up the document could hardly have ever been doubted, except for

the sake of a false theory that required some one to act in a judicial

capacity and fixed on him as the only hope. If any doubt remains,

we may mark the gradual passage of the aba over into the regular

Babylonian dupsar, whom no one surely will regard as a judge.

h 3
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Thus in K. 3790 we have aha sdtir iHlii; in Rm. 157, amU sdiir

Ailti; in Rm. 184, dupsar sdtir icilti and finally diipsar alone.

These variants occur in a set of Babylonian contracts relating to the

business affairs of Ubarru, which seem to have found their way into

the archives at Nineveh in the time of Esarhaddon. This renders it

certain that here we have to do with documents of the same date

as the Assyrian documents and with a sort of transition stage in

phraseology. The term tUlti, or liantim as it was long read, is the

Babylonian representative of duppu or egirtu. It does not occur in

our Assyrian documents, and need not be discussed here. The

replacement of t'dlti by duppu in the phrase aba sdtir tlilti fixes the

function of the aba once for all. He is the writer of the document

as well as the holder of the agreement. The series of variants form

a strong argument for the identity of the aba and the dupsar. The

latter is one of the commonest designations of the scribe in the later

Babylonian contracts ; as far as I know, it only once occurs in our

documents, in no. 12, and then not as scribe of the document,

but as the title of a witness. The passage of the term dupsar over

into amei RID is very instructive. We usually render the latter by

sangu or ' priest ' : but it is certain that in the later times the

amel RID is often only 'a scribe.' His priesthood did not come

into the question.

But that the amel RID was primarily connected with the drawing

up of documents is not unlikely, when we note that the ideogram for

the seal is TAK. RID, ' the stone of the RID,' or the stone of the

action which is symbolised by RID. That this was a sign for the

hand is not quite certain, but I do not deny it. Only I believe the

idea of 'affirmation,' perhaps of 'confirmation,' is present in both

ideograms ; the amel RID is the ' affirmator,' ' he who draws up the

affirmation
'

; the TAK. RID is the ' stone of affirmation.' The

document makes firm, in virtue of that seal, the contract previously

verbally concluded.

In the early Babylonian contracts also we find the dipsar named,

see Meissner A. B. P. R. passim. He is usually named last among

the witnesses, as in our documents the aba is. That the aba was

a distinct class does not follow from the above discussion, many

of the aba followed other callings as well. It was however in some

cases a distinct profession and there was a large number of aba

in the times of the Sargonids. About a hundred and fifty of them

are named in our documents. Every great household appears to
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have liad its al>a ; the alxt mdfi, or aim tka//i, the ' palace ' scribe

or national scribe, is often named. The aba of the Queen Mother in

no. 428; of the Queen-Consort, in no. 185; of the temple, b'lti-ili,

in no. 575 ; of the sukai/ii, in no. 161 ; of the l>cl pihati of

DQr-Sargon, in no. 27; of particular cities, as Nineveh in no. 58;

Arapha, in no. 468 ; and of districts or tribes, as of Bit-Asur-li' in

no. 444 ;
point to a very general distribution. The ability to write

other scripts and languages seems to be implied in tlie title Aba

Armai, 'Aramaic scribe' and aba Musjtrai, 'Egyptian scribe';

though it is conceivable that these terms only denote nationality. In

no. 385, we read of the * Aramaic scribe of the king's son.'

As might be expected from Nabd's position as god of literature

and therefore in a sense patron of scribes, a large number of scribes'

names are compounded in some way with Nabil. In our documents

about one-third are so compounded. It is only fair to notice

however that, whether from this cause or not, the names compounded

of Nabil are largely in excess of any other class of theophorons named

in our texts.

61. We often find, at the end of a document, the clause 'so

much money for his seal.' We might at once conclude that the

notary sealed the document and was paid for it. This does not

seem to be the case. The only person who ever sealed an Assyrian

document seems to have been the seller, lender, or original owner.

In earlier times witnesses are said to have sealed documents, but

in our documents neither buyer, scribe, nor witness is ever said to

have set his seal. It was the seal actually on the document that

is referred to in this notice ; for this clause always corresponds with

the statements of the preamble or heading of the document. When
the seller impressed only his nailmark, so much is charged, not for

his seal, but for his nailmark. When more than one seller sealed, so

much is charged for ' their seal.' Hence it was for the actual sealing

of the document that the charge was made, and that is expressly

ascribed to some one not the scribe.

We may therefore imagine it w^as a deposit on the price to be

paid. The document however explicitly states that the bargain is

already complete, the purchase has been delivered and the full price

paid. Hence there seems no call for a deposit. It is true that in

some cases the purchase does not seem to have been actually

delivered at once, and in these cases a deposit may have been made.

Also it may have been the custom to make a little present to the
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seller, on getting his seal, as a sort of gratification over and above and

independent of the price. On the whole, however, I think this clause

refers to a notary's fee.

The amounts charged and their relation to the price must be

noted before we have taken all data into consideration. A list of

them may be of interest. Thus we have : 7 shekels of silver charged

on a price of 140 shekels of silver, in no. 173 ; one shekel of silver on

32 shekels, in no. 354 ; one mina of bronze on 50 minas, in no. 176;

4 minas of bronze on 80 minas, in no. 350 ; 4 minas of bronze on

180, in no. 248 ; half a mina of bronze on one mina of silver, in

no 216; one mina of bronze on 30 shekels of silver, in no. 179;

4 minas of bronze on 3I minas of silver, in no. 328 ; and at least one

mina of bronze on 50 minas of bronze, in no. 181. The ratio is

clearly not a constant one, it varies from one-twentieth to one-

fiftieth. In one case it was paid in corn, one homer of barley on

a purchase price of twenty shekels of silver, in no. 329. We may
perhaps conclude that a homer of barley was worth not more than

one shekel of silver nor less than two-fifths ; but it is rather slender

evidence. In other cases where the clause occurs we are left

uncertain of the ratio to the price. Thus we have, in no. 382,

three minas of bronze, in no. 393, at least one third of a shekel of

silver on two minas of silver, in no. 274, one shekel of silver, in

no. 511, at least one shekel of silver, in no. 199, at least one mina

of bronze out of thirty minas, and, in no. 257, at least one mina of

silver out of two minas of silver.

The suggestion that this was a notary's fee has already been

made by Professor Dr J. Kohler A.B.R. p. 211. Professor Hoff-

mann, Z.A. XI. p. 226, also thinks this may be the fee of the notary

who drew up the contract ;
' in which case the supru in the body of

the document would refer to the authenticating subscription by the

notary.' It was however a fee paid for sealing the document and

the notary did not do that. It is not likely at any rate that he

would be paid for impressing his nailmark. I think we may find

a way out of the difficulty by supposing that the fee was paid

him for obtaining the seller's seal or nailmark. I assume he waited

on the parties separately, heard their views, drew up the document,

and then went and read it over to the parties in turn. If they

were satisfied, they impressed their seals. The buyer would wish

to have his copy sealed by the seller and for obtaining the seller's

seal to the document he would pay this notary's fee. It is very
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singular that among all our documents not one is scaled by the

buyer. Surely the seller must have been at least as anxious as

the buyer to be protected against any future repudiation of the

bargain. I believe the explanation to be that we as yet have

only found buyer's copies. They record purchases made for the

Court and Royal Household, who did not sell. A collection of

really private contracts, belonging to some Assyrian business house

or private family would, I feel sure, include documents bearing a

buyer's seal. For obtaining the buyer's seal to his copy the seller

doubtless paid the notary another fee. Thus legal expenses were

equally shared by the two parties.

That the amount charged by the aba was entered on the docu-

ment itself was due, I believe, to the fact that the purchase was

made by a steward acting on behalf of the Royal Household. He
would naturally wish to be able to produce documentary evidence

for all his disbursements, when he should be called on to give an

account of his stewardship. It was of course a protection against

any further demand.

Such .seems to me to be a reasonable explanation of the clause

and its presence in the document. Absolute certainty is difficult to

obtain, but we may perhaps some day find a steward's accounts,

giving the items of his expenditure. "l^Kit will settle the matter.

62. The date and attestation usually occupy a section by

themselves, divided by a ruled line from the rest of the document.

The place of the date does not vary very much. It occurs

occasionally at the end of the formula, but usually after the

witnesses and at the foot of the reverse of the tablet. It often

happens that the scribe adds a few more witnesses after the date,

upon the lower edge and the left hand or right hand edge. From

this custom it probably came to pass that the date on some tablets

occurs part way up the list of witnesses. This was no doubt the

result of copying the list from another tablet, on which the date

came at the lower edge of the tablet, and what now appears below

it was originally on the edges.

The date follows a very fairly constant type: e.g. K. 322, our

no. 631, is dated thus, arhi Nisani ttmi XXVIII. (kan) limmu

Dantinu, i.e. ' month Nisanu, day twenty-eighth, Eponymy of Dananu.'

63. The year, and probably therefore each Eponymy, beginning

with the I St of Nisanu, and this month falling in March-April, three

months of the year i3.c. 680 fall under the Eponymy preceding that
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of Dananu. We are fairly certain that the above date really is B.C.

680, and as it is the 28th, we are fairly sure the date is somewhere

in April. It is a much more intricate question to decide which day

of March, B.C. 680, was then taken to be the first of Nisanu. It is

a question for chronologists to discuss and settle, if they really can.

For my own part, I do not see quite what grounds they have for

their calculations.

Consequently upon this uncertainty as to the date at which a year

commenced and also in default of knowledge as to the exact length

of each Assyrian year, we do not know, for example, when we reach

the ninth month of the Assyrian year, say the month of Kislimu, of

the Eponymy of Dananu, whether we are in B.C. 680 or B.C. 679.

Of course when we reach the end of the tenth month we may feel

fairly sure we are in B.C. 679 : but at the commencement of that

month we have many reasons to doubt. Hence while roughly we

may say that in the Eponymy of Dananu, the first nine months of

the year are B.C. 680, and the last three are in B.C. 679 : we must

remember that Kislimu and Tebetu are not certain : for them we

must write B.C. 680-679.

However, this much is certain, every day of Nisanu in the

Eponymy of Dananu was in B.C. 680.

In the Catalogue, Dr Bezold usually writes for Nisanu, March-

April, in English. Such an expression as ' March-April,' however,

does not denote a month at all, only a vague period which is of

uncertain length. If, for example, Nisanu really began on the 25th

of March in b.c. 680 then the 6th of Nisanu was in April, and the

28th was in April also. If for any reason we are to date the ist of

Nisanu earlier in March, we must count more of the days of Nisanu in

March and the rest in April. On any system whatever it is impossible

that we are to write March-April both for the ist and the 30th of

Nisanu. I therefore prefer to write the above date 28th of Nisanu

B.C. 680. There is no need to put any question mark to this, unless

indeed we suspect that we can adopt a different year for the Eponymy
of Dananu.

The effect of Dr Bezold's system is that the majority of the dates,

as he reads them, have a query attached. It may well be the case

that I have not really divined the reason for these marks of doubt.

The system which G. Smith adopted, and which I have simply

copied in my list of dated tablets at the end of Vol. i., is at least

intelligible. In the comments on the individual texts will be found
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notices of the various dates assigned to the post-Canon Eponyms.

Also an attempt to fix the order, and therefore the dates \vithin a few

years, of these Eponyms will be found in the Chapter on the

Chronology of our documents.

The order of statement of the date is not quite invariable. Thus

in no. 179 we have limmu Nabit-diir-usttr arhi Tebctu umi VII {kam).

64. The word for ' month,' arhii, is invariably written ideo-

graphically ITU, Br. 956. A phonetic spelling in this connection

I have not met. It is usual to read arah Nisanu, on the analogy, I

suppose, of Arahsamna, which is phonetically spelt A-ra-ah-sam-na

and A-ra-ah-sa-am-nu ; see Del. H. W. B. 242, a. Whether this is

really a valid analogy, I doubt. A preposition ina occasionally precedes

arhu, and that inclines me to read arhi, as the phrase clearly means
' in the month.' This preposition is written with the single horizontal

wedge possibly in nos. 88, 218, 234, 266, and certainly in no. 468.

In many other cases the first horizontal wedge of ITU is written

so far to the left as to give me the impression that the scribe had the

preposition in his mind. Dr Oppert in Doc. Jur. read ardh, Dr

Peiser in K. B. iv. reads {arhu).

65. The names of the months call for no remark, but the

comparative frequency with which they are named in these documents

is rather curious. It may be purely accidental, but it is surely

remarkable, that in these business transactions Aaru is mentioned

six times as often as Kislimu. Taken in the order of the Assyrian

Calendai we have these figures : Nisanu 47 times, Aaru 60 times,

Simanu 31 times, Du'uzu 21 times, Abu 27 times, Ulillu 27 times,

TeSritu 38 times, Arahsamna 18 times, Kislimu 10 times, Tebetu 30

times, Sabatu 29 times, and Addaru 29 times.

66. The intercalary month, a second Adar, or Addarji viahru,

is named only once in no. 53, in the year B.C. 672. As is pointed

out by Professor Oppert, Le Droit, p. 7 f., this does not at all agree

with the system deduced by E. Mahler, according to which an

intercalary month would fall in the 3rd, 6th, 8th, nth, 14th, i6th,

and 19 years of a cycle commencing with b.c. 747. It, however,

leave? us still in doubt as to how often and in what years the

Assyrians did actually have an intercalary month.

Another * second Adar' fell in the third year of Esarhaddon's reign,

as we know from 82—9— 18, 219, a Babylonian tablet; dated on

the 15th of this month. This also is not in accordance with Dr
Mahler's cycle.
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67. It is usual for the date to begin, as above, with the month,

and then umi follows. As a rule this is simply expressed by the

ideogram for 'day,' UD, followed by the numeral. A phonetic

spelling is however indicated in no. 105, where we have UD-me, to

be read nme. In no. 231 we have UD-mu that is mnu. In Doc.

Jur. Oppert xo.'sAyum; Peiser, in K. B. iv., reads zimu. In no. 212

UD-MES seems to have been written, and that would be read unie.

On the whole, therefore, I am inclined to read iimi.

The day of the month is omitted entirely in many cases, so often

indeed as to leave little doubt that the omission was intentional. I

have noted nos. 119, 126, 129, 148, 158, 163, 204, 229, 230, 232,

233, 238, 243, 299, 404, and 491. In no. 115 UD is omitted,

while the numeral is given. This I expect was a clerical error.

68. The numerals used in expressing the day of the month are

the same in every respect as those used for enumerating objects. At

the end of the glossary will be found a collection of the numerals

employed in these documents generally. The addition of ka7i turns

these cardinal members into ordinals, there is no reason to doubt

that umi XXVII {kmi) was understood to be 'day twenty-eighth ' and

not 'day 'twenty-eight.' The entire absence of phonetic spellings in

this connection leaves us some doubt as to the way in which these

ordinals were read aloud. For example, was ' the third day ' nmi

salsu, or what ?

The sign ka7n or kan exists in three forms : it is nevei used in

these documents, except in dates. In the Babylonian contracts

numbers are often followed by TA, to which A-AN may be added,

as a sign of the plural, or of repetition.

69. With respect to the dates there are some notewortny facts.

The first of the month is most often named, as was natural ; loans

would date from the ist, and probably all leases and man/ sales.

There are nearly forty such dates. The twentieth of the month

appears to be the next most popular day for doing business. We
have nineteen documents dated on the twentieth. The 26th

with 17 times, the 15th with 16 times, the loth, 12th, i6th, 21st

each with 15 times, the 22nd with 14 times, are fairly popular.

There is no decided break in the list, and probably the relative

popularity is partly accidental.

On the other hand the 7th day with 11 times, the 14th with 9,

the 2 1 St with 15, and the 28th with 10 times do not shew any

marked abstinence from secular business on those days. They were
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not kept with puritan respect for the Sabbath, if Sabbaths they really

were. On the 19th day, however, we do seem to have a marked

abstinence from business. The only documents dated on that ' evil

day' are possibly nos. 472 and 711. The date of the former is

doubtful, that of the latter certain. One could hardly wish for a

more marked proof of the cessation of business on the 19th. It

must have been observed as a dies non in commercial circles. The

end of the month gives few dates. On the 28th there are ten ; but

on the 29th, only three ; and on the 30th, only two. This may be

due to the nearness of the first of the next month. It may have

seemed better, even when business was done on the 30th, to date

the agreement on the ist.

We have however definite proof, that at least two Assyrian

months had thirty days. As we learn from no. 198, Addaru was

one. In no. 1 1 2 the name of the month is not preserved. The

dates for the 29th shew that at any rate Abu, Du'uzu and Simanu

had more than twenty-eight days.

70. The most interesting part of these dates is the Eponymy.

The word for it is given in the three forms /im-iiii/, lim-me and li-mii.

The first is by far the most common, but the second is frequent

enough, and the third occurs eight times.

The word is omitted in nos. 6, 125, 146, 148, and perhaps

no. 320. In these cases however the day and month are given.

They deserve further notice. In no. 6, the i8th of Simanu is given

in rev. 2, but rev. 3 has {si or) lim. Zubisidki. No Eponym of this

name is known. Probably this is a genuine case of Eponymy
omitted. The loan there dealt with would probably be returned

within the year and therefore only the month may have been needed.

In no. 125, rev. 7 has 'the 3rd of Kislimu,' and in the next line the

name of Sennacherib is written. He could hardly have been a

witness, but he was Eponym in B.C. 687. We may therefore consider

this a genuine case of the omission of limtnu. Whether this was an

error really or whether the king's name did not seem to need the

note limmu, I cannot decide. In no. 146, a defective tablet, the

omission may not be real. There was room to write the Eponymy
on the part preserved ; on the other hand, it may have been written

on the part that has been destroyed. It may not have been needed,

as the loan of grain would be repaid the same year. In no. 148, the

month Aaru is given, but no day. The name Girizakanni follows.

That this was the name of a witness is possible, but the usual sign of
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a witness is omitted. This seems to be a genuine case of the

omission of limmu, but as in no. 125, the name is probably that of

the Eponym. It has been suggested to me that Girizakanni is an

error for Girisapuni, that is, for kan we are to read pu. Dr Oppert,

Z. A. XIII. p. 254, assumes the Eponymy is that of Girzapunu, without

any question.

In no. 320, there is no sign of linwm having been written, but

Belemuranni is the name of the Eponym of B.C. 691. This may be

another genuine case of omission of limmu. In no. 284, rev. 12,

only //, that is lim, is written before Marlarim, who certainly was

the Eponym. This lends some support to the idea that in no. 6,

we have the same thing. In no. 698, rev. 3, we have the unusual

turn given, ina limme Sagah. It is noteworthy that in Dr Bezold's

Canon List, 81— 2—4, 187, pub. P. S. B. A, xi., we also have itia

lt-7ne, obv. 33, rev. 6, 25.

71. Dates by the regnal year of the king alone are rare, though

this was the common Babylonian use. In no. 89 the year is given

as the 22nd year of Sennacherib.

72. Very interesting are the double dates. They are not

numerous in our documents.

In no. 230 we are told that Aaru B.C. 684 was in the 22nd year

of Sennacherib.

In no. 447 Aaru B.C. 683 is said to be the 23rd year of

Sennacherib.

In no. 502 Nisanu B.C. 676 is said to be the 5th year of

Esarhaddon.

In no. 660 a (see Appendix) the year B.C. 714 is said to be the

9th year of Sargon.

73. An addition to the date occurs, in several cases, that is

somewhat obscure.

Thus no. 330 is dated the 25th of Nisanu, B.C. 676, ina tarsi

Asurahiddin, sar mat Assur: no. 359 is dated the i8th of Du'uzu

B.C. 680, and on the left-hand edge may be restored possibly i7ia

tarsi Asurahiddin sar mat Assur kirii lakki : no. 360 is dated the

28th of Aaru, b.c. 680, itia tarsi Asurahiddin sar mat Assur.

If the restoration that I propose, for the second case above, be

admitted, the phrase ina tarsi can hardly mean 'in the time of,' but

rather 'by the direction of.' See, however, Del. H. W. B. p. 175.

In no. 208, after the date 27th of Abu (not Tebetu as I wrongly

put in the head-line) B.C. 668, we read ina LAL-is Asurbanipal sar
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miM AHur: hero LAL^iaram and its derivatives, and is is the

phonetic suffix ; and consetiuently \vc read ina tins.

In no. 299 the date is given in Aaru, some limmu, the name of

the Eponym being lost ; tlien we read ina ti-ri-si, a name beginning

with i/ii or Asiir and sar mat {Aisz/r). That supports my reading of

LAL-is as tiris.

In no. 403 the date is on the 10th of .Arahsamna, pa/ii tarsi

Ilu...amel sakin al...liinmu.... Here tarsi zd^xi hardly mean 'in the

time of,' for there would surely be no object in giving the name of

the official, then saknu of some city, if the Eponym was to follow,

as here it did.

The cases quoted, by Del. //. W. B. p. 715 b, of tarsi with a

temporal sense, ' in 'the time of,' may be taken diflferently : istu tarsi

abeia, ' from the rule of my fathers ' may imply ' from the time when

they ruled,' but does not compel us to render ina tarsi 'in the time

of,' only 'under the rule or direction of.' The cases of ina tirsi

sarrani abeia admit the same rendering.

It is of course possible in each of the above cases to render ' in

the time of,' without contradicting the context, but it is a pointless

addition to a date. One would expect the year to be stated, as in

the first case, 'in the 5th year of Esarhaddon.' 'By the direction

of suits equally well in every case and would be an important note

that the property was acquired, e.g. kiru lakki, 'the plantation was

taken possession of by the king's order. So too, in no. 299, it

would be acquired by order of the saknu.

Professor Oppert has pointed out this meaning of ina tarsi,

Z. A. xiii. p. 268, where he renders it
' diirch die Anwesenheit des

Kdnigs.' Dr Peiser, K. B. iv. p. 135, renders 'in der Regierungszeit'

An interesting meteorological note is added in no. 360. //

umii{j>lii) II tm'isdti me udrute izmm, 'two days and two nights

torrents of rain fell.' This must have been an alarming occurrence

in a district of marshes and low lying gardens like Nineveh. Heavy

and devastating storms still occur there, but they are usually of short

duration.

74. A few general remarks on the lists of w-itnesses may be

made here.

In the Assyrian contracts the witnesses are always indicated by

the sign !§I, doubtless read pan or mahar, and meaning ' before.'

The Babylonian contracts usually write {amcl) mukinmi as the title of

the list. This surely meant the persons ' certifying or attesting ' the
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document. In many cases among the later documents we have ina

GUB-zu, to be read ina tiazdzn, which is closely parallel to our

pan and must clearly have meant 'in the presence of.' It may be

doubted whether in actual use any real difference was expressed by

selecting one or the other form. They all equally marked off the

witnesses from all other parties. In B. A. S. i. p. 496 will be found

some discussion of the views that have been held as to the meaning

of these expressions. I think that Delitzsch's ' bescheinigt ' (see Lex.

on III. R 46, Nr. i, 40, and Nr. 7, 12. H. W. B. does not appear to

notice the use) was peculiarly appropriate. That the person indicated

by SI did anything more than witness the deed, I doubt entirely.

As SI also means, ' to see,' perhaps we can have a verb here, vidit^

or viderunt. There is not a shred of evidence that he could refuse,

or would demand to see any evidences, or in fact would do more

than hear the parties consent, and allow his name to be written down
as one to whom reference could be made, if documentary evidence

perished.

When Rawlinson, y. R. A. S. '65, p. 213, rendered (ainet) inukimm

by 'the persons putting their names,' it was excellent in so far as

they did for the document in Babylonian times what a witness

signing a deed does now. But it was unfortunate, for ' the putting

of the name ' was merely the impression of the seal, after the name

written by the scribe, or before it, or upon it. For, in Assyrian

times, the name was written only by the scribe ; and the witness,

whatever verbal declaration he may have made as to his knowledge

and consent, neither put his seal-mark nor his nail-mark to the deed.

A mere acceptance of this free rendering seems to have induced

Dr Bezold in the Catalogue, p. 538, K 3493, to describe the seal

impressions as those of the witnesses, and led Professor Sayce to

deduce the opinion, that, while in Assyria the witnesses never wrote

their names, in Babylonia people were so generally educated that

every man could at least write his own name : {Social Life among the

Assyrians and Babylonians, p. 41).

Professor Sayce has not seen fit to point out the secret of ancient

educationalists which enabled them so to teach writing, that, when a

man signed his name to a document, he wrote exactly like the scribe

who had drawn up the body of it, while the scribes themselves were

able to keep their individuality. His deduction is absolutely un-

founded, there is no evidence that men in general could write their

own names or anything else. On the other hand it is certain that
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many men could and did write not only letters, hut draw up

contracts ; and in Assyria, at any rate, the man wh(j drew up the

contract wrote all that was written on the tahlet, unless perhaps the

Aramaic dockets. There is no trace anywhere of a different hand

among the witnesses. The handwriting among Assyrian scribes was

very characteristic of the individual, and any change would be very

obvious if it existed. Whether different hands ever occur on the

same Babylonian document I do not know, for I have not examined

them all : but I have seen no published facsimiles that lead me to

think so.

A safer rendering of {amcl) mukinnu would be ' the persons whose

names are put.' It may well be, however, that mukitmii means

more ; it literally is 'one who makes sure or steadfast.' That is the

true function of the \vitness. Whether at any period the witness

held himself responsible, with others or alone, for seeing that the

agreement was adhered to, I doubt. He does not appear to be a

trustee, only a witness to fact. I think it very likely that mukinnu

was the name of ' the witness ' in Assyria as well, only it never occurs

so written.

The name of each witness is, as a rule, preceded by pan. In

some cases, where two or more names of witnesses have to be written

in one line, the sign .5/may be replaced by GAAfas sign of repetition;

but is often omitted: see, for example, nos. 102, 6; 163, R. 10;

310 R. 19; 374, R. 10, 12, 14, 15, 16; 622, R. 7; 624, R. 8, 9, II

;

and often.

The use of 0/ to denote the witnesses was also an old Babylonian

custom (see C. T. passim), and occasionally occurs in Strassmaier's

contracts.

75. The witnesses, as one would expect, were often persons

indirectly interested in the transaction. Sometimes they are the

relatives of the seller : his father, his son, or his brother, e.g. no. 385.

Very often indeed they are fellow citizens, tnare alisu. Here the

/// refers clearly to the seller. See nos. 175, 391.

They are often named already in the document, as neighl)ours,

whose property adjoined that sold.

Often they were divided into groups, each group belonging to the

same city. In such cases we usually find at the end of the group,

tiaphar X ^I-AIES sa ali Y, 'in all X witnesses from the city K'

It is doubtful whether we are to read SI-ME^ as mukinnute or only

pdni. The sign which I read naphar is written BAB. It was read
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flapharts {or some time, e.g. in P.S.B.A. iv. 113; Fognon Bav. 168;

Lotz, T. PL 145 &c. The Tel el Amarna tablet edited by Sayce in

P. S. B. A. X. 525, No. XIII. B. rev. 14, interchanges BAB or KIL^

which Sayce read Kal^ with na-ap-ha-ar. Hence Peiser in K. B. iv.

passim, reads naphar. The sign BAB however in K. 181, rev. 4, is

clearly to be read Gimir or Gamir, as I pointed out in P.S.B.A. xvii.

p. 228; and as Pinches had already remarked in the New York

Independent. In that case, however, it has a phonetic suffix ; still, in

this connection, I prefer to read naphar.

Examples of this kind are to be found in nos. 175, 244, 246, 310,

350, and often.

76. There is a very marked difference between the methods

adopted for fixing the personal identity of a witness in the Br.by-

lonian documents and in our Assyrian deeds. In the Babylonian

contracts, which are in my opinion quite correctly described as

'private' documents, we usually find the witnesses as well as the

parties set down as son of So-and-so and grandson of So-and-so

;

that is to say, with each name is also given that of the father and

grandfather. Hence we can construct the pedigrees of- some of the

persons, as has already been done by Peiser and Kohler, Bab.

Rechtsl. IV. p. 22.

This method is partly adopted in our documents, but only

occasionally. We have a witness described as son of So-and-so,

fairly frequently. Thus for example we find Marduksarusur men-

tioned as son of Gabe in nos. 115, 116, 418, 429, 433, and 611.

From a letter 82—5— 22, 131 he appears to have been an inhabitant

of Erech. He retains this designation, as though it were a title, while

his fellow witnesses are all given their titles.

When the witnesses are given as private individuals, this method

is especially frequent, but in our texts the grandfather's name is never

appended, nor is the title added.

I am inclined to think that this usage is prima facie evidence of

the 'private' nature of the document.

In most cases the name occurs followed by a title only. This

marks the fact, probably, that the ^\^tness was called on, as an

official. It was proper that his attention should be called to the

document. We may inquire what determined his presence as

witness. At once we remark, that the buyer seems to have called

his witnesses as well as the seller. The same buyer is generally

accompanied by the same group of officials as A\atnesses. Thus, for
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example, that oft-named buyer Rimani-Adad has a wonderfully

constant group of witnesses for the space of twelve years. It is

most instructive to watch the way in which this group varies. Some

names drop out and others gradually rise towards the top of the list.

They are arranged in order of official precedence, and when two or

more of the same rank appear together probably in order of seniority.

An examination of such groups leads to some interesting conclusions

as to the rank of the officials. I have accordingly devoted a section

of the chapter on the officials to this question of precedence in rank.

Further, when the same group of witnesses appears, on a

document recording the purchase by another buyer, we may
conclude the new purchaser to have succeeded to the office held

by the former, or at least to be temporarily acting in his place.

The changes that take place in the order of officials in a group

may also be made a basis for determining the date. It is obvious to

assume that each official rose as time went on. If then he occupies

at one time a place higher in the list or in rank than that assigned

him at another, we may assume this to be a later list. Such

conclusions are abundantly confirmed by the dates when really

certain, and help to fix the order of the Post-Canon Eponyms.

Proof it is not, but yet a strong presumption.

77. The population of Nineveh in the last days of the Empire

was of a very mixed nature. It is not hastily to be assumed that this

applies to the population of the country, but the repeated deportation

of the inhabitants of conquered lands to Assyria and its subject

province must have been a contributory factor. Madame Z.

Ragozin in The Story of the Nations, Assyria, p. 431 f., has shrewdly

surmised that this was a source of weakness to the country. In

my opinion the Assyrians were always merely a ruling and dominant

caste in the land. The salmat kakkadi, so often mentioned by

the Assyrian kings, were very likely not Assyrians at all, though

in the course of centuries the lower classes may have become a

mixed race. I doubt if the subject population was even Semitic.

The place names of Assyria are surely not so. An examination of

them will shew, I believe, that they are relics of that same race who

overspread at least portions of Asia Minor and whom Kretschmer

traces into Europe as for as the Basque provinces of Spain. Whether

this people had anything to do with the Sumerians and Akkadians I

leave others to determine. I imagine this great subject population

to have often changed masters and to have been contentedly
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indifferent to a change of overlords. They probably offered small

resistance to Medes or Persians. How numerous the real Assyrians

were is difficult to decide, but I think they furnished the military and

official classes only. If so, the incessant wars must have been a

heavy drain on their numbers, and as time goes on the increasingly

frequent appearance of foreign names in the official lists at court

points to a gradual depletion of the Assyrian stock.

There is considerable evidence to shew that some subject

provinces were very completely Assyrianised. As already remarked

the Cappadocian tablets suggest a strong Assyrian element in the

population of Cappadocia. Our no. 743 shews the presence of a

number of Assyrian colonists in the land of Kue. The letter of

Marduksumusur H.A.B.L. p. 444, shews that an Assyrian king

assigned him an estate in Halahhi. Our no. 755 gives a list of

estates in Halahhi assigned to Ahi-akamu. As is well known the

Assyrian kings expressly state that they colonised certain districts

and settled their old inhabitants in the home provinces. In our

documents we certainly meet with many foreign names, not only of

slaves, but as independent parties to the contracts.

It is natural to expect many foreign names among the slaves, and

as in Oriental despotisms there is usually no gradation of nobility,

and nothing to prevent the slave of to-day from being the Vizier of

to-morrow \ we may look for foreign names in high offices. Yet

there seems always to have been something like an old aristocracy

in Assyria, till later times. The trade was earlier for the most part

in the hands of Aramaeans, and though these probably settled in

Assyria and in time bore Assyrian names, it is quite common to

find traders bearing non-Assyrian names. By colonisation, by slavery,

and by trade the country was filled with foreigners.

This admixture of foreign races must have made for progress in

all the arts of civilized life, and the relations so established may have

opened avenues to trade ; but it undoubtedly had a weakening effect

upon national sentiment. The additions so made to the population

were drawn from races who had proved their inferiority.

78. It is evident from the stipulations in the sales of estates

which involved the transfer of slaves or serfs that this subject popula-

tion were under obligations to the local authority of the district.

Whatever the position of the seller, the buyer expected the insertion

of a clause exempting his purchase from the claims of the saknu, the

del pihati, the hazdmi of the seller's city and also the bel ilki. It is
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to be noted that these officials are deemed likely to intervene to the

prejudice of the purchaser, never of the seller : that they arc officials,

not of the buyer's town or district, but of the seller's. It seems

obvious that the ground of intervention was that the sale, probably

by transferring the estate and its slave population to the ownership of

a citizen of another state or city, in some way infringed on the rights

of these officials. Further indication of what this iiku, or service

due, may have been, is also derivable from the functions of other

officials named. They are military, as the rab kisir and the rab

hansa, the former 'over the levy,' the latter over the Assyrian military

unit, 'captain of fifty.' This points to the existence of an obligation

on the part of each landowner to furnish a certain quota to the army.

With the transfer of the estate, the local authorities would naturally

look to the new landlord to discharge this liability. That a seller

should be able to absolve his purchaser from this obligation seems

strange. It shews perhaps that he remained an owner of other

estates, whence he could still satisfy the claims of the local authority.

Or it may be that the estate would now be reckoned part of the new

owner's district and liable to his overlord. In this case, it very likely

lay on the borders of the two districts, so that it might be reckoned

to either according to the residence of the owner. This would lead

to a revision of the border line each time that this estate changed

hands to one or the other side. It may well be that this w^as the

case. It seems probable enough that a buyer, who no doubt had his

own local liabilities, would shrink from undertaking others at a

distance, and the point was doubdess discussed as part of the bargain

before the price was agreed to.

79. The fact remains, however we regard the validity of the

stipulation, that a liability to furnish a quota to the army lay on

certain estates, if not on all. We learn that the saknu, as chief

military governor of the city or district ; the bcl pihati, as military

commander of the district; the rab aidni, probably as set over a

union for this purpose of villages or hamlets ; the hazanu^ as chief

civil authority of a city ; and the military captains over certain

battalions or squads had fixed territorial claims on the population.

When therefore the king says adki ummanatia, 'I set in motion

my forces, called out my troops,' we gather that each city, village,

hamlet, or farm had its quota to furnish. The squads of fifty, being

'collected,' formed a kisru, over which the rab kisir had command,

and these collected under the bl'l pihati or the saknu of the district.
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80. The obligation to answer this summons (dikn, to call out

troops) was known as dikiitu. ^^^len a king set free {lizakki) an

estate, which had been acquired by some great personage, whom he

desired to honour, he often expressly exempted the lands from their

dikutu. I regard the ilku as a somewhat wider term, including this

military service, but also probably the service due for public works.

Some of these, of special local interest, are named ; such as the

'repair of the ford,' 'repair' of walls, gates, ramparts, &c. In later

times the plot of land called the bit kasiii, or ' bow ' of land, was, as

Hilprecht has shewn, B.E.P.IX. p. 36 notes, a plot of land subject

both to a military requisition and a royal tax. This obligation

consisted in a quota of soldiers, flour, bari and other dues, varying

according to the size of the plot. It appears to be an equivalent or

close parallel to the bit esru. Although these terms do not occur in

our documents, and the name /'// kastu appears an introduction of

Persian times in Babylonia, it seems to me that a very similar usage

held in Assyria in the Sargonid period.

Beside these charges of local liabilities which lay on the estates,

the kepu and the saknu could claim to levy on an estate a demand

called the mututu. This would apparently diminish the yield of the

crops. We may therefore assume it to be a right to levy supplies of

forage or provisions. Whether the word refers to the keep or

maintenance of soldiers is not clear.

The term ilku seems to have covered the furnishing to the king's

household, a quota of grain or some such food material. The

dupsikku seems to me to have denoted an obligation to render

service not military but civil, as work on the public buildings. See

on these points especially Winckler, Alt. Or. Forsch. v. p. 401 f. I

am not sure whether dikfitu may not have also included this obligation

to work on public buildings.

81. Undoubtedly, as the Empire grew, the viandattu, or tribute

imposed upon the conquered states, rendered the king's treasury

independent of the taxes or levies imposed on the home population.

We find in the charters various kings freeing certain estates from

their obligations. This may have been very extensively the case.

In the estate sales we frequently meet with a part of the land said to

be zakii or zakfitu. In view of the phrase used in the charters to

express the freedom conferred, uzakki, ' I have set free,' we may

suppose that the term zaku denotes land that was either so freed by

charter or had in other ways become exempt from land tax. It is
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not yet quite clear that this was the meaning, but the phrase uzakki

is used in many cases where the king is endowing temples, with

estates. We know from Sargon's inscriptions that he granted by

written charter, isttirii zakutsii, a freedom to Harran, and also to the

city Assur. This freedom was expressly an exemption from i/ki

diipsikkii. That Nineveh was so free may be assumed.

Whether the other great cities were all finally in the same position

we are not expressly told, but it is likely enough, since Sargon granted

the same privileges as Harran and AS^Sur enjoyed to the northern

Babylonian cities which submitted to him. The exemption of certain

estates by charter, the grant of others to temples, and possibly other

causes gradually must have left the home provinces largely free from

this type of feudal obligation. Whether the freedom from dikutu, or

the furnishing of troops, always came under the head of zakutu is

not yet clear. If so, and in a less degree even if not, this freedom

must have relaxed the central authority, and by depriving the native

Assyrians of their responsibilities may have directly contributed to

weaken the military strength of the country. As Winckler has

shewn, /. c. Sargon appears to have introduced a standing army or

kisir sarruti; and this consisted, at least partly, of foreigners, doubt-

less soldiers of fortune as well as captives. How it was maintained

does not appear, but the dues from the home provinces may have

been commuted for a fixed due from each homer of land that was

not exempted, zaku.

82. The land sold is often specified as being ina GIS-BAR sa

X ka. The X denotes a numeral. In most cases this numeral is

nine (nos. 383, 385, 388, 413, 433, 471, 621, 622, 623, 628), but also

ten occurs often (nos. 81, 83, 389, 421, 429), eight occurs once (no.

387), eight and a half once (no. 426). In these cases the expression

is appended to ' so many homers of land.' The same expression is also

appended to homers of wine, with nine ka; of corn, with ten ka\ also

nine and a \\d\{ ka\, and oil, also ten ka\ see nos. 114, 125, 127, 128.

It is also applied to corn, with nine ka ; in no. 429. That the ka

referred to was bronze or copper is stated in nos. 385, 413, 471, and

127. No variant to GI^-BAR ever occurs, ina is written with the

<ngle horizontal wedge except in no. 389, where we have apparently

ina lihbi GIS-BAR. That indicates something after the fashion of a

price, either 'payment' or 'yield.' In no. 432 we have mention of

a GIS-BAR sa (in/) zakru in connection with estates. In no. 481

wc have part of a penalty GIS-BAR-su uinallu. One sa occurs as

4—2
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often as the other, so there can be no question that sa is the pre-

position : sa however is omitted in nos. 385, 386, 426, 621. In no.

42 1 we have ka-MES. Of this expression the numeral before ka is

lost in nos. 84 and 386, and ka itself in no. 389. Finally, in no.

148 we find corn reckoned ina GIS-BAR sa mat /audi.

83. Various attempts have been made to get at the meaning.

Professor Sayce, in P.S.B.A. x. p. 519, on Tel el Amarna Tablet no.

XIII. A., made it to be a foreign tree. Oppert, Z.A. i. p. 89.

Peiser, K. A. 102, renders it by ^ Fac/if ; which may well be the

case, where it is read with sa satti. In Str. Nbd. 556 we read

GIS-BAR sa ina sattukku iddini or Str. Nbd. 799 GIS-BAR...sa

7nuhhi esrn : we must here give it some meaning like ' tribute ' or

' offering.'

Zehnpfund, B. A. S. i. p. 524, examined its meaning, but did not

decide. He thinks that the new Babylonian contracts do not decide

its pronunciation either. These suggestions lead some to restore the

Assyrian equivalent in 11. R. 46, 70, No. 5, to ginu : but of that

equivalent only gi is left This is Meissner's suggestion, A. B. P.

p. 10 1, but Muss.-Arnoldt, p. 226, points out that GIS-BAR and

gimi occur together, as if distinct.

Oppert, Le Droit, p. 577, commenting on no. 471, renders i7ia

GIS-BAR sa 9 ka by comptes au taiix de 7iejif cabs en cuivre Fhecte,

and in a note remarks that in Nineveh the ordinary reckoning was

six. This does not agree with our documents, where six never

occurs at all. He says also that at the same time there were homers

of nine and a half cabs (no. 114): and that the homer of six cabs was

equivalent to 60, that of ten cabs to 100 cabs of surface measure.

This is all very puzzling to me, and I do not like to say it is wrong,

because I am not sure what it means.

84. I think GIS-BAR means simply ' yield,' and that when a

homer of land is said to be ina GIS-BAR sa 10 ka ere, it means that

the yield of that field was 10 ka of copper, not of corn, per ka of land.

From this it would pass over to the sense of 'rent,' that is, the part of

the yield due to the owner. This I think was a late notion. Fields

were at first only temporarily leased for a sum of money and for short

terms. As a closer derivative from ' yield ' than ' rent,' GIS-BAR
may have meant 'income from land.' \\'hen a god, or his temple

and college of priests, had land endowments, the whole yield of the

land would be 'income,' provided the priests could work the land.

If they could not, they let it out to husbandmen and I believe the
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* rent ' so received was the GIS-BAR still. Such, I imagine, was the

GI^-BAR referred to in K. B. iv. p. 39, due to SamaS. There is

however another idea to be borne in mind. The whole land of the

state was the field of the god. He may have claimed GIS-BAR
from every acre of it. When land is named as being of \o ka

GIS-BAR, it may mean that each homer had to pay its 10 ka to

some local god. In that case the higher the GiS-BAR, the less

price the land ought to fetch. This is not likely, as will be seen

later. Further land of 10 ka GIS-BAR is in one case said to be

zaku. This term means 'free' from imposts of any kind. It is

therefore probable that if any such obligation did lie on the land it is

not expressed by GIS-BAR. On the other hand, we do find the

word ginu used to express a fixed income or revenue for the gods.

This lends support, as far as it goes, to Meissner's suggestion above

that GIS-BAR means the same as gtmi and is sometimes at least to

be so read. When therefore GIS-BAR denotes the revenue

received from an estate, we may provisionally read it ginti. Such for

example was very likely the gi'/m of md^ laudi, or the 'corn rent' from

Judea.

85. It may not be without significance that while GIS-BAR is

used for ' corn yield,' SE-BAR is ' corn ' in general : and, whatever

the sense of the term, it was certainly closely connected on one side

with land, on the other with corn. Further suggestions will be

noticed in the comments on individual texts. In the times of

Artaxerxes I., as Hilprecht has shewn, B. E. P., ix., p. 44, the term

ilkii seems to have been used exclusively for royal taxes upon

property subject to the military requisitions, while GI^-BAR was the

rent paid to the person leasing or letting a field. If this were true

in our case it must have been a rent reserved from the land and the

land was sold subject to that reservation. It is difficult to see in

whose favour the reservation was made ; if there was a rent due to a

god, or a rent due to the state from each homer, the facts of the

case would be accounted for. The very numerous endowments of

temples with land may have resulted in the sale of the land to

persons subject to a ground rent reserved to the temple. Such

leasehold property might be sold freely to others by the first or

subsequent leaseholders, and would be in the same position as estates

in England sold subject to the tithe. We might therefore say with

some reason that ina GI^-BAR sa X ka means that the tithe on

the land was X ka per homer. We should however be inaccurate in
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using the term 'tithe' unless we knew that this X ka bore a definite

numerical ratio to the yield per homer. Failing that knowledge and

remembering that there was an esru or tithe, I prefer to use GIS-

BAR until a link to connect it with esru has been found. Hilprecht

reads isu BAR, which seems to me to assume that GIS is the

determinative of wood ; as far as I know we have no proof that

GIS-BAR was a ' vegetable ' product. Whether this is actually the

same thing as the barra of Persian times does not seem clear to me.

Its close connection with the yield of the land is certain. Its

destination is less certain ; we have both gimi of the gods and gimi of

the king (see glossary).

86. It will probably occur to the reader that in a sale of land,

one subject of consideration for the buyer would be the quality of

the land. This would naturally be expressed by average yield. As

yet we are not in a position to state definitely the area of a homer of

land or its relation to the ka of land. We do not know the content

of a homer of corn either in modern corn measures nor in ka of

corn. I have not come across any data in our documents for

determining them. We may go widely astray in using Babylonian

data, ratios and absolute values may have dififered in the two

countries. All I can do is to put forward some tentative hypotheses

and hope for future data or some acute combination to revise and

settle their worth. Such tentative hypotheses may serve as working

formulae for the time. Let me recall that we have already, in § 60,

conjectured a homer of corn to be worth a shekel of silver. We also

see from the variants in § 81 that the ka referred to in our clause is

a ka of bronze or copper. The following calculations are given as

an attempt to connect the GIS-BAR with average yield.

87. It will probably be obvious to the reader that if a man
advanced money on the security of a field it would be on the

understanding that the value of the produce was somewhere about

the interest on his money, unless indeed, as is more usual in modern

loans, the lender desire to take advantage of his fellow's need. This

probability however is removed from the region of speculation by the

express terms of the agreement. In nos. 81 and 83 we find the phrase

kiim rubiekaspi, ' such and such lands he shall enjoy,' that is, ' in lieu of

the interest of the money.' This enjoyment was for a limited period,

three sowings and three fallows (?), or four, as the case might be. It

was clearly only usufruct that was enjoyed.

Now let us put down the data for a comparative view. No.
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8 1, eleven shekels were lent on security of one homer 30 /v?

of land ifia GI^-BAR hi 10 ka for a term of three years and, in

no. 83, 60 shekels are lent on security of six homers of land ina

GI^-BAR sa 10 ka for eight years. It is clear that these are

calculated on the same basis. The produce of one homer of land

is worth the interest on 10 shekels. This, however, makes the

assumption that 30 ka is a tenth of a homer in land measure. Now
the interest on money was reckoned usually at 25 per cent, per

month, and therefore the interest on 10 shekels is 30 shekels per

annum. It is clear that in these agricultural loans the farmer of

those days could afford to pay 300 per cent. : that is his average

yield was more than that on his seed, making allowance for main-

tenance and labour. Now how can we make out the value of a

homer of land something like 30 shekels per annum ? The answer

is swift and obvious: 300 ka of land, each yielding corn worth \o kaoi

copper, give us 3000 ka of copper. Now I suggest a ka in copper,

is in weight what a shekel is in silver, and the value of silver was

roughly one hundred times that of copper. So to turn from the

copper ka to the silver shekel, we merely divide by 100: and the

result is 30 shekels of silver.

Here then our assumptions are :

(i) One homer of land contains 300 ka of land.

(2) GIS-BAR means 'yield.' Ina GI^-BAR sa 10 ka means

that each ka of land yields corn worth \o kam copper.

(3) Silver is worth ore hundred times its equivalent weight in

copper.

(4) A copper ka weighs the same as a silver shekel.

If these assumptions settle the questions raised by a loan of

shekels on security of land : they are not thereby proved. They
may conceivably be modified so as to still agree with the cuneiform

data.

88. Let us now consider the leases. We find in no. 622, one

homer of land let iox 10 shekels of silver, in no. 624, three homers

for 30 shekels. In the first case, GiS-BAR is only 8 ka. It cer-

tainly looks as if in these two cases the money was paid in a lump

sum and the amount fixed, as above, by considering what would be

the worth of the produce of a homer of the land. It is not easy in

such cases to distinguish between the loan of the money on security

of the land and the lease of the land for a lump sum paid at the

beginning of the occupancy. In the leases however there is no
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mention of a return of the money, and the formula is that of a sale

for a term of years.

We have, in no. 629, three homers for thirty-four shekels, the

GIS-BAR being now 10 ka. This is on the same scale; if three

homers at 9 ka of bronze per ka of land fetch 30 shekels, when the

yield is \o ka or one ninth more, the sum 34 shekels is nearly exact.

It will be noted that, on the above suppositions, money was advanced

on land whose GIS-BAR was \o ka to the amount for which it could

have been leased if it was only yielding 9 ka. This seems reasonable

enough.

On the other hand in nos. 621, 623, 625, 628 we seem to

have a proper rent : three homers of land for twelve shekels,

twenty homers for one mina, apparently five hundred fields for

fourteen minas, two homers twelve ka for twelve shekels, the

GIS-BAR being nine ka in each case. The rent seems to have run

between three and four shekels per homer. As the produce was

worth ten shekels per annum we have some idea of what relation

rent bore to produce. It is only fair to point out that the land in

some of these cases was of mixed character, including plantations,

wells or water-holes, courts or other farm buildings.

I freely admit the above calculations are somewhat hazardous,

but they seem to throw some light on a very obscure term. That a

field was worth more when its GIS-BAR was ten ka than when it

was only nine ka^ seems already probable.

Unfortunately we have not data for comparing the prices of

simple fields of different GIS-BAR. The prices are complicated by

the presence of other things, plantations etc. and especially slaves or

serfs.

In no. 383 we find thirty-five homers sold for five minas of

silver: in no. 413 it seems that seven homers were sold for seventy-

two minas of copper. In no. 385 we have six homers of land sold

for 36 homers of com. In all these cases the GISBAR is 9 ka.

The price of this sort of land is about the average price, eight or nine

shekels per homer. In the first case it comes out at 84, in the

second about 6^. We see that land was to be bought, say for eight

shekels per homer, and yielded the interest on ten shekels or there-

abouts. The price paid in corn is six homers of corn per homer of

land. A homer of corn must then be worth somewhere about a

shekel and a third of silver.

89. Dr Oppert in " Das assyrische Landrecht," Z. A. xiii.
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p. 254, following, discusses GIS-BA Ik with wonderful insight unci

acutcncss. He regards the varying number of ka as implying so

many kabs per * Sechstil.' Thus when we have 9.I Xvz, he means that

the Scchstcl would contain 9' kabs and tiie homer 95 kabs. Mere

then he uses the w(jrd Stchstel to mean a tenth of a homer. As he

points out, we also meet with cases of 8, 9, and 10 ka\ hence he

constructs homers of 60, 80, 90, 95, 100 kabs. He further argues

that the normal content of a lK)mer in Nineveh was 120 kabs. That

is, double of the measure usual in ]iabylon
;
just as the Assyrian

mina was double the Babylonian. He adds that in Babylon in the

1 2th century d.c. we have the Scchstel for corn reckoned at 12 kabs,

111. R. 41, 21.

When then we are told that during the siege of Babylon under

Samas-sum-ukin, three kabs cost three shekels, we see that the price

was ten times its normal value. Dr Oppert further on page 256

calculates the contents of a kab as a cube of one third of a foot, and

compares prices ; with the result that he is obliged to conclude that

the people were richer than we have supposed in silver and gold.

I am quite unable to follow this argument. It is of great interest,

but it seems to me too full of assumptions. \Vhy was any ancient

measure the cube of a third of an ell ; why should it not have been

an hemisphere of a half ell diameter, or, for the matter of that, any

other shape ?

It would be just as fascinating to remark, that if the GIS-BAR be

taken to have 10 ka and 9 GIS-BAR go to the homer, or if we have

10 GIS-BAR each of 9 ka, or lastly, 9^ ka to the GIS-BAR and 9^
GIS-BAR to the homer, we have always 90 ka or 905- ka to the

homer. It seems very like solemn trifling.

90. The two data from which he starts deserve more attention.

In no. 113, 10 minus of silver and <jne hundred and twenty homers

of corn are named as advanced together. He considers they are

equivalents. First he considers adu rubesu as meaning that the corn

was advanced with this addition, perhaps of a quarter. That would

bring the amount of corn up to 150 homers. It is most unlikely

that, if the advance was really 150 homers, it should not be stated so.

Besides the advance is made on the understanding that the interest

shall be a half mina ; if not repaid when due. I doubt the

equivalence altogether. It seems to me both money and corn were

advanced, the former to bear interest at 5 per cent., an unusually

low rate, the corn as usual at 50 per cent.
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91. The second case of course yielded a different result: in

no. 114, thirty shekels are named with ten homers of corn. In

order to make things agree, the ordinary homer should be worth

two-thirds more than that of 9I ka or, allowing for the adu rubesu,

one-third more. In case we suppose the interest on the corn the

same as that stated for the money in the first case we should have

126 homers worth 600 shekels in one case and ten homers worth

30 shekels in the other. There is no similarity between the supposed

prices. They are both quite at variance with the above deduced

probability that a homer of corn was worth a little over a shekel. It

is not unlikely that a homer was originally not far from that. In

later times we find that one GUR of corn cost a shekel.

92. Taking one homer of land as 300 ka of land, each yielding

10 ka of corn, which are each worth one ka of bronze, i.e.; one shekel

weight of bronze, we have on 6 homers of land 18,000 shekels of

bronze, worth 180 shekels of silver or 3 minas of silver pei' annum.

Now this yield has to meet all current expenses of management and

maintenance and in eight years (see no. 83) recoup one mina of

silver. The interest usually charged for deferred payment of an

advance is a quarter per month or 300 per cent, per annum. The

farm therefore produced exactly what would pay three minas of

silver per year. Its yield in corn therefore paid the interest on the

money. There must also have been a further yield, besides the corn

yield, that would enable the repayment of one mina in eight years.

This looks as if the GIS-BAR was such an average rent as could

be expected from the homer, not the total yield, but the profit or the

proper proportion of it which a landlord would take.

93. Here I must leave these interesting questions, raised but

unsolved. The reader will be prepared by them to enter into the

further discussions that must arise on single cases. A further

complication will be found to occur from the peculiar relations

between landlord and tenant in Assyria. It may be that in the

above calculations, especially with regard to the leases, we have not

allowed for the landlord's contribution to the expenses of manage-

ment. A perfectly clear view of this relationship has yet to be won

from the scattered notices in our documents. All was clear to the

scribe and the parties, but the assumptions they made are for the

most part yet obscure.

94. The question of partnership must receive some attention.

It must be sharply distinguished from joint-ownership. Men may
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unite for the purposes of business to furnish capital jointly and to

divide the profits. They may in the course of business become

joint owners of property and as such may be sellers of it. In this

case they appear as ' partners.' When, however, as heirs to an estate

they agree to sell the property and divide the proceeds they are

scarcely partners. When the bond which unites them is one not

voluntarily assumed, they cannot be regarded as partners. There is

nothing to prevent brothers being also partners but their joint action

for the disposal of a common property is not proof of partnership.

By far the greater proportion of the cases, in which more than one

seller appears in our deeds of sale, are cases of joint ownership. In

many cases the relationship of the sellers is stated. One may however

look in vain for any hint of how the purchase money was to be

divided among the sellers. It may be that this is because we only

possess buyers' copies of the deed. In any case it is a presumption

that we have no copies drawn up for the seller's own satisfaction,

merely his copy of the deed drawn for the buyer.

95. There is, however, another possible view. The seller may
really in many cases be only one, and those associated with him

only consenting parties. They may not have reaped any benefit.

To take a most obvious case, a lady dedicates her son to the

service of Ninib in performance perhaps of a vow : no. 640. Her
brothers and their sons seal the deed. Here there is no price paid,

but it is clear that she had not absolute power over her son, the

family had to give consent. So it seems not unlikely that when
other property was sold, the family had to give consent. It does not

follow that they shared the price received.

96. Something that looks much more like partnership occurs in

no. 22, where two men advance a sum of money together to one

and the same borrower. Nothing is stated beyond joint ownership

and they may have been brothers or even merely fellow servants of

some official.

A few other cases will be commented upon as they arise. When
the steward of an estate advanced money or corn to two or more of

the tenants or serfs, we find occasionally that one of them takes the

responsibility for the party. Such for example is no. 151.

This may be considered as a sort of limited liability company, but

only in a very vague way. It cannot properly be regarded as a

partnership.

97. The o\vner of an estate probably was in a similar relation
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to his serfs or tenants to that in which a manufacturer would be to

his workmen on the profit-sharing system. He found the land, and

often the stock and certain capital. They supplied the work. They

had of their labour food and maintenance and also a remainder of

profit. Even when called ardu, 'slave,' a man could attain some

degree of wealth and apparently purchase freedom. In a sense, this

also was a partnership. The full-blown institution as we know

flourished in Babylonia both in early and late times. It was surely

existent also in Assyria. I believe it is due to the limited and special

nature of our documents that we have no more certain evidence of it.

98. In the deeds of sale and elsewhere we find stipulations in-

serted, calculated to protect the buyer from any attempt on the part

of the seller to resume his property. It is obvious that these stipu-

lations against any attempt to withdraw from the bargain or procure

a legal annulment of it must have in some way depended upon

experience. It must have been likely that such an attempt would

be made. This has apparently induced Professor Oppert to entitle

his article in the Acadhnie des inscriptions et belles-lettres, 26 Aug.

i8g8, "Le Droit de Retrait Lignager a Ninive." As he points out, in

the Middle Ages, the peoples of Europe recognised five kinds of

jus 1-etractus

:

—the droit de retrait lignager {Jus retractus gentilitii),

the right of the commune as against foreign purchasers (the German

Marklosung), the right of the proprietors over the lands still held

by the seller {Gespilde), the right of co-proprietors or feudal seig-

neurs {Ganerbenreclit or Eigenthuinslosung), and lastly the right of

withdrawal permitted to the neighbours of the property. These

rights were usually expressly excluded, unless asserted within a short

period. 'In Mesopotamia, the ancient rule seems to have been le

droit de suite, the right of property inherent in the first pro-

prietor.'

99. Dr Oppert appears to see this in the appeal to the gods and

the king, by which the agreement was rendered inviolable in the old

Babylonian times. I suppose that this means, that Dr Oppert regards

the gods or the king as 'first proprietor.' In that case one would

expect the gods named among those likely to attempt to set aside

the agreement, and some condition as to time &c. would be laid

down to limit their exercising this right. I am not aware of any

such clause appearing in old or new documents. The gods appear

to be appealed to, solely as guardians of the right. The attempt to

withdraw from the agreement is treated as a wrong, which they will
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surely avenge. The king is invokt'd ;is their earthly representative

and the fount of justice.

Dr Oppert then comes down to the new Babylonian documents

of the 8th century and later. Here he says the right of with-

drawal was limited to the caste or tribe and the parents, at any rate

to the communes and religious corporations. It was also confined to

the resumption of immeubles and had ceased to exist for jnciibles. He
tries to shew that by the eviction of the purchaser it was possible to

resume possession at the price of a large fine, and that at any rate

the resumption of estate was not regarded as impossible.

He then concludes that this right of the retrait lignager was

anterior in date to all other legislations in Mesopotamia and once

reigned supreme. He regards it as probably of Turanian origin and

thinks it broke down under Semitic influence. Under its early

Mesopotamian form, as in its Germanic, it was repugnant to the

ideas of Jews and Arabs, Greeks and Romans.

He concludes with this significant sentence—'cette prerogative

imprescriptible du proprietaire primordial, consacr(^e par d'antiques

coutumes religieuses, devait surtout etre repoussde par un peuple qui,

devenu conque'rant, transplantait les nations vaincues et ne se

souciait pas de leurs droits acquis.'

100. Now the pleas which those who attempt to upset the

agreement would use are given. They are, not that the seller

had an incomplete right to alienate his property and that the proper

consents had not been obtained, but just the usual dishonest pre-

tences that a man would make who imagined the buyer could not

produce proof of his title. They are merely ' the full price was not

paid and the property was not sold.' Such are surely not the pleas

that the representatives of a commune, a guild, or a tribe would put

in. 'I'he ' primordial proprietor ' contemplated, if any, is the actual

seller. No right of his is excluded, the scribe assumes it would be a

gross injustice to attempt to recover his property, even going so far

as to call his plea a la dinu, a ' no plea.'

On the other hand, there does seem evidence that the local

governors, the saknu, the bei pihati, the hazdnu, and other officials

might have a right to interfere, on the ground of the obligations

known as ilku, dupsikku, dikutu &c. As I take it, these rights are

not denied, nor ignored, but the seller takes the responsibility for

them. The buyer stipulates that they shall not fall on him. The
seller must, therefore, either possess land already exempted from
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such obligations, or now undertake to guarantee the buyer against

them.

loi. I see no sign in these documents that the buyer expected

any primordial proprietor behind the seller to intervene. I think

that in some cases that right did still exist and was exercised, and I

believe, where it existed, the buyer could get no guarantee against it.

The right of the tribe or clan over land, was surely not repugnant

to Jewish ideas and the resumption by the dispossessed proprietor

in the Jubilee year, however ancient a right, or however post-exilic,

can hardly be a Turanian custom adopted into the Jewish code.

I think that Dr Oppert's notion of a right under certain circum-

stances to resume possession is a fair representation of the truth :

but I do not think it is to be found where he finds it. The example

he gives, no. 213, as the sale of a woman under such conditions, seems

to me to be in no sense an illustration either of this right being

exercised or of the conditions under which it could be in force.

I believe that the scribe never supposed that the seller would plead

any right to have his slave back, only the non-payment of the price

or a dishonest denial of having agreed to sell.

102. In the case of land it was different. Except when land

was freed from such obligations by charter, it was probably always

subject to certain obligations. I think each district had to furnish a

proportionate quota of personal service to the army and public works,

and it is also likely that it could be called on to furnish supplies for

public works and provisions for the army. How far the Assyrian

home provinces were relieved from these material levies by the

tribute drawn from conquered lands is not clear. There is no

trace in our documents of any tithe, payable to the king, or to

the gods. As far as I can see, the temples were endowed with lands

and were owners of property just like ordinary landlords. No
mention is made in any of our documents of any csru due from

land to a temple. On the other hand, in no. 626 a we appear to

have an incomplete list of the lands held by some temple (?) with

a notice of the dates or periods at which they came into the posses-

sion of this temple. Further, in no. 660 a we find Sargon granting

certain estates to Sulmusarri &c. and their heirs for ever, on

condition of a certain yearly payment to Asur which was to be

his gimi. In K 3042 we have also a list of sources of income of

a temple, stating from whom they were due and in some cases the

ori^nal donors. We continually meet with the lands or other
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estates belonging to the gods. In no. 363 we have an orchard

or plantation, kin'i, which belonged to the gine of A§^ur and Belit.

In no. 328, one of the witnesses, Nabd-nasir, is said to be over

the ginu of some god. In no. 48 the money lent was from the

gitiu of A§ur. In no. 760 we have a quantity of food and drink

which is transferred from the ginii of the king to that of a god.

103. It is not clear that the lands were always held as grants

from the king subject to certain obligations. If we could admit the

population to be Assyrian throughout, these obligations may have

grown up as communal or tribal obligations. I rather incline to

think that the Assyrians in the country parts were an aristocracy,

and the representatives of a conquering overlord. It is therefore

likely enough that all lands were held as military feofs, and in lieu

of rent to the king were bound to furnish men and supplies. Requi-

sitions might be made on crops : and in later times a variety of royal

dues appear to be levied on lands.

Whether these were occasional or regular does not appear from

our documents. There is sufficient to shew their nature. They were

state dues and the exaction of them by the proper officials can hardly

be regarded as a reservation of a right on the part of a primordial

proprietor to resume possession.

104. As is well known, see Oppert's La Cofidition des Esclaves,

p. I, the free population of the Babylonian states were divided into

clans, gentes, (f>v\aL, who were very much like castes or guilds also.

The clans proper are named by their ancestors, mare Egibi, sons of

Egibi &c. The guilds are also clearly implied by the name given, e.g.,

X apil V apil mandidi. The name of these family groups is kimtu,

IM-RI-A, and it is clear that the whole kimtu possessed a right of

intervention in alienations of property. Either male or female repre-

sentatives might exercise this right. It had to be expressly waived

in making a satisfactory agreement as to a sale. A member of a

clan was called a mdr-bdmi, 'a son of the ancestor.' The status of

one who was thus ingenuus is expressly called the mar-banutu, thus

proving its recognition as a reality. When a master wished to make

a ' freedman ' of a slave, he furnished him with letters of mar-bdnuti,

thus placing him as a member of the tribe of his master. This

process sometimes preceded the adoption of the slave as a son.

105. The same traces of tribal solidarity do not appear in our

documents. It is not likely that the whole Assyrian people were

of one tribe. The existence of the Eponyms points as many have
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already remarked, to an early confederacy of cities. The Eponym was

very likely a survival of the time when each city of the confederacy

nominated its own chief magistrate to rule over them all. The

earlier traces of a fixed order in the list of cities seems to imply this.

Even the name of the office Ihnu is possibly the same as the /i-i-t?iu,

which II. R. 29, 74 gives as a synonym of kimtu.

The expression mar-banu does not occur in our documents, nor

are there any traces of great clans ; but this may be due to their

special character. We have no special reference anywhere to adoption,

but the name Ardia-arkia *my slave after me' surely points to the

practice of leaving an inheritance to a slave. Still even that name

may not be actually Assyrian.

Closely connected with the existence of clans is the family cult

of one particular god. It was possible that a king should name

his sons after the national deity, and amongst them we expect a

predominance of names compounded with Asur, Sin or Istar. In

other families we find one god usually adhered to, though of course

there are many exceptions.

106. The position in which women found themselves in Assyria

in the 7th century B.C. w^as one of considerable freedom. The dis-

tinguished ladies who acted as governors of certain cities and

districts bore the title of sakintu, feminine of saknu. As the form

saknu seems to indicate this officer was one ' placed ' in his position.

While the officers called bel pihdti were perhaps as much revenue

officers as administrators and certainly military in their functions to

a considerable extent, and the hazdnu was the chief civil magistrate,

and therefore in contrast to these former probably a native of the

city, the sakmc was clearly the 'official resident' representing the

central authority. It seems not unlikely that the sakintu was also

the local representative of the royal power. There is some reason to

think she was a royal princess, if not a wife of the king's. She

certainly had a considerable amount of freedom, buying and selling

on her own account and having a considerable retinue of servants :

see further in the chapter on the officials.

To a certain extent this position of the sakintu may have been

directly due to her royal birth or marriage, as most certainly the

power wielded by the Queen Mother was due to her connection with

the reigning monarch. There are however considerable indications

that women entered freely into business relations in the absence of

a male representative. Wives do not appear pleading apart from
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their husbands. In the absence of her master and natural protector,

we find a female slave appearing by an agent to answer a claim made
on her against her master's estate (no. 166). This certainly looks as

if she had no locus standi in the court of justice. On the other hand

her servile condition may have been the disqualification. We find

women recognised as in the possession of estates and acting as irrisu

or gardeners. They appear as representatives of their husbands

(doubtless in their absence) acting as sellers.



CHAPTER II.

THE OFFICIALS.

107. As Dr Peiser has already pointed out in his admirable

Skizze der Babylonische Gesellschaft, p. 7, the ofificials of the Assyrian

or Babylonian State group themselves in three directions ; the Civil

Service officials, who are concerned with the internal administration

;

the Foreign Office, who deal with the relations between the home
government and its neighbours or tribute states ; and the War
officials, who conduct the military operations against the enemy, but

also serve as governors of conquered cities and districts. There is a

yellow tablet of unbaked clay in the British Museum, inscribed in

Assyrian script and containing about seven lines to the inch, which

gave the titles of about two hundred of these offices. They are

distinctly Assyrian and arranged for the most part in order of rank.

They are also divided into three columns, but the three departments

recognised above are not clearly separated. A great many of these

officials are named in our documents or known from the historical

inscriptions. This tablet, K 4395, to which Sm 56 is now joined, was

published, 11. R 31 no. 5, and has already been widely discussed.

A full transliteration is given in Oppert's Doc./ur., p. 71 ff., and the

bibliography will be found in the Catalogue, p. 627.

108. The order given in this tablet will be followed in the

remarks I have to make upon the officials, as I believe the order is

that of official precedence to a great extent, though not entirely. It

is difficult to believe, for example, that the various handicrafts had a

real order of precedence. Still it is not improbable that some were

more honourable than others. They were very likely, more or less, in

the hands of a guild of craftsmen, who in the larger cities all in-

habited the same quarter and gave their own name to it. Thus in

Nineveh we have the potters' quarter, the goldsmiths' quarter, the

gardeners' quarter, &c.
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The existence of such guilds must have won for them a distinct

status, and, in such a contentious community as the Assyrian people,

some order of precedence would certainly have to be settled by law

or custom, to avoid strife. It seems likely that the president or chief

craftsman of such a guild would attain a position of great weight, and

I believe we have some traces of this. The union of agriculturists,

or irrisi\ would be one of the most powerful, and I believe that, if

not the king himself, at least the Crown Prince was content to accept

the presidency of this guild. At any rate, we find in Harper's Assyriati

and Babylotiian Letters, p. 374, that Adadi-sum-usur and Arad-Ea, two

high-placed officials and frequent correspondents of the king's, write

to the chief irrisu in the same terms of deferential respect as they

employ to Royalty. The business on which they write is obscure,

being concerned with some sacerdotal or augural duties, but certainly

not such as concerned crops or lands. Nor is this a single instance

:

we have Adadi-§um-usur writing to the same official, H. A. B. Z.,

p. 5, and again, with Marduk-§^akin-§^um, p. 14. So I§tar-§um-ere^

writes to the chief irrisu, p. 36. The five augurs Nabft-zer-ukin,

Adadi-§um-usur, Nabil-sum-iddin, Arad-Ea and I§tar-§um-ere§ write

to him, p. 338; again Adadi-nasir writes to him, p. 179, and finally

NabCl-zer-usur writes to him, p. 228. In the latter case the writer

sends news of public afiairs in a way that tells strongly for the theory

that the chief irrisu is either the king himself or his vizier. On the

whole, it seems to me far better to suppose that the king had

accepted the presidency of the guild of agriculturists ; or, what

perhaps came to the same thing, chose to be addressed as 'Chief

Irrigator,' as in some way patron of the craft ; than to imagine a

'president' of a 'board of Agriculture,' or a mere 'head gardener,'

taking such rank and responsibility.

log. In the discussion of the various offices I do not intend

here to refer to all the passages in which the office is named, either

in our documents or other inscriptions ; merely to set out my con-

clusions from what I have noticed and the reasons for them.

Dr Winckler, in his invaluable Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens,
|

p. 209 onwards, gives a most useful general account of the Assyrian

society as a military power. Military it was to the core, even the

civil servants had most of them a military side to their office. It

would be too much to say that every Assyrian was a soldier, but at

one time that was probably nearly true. Even the scribes seem to

have gone to the wars, if not as actual combatants, yet as eye-witnesses

5—2
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and essentially part of the expedition. Certainly we find from the

letters that the same set of officials, usually occurring as witnesses to

our documents, were also actively engaged in the movement of troops.

The most frequently named official of the king's, his mukil apati, who

seems to have been chiefly occupied in buying slaves, is properly the

king's 'chariot-driver.' One of the most commonly occurring officials,

the salsu, is most probably originally the 'third man,' or weapon

bearer, in the chariot. The rab kisir, who is certainly a military

officer, a sort of colonel of a territorial regiment, transacts all sorts of

business in our contracts. The 7-ab hansa, properly ' captain of fifty,'

that is, of fifty archers and fifty soldiers, armed with shield and spear,

often appears in civil Hfe. Something very like conscription lay

heavy on the land. All slaves were liable to be drawn for war,

unless their exemption had been secured in some way, probably by a

fee in lieu of service. Their masters were called on to serve as

officers. Gradually exemptions were granted wholesale to favoured

cities, districts or estates. Lands were held subject to the obligation

to furnish 'a bow,' probably an archer and his associated spearman.

Lands in the conquered provinces were held on condition of garrison

or guard duty. Requisitions could be made on fields for their crops

to serve as food for the troops and fodder for their horses. As

conquest filled Assyria with captive slaves and deported citizens, the

Assyrian army was doubtless more and more a composite body, and

probably at the last was merely officered by pure Assyrians. It is

outside my purpose to work out such questions as the Assyrian

military system raises. Reference may be made to Captain D. A.

Billerbeck's summary in Der Untergang NineveKs: B. A. S. lii.

p. 1 66 ff.

The Tartan.

no. The list, K 4395, commences with the Tartan: but dis-

tinguishes two grades of the officials bearing this title : the turtctnu

imni, or ' tartan of the right,' and tartanu su?fteli, the ' tartan of the

left.' The latter is marked, as the lower office, by being placed

second. The significance of the terms ' right ' and ' left ' doubtless

is, that on state occasions, these officers stood at the right and left

hand of the seated monarch's throne. All the historical references

point to the Tartan as being the highest military officer, the 'com-

mander in chief.' The title is familiar, from the Biblical accounts in

2 Kings xviii. 17 and Is. xx. i.

I
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In tlu' various Eponyni Lists, tlic Tartan occupies the next place

to the king and as a consequence we can trace back the H^)lders of

this office to very early times. Assuming that the rule holds good

from the first, we reckon that Taklak-ana-belia B.C. 888, Asur-iddin

B.C. 8S2, A^ur-bel-kainni B.C. 857, Danan-ASur B.C. 827 and Jahalu

B.C. 822 were Tartans. Then the list, cf. 11. R. 52, tells us explicitly

that in B.C. 809, Nergal-ilai ; in B.C. 780 SamSi-ilu ; in B.C. 770

Sanisi-ilu ; in B.C. 752, Sam§i-ilu ; and in B.C. 742, Nabfl-daninani

were Tartans. There is some reason to suppose that A^ur-iska-danin,

the Eponym of B.C. 720, was Tartan; for K 998 names A§ur-is... as

a Tartan. Against this is the fact that he precedes Sargon, instead

of following him, as usual. In B.C. 686 Belemurani was Tartan.

The Eponym Belna'id was Tartan, and I believe G. Smith is correct

in putting him in B.C. 663. Subsequently, Salmu-§arr-ikbi was Tartan

of Kummuh and tartdnic sanii. That this title, 'second tartan,' is

the same as iartanu sumeli seems very likely, but is not absolutc-ly

certain. There is no reason, however, to assume that no other men

held this office in the intervals. Of the above-named Tartans, Nab<i-

daninani probably, Belemurani and Belna'id certainly, are mentioned

in our documents. Besides these Abda' appears to be a Tartan in

B.C. 694, no. 281 : and in B.C. 668 (?) Marlarim is called Tartan of

Kumuhi. Whether this is really the same Eponymy as that in which

Marlarim was saknii of Kumuhi is not absolutely certain, though very

probable.

Like other great officials, the Tartan doubtless had a large

household : though only his kcpu is named, in no. 50.

The spellings of this title given in our documents are tartanu,

formerly read siltanu, turtaiiu, iurtan?iu, turtan and {far)-ta-a-tiu.

A number of other Tartans arc named, outside our documents,

whose dates are more or less uncertain. In the last days of Sargon,

when troubles arose in Armenia, consequent on the invasion of the

Gimirrai, Kakkadanu appears to have been an Assyrian Tartan ; but

whether acting against the Armenians; or, with them, against the

Gimirrai, is uncertain. Ursine is another Tartan, mentioned in the

correspondence of the time, probably an Armenian general : see

K 181 and K 194, H. A. B. Z., pp. 194 and 139. The title of

Tartan is also given, even to the commanders of foreign armies, as to

Sib'e, the Tartan Musurai ; Khors. 25.

A second tartan, or 'tartan of the left,' does not appear historically

before the Post Canon period. Hence we may perhaps ascribe the

list K 4395 to a late date.
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The Nagir ekalli.

III. This official occupied the second place in rank, below the

king, always following the Tartan, in the Canon Lists. His omission

from the list K 4395, at this place, seems to have been due to his

office having been supplanted by, or absorbed in, that of the second

Tartan. The reading of this title is certain, see Del. H. W. B.,

p. 447b. The sign AfIR, of which nagiru is compounded with

KAS, is given in 11. R 24, 58 as meaning ridu ; UKU-US=ridu sa

sabe, 'driver of people.' The sabe were usually either 'soldiers' or

'labourers.' As KAS, read harrd?zii, means ' road,' and also has the

idea of 'hire'; we may feel sure that the nagiru had to do with

' hired labourers ' and perhaps also with the construction of ' roads.'

In IV. R 48, 25a, he is associated with the management of the iiku,

or ' dues ' from the people : also with the sisitu, or ' obligation ' to

furnish men for the army. As the Empire grew, and the services

rendered by the home population were replaced by the tribute of

conquered provinces and the enlistment of foreign troops, the office

of the nagiru appears to have become more distinctly military

:

of. K 823 in Del. H. W. B. I.e. From Rm 11. 2, H. A. B. Z., p. 430,

we may conclude that the nagir ekalli, to whom that letter was

addressed, concerned himself with the affairs in Armenia, probably

at the end of Sargon's reign and during his absence at Babylon.

Further, on K 485, Ardi-Sin, evidently about the same date, writes to

the nagir ekalli on these Armenian troubles ; H. A. B. Z., p. loi f.

Assuming the same order of official rank to have been observed

in the Eponym Canon in earlier times, we may conclude this office

to have been borne, in B.C. 887, by Abu-ilai, in B.C. 881 by Simutti-

Aku, in B.C. 856 by Asurbaniai-usur, in B.C. 826 by the same, in

B.C. 821 by Beldanan, in B.C. 808 by the same, in B.C. 778 by Bel-

lisir, in B.C. 751 by Marduk-sallimani, and in b.c. 741 by Bel-Harran-

bel-usur. In the Sargonid period, the office does not appear among

the Eponyms. The office did not completely disappear, however, for

in B.C. 682 we find on no. 215 that Sabanu was nagiru and witness.

Here the same ideogram is used, but there is no ekalli. Consequently

we may have to do with a slightly different office. In our list, K 4395,

Col. III. 14, it is placed after the sart'cnu. Whether this implies that

some of the old functions of the 7iagir ekalli had gone over to a

specialised office, is not easy to decide. It is, however, another

argument for the late date of K 4395.

\
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In the third edition of his Assyrische Lesestiicke, no. 273, Prof.

Delitzsch gave tiagiru, as a reading for the sign NER, Briinnow's

no. 10146. He does not, however, give it under mtgiru, in H. IV. B.,

p. 447b. The title Ni^.R-mati occurs on K 4729, in close connection

with the Tartan and the rab-BI-LUL, as receiving lands, for the

endowment of his office (?). The same title is given to a witness in

no. 485, where it is preceded by the amel rab DAN-DAN. The

term mati is certainly equivalent to ckalli, see § 207, so that if NER
really be the same as nagiru, NAR mati is the same as nagiru ekalli.

The amel NER e-kalli is named on 82—5— 22, 99, H. A. B. L.,

p. 386, after the Tartan and before the rab BI-LUL. This puts him

in the same position as the nagir ekalli takes in the Eponym lists.

On K 4395, III. 15, this title follows nagir ckalli and is therefore

probably a synonym.

The simpler title amel NER, without }?iati, is borne on no. 446,

R II, by Adadi-bullit, R 12 by ASire, and R 19 by Seru-usur. The

title amel NER also occurs on K 1 179.

The Rab BI-LUL.

112. The reading of this title is still uncertain. That the title is

not entirely ideographic is certain from the fact that there was also an

amel BI-L UL. Hence the title must be read rab BLL UL, that is

'chief of the class denoted by amel BJ-LUL.^ How we should read

BI-L UL, I do not know. There are some good reasons for supposing

that amel LUL can be read zammeru. This does not show that

amel BI-LUL could also be read zammeru. It is of course im-

possible to take bi as a phonetic complement to rab, as the simple

title is BI-LUL and not LUL. Hence the reading of the above

title, in K. B. i. p. 46, 1. 90, as rab-bi sammiruti is entirely without

support. For the reading of am^l LUL, see zammeru, § 192, and

satdm, § 192.

The list K 4395, i. 3, puts this office next to the 'Tartan of the

left.' This high rank is fully supported by the old custom of the

Eponym Lists, which nearly always put the rdb-BI-LUL next the

nagir ekalli. The earliest mention of this office is in the date of

Tiglath-Pileser I's prism, i. R p. 16; about B.C. iioo. The holder

of the title then was Ina-ilia-allak. As, in the usual order of

Eponyms, this official marked the fourth year of a reign ; and as the

prism certainly narrates events long after that year, we may be sure
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that this king reigned during a complete cycle of Eponyms and at

least four more years. Assuming that in each reign the third name
after the king's belongs to a rab BI-LUL, we conclude that in

B.C. 886, Ilumilki ; in B.C. 880, Sa-AN-MA-damka ; in B.C. 855,

Abi-ina-ekalli-lilbur ; in B.C. 825, lahalu ; in B.C. 807, Sil-Bel ; in

B.C. 779, Marduk-rimani (here he preceded the ndgir ekalli)\ in

B.C. 750, Bel-danan; in B.C. 740, NabiVetirani ; in B.C. 678, Nergal-

sarr-usur ; and in Post Canon times, A.sur-garlia-niri ; bore this title.

The name being partly ideographic, it may well be that other holders

of the office are named, in a way that we do not now recognise.

Thus the order of the officials on no. 485 suggests that the rab

DAN-DAN is the same official as the rab BI-LUL and other

conjectures will be noted later; see §§ 113, 131, 192. It is possible

that on no. 528, Bulut-usur may be the name of an Eponym, who

perhaps bore this office, but at what period is quite uncertain.

Like other great officials, the rab BI-LUL had doubtless an

extensive household. In no. 160, his rab HAR-BI \?> named, also

possibly on K 3042, see § 206. In no. 330, his salsii ; and in

no. 416, his servant ; are referred to.

He was in some capacity attached to the service of the gods, for

on no. 640 we have a rab BI-L UL of Ninip.

He was one of the great officials to whom a forfeit was paid, as a

penalty for breach of contract.

That his office was endowed seems likely, from K 4729, where

certain lands are said to be assigned to the rab BI-LUL.
The simpler title ajiiel BI-LUL occurs in our documents several

times. In no. 382, we find Isdi-Istar, a witness, called the BI-LUL
of the sukallu; in no. 464, Akru is said to be a BI-LUL; in no. 238,

the BI-LUL seems to have had a mukll appati ) cf. no. 240, 8; in

no. 247, his servant is named. On K 93, 1. 16, Zeruti is said to be a

BL-L UL of Belit-Babili. Some of these references suggest that BI-

LUL may be used as an abbreviation of rab BI-LUL. A com-

parison of 82-5-22, 112 and 83-1-18, 399, which seem to be duplicates,

suggests that BI-LUL is the same thing as SE-GAR, see § 114:

also that rab-BL-LUL is the same as LUL-MES, see § 192. On
the tablet 82-3-23, 9, a list of women, we find mention of a female

BIL UL. This suggests a comparison of ?iartu the feminine of

ndru; see § 192.

The list of officials in Rm. 619, Catalogue p. 1628, gives next to

the atnel sa pant ekalli, the title amel rab BL-SU-tap-pi ekalli. As
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LUL is written SU-TAP, we may have here a phonetic reading for

JUL UL, kassu tappi : compare the atnel kasi in § 203. We may,

however, have here quite a different official. As LUL. can also be

read LUP, we may have to read Bl-lup-pi. Further sutappu is

Assyrian for 'a companion.'

The next two titles on K 4395, i. 4, 5, appear to be written

ideographically. The first is given in n. R 31 as amel ^U-^U-GAB.

A comparison of Sm 61, 6, suggested to Professor DeHtzsch,

H. W. B. p. 685 a, that for ^U we should read KA ; the term being

then an ideogram for saM. It is certain that .SU is written with its

slant wedge rather high and to the left, but the scribe seems to have

omitted the horizontal wedge of KA. The second title is written

amil ^U-GAB. Perhaps this is connected with §U-GAB = kdtu,

compare the title amel M/d, bel kdtdd, &c. in § 187 and § 208.

The rub MU.

113. On K 4395, 1. 6 the next officer named is the rti/^ J/C/". This

title does not occur in the early Eponym lists. I know of no certain

explanation of its meaning'. In 11. R 57, 73 c, the god Ninip is

called rdb-MU. We may perhaps take ALU here as zikdru in the

sense of a 'servant,' or 'slave'; so Delitzsch and Zehnpfund, B.A.S.

I. 533 ; or we may read sdbu, 'official.' Then the rdb MU wonXd be

the same in sense as the ndgir ckalli. Perhaps it is the case that all

the three titles given in succession, on K 4395, namely, amel SU-SU-

GAB, amel SU-GAB, amel rdb-MU slk only variants to ?idgir ekalli;

and all mean the same, an ' overseer of palace servants.'

Another term, the amel rdb MUG/, occurs in no. 24, 5 ; where

his rakbu is named. The rdb MU ' of the king's son ' is named, in

no. 587. Sailu, a Post Canon Eponym, was a rdb-MU; so was

Sagabbu, the Eponym of B.C. 648. All these places are consistent

\\-ith the assumption that this is the Sargonid form for the older

ndgir ekalli. A rdb MU is also named on K 3042, probably of

Sennacherib's reign.

The next title on K 4395, i. 7, is amel MU, which is perhaps to

be read zikdru, ' servant
'

; specially ' domestic ' or ' house servant '

:

' Since this section was written. Professor H. Zimmern has shewn that amel

MU is to be read nuhatimmi, and means 'a baker.' See Z. D. M. G. 53,

p. 115 ff., and the notes on no. 587, later.
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but may be a variant of the last. Also this a?nel MU occurs in our

documents. For example, on no. 368 R 10, we find Sulmu-bel-lasme,

an amel MU, and witness in B.C. 679. The next witness is an aniel

SE-GAR, which is part of the next title in K 4395 where we have

rdb SE-GAR. Sulmu-bel-lasme has the title, amel MU, already in

B.C. 686, on no. 453, again on no. 588, and K 1359, 11. 37, K 8143.

Later, as Eponym, if the same person, he is sahiu of Durili. Hence
the amelMU is probably of lower rank than a saknu : but the MU
is placed on K 4395 above the rab sake. On no. 27, we find

Sin-mat-epus, in B.C. 667 ; and on no. 273, Sin-utakkin in this office.

It seems probable that amel MU is a name for ' servant,' of a

superior order to the ardtt or ' slave ' : cf the amel MU-biti later,

§ 175. Hence rab MUX'S, followed by amelMU lo shew that a class

existed of which he was rab : as later the amel rdb sake is followed by

the sake oi whom he is rdb. On 82-5-22, 112 we read of 400 amel

MU-MES together. Whether mu is really phonetic is not easy to

decide, but the ^/ appears to be so, for K 653, H.A.B.L. p. 149, 15,

speaks of an amel rdb mu-gu: compare K 519, R 3, H.A.B.L. p. 97.

On Rm. 619, Col. in, 1. 14, we have a rdb mugi sa narkabti followed

by a rdb tnugi sa bithalli. S. A. Smith, Ahcrb. 11. 63, has a word

mu-ga, which he renders Fiirst.

The suggestion has been made by Mr T. G. Pinches, or S. A.

Smith, Asurb. 11. 63, that the rdb-MU-GI is the prototype of the

Biblical Rab-mag, in Jer. xxxix, 3 and 13. This title had also been

affiliated by Sir H. Rawlinson to the Babylonian title rabii IM-GA.
Neither has anything to do with Magi, which is Magu§u on the

Behistun Inscriptions. The AfUGI and IM-GA may be connected:

but it is not likely, then, that rdb MU is the same as rdb MUGI.
On Rm. 619 the rdb mtigi ranks below the rdb urdti.

The rdb SE-GAR.

114. This is the next title on the list K 4395, i. 8. Whether it

is entirely distinct from the preceding or a variant of the following,

rdb sake, I cannot decide. The latter was certainly a high office :

but so are all the preceding offices. How it was read I do not know,

unless perhaps rdb akdli nadani, a sort of ' chief baker,' or ' chief

cook:' see Zimmern Z. D. M. G. 53, p. 115 and notes on no. 364,

later. Briinnow does not give it, but 11. R 30, 16 a suggests that one
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of the values of SE, perhaps re;id SIG, is saku. If so here, the con-

nection with rub sake may be close. We find this official's name in

no. 464, where three servants of his are witnesses.

The lower form anul SE-GAR occurs in n(js. 364 and 588, where

in each case it follows ante/ AfU, as if an inferior office. On 83-1-18,

347, line 4, (labbu-amiir the ame/ SE-GAR follows the rab /'a/1'i and

precedes the rd/) ^A-^/T, cf. >? 134. On 82-5-22, 112 at least 400

of these ofificials are named together. On K 3502 the ame/ SE-GAR,
ame/ /YiVand ame/ NU-IS-SAR are grouped together.

An ame/ SE-SA, or possibly ame/ ELTEK Briinnow's no. 4445,

occurs in no. 618. Whether we are to connect with the above or, as

I think better, with rama/cu, is not certain. The 7-amku was a

priest as 'the washed' or 'sprinkled,' see Del. H. W.B. p. 623 b.

Perhaps the plant uhu/u with same ideogram is — ' hyssop
'

; cf Del.

H. IV. B. p. 43 b : and § 126 below.

T/ie rab sake.

This ofificer is placed next in K 4395, i. 9. He has long been

identified with the Rabshakeh of 2 Kings xviii, xix, and Isaiah

xxxvi and xxxvii. The title is given somewhat variously as I'ab-SAK,

rab SAK-MES, rab-sa/ce. I imagine that the next title on K 4395,

which reads ami/ SAK-MES is not meant to be a variant. This

must be for ame/ sake, there is no explanation otherwise of the plural

form. Whether this SAK-MES is the plural of saku, used in the

sense of 'chiefs,' or whether the ideogram goes back to the old

Babylonian use of SAG to denote a 'slave,' does not seem clear.

Delitzsch, //. IV. B. p. 685 a, considers /rt/&?^ to be here 'chiefs,' at

any rate military captains or something of the kind : but he reads the

ame/ SAK-MES as rese.

This oflfice was a high one, a military 'commander in chief,' below

the Tartan indeed, but little inferior. The chief difference seems to

be merely one of rank at Court : in the field, the rab sake was at the

head of the army, unless a Tartan was also present.

This official does not figure largely in the Eponym lists. In

Samsi-Adadi's time, see KB. i. p. 178, Col. 11. 17, Mutarris-ASur was

Rab-Saki. In B.C. 799, Mutakkil..., a rab sake, occurs as Eponym.

In Tiglath Pileser's time K. B. 11. p. 22, line 66, rab /rt/v appears to

be a synonym of sut-saki. Among the Eponyms, rdb sake is given
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as the title of the Eponym on no. 177, whom I take to be Nabfl-sarr-

usur, to whom Asurbanipal refers on no. 646 in such affectionate

terms as being his rab-sake and tutor in arms. Others are named in

our documents, Rabfl-musaUim on no. 675, and SinS^umli^ir on

no. 649.

The household of the rab sake is more often referred to ; his

servant in nos. 216, 500; his rdkasu in no. 330, and his imikil apati

in no. 34. In no. 324 the ' rakbu of the rab-sake of the king's son,'

who must be Esarhaddon, is named as the seller.

The ?ids patri.

115. The next official named on K 4395, i. 11 is the aviel

GIR-LAL or nas patri. Del. H. W. B., p. 522, puts this official

down as belonging to a temple. As all the preceding officials are

military, with a few exceptions possibly, this seems a little doubtful.

The list however is clearly not meant to group only military offices

together but to place them in order of rank. The rank of this

'dagger bearer' is very high. It is not unlikely that he was__ the

official who slaughtered the sacrifices, and as such was a close

attendant on the king at all the higher religious ceremonies. That

he was the king's 'dagger bearer' and actually carried the royal

weapon is less likely.

The title occurs in our documents but sparingly ; in no. 248 we

find Isbu-lisir and AN-MA-litki as witnesses and both styled nas

patri. These are probably to be referred to the amel nikasu of

K 4395, Col. V. 29, later: see § 174.

On K 613, Y^ 1, H. A. B. L., p. 76, Belikisa mentions an amel

GIR-AN-BAR, that is 'one who carried an iron sword or dagger.'

On K 629, rev. 6, H. A. B. L., p. 60, Nabu-sum-iddin, speaking

of the sacrifices made in Kalah, after Nabii had been for a

procession and had returned to his ' bed,' ascribes the execution of

these sacrifices to the amel SAGAN-LAL-MES. ^ow SAGAN,
Briinnow's no. 8975, is to be read samai, and therefore this official

was probably called a samallu. The conjecture is possible that this

is one reading also of amel GtR-LAL above: cf. Del. H. W. B.,

p. 670 a, and § 165 later.

116. The next official on K 4395, i. 12 is termed the amH
zakkvL. This terra does not occur in our documents. It occurs on
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K 5S4, 5, //. A. B. Z., p. 138. Whether it is related to the zaM,

zukti (Jcc, which appear to be military classes, does not appear

certain. Then follow the atfie/ Sun/, atnH Itu\ and another, which

II. R. 31 oddly restores to ami-l rab-BA-ME^. The first two are

also names of peoples, cf. al Suru, in Bit Halupi, and the Itu'ai, an

Aramaic people. It is very singular, to find ' folk ' names in this
'

column ; were the Suri and Itu'ai, two of the ancient gentes in

Assyria? On no. 416 we find Jada-ilu named as an amel Ilu'at;

whether that denotes his nationality or the same thing as here seems

very uncertain : compare the Selappai in § 118, and § 225.

The rab-BA-MES does not occur in our documents, but on

no. 385, Bel-iksar is said to be the amel BA-MES of the king's

son. One is inclined to wonder on what grounds the restoration in

II. R. was made. As BA is the ideogram for kdsu perhaps the

official here was called kdisu : see § 203.

117. Unfortunately some twenty lines are lost from K 4395 at

this point, and we have no clue to the offices named there. In

column II. the first official is called amel SE-TU. The ideogram

&E-TU, read $E-GIN, is rendered simiu ; see 11. R. 7, 15 a and

V. R. 39, 34 e. Whether this is 'connected with sivitu,^ 'fate,' or

simu, 'price,' or whether either has anything to do with the office

here, is still to be proved. Another ideogram compounded of oE
is amel simii written with the sign SAM, Briinnow, no. 4678. This

appears to mean a 'bought' slave. It occurs in our no. 182, used

of a slave, and is frequently used in Babylonian documents to

denote the 'price': then, of course, without amel: see Tallqvist,

Spr. N'abd., p. 133; Del. H. IV. B., p. 654. The title sim?i, if

that is the right reading, occurs on K 5466, 11, //. A. B. L., p. 89,

where we have amele ^AM-MES.

The amel selappai.

118. The next official named on K 4395, 11. 2, is the a7nH

selappai. This official appears often among the witnesses in our

documents. Thus Ardi-Nabil in nos. 38, 39; Batiti in no. 125;

Bea^u in no. 50; Seru-seri in no. 360; Urdu in no. 394; Musezib-

ASur in nos. 38, 39 ; and Nabd-Sallim-sunu in nos. 38 and 39, all

bear this title. In no. 125 it is written amel se-la-pa-a-a, thus settling

the spelling and excluding Oppert's reading, serippai. On no. 360
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we have the variation aniel se-lap-ai. On K 93, Bel-iddina bears the

same title : and on K 975 we have a list of six persons all bearing

this title. Their names are, Asur-bani-ahe, Nabti-res-isi, Kalbu,

Banini, SI-DI-Adadi, and Urdu. They are followed by the names

of six aba. There is nothing that I can see to determine the duties

which this ofificial discharged; one or two cases, e.g. no. 50, seem

to indicate that it was a tribal name. Perhaps the people called

Selappai, as well as the Aramaic Itu'ai, became after conquest and

incorporation the recognised exponents of some separate vocation,

like the Gibeonites in Israel, who became 'hewers of wood and

drawers of water,' see Josh. ix. 21, 23, 27.

The next five offices given in K 4395, viz. the AZAG-DTM, the

PUR-GUL, the MU-GUR-SU (or MU-GUR-KU or MU-GUR-
KI), the AD-DU, and theD U-BA do not occur in our documents.

On Rm. 69, H. A. B. L., p. 453, an amel PUR-GUL is charged by

Akkullanu with having stolen a golden plate from the temple of

A^ur: cf. Del. H. W. B., p. 542 a. For the AZAG-DIM, see

Del. H. W. B., p. 318 a, where it is read kudimmu. The DU-BA is

read mahhti, 11. R. 32, 19 e: cf. § 122.

The bdrti.

iig. The next officer in K 4395, 11. 8 is given as the amel

ITAL-MES, possibly equivalent to rab bare. Delitzsch A. L.^

no. 2, gave amel HAL as sebu : Pinches, Sign-List. no. 2, read it

gassu. Del. Lf. W. B., p. 652 b appears to give the meaning 'elders,'

'the grey-headed ones.' In our no. 513, Nab<i-ahe-erba appears to

be called an amel HAL. See now Zimmern, B. K. B. R. 11., p. 86,

where the amel HAL is read ba-ru-u and his actual functions are

clearly formulated. This was the 'soothsayer'; he was specially

concerned in the interpretation of the omens derived from an

inspection of the liver, ' hepatoscopic augury.' A rab HAL or

rdb-bdrti, a 'chief soothsayer,' is named in nos. 408 and 429.

The masmasu.

120. The next officer in K 4395, 11. 9 is given as the amel

MAS-MAS. Del. H. W. B., p. 432, reads this mas-ma-hi, from

II. R. 32, 10 e. f. He renders it Beschworer, and says it is a
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synonym of a'sipu. It occurs in our documents in no. 450. Also

in no. 444 \vc find Marduk-sakin-sum called a rab niasmasi; and in

no. 450 a witness is styled rab-niasmase, of the house of the king's

son. See now Zimmern, B. K. B. R. 11. p. 93 : masmasu, though

named along with asipu, is to be kept as a distinct class-name. He
exorcises diseases, and expiates sins, loosens the spell, drives away

the evil demon, and renders the angry divinity gracious again.

The amel ME-ME.

121. The next official named in K 4395 11. 10 is the amH
ME-ME. As both MAS and ME are equated to asipu, and from

the former, a synonym, amel MAS-MA^, is formed, which is also

rendered asipu, there seems every probability that atncl ME-ME is

another way of writing it ; and also is to be read asipu : see Del.

H. W. B., p. 247 a. This official occurs in our documents in

no. 481, where an amel ME-ME sd ina pCini A. is a witness. In

many cases the sign ME is hardly to be distinguished from MAS
and must have always caused difficulty, even to an Assyrian.

The amel mahhu.

122. In K 4395, II. II, the next official title is written amel

MAH-ME$. I believe the apparent plural form, like the dupli-

cations of MAS and ME, is only a compound ideogram, and that

we have here to do merely with a graphically lengthened form of

amel tnahhu. This person was a prophet of the type known as

/laWi?, see Del. //. IV. B., p. 397 b. Such a meaning is very

appropriate here in succession to two types of magicians.

Whether in any district these prophets had come to be the chief

magistrates is not for me to say, but in our documents I see no

reason to think a mahhu of such a prophetic type is named. From
II. R. 61, 21 g we learn that amel MAIf was read gisru, which

certainly means 'mighty.' The chiefs of a district might well be

called ' mighty ones,' but I should hesitate to say they were called

gisruti, though they may have been. Now an amel mah is named
in nos. 192, 258, 492, and the plural amel mah -(mes) occurs in

no. 500. In the former cases they are directly associated with
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a city, am'el jnah of Tarbise or of Arbela. Hence I am inclined

to think that beside the fnahhu or 'prophet,' there was an official,

whom, for distinction, I will call a mahu, who was a 'chief of the

place or city where he dwelt. Arbela was, we know, a centre of the

I§tar worship, to which the fnahe and mahhuti might belong. Hence

it is conceivable that these ' chiefs ' were also ' prophets ' ; but in the

letters we read of the a?>ie/ mahani of Kummuh, as coming to visit

the Crown Prince Sennacherib, as 'ambassadors.' It is simpler

surely to regard these as 'chiefs.' As these 'chiefs' bring tribute,

K 125, H. A. B. Z., p. 193, they are clearly an 'embassy'

from their country. The plural is written aniH MAH-MES-ni,
which I read ^nahatii. In K 537, H. A. B. Z., p. 205, we read

of the amel mahani of the Zikirtai, who act as 'chiefs.' Del-

itzsch, B. A. S. Z, p. 221, renders 'magnate.' Compare K 594,

I. 13, H. A. B.L., p. 81.

123. The next four official titles on K 4395, the amel EN-ME-
LT, the amU GAR-TUK-MES, the amel BAR-EN-KAK {} NA\
and the amel BAB-BAB-MES'^ do not occur in our documents,

and I regard the readings as doubtful. The first is read iv. R. 22,

43 b, as saHlu. A blank of some four lines succeeds, the surface

of the tablet being broken away. Of the next four lines only traces

remain, which I cannot identify with any official titles known to me.

The mukil appate.

124. The next two lines, on K 4395, retain the traces... 6"C^-

PA-MES and MU-KIL-SU-PA-MES. These belong to the two

alternative ways of writing 7nukil apdte, viz. LU-SU-PA-MES and

MU-KIL-SU-PA-MES. Although apparently plural in form, each

title is really singular. The office occurs perpetually in our docu-

ments, and in various forms. The most common are those already

named, LU-SU-PA-MES and mu-kil SU-PA-MES. Of forms

retaining the LU, which is of course an ideogram for mukil, 'one

who looks after, or cares for,' we have Z U-SU-PA-a-te, L U-SUMES,
LUPA-MES, LU-a-pa-te. The forms beginning with fmikil have

for their second element, he?,\d& SU-PA-MES; SU-MES, PA-ME§,
II. PA-te, PA-te, AP-MES, SU-a-pa-le, SUa-pa-MES, PA-SU-
MES, SU-PA, all of which occur in our documents. From these

1 Cp. § 236.
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\vc deduce that the second element is something in which SC^ can

be omitted. Sd is therefore probably a determinative. PA is the

ideogram and both a before and /e after may be phonetic com-

plements. The form // PA-tc suggests some dual affair. The

AP-ME^ coml)ine(l with the n-PA-te suggest that the scribe had

to write a-f>a-tc. In the Babylonian tablets we have ?iiukii ap-paf,

in Nbk. 40, i ; and mukil ap-pa-a-tiitn^ in Camb. 349, 15. In our

no. 604, we have further.../(r-a-//, which of course might be. the

ending of some other word, but probably belongs here. Curious

deviations from the above are muLU-SU-PA-te in no. 694, and

mu-f.U-PA-MES. That we are to read »m-ki/ and not mii-rim is

rendered nearly certain l)y the variant bcl-SU-PA-MES or bii-af^dte.

The only rea.sonable attempt at reading this oft-occurring title

had been made by Professor Jensen, to whom I therefore submitted

my reading above. He wrote to me, April 2, 1899; to the effect

that before these new variants were known it seemed very probable

that PA-AIES with SU before it might be read as{s)ate. This

means ' reins,' and so does PA-MES. But appate also means that.

A writing such as a-pa-te would prove nothing against asaii, for both

a and // could be phonetic complements to PA = asdti. The

AP-ME^, in no. 241, R 6, however, makes appdti certain. AP
has possibly a meaning appd/i, plural of aptu. The SU points to

something of ' leather.' Thus we may take it that the reading is

now certain. I may add that the ' dual ' form is very appropriate to

'reins.' See Jensen, Theol. Lit. Zeitung^ 1895, P- 251-

All through these texts we frequently meet with the ' charioteer,'

the rakl'u, or bii ?iarkal>ti, as a trusted and active official, in business

outside that purely connected with the 'chariot.' The mukil appdti

may clearly be rendered ' one that holds the reins,' i.e. ' driver.' It

need not surprise us to find the ' driver ' of the king's chariot acting

in other respects as a highly responsible official. The only question

is whether this original meaning did not extend beyond driving the

chariot, to other guidance than that of the reins and to ' pulling

strings ' other than leathern thongs. As governor is gubernator, may
not the same metaphorical extension have rendered 7niikil appdti a

'director of bu*ness '? The existence of a word of similar sound to

appdti may have helped the exchange. We find from Del. H. \V. B.

p. Ill, that apdti is a term used to denote 'people,' 'mankind.'

With this we may compare Jensen, Kos. 360, 470 rm. 2 ; Meissner

Z A. VIII. 84; and K 2S01, rev. 50, su/miidi apdti, 'to instruct

J. 6
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mankind'; B. A. S. in. p. 284. I take it that niiikll appd/i, 'the

guider of the reins,' would soon be indistinguishable from muktl

apdfi, ' the director of people.' At any rate this is the function

which the mukU apdti dannu sa Ahirbchiipal sar {mat) Assi/r con-

tinually does discharge. The bearer of this grand title, Rimani-Adadi,

is the greatest buyer of slaves in all our documents. He is, above

all, engaged in procuring slaves for his royal master. Clearly he was

' Master of the Household.' That he was, on state occasions, also

the king's charioteer, is not hastily to be denied. But I believe the

scribe was aware that apdti, 'people,' and not appdti, 'reins,' felt the

hand of Rimani-Adadi most heavily. However that may be, the

scribe when he does condescend to be phonetic, or perhaps when

his fancy plays with his words, writes a-pa-te, a-pa-a-ti, and not

ap-paa-ti. The Babylonian scribe, doubtless, had no Rimani-Adadi

before his eyes when he wrote, more correctly, ap-pat and ap-pa-a-tum.

The scribe also, who wrote AP-MES, in nos. 214 and 241, may not

have known this turn of thought.

The mukil apdti never, so far as I know, was Eponym : but the

class was a very large one. I append a list of the names known to

me of persons holding this office.

Aa-apl-usur

Adi

Ahiramu

Arbailai

A§^ur-danin-sarri

ASur-killani

AS^ur-nadgil

Asur-.sallim-ahe

Asur-sarr-usur

Asur-sezibani

Balasi

Barruku

Bel-Harran-dCiri

Bel-nasir

Dannai

Ubarbis

Zabinu

Not only was

household, we find

Zagaga-erba

Zazi

Zeriiti

Haldi

Hannanu
Hara-S^arri

Hiri-ahe

Ilu-sum-iddin

Kalhai

Mannu-ki-Asur

Marduk-sarr-usur

Nabd-zer-iddin

Nabtl-husanni

NabCl-na'id

Nabii-res-i§i

NabCi-rihti-ani

a mukil apdti a proper

that the king's son had

Nabii-sallim

Nabii-sezib

Nabtl-sum-iddin

NabO-sum-iskun

Sakannu

Sin-sarr-usur

Sabdai

Sabdanu

Sabdi

Rahimu-sarri

Rimani-Adadi

Sama§^-ilai

Samas-sarr-usur

Sarru-zer-ukin

Sarru-emurani

Summa-ilani.

official in the king's

one, see nos. 115, 345,

I
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477, 151. The ru/> sakt', in no. 34; the BI-LUL in nos. 236,

240, each had such an official. Wlun a large estate in Lahiru was

sold, the muk'il apati of Lahiru was a consenting party. This hardly

looks like the part a mere 'charioteer' would play. The Queen

Mother had no less than two of these officials in her household,

nameil on K 1359.

The Spearman and the Archer.

125. The next two official titles given on K 4395, 11. 25, 26,

are not certainly to be explained. There may be some sign lost

at the beginning of the line. They however appear to be, the amel

USK/-US, and the amel US KIB-SI. As US is the ideogram

for redu, 'a driver,' also 'one who tends' animals &c. : and as

KI-US is an ideogram for 'footstool,' one name for which is kibsu,

we should probably read both redu kibsi and render ' the bearer

or warder of the footstool,' doubtless the official who placed the

cushion beneath the feet of the monarch when he took his seat

on the throne.

The next title is amel GIS-A-RIT. The aritu or 'shield,'

Del. H. W. B. p. 129, is invariably written with the determinative

of wood, isii., before it. The analogy of amel BAN., alongside amel

GIS BAN, renders it probable that amel A-RIT \\ou\d be some-

times written. On no. 324, Beldilri is called salsu Id A-RIT; this

may mean ' the salsu of the ar'ite.' The amel A-RIT is of course

the 'shield bearer.' On the monuments he also carries 'a spear,'

and was therefore the 'spearman.' On K 506, H. A. B. I. p. 252,

we read of an amel rab hansa, with a hundred amel sa {isu) a-ri-fe

:

see further, § 225.

Then follows on K 4395, n. 28, the amel GIS-BAN, or aviel

kasti, the 'bowman.' This term does not occur in our documents

;

but on no. 693 we have kasaii or 'bows.' On K 8103, in. 4, 6,

kasati appears to be used in the sense of ' bowmen,' thus

17 GIS-BAN ina pAfii NabiilC saknu apil sarri, there follow a

number of other persons ina pani other officials : see further, i^ 225.

The amel sa eli all.

126. The next title in K 4395, 11. 29, seems to be curiously

periphrastic. The amel sa eli dli, or ' official who is over the city,'

is very like an explanation of a title. However, it occurs in our

6—2
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documents. Thus in no. 237, Adadi-sarr-usur, and in no. 285,

Siehailu, are described as amel sa cli ali. In no. 64 we read of

* the house of the amel sa miihhi dli,' apparently giving its name to a

city. Compare, K 594, R 1$, H. A. B. L. p. 81.

Although the office may be functionally the same as that of the

kepu § 127; it seems best not to read it so.

There are several other officials described as being ' over

'

something. In nos. 77, and 209, we find an official sa c/i bifi, 'who

is over the house.' The house referred to may be a bit Hi or

' temple
'
; but it is equally likely to be the palace. In nos. 48 and

49, Nabiisezibani is described as the saM sa eli h'lt sar7-a?ii, ' the

chief who is over the house of the kings.' Another was ' over the

'

bit sarri in no. 575; cf. further, nos. 642, R 13; 31, R 5; 412,

R 9 ; 640, R 7. The title sa eli bitdni occurs in nos. 260, 284 and

326. This is also the next title on K 4395, 11. 30.

Another curious descriptive title is that of Nusku-ah-iddin, who

is said in no. 618 to be amel sa eli kalate. As he is named amongst

others of priestly functions perhaps he was ' over the burnings,' i.e.

'the burnt sacrifices.'

On K 3042, R 5, a rab ka-kn-lat is mentioned, cf. K iioi,

H. A. B. L. p. 147, where we have rcib ka-ku-la-te. We may
perhaps compare the rdb SE-SA of § 114: as kakullu is {sain)

ELTEK.
The next title on K 4395 appears to have been amel sa eli

SILA, doubtless to be read sa eli suki, ' who is over the streets.'

This was the 'road surveyor.' Perhaps this was the title of Ibassi-

ilu in no. 161.

The kepu.

127. The next office named on K 4395, ni. i is that of the

kepu, spelt phonetically ki-c-pu. There is no doubt whatever that

amel TIL-GID-DA, in the next line, is the ideographic way of

writing the same. In our documents we have this TIL-GID E)A,

in no. 88 ; and the duplicate, in no. 87, has ki-e-pu. Such passages

as IV. R. 33, I : V. R. 6, 84 give TIL-LA-GID-DA : but this fuller

spelHng is not in col. iii. of K 4395, as Del. H. W. B. p. 584 a

gives. See Pinches in S. A. Smith's Asurb. i. p. 108 ; from our

no. 88, and v. R. 4, 104. In Str. Nbd. 637, 8 we have the form

amel TI-LA-GIB-DA, and in Str. Nbd. 102, amel TI-LA-MES;

\
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comiKire TUL-LA kef>ufi/. The spelling is usually with X', hut

Str. Nbd. 662, 15 has ki-i-pi. By far the comriKjnest way of writing

it is amel N/-GAB, which is given on K 4395, m. 7. This fact

and the functions which the kepu seems to discharge, make me think

that all the first 8 lines of col. iii. describe the kcpu.

The first form ki-e-pu is given in our no. 461, ki-e-pi in no. 17,

ki-pu in no. 363.

The two forms ki-c-pu and TIP-GID-DA are given on 87 and

its duplicate 88.

The third form in K 4395 appears to read rab PIN-ME^: now

PIN being usually read irrisu, this is very likely rub irrise, that is

a 'director of agriculture.' This title rab /YiV occurs in no. 278

as that of a witness. Whether PIN here is the ' person,' irrisu, or

the ' craft,' erisiUn ; is a little difficult to decide. It seems certain

that one of the functions of the kipii was the superintendence of an

agricultural district, as distinguished from a settled populated town
;

an ill se, as distinguished from an <?///. The plural of kcpu is given

in Del. //. IV. B. p. 584, as kcpdni, on the authority apparently of

v. R. 6, 8 ai/icl ke-pa-a-ui. Alongside this there often occurs, in the

census tablets, the term kipatii, used to denote a ' district ' or

' ward.' Certain estates are said to be iiia kcpani, which appears to

denote the agricultural district under the rule of a kcpu. In v. R. 6,

8 the amel kepani are contrasted with the amel hazandti. I am not

satisfied that these forms kepani and hazanati are proper ' plurals,'

so much as 'abstracts.' The hazCinu was the 'town' magistrate, the

kepu the ' country ' magistrate : their districts were their kcpCinu and

hazandti.

As the next line in K 4395, iii. 4 informs us, the kepu was not

only over a kepani., as an agricultural district, but over those lesser

townships, probably as much forts as towns, known as halsu. He
was therefore the rab halsu. This particular form does not occur

in our documents, but Sennacherib speaks of the rab halsu of

Durilu, see Del. H. IV. B. p. 279/;. Sabai was a rab Al hal-su, on

83-1-18, 18, H. A. B. L. p. 353.

In the ne.xt line of K 4395, iii. 5 the kcpu appears as rab birte.

As is shewn by K 49, col. 11. 23, birtu was practically the same thing

as halsu, viz., 'a fort' Undoubtedly the kepu, as warden of the open

country, usually had his head-quarters in some fortress. This side

of his character is well illustrated by our documents. In no. 363,

we have the kepu of Kar-Samas, in no. 367 of another city.
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Sennacherib mentions the kepu of Hararati. He was probably

employed as 'director' or 'steward' of the estates of a temple, in

no. 450 ; where the kepu of Nabti is mentioned. The Tartan had

his kepu, no. 50 ; where also we have the kep2i of the temple of

Ninip and of the New Palace. The kepu of the palace is often

mentioned, in nos. 244, 255 (three of them), 450: also the kepu of

Bit Kidmiiri in no. 318. These were all 'wardens' of estates, not

' door-keepers.'

If I am correct in my suggestion that the first eight lines of

col. III. in K 4395 all deal with the kepu : line 6 presents a fresh

side of his office. There we have ame/ rab inter lirat. This conveys

a welcome piece of information. The rdb urat occurs very often in

our documents. The second element in the title is given very

variously. We usually have U-RAT, also U-RAT in no. 444,

U-RAT-MES in no. 418, U-RAT-MES in no. 200 and phonetically

li-ra-a-te in no. 151. The mention of the rdb ure, and the various

passages collected by Del. H. TV. B. p. 130 a, under urit, render it

certain that the rab urati^dj-, the 'master of the stud of brood mares.'

This fact seems insisted upon by the use of urate, 'mares,' rather

than ure, 'horses.' This branch of agricultural pursuits was then

specially in the hands of the kepu. The prefix imer in K 4395
removes any doubt that might be left, whether u7-ate were ' animals

'

or ' stables.' Nabu-erba, the sami sa rdb urate, or ' deputy of the

j'db urate, ^ is one of Rimani-Adadi, the muk'il apdti datifiu's most

frequent witnesses. He occurs in this office, no less than fifteen

times, between B.C. 671 and 663. Who was then his superior officer,

the rdb urdii, to whom he was santi, is not quite certain. However,

on no. 627, we find Adar-ili as rdb urdti in B.C. 666; and Kurdi-

Adadi, later in Ep. Y., see nos. 151 and 440. The house of this

official, Bit amel rdb Urat, is named on 82-3-23, 13 ; 5 : on K 117,

1. ^, H. A. B. Z. p. 75 we have sanu I'lrdt sise. The next title given

on K 4395 is amel NI-GAB : in virtue of its Semitic reading one

may be tempted to read it NI-KAP. Delitzsch in his A. L. 2nd Ed.

p. 129, and 3rd Ed. no. 115, gives NI-GAB = kepu, but under kepu

in H. W. B. p. 584, he does not quote NI-GAB. An absolute

equation is still lacking, but it remains highly probable: cf. § 128 at

end.

The next title is amel NI-SUR. As Tallqvist, Spr. Nbd.

p. 105, shews, a comparison of the offices held by Marduksumusur's

father in Nbd. 597, 3, amel NJ-S UR-gi-na ; and in Nbd. 845, 2,
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anul N/-GAB, makes it likely that N/-SUR = N/-GAB : cf.

however, Del. H. IV. B. p. 487 a. The title amcl NI-SUK is

perhaps to be read in no. 320, R 4 ; hut the scribe wrote ni-asur.

This can hardly be correct. On no. 244 Asurahiddin bears this

title, as witness.

128. The next title in K 4395, m. 9 is the amcl KA-TIN.
I am not aware that any explanation has been attempted of this

term, but the general impression conveyed to me, by its manner

of occurrence in our documents, leads me to suppose it means

something like the ' headman ' of an estate. He was perhaps not

in a position of such responsibility as the 'steward,' but he seems to

have lived in a house belonging to his master. In the enumeration

of estates, by fields and their tenants, the amcl KA-TIN is assigned

the last plot and seems to be responsible for the rest; see nos. 741,

742, 748, 757-

On K 185, 11,//. A. B. L. p. 66, we have an amcl KA-TIN-ni,

which makes it probable that we should read the title phonetically as

katinnu. \\'hether this has anything to do with katiiu, 'a sort of

cloak,' or whether we should connect with katii, 'the store-house,'

&c., of Del. If. W. B. p. 599 a, seems still doubtful. On K 3042,

I. 20 we have mention of an atnel rclb katin.

The next title on K 4395, iii. 10, is, in my opinion, to be read

aiiiii E-TUI-NU, or perhaps E-TUL-LA. Now we have already

seen that TUI-IA was read keputu. Hence we may conjecture

that this also is a variant to kcpu. Consequently, it is not unlikely

that the katinnu was also a species of kcpu, if not exactly identical

with it. This seems more probable than that the last two titles are

ecjuivaient to sukallu which follows.

Returning to the kcpu and assuming its identity with the amil

NI-GAB, we have the following list of bearers of the office.

Ahulanima
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In no. 460 we have a plural written amel NI-GAB-MES. The
rah kepe is often named, in the form rab NI-GAB-MES, or rab

NI-GAB, also rab kipu in no. 266. Holders of this office are

Ahubasti or Habasti, Abdi-Bel, Arbailai, Nabila, Gallul, Tabsar...

and Tariba-Istar. The first of these occurs eight times. As Gallul

also appears as a NI-GAB, we have some ground for reading

NI-GAB as kcpu. The office is named before that of miitir picti

in no. 50.

The sukallu.

129. The next office written in K 4395, iii. 11, is the amel

LUH dannii; the amel LUH satiu follows. It is usual to read amel

LUH as sukallu, see Del. H. IF. B. p. 498 b. The meaning that

comes out in the contracts is that of a ' Vizier ' or some high Court

official ; that of ' a messenger ' is not apparent.

Several of the later Eponyms bear the title, Abiramu, sukallu

rabti in B.C. 677 is followed by Banba, sukallu sa/m in B.C. 676 and

then by the tukultu rabtt As this is immediately after the last

appearance of the RAB-BI-LUL in the Eponym list we may
perhaps conclude that Itti-Adadi-aninu was Tartan in B.C. 679, and

that the two sukalle had taken the place of the naglr ekalli. In

B.C. 659, the Eponym Silim-Asur was sukallu dan/iu ; in B.C. 651,

Asurilai is sukallu and occupies the fourth place after the Tartan.

It is a question, however, whether we can assume a fixed order of

officials in this Post Canon period.

Beside those named as Eponyms quite a large number of sukalle

occur in our documents. On 326, Bibe is a sukallu rabti, while

Damik-pi-Istar and Kalunzu are at least sukalle ; the rabu perhaps is

not meant of them. Sabanu, in no. 675, is another sukallu : here

the sartinnu appears to rank above him, and the rabsaki and lukultu

sani below him. In nos. 24, 25 we find Nashu-aali and Ahuli as

sukalle of the city Niribi. This appears to indicate that a sukallu

was a usual official in a city. We may gather the same from no. 675,

where a king's daughter appears to be provided with a city and its

necessary officials.

The sukallu had a considerable household ; no. 415 names his

'weaver'; nos. 244, 248, 416 mention his servants; he kept a

BI-IUL, see no. 382 ; his field is named as a boundary in no. 382
;

his orchard in no. 444.
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In no. 161 he appears to act as a judge, but whether properly, in

virtue of his office, does not appear. That he was subordinate to the

sartinnit is probable from no. 168, \vliere we have apparently a

sitkallu sartin. It may liowever be meant that the same person

l)ore both titles.

The original meaning of 'messenger' being taken as certain,

we may perhaps account for his high position in this way. The
extension of the Empire, the king's frequent absences on distant

expeditions, the annual military operations or ' demonstrations in

force,' rendered a highly organised ' intelligence department ' a

necessity. That something of the kind existed we may regard as

certain from the letters. We find reports of affairs in Armenia

sent, apparently in duplicate, to Sargon as king at Babylon and

to Sennacherib as regent in Nineveh or Kalah. A thoroughly

organised system of postal communication must have existed. The
sukallu rabu was probably at the head of this organisation. Whether

siikallu is connected with sakalu will remain doubtful until we

find the latter verb in use in connected prose. Whether the

ideogram BARSU-GAL which can in some cases be read sikiltii,

Del. //. \V. B. p. 498, and which may therefore well mean 'message,'

is ever to be read ga/hi/>u, or only kaUabu, seems uncertain. In the

former case it would mean ' hair-dresser,' in the latter a ' messenger '

:

see kallab sipirti, .^ 194.

The letter K 655, //. A. />. Z. p. 126, is addressed to the

sukallu, and concerns foreign affairs.

Tlie aniti Sartiniiu.

130. The list in K 4395, ui. 13 places the amcl sartin ne.\t.

On the reading of the title, see Del. H. W. B. p. 512 b, f. : the ex-

amples there collected abundantly prove that the sartaiu was the 'Chief

Justice.' On his relations to the sukallu, see § 129. Delitzsch does

not attempt a derivation, but as the sartu was certainly the ' award

'

pronounced by the sartenu, it seems difficult to avoid putting them

together. Oppert's derivation from ^^L^^ ^ scrvir,' Doc. Jur. p. 193,

is less likely. In no. 104, it is the sartcnu who makes 'the award,'

which is in the same text spoken of as the sartu. We know the

names of very few of these ' Lord Chief Justices ' of Assyria. The

Eponym Tebetai, in B.C. 670, on no. 266, and Adadi-danan on no. 675

appear to be all. More often they are referred to and left unnamed.
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The sartenu had his irrihi in no. i6o, his siikallu in no. i68, and

his aba in no. 171. There seems some reason from no. 321 to

suppose that Asurbanipal- himself acted as sartemi on at least one

occasion.

The next two offices nagir ekalli and NER-indti have already

been considered
; § 1 1 1 above. Their position here may be not so

much indicative of rank as of some similarity of function. They,

like the sartenu, may be judicial functionaries.

The rab DAN-DAN.

131. The next title on K 4395, iii. 16, is written rab DAN-
DAN. How this should be read does not certainly appear. The
word daudamui may have some connection, it appears to mean

'very mighty.' Cf. §194. The office appears in our documents in

nos. 485 and 494. In the former case it stands at the head of the

list and is followed by the NER-niati, or naglr ekalli, then by the

stikalln sanu. Hence we cannot suppose it a variant of ridgir ekalli.

Now under sukallu we have seen that the two siekalle seem to have

divided the office of iidgir ekalli and in B.C. 678 they are preceded

by the rab-BI-LUL. Hence it seems very likely that rdb-dan-dan is

the variant to rab BI-LUL.

The next title on K 4395, m. 17 is not completely preserved,

and I do not recognise it. There seems to be one line lost after

this.

The bel niasarte.

132. This title, apparently intended in K 4395, in. 19, and

followed immediately by amel EN-NUN probably its equivalent, is

clearly to be taken as ' warder of the garrison.' It does not actually

occur in our documents. See Del. H. W. B. p. 478, for its derivation

and various shades of meaning : and p. 423 a for its secondary

derivative massarii 'a watcher,' 'warden.' Probably we are to read

amel massaru. The word masartu in the sense of ' guardianship ' is

used in nos. 646, 647, 648, 649, 650. A place frequently named as

the situation of a field is the viasariitii. The field is said to be ina

masaruti. I incline to regard this as local, and meaning in 'the

garrison,' the district assigned to the garrison of Nineveh. There

seems to me no sign of the field being handed over ' to be kept ' for

a time. To deposit property is a?ia massarti naddnu or ana massarii,
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1

see Oppcrt, J)oc. Jiir. [>. 39: and Mcissncr, A. />'. P. R. p. 118.

Without dwelling 011 the difference in form between massarti and

massaruti, the latter alone occurring in our documents, I think that

a mention of the return of i)roperty would certainly be made in the

case of a deposit.

The rab hansd.

^33- This title is written rdb 50 and its meaning is plqiin. The
' captain of fifty ' is familiar to us from the Biblical narrative in

2 Kings i. 9 f. For the reading hansd see Del. H. W. B. p. 2S3 b.

Delitzsch, however, does not give rah hansd there, but under rabii

p. 609. I am inclined to think that ' the fifty ' was the military unit,

as 'the hundred' was with the Romans. From no. 641 we see that

a rdb hansd might attempt to take away a man dedicated to the

temple service, obviously on the ground that he belonged to the

group of families or district over which he had the right to recruit

his troop. He seems from no. 328 to have been in close relation to

a halsu and was clearly a military person. See further in § 224. In

no. 233, Jamannil ; in 328, Nergal-ah-usur ; in 197, Girhai and

Pisinisi bear this title. It is also named in nos. 358, 607, 641, 680,

and 629. The 'fifty' with which he had to do, seems to have been

fifty cou{)les, each couple consisting of a bowman and a spearman :

see i^ .1 2 5 above.

The next title in K 4395, m. 22, aincl rab esrite, does not occur

in our documents : whether this officer had anything to do with the

t'srd^ ' the tithe,' or whether this official had a duty with respect to some

lower military group of 'ten' soldiers, there seems as yet nothing to

decide : see further ^5 236.

The rdb karmdni.

134. This is the next title on K 4395, m. 23. There seems to

be a root kardmti in Assyrian which underlies kurmatii and kuruniniu,

if not also kirimviu. It has apparently some connection with food

and drink and nourishment in general. The rdb karmdni may

therefore be a chief officer of the ' commissariat.' The only person

to whom this title is given in our documents is Ilu-amarra, who is

named on nos. 137, 427, and 508. His servant is a witness in

no. 464. As he is said to be rdb karmdni of Maganuba, one may

suppose the office was a 'city' one. On no. 646, the Eponym
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Labasi is given a title, rab kar... G. Smith, in whose time the

traces may have been clearer, read the title rab karnadu. Now the

traces do not look much like that, nor are they what one would

expect to be left of kar-md-ni. The better known title is not

unlikely, but by no means certain. On K 122, H. A. B. L. p. 40,

1. II, Daian Adadi is called amel rab kar-mau.

That the rab kardni of no. 48, written rab GES- TIN, has

anything to do with this, is unlikely. He was clearly the ' Cellarer.'

He was an official of the New Palace. On K 14, R 11, ZT. A. B. L.

p. 39, this official, his sann, or ' deputy,' and his scribe are all

mentioned.

Also the rab kdri, named next on K 4395, and frequently

occurring in later Babylonian contracts, appears to have to do with

matters of food and drink. It is not so likely that he is an

'inspector of weights and measures'; see Muss-Arnoldt, p. 429 b.

The title does not appear in our documents, except as a possible

reading of the title given to Labasi, the Eponym on nos. 646 f. The

astrological report, 83-1-18, 287, gives his title quite clearly as rdb

ka-a-ri. This goes some way towards settling the identity of rab kdri

and rdb karmdni ; the former could not have been on no. 646, &c. :

the latter possibly was. We may compare the amel kdrri, in § 194.

Another interpretation of the rdb karmdni and the rdb kdri

would make them ' chief constructors ' : the karmdni would then

mean ' ruins,' cf. Del. II. IF. B. p. 354 a ; and kdr/i, ' walls ' &c.,

cf. Del. H. IF. B. p. 349 b, f. If so, we may set aside most, if not

all, the Babylonian instances and refer them to the kari'i of H. IF. B.

p. 353. In favour of this view is the next title on K 4395, the rdb

batki, see Del. H. JF. B. p. igi h. This must be a 'superintendent

of repairs.' The word bafki/ means a 'breach' or 'crack in a wall'

Then these three titles would be closely related, if not synonymous.

If this view be correct, the rdb kdri had succeeded to some of

the functions of the old ndg^ir ekai/i, which may account for his

position as Eponym. The rdb batki is named on 83-1-18, 347,

line 3, where he is called Sasi : he is preceded by the rdb isdi and

followed by the rdb SE-GAR and rdb SA-SIT.

135- The next title in K 4395, ni. 26, is the rdb rPe, or

' master of the shepherds.' This term does not occur in our

documents, though ' shepherds ' are mentioned often. Thus in

no. 54, Turibaltu ; in no. 386, Galagusu, are named. Shepherds,

in the plural, are spoken of in no. 164. References to their charges
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arc mack' in no. 625, wIhr' Sil-Bcl is said to he a ri' u sa\:;iillat \ and

in no. 58, where .Samas-ah-usur is said to be a ri'u issnrati o\ 'hird-

ward.' In the census tahlets we read (jf a rPii enzi or 'goat-herd.'

\N'itli the enormous flocks of sheep and cattle that the Assyrian

kings owned, a rab rPc would be much needed. It is perhaps

significant that the few shepherds' names we know arc so unlike

Assyrian names.

The next title on K 4395, iii. 27, may be read rab TILL! ; in

the absence of any native explanation, we may note that, while among

the meanings given to BE, ox TIL, none seem to directly apply, f>E

does mean a 'shepherd's crook,' hufaru ; as well as a 'sceptre.' In

no. 164, the BE-ME^ are perhaps to be read T/L-MES, and then

T/L may be an ideogram for ' shepherd.' At any rate, the close

connection of rab TIL-LI with rab rPc in our list suggests that

TIL-II n\iiy mean 'shepherd.'

Here therefore we may note that in no. 178 Mannu-ahe is called

an atfit'I sa hiitari. The ' man with the crook,' is a fair description

of a shepherd.

136. The next two titles on K 4395, m. 28, 29, are ama
GUB-Sl, and amc/ manzaz pani. In the latter form the scribe has

omitted an, he writes ma-za-az for manzaz. Was this due to a real

disappearance of the ;/ in speech or was it merely a slip ? Anyhow,

the terms occur often enough in the historical inscriptions, as denoting

the highest Court officials, those ' who stand before the face ' of the

king: see Del. H. W. B. p. 457 a. The titles do not occur in our

documents, however. The title is a general one and not borne by

any one class or person. Compare the amel sa pan dinani, ' he who
is before the presence,' see § 213. It is just possible that the term

is meant to cover all the high-placed officials whose titles have

preceded it.

137. The last two offices are perhaps a mere interlude, for the

list returns to agriculture and its allied arts. We have next the amcl

rid {inter) A-AB-BA-ME^ and its equivalent, the amiI rid gammaIc,

both meaning a 'camelward' or 'keeper of camels.' I have no doubt

that in no. 243, 4 the scribe intended to use the first form of the

title. Also in no. 196, line i, possibly the same form was used.

The title is frequently used in the schedules of estates and tenants

such as nos. 741 ff., where they are called rVu gammalc. The amh
redu really means 'a driver,' according to Del. H. \V. B. p. 613;
compare the terms redu sa a/pi, a term that denoted the same person
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as the fidkidu and the ikkaru. Delitzsch would read our first title

as rid udraie. The ' ass driver,' or rid inicri, is named in the same

group and between the musakii, 'one who feeds,' and the re^u, or

' shepherd.' Hence redu must mean something more general than

' driving,' and redii sa sahc is, of course, ' a slave driver,' but in the

milder sense of 'a superintendent of slaves'; see § iii.

The tukultu.

138. The next title on K 4395, iii. 32J is the amel SI-UM, which

has been read abarakku, see Del. H. W. B. p. 12 a. As Sm. 61, 8

shews, this is an equivalent of SI-UM-A. Another reading was

given in A. L. 3rd edition, no. 256, from a consideration of the

proper name Tukultu-Ninip in its writing STUM-AN^-BAR. The

whole question of the reading appears to be this. Is abarakku

Assyrian or even Semitic ? or is it perhaps a Semitised foreign

(Egyptian ?) name ? It has been suggested to explain the title abrek

given to Joseph in Gen. xli. 43 by deriving it from this abarakku.

It is a little singular, if this was the real title of the fifth highest

official in Assyria, for so many years, that there should never be a

phonetic spelling of it. On the other hand tukultu is not in

a much stronger position, except that it has a real Assyrian meaning,

' helper.'

Adopting the assumption that this order of officials goes back to

the earliest times, we should conclude that Sa-AN-MA-damka, in

B.C. 880; Danan Asur, in B.C. 854; Bel-banai, in B.C. 824; Samas-

ilai, in B.C. 819; bore this title; as we know Asur-taklak, in B.C. 806;

Nabti-isdi-ukin, in e.c. 777; Samas-dugul, in B.C. 749; Sintakkil in

B.C. 739; certainly did. In Sargon's reign the office seems to have

been duplicated into a tukultu rabu and a tukultu sanu; Tabsar-

Asur occupied the former office in B.C. 717 and NablJ-ahe-iddin in

B.C. 675, also later Asur-gimil-tirri as Ep. O. Later as Ep. W.
Sarru-na'id is styled tukultu simply. The tukultu is named, as a

benefactor to some temple, probably also as an Eponym, on no. 705.

On no. 625, Belna'id is named, as tukultu of the Crown-Prince, i.e.

of Asurbanipal, in B.C. 670. Four years later on no. 627 a tukultu

whose name ends in -usur is named as a witness. The next year

Isdi-Asur has the title. On no. 675 Nabfl-bel-usur is a tukultu sanu,

perhaps the same as on no. 627. On no. 464 we find that Ilu-balatsu-
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ikbi and Kunani-Istar were servants of the tukultii ralh\ who is also

named on no. 6i 7.

The one known Eponyni of Sinsarriskun's reign was Daddi, the

tukultii. It does nt)t do to assume the old order here and argue, as

Pinches did, that this was the fifth year of the reign. The old

order had been long abandoned.

The places where the simple iukultu occurs do not assign him

ver)' high rank: no. 627 puts him next a rdb kisir; no. 35 below a

sakt'i, and three mukil apate : no. 345 puts Akda§ilu and Abu-ul-idi,

two tuku/tu, below a daialu. In K 4395, in. 33 the aniel ^J-UM \^

followed by an amet US-SI- UM. Judging by other places in this

list, we may perhaps assume this to be a variant form and not a

distinct title : perhaps to be read amcl rid tukiiltc.

The tukultu of B.C. 717, Tab-sar-Asur, was a frequent corre-

spondent of the king's. He wrote K 554, K 561, K 657, K 1061,

K 1 189, K 1 195, K 1205, K 1209, K 4304, K 8275, K 131 11,

K 1 1666. He writes about ships, bridges, canals, buildings on a

river, towers, building materials, colossi, beside war news. Clearly

he was a 'chief constructor.' This bears out what I said in § 11

1

about the office of the iiagir ckalli being replaced by the tukultu.

The Queen Mother had her tukultu, see K 549, line 8 ; H. A. B. L.

P- 59-

139. The reverse of K 4395 begins of course with the column

on the right, which is col. iv. of the whole tablet. Hence the amcl

US-SI-UM wa.?, followed directly hy alucl musakil alpc: literally 'one

who feeds oxen.' It is then followed by amil musakil issurati, 'one

who feeds birds.' Then follow some more ideographic writings of

these titles amcl U^-IMER-ARAD, which I think reads amcl rid

alj>e, ' one who rules oxen ' : the alternative being that IMER-
ARAD is to mean the ' domesticated ass,' see Del. H. W. B. p. 92 a.

The next title reads amcl SIB alpe or rVu alpe. The next title is

the r/'« issurati. These ' herdsmen ' are already dealt with in

§ 135-

The allied form mukil alpe from kalu, 'to care for,' 'see after,'

'one who looks after oxen,' also occurs in our documents, see

no. 353, 8.

140. The next group of three titles all begin with amcl SA :

they are amel SA-IS-BAN-MES, amcl SA-IS-KAK-TAG-GA-
MES, amcl SA-IS-KAK-TI-MES. The first has clearly to do

with kasixti or ' bows ' : in the second IS-KAK is perhaps sikkatu
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'a bolt,' &c. : TAG-GA has the force of the verb niahasu; see

Eriinnow no. 3798. This can hardly mean 'one who brings about

the destruction or smashing of bolts.' The next term is apparently

aniel SA-PA-MES, perhaps ' one who uses clubs or maces
'

; cf.

PA = hatfu, a ' sceptre,' also a ' mace.' Hence we may take it that all

are only different ways of writing down mahisani, the plural of

mahisu. The next again is clearly ainel IS-BAN-TAG-GA, and

V. R. 32, 20 d, e gives amel BAN-TAG-GA as mahisu. It is quite

possible that the 'bolt' here may be a 'missile.' As SA is the

ideogram for a 'string,' 'snare,' (S:c., we may perhaps really have to

do with 'slingers.' The 'stringer of a bow,' is also conceivable for

the first of the group.

The amel ma-hi-si/, however, occurs in our documents as a \\ntness

in no. 631, and our list here would hardly include 'the robber' as

a profession. It seems, therefore, likely that mahisu bears some

other meaning. The amel SA-IS-KAK-MES may be identical with

the amel IS-KAK-MES of our no. 625 R 13 : and we may further

compare the amel rab IS-KAK-MES of no. 575, R 11, and the amel

rab KAK-MES of no. 62, 6. These however lack the TAG-GA,
which in K 4395 seems to form the link with mahisdiii: see later,

§ 207.

141. The next title in K 4395, iv. 12, is written amel GAR-
KU-KU, ^f/" being Brvinnow's no. 3343. As KU-KU is given, by

IV. R. 21, 52 a, as equivalent to daspu, 'a sweet drink ' or 'mead';

we may suppose this to be a 'maker of mead.'

The next title is ai?iel BAP, and on the same line, apparently as

a synonym, we find amel NU-GIG-hi, which Briinnow, no. 2017,

suggests should be read kadistu, 'a votary of Istar.' That seems

unlikely here. The amel NU in amel NU-IS-SAR is certainly ' one

who attends to, or works the IS-SAR.'' Hence atnel NU-GIG-hi
should be 'one who works or attends to GIG-hi.^ But GIG-hi is

a sort of grain—and perhaps this title denotes a 'brewer' of some

drink. It is not entirely inconsistent that a brewer of intoxicating

drinks should be a votary of Istar.

The irrisu.

142. The next line on K 4395 is badly damaged, but appears

to me to have read amel PIN followed by amel PIN-IS-SAR.

Amel PIN, usually read erisu, better irrisu, see Del. H. W. B.
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p. 140, is an 'irrigator': usually also with the attached idea of

' planter.' It is also, as S'' 290 shews, to be read ikkani ; see Del.

H. W. B. p. 5S6. There seems to be no doubt that irrisu and

ikkant to a certain extent overlay. It is difficult, if not impossible,

now to apportion the exact duties of the Assyrian cultivators. We
may easily make a mental distinction between the sower of wheat,

barley, or something like a sort of rice, and the irrigator. It is most

probable that the duties were often discharged by the same person.

Even if we can assign the exact etymological sense to each term, it

is difficult to avoid the conclusion that probably in practice these

distinctions were not preserved.

So far as I am able to judge, the irrisu was the cultivator of the

ek/ii or ' field,' while the orchard or plantation of trees, the kiru, was

cultivated by the ami'/ A'UIS-SAR. This last is carefully to be

distinguished from the ikkaru ace. to Del. H. \V. B. p. 58 b. At

any rate the amel NU-IS-SAR is contrasted with the amcl PIN on

K 582, 15 f., i.e. H.A.B.L. p. 160. Also that passage shews that

IS-SAR, which we knew to be a plantation of some kind, is to be

read {isu) itrki, i.e. 'vegetables.' The ordinary IS-SAR is therefore a

' vegetable garden
'

; though, in the contracts, that rendering is to

be kept for the case where li-SAR, i.e. SAM-SAR, i.e. satnmu,

'vegetable,' is expressly added. The contrast therefore is between

the tiller of the field, ami/ FIN, and the 'gardener,' atnel NU-IS-SAR.

This does not however separate between ami'/ PIN' as irrisu and

ami/ PIN as i/ikaru. Here, if my reading of the traces is correct,

we have an ami/ PIN-IS-SAR : and therefore ami/ PIN is a term

that covers both the 'tiller of the field' and 'the cultivator of the

IS-SAR' but not the 'cultivator of the garden.' It seems then

reasonable to suppose that a7ne/ PIN, when read ikkaru, refers to

' the cultivator of the orchard,' i.e. a plantation of such trees as the

date, &c. : and when read irrisu, to ' the cultivator of the field.'

A term for gardener proper, that is a cultivator of urki, is yet to

seek : Del. H. \V. B. p. 243 b suggests ami/ urki and perhaps this is

the true meaning of the ami/ url^i-u which will be discussed later

:

§ 191-

In Strassm. Nbkd. 459, i the arnc/ PIN-MES are di.stinguished

from the ami/ ir-ri-sc-e: but both have to do with SE-BAR or

' corn.'

It is clear, therefore, that when in our contracts atnii PIN
appears, we shall have to be guided by the context whether we are

J- 7
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to read it irrisu or ikkarii. When that context is merely a list of

witnesses, we have no guide as to which is meant. A general term

is not easy to fix upon, ' peasant ' is too wide and ' farmer ' conveys a

wrong sense. The only word, I can think of, is ' cultivator.' That

irrigation was part of the cultivation is clear ; but ' irrigator ' does not

cover all the duties ; and perhaps was not so prominent a duty in

Assyria as in Babylonia.

A list of names of these ' cultivators ' may be interesting.

AbdClni Zukarramu Nabft-ah-usur

Ahu-iddin Hattu-su-aldi Parutani

Ahu-lamassi Kamasu Sulmu-Bel.

Bel-li' Karhai

Dari-Bel Kurme

In no. 278 a rab erisi, i.e. ral>-PIN, acts as a witness; he was

evidently a ' headman.' An agricultural district, large enough to be

termed an dl si, ' leased in its entirety with its fields,' carried with it

' 9 irrise adi nisem in it.' We do not know the area. That the

status of the cultivator was that of glebae adscripti is probable from

his being sold along with the lands he cultivated in nos. 420, 427,

429, 471. He seems also to have been sold separately in some

cases; e.g. no. 301, 4: though this may be only apparent. He was

able to represent his master in legal transactions, e.g. no. no where

Sulmu-Asur seals the tablet, though he is only the a7nel {is) PIN of

the real seller, Kisir-Asur. As a witness, in no. 160, Ahu-iddin is the

amel PIN of Lakipu : and Parutani is the amel PIN oi the sartenu.

As this document contains a legal decision against Ahulamassi,

himself an amtl PIN, it is interesting to note that two of his ' peers

'

were witnesses. Hattusualdi is a witness on no. 481.

143. It is curious to notice in no. 50, 3 what appears to be a

compound of PIN. The text seems to read amel naggaru PIN-

MU-GIR-RI, which is perhaps a carpenter who made the PIN.

The IS-PIN\va.s the watering machine nartahu, sometimes worked

by hand; but also, as K 2014 R 11. i f. shews, worked by 8, 6, 4

or 2 oxen. The names given to these different ' ox-power ' engines

are, as Del. H. W. B. p. 618 b restores them, suminunu, sudusu, rubu

and hinnu. Another sort was called a nartabu arikii. In this case

the ideogram is read IS-APIN. Another ideogram for this machine

is SUN. The IS-APIN is properly a wooden instrument for

cultivating the land, especially for its watering : it was placed ahi
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huri^ 'alongside a pit.' 'I'iglath I'ilcscr boasts of having set to work

nartabi' throughout Assyria. Hence in our case the smith who made

these 'shadoofs' or irrigating machines is probably meant. The

force of the M U-GIR-RI \^ not yet clear to nie. See further under

the nai^^i;;aru : § 197.

A variant to amei PIN ^.^^vc^?, to occur in nos. iio, 2 and 432, 5,

which is ami-l (isu) PIN. Perhaps this is an 'irrigator' proper,

distinguished from the mere cuUivator who used the fiartahii on

occasions. Perhaps we should read his title ratbn \ cf. later, § 220.

The term amel PIN-mati'xn no. 427, shews I think that Kurme, who

bears the title, was the ' cultivator ' of the ' land ' with which he was

sold. On the other hand mati in titles is often to be read ekalli and

he may have been a ' palace gardener ' : compare no. 693. In

no. 413, we read of al PIN-MES, 'the city of the irrigators': I

think this was the quarter of Nineveh occupied, chiefly, if not

exclusively, by this class.

144. The next title on K 4395, iv. 14, is, if my eyes do not

deceive me, amei PIN-JS-SAR. This form does not occur in our

documents, and we may hesitate to accept its existence, until

another clear case has been found. On the other hand it seems

strange that so common a form as amcl NU-IS-SAR should be

entirely omitted from K 4395, and this place either shews that amel

PINIS-SAR is equivalent to a»icl NU-IS-SAR ; or as above, that

arnc/ PIN is t'rrisu, when dealing with 'land,' and ikkani, when

dealing with orchards or the like. Then amcl NU-IS-SAR is the

'gardener' proper and deals with what is known as urkitii generally.

With these reservations we may pass to consider here

T/ie amel NU-IS-SAR.

He is the gardener, possibly to be read amel tirki; as King gives

in his First Steps, p. .xcvii. no. 48: or urkiie, see § 191. Also we

may note that he is usually associated with an IS-SAR sa (isu) belit

in nos. 427, 444, and the schedules. This plant, whatever it be,

can hardly come under the head of garden produce. In default of

better knowledge I have termed it ' lady ' palm. They were counted,

which would hardly be the case with vegetables. The numbers are

very large indeed, in no. 422, 3 we have 'ten thousand' given. That

they were plants in the plantation is certain, for in nos. 66 and 359
we read kiru sa {is)belit zakpu. Meissner, Supp. p. 24 seems to
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prefer the spelling he-lit, but gives no further explanation of the word.

He, however, gives the meaning ' Bmim.^ As far as I know, the

word does not occur outside our documents. However, I may

remark that the two ideograms for beltu, 'a lady,' Briinnow's

nos. 6983 and 7336, both form, with the addition of ME, an

ideogram for 'green things,' 'vegetables.' Hence it is possible that

iyisu) belit might after all be simply 'vegetables.' On the other hand

we may note that issi biltu/n gisimmare rabute u silirnte, var. issi

bi-il-ti is the later Babylonian phrase for an orchard planted with

date palms : B. A. S. iii. p. 426. In no. 447 the IS-SAR is said to

be zdrai, i.e. 'sown.' This probably excludes the idea of 'orchard'

in favour of ' garden.'

The remarks on the status of the irrisn mostly apply to the

NU-IS-SAR as well. He was sold with the land he cultivated in

nos. 447, 427, 444, 465, and in the 'schedules' appears to go with

the land. He was sold alone in no. 235. In no. 182, the NU-JS-

SAR ' of the palace ' appears as the seller of a slave. In no. 366,

he as servant of the bel IS-SAR acts as seller. In nos. 360 and 600

he appears as witness.

A plural a?iiel NU-IS-SAR-MES appears in no. 468.

The list of names outside the schedules is as follows :

Asur-bel-utakkin Zizi Lusumu

Unzarhu-IStar Haldi-ilai Mardi

Zabinu Isbutu Kausu

The vialahu.

145. This title is written on K 4395, iv. 15 in the form

MA-LAff, where LAH'x?, the double DU. This is the 'boatman,'

certainly 'one who propels the boat,' with an 'oar,' or more probably,

a pole. There were fewer canals in Assyria than in Babylonia, but

the fualdhu occurs in our documents. In no. 57, Sim-Istar appears

as a lender probably; in no. 324, Rasu' appears as a witness; also

Harmasa, as witness. The last no. gives the form MA-DU-DU.
The plural appears in no. 191, as MA-DU-D U-MES, of witnesses.

On no. 307, R 9 Sihpimau appears as a witness and his title is

given as NI-LAH, the Z^^ZT being the double DU. This may be a

scribal error for MA-LA ff, only the JVI is very clear and certain.

On the other hand he is certainly one of the three ur-ki-u-ti counted

in R 12. This does not prove that the reading oi NLLAIL'vs, urkiii,

because one of the three is also an aslaku.
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The usparu.

146. Ihc next title in K 4395, iv. 16 \<, ami'l US-PAR. '1 his

according to Del. H. W. B. p. 147 a is to be real isparu. The whole

subject of the weaver's craft has been finely vvt)rked out by Zehnpfund,

/>'. A. S. I. p. 492 f. He draws his information from the later

Babylonian contracts. There is some reason to suppose that

everything was the same in Assyria. The Babylonians appear to

have largely depended upon their weaving, for material for trade

with other countries. It is not likely that Assyria was so dependent

on the 'weaver': the Habyk)nish garment had no Assyrian com-

petitor.

The weaver however is very much in evidence in our documents,

though we have far less cause for his appearance, having none of the

numerous weaving accounts that occur so often in Strassmaier's

contracts.

He appears in our documents in a somewhat servile position. In

nos. 172, 268, 642 the weaver is sold. In no. 453, Arbailai is called

a rab (span: in no. 59, NabClti appears as a rdb kisir sa (spare.

Therefore there was a kisru of weavers. Doubtless many great

households kept their weavers. On no. 642, Istar-sum-iddina, the

isparu of the Queen acts as a seller of another skilled weaver to a

temple. In no. 415, we read of Latubasani-ilu, as isparu of the

house of the sukallu and witness. In no. 469, a witness, Tab-Sagal

is a ' palace weaver ' probably.

The frequency with which the ' weaver ' appears as witness, in

nos. 326, 357, 392, 244, 453, 415, 469, 447, 474, 382, 392 and 630,

shews that, even if a slave, he was something above a mere menial.

A curious periphrasis for weaver appears in nos. 172, 382, 392

where we have amel sibimt. Now sibirni, properly a ' staff,' is

certainly a 'shepherd's staff': see Del. H. IV. B. p. 639 a. K 4361

gives as one group the sign that Delitzsch gives (not in Briinnow)

with the meanings sibirru, and three other ideograms with the

meanings usparu, hattu and palu. There can be little doubt that

this is the .same as the sibirru, which Briinnow gives as no. 8847.

This latter appears certainly, in no. 172, 3, with amcl before it. The
two places, nos. 382, 2

; 392, R 3, give Briinnow's no. 4806 with

amel before it : this is read uspar. Briinnow's no. 4665 is also

read uspar. There seems therefore considerable latitude in writing

the sign for sibirru or usparu, but they all seem to denote the .same
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thing, the 'weaver's wand.' There can be little doubt that with

amcl before them, they are to be read isparu.

There were some divisions among the weavers; in nos. 324 and

642 we have the ispar birmi, the weaver of bicoloured yarn ; as

Zehnpfund thinks, or of linen-yarn; and in no. 172 we have the

isparu of {Ku) siprat, weaver of some special cloth. The ispar isi,

the weaver of bast fibre, or canvas cloth, as Zehnpfund thinks, does

not appear in our documents.

The names of weavers are interesting

Ahu-limdu Kibine Sukkai

Ardiai Latubasani-ilu Samas-rimani

Urdu Nabilti Summa-Nabii.

Haldi-etir Nergaksallimani

Istar-sum-iddina Sagibi

The superior official, 7-db isparc, or ' chief of the weavers,' is Zer-

Istar on no. 447 and Arba-ilai on no. 453. Compare also no. 679.

K 829 gives a list of weavers, 25 in Rab..., 20 in Rasappa, 10 in

Arzuhina, 5 in Mazamua, 25 in Arapha, 30 in Kar-Asur, 20 in

Lahiru, in all 145 weavers. These were very likely 'royal weavers.'

147. The next term in K 4395, iv. 17, is amcl IB-KAK. As

this term is nowhere else explained, one may suspect that it is

either a synonym or a close relation of the preceding. Now it is

well known that a sign in the ideographic expression often represents

two or more words of the same or similar sound even when their

senses are quite distinct. Now KAK means emu, both in the sense

of ' to unite, connect ' and in the sense of ' to be like ' : see Del.

H. W. B. p. 82. Also we may note that the signs read usbar,

Briinnow's no. 4667 and 4807, are also read emu. Delitzsch,

ff. JV. -B. p. 78 b, takes the former as giving emu, 'a father in law.

The many cases of emu given in v. R 39, 43, 44 b he also refers to

this relationship. Hence he gets a series emu, emu rabii, emu sihru,

and emitum. Also IB means baru, as also does Br. no. 4666.

Hence there seems a close relationship between the ideograms for

' the weaver ' and our amel IB-KAK. Further, as in the case of the

amel PIN there was a close connection with the IS-PIN, we may

suspect our official to be closely related to the {isu) IB-KAK, which

follows IS-KAK on K 2026. The latter is usually sikkat, 'a bolt,

peg, nail, &c.' Hence we may suppose IS-IB-KAK is the sikkat

of the a7nei IB-KAK. Following this up, we may note that
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IS-KAK-SI-BA-l.AI. is rendered sikkat siimi\ and this sunie may

l)ring us buck to emu. Can it be that i-mu, perhaps that root

meaning to 'connect together,' had anything to do with 'weaving'?

If iniii is a 'weaver,' and hnitiim, a 'female weaver,' emu rabu could

be a weaver of ' large cloth
'

; emu si/iru, a weaver of ' bands ' or

'strips.' Or could ami be the web itself? 1 know of no parallel

word except riDH ' ^ girdle ' given by Castelli as Chaldaic. In any

case I think it (juite likely that a/ficl IB-KAK means 'a weaver.'

Muss-Arnoldt under u'sparu suggests that cum means ' t(^ weave,'

'unite.' As I had not noticed this, when I wrote the above, it may

serve as a confirmation.

148. The next title on K 4395, iv. 18 is amel S(J-HA, i.e.

ha'iru: Briinnow, no. 7244. The fact that one of the values of

Briinnow's no. 4669 is hdru while another is etnutu may have sug-

gested the putting of bdru, 'the fisherman' next 'the weaver.' Can

the connection of ideas be that bdru means to ' draw out ' and both

weavers and fishers deal with lines ?

The next line on K 4395 is very damaged, it may be amel HA-
DIB-BA, another ideogram for ' fisherman

'
; the next line is quite

illegible to me: and so are lines 21, 22 and 23. Line 24 seems to

be anicl rdb-sd US-TE, perhaps a rdb-sd ridute.

The mar sipri.

149. The title in K 4395, iv. 25 is given as amel .^-AY which

is to be read mdr sipri and means 'a messenger.' As in line 27

a phonetic reading amel {A = ) apil sip-ri occurs, I think we are

justified in assuming that amel GAR-KI-GE-A is another ideo-

gram for the same office. I'erhaps the first two signs are to be

read sakin. These titles do not occur in our documents, except in

no. 62, unless line 2 of no. 192 a be restored amel apil sip-ri. The
form which does occur in our documents is amel A-SIK\ which see,

§ 162. In K 621, We have the spelling KI-A.

The next title is amel UM-ME-A, given by v. R 39, 48 a, b, to

be ummdnu, literally an expert in some craft, hence generally 'a

workman.' It does not occur in our documents.

The next title is a?nel GU-GAL, which Delitzsch, //. W. B.

p. 194a, raads ^i/^allu and takes to mean 'regent.' There is another

giigallu meaning 'a large bullock.' v. R 16, 8c gives asaridu as

a synonym. It does not occur in our documents.
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The next title may be read atiicl rab TIK-IK-MES of which I

can say nothing.

150. The next title is amel rab KU-KA-SAR followed im-

mediately by the amel KU-KA-SAR. The former occurs on no.

457, R 6: perhaps as the title of a witness. On no. 260, Ululai

holds this ofifice and as a witness precedes the mukil apati of the

Crown-prince, but follows another mukil apati, probably of the king.

Lower down appears the great Rimani-Adadi as mukil apati sa

dunanati. In no. 59, Amramu appears as amel KU-KA-SAR of the

palace and witness. In no. 77, it is the office of a witness. These

places speak for the high respectability of the position. On the other

hand on no. 294 we find Halmusu holding this office and yet sold

with others.

In most compounds of KA-SAR, we read it kisru. The sign

KU V:, an ideogram among many other things, of sipric 'a message,'

thnu 'an order' and tamu 'to speak.' Perhaps the amel KU-KA-
SAR was one who gave directions to or about the kisru : cf. the rab

kisir.

The last title on Col. iv. of K 4395 is the amel rab KA-SIR,

which is perhaps a synonym of the last.

The sangu.

151. Col. V. of K 4395 starts a new section, the religious

officials. The first is amel RID dannu. As atnel RID is saugu and

means 'priest,' we can have little hesitation in taking this to be a

' High Priest.' His position at the head of the column bears this

out. We have no mention of such an official in our documents.

Probably like the king he did not directly transact business. It is

a pity, as we should have liked to know the names of some of these

men.

Next comes the a^nel RID sa bit Kidmuri. The bit Kidmuri

was the temple of an Istar, worshipped in Nineveh, as Istar sa bit

Kidmuri: she is known also as Sarrat Kidmuri, 'Queen of Kidmuri.'

She appears to have been distinct from Istar of Nineveh and Istar

of Arbela. A clear appreciation of her position is still to be sought.

In our documents, this priest appears as witness, Ep. R on no. 642,

after the priest of Nabii, the ?Hukil apati of the rab sake, and the

amel sa eli biti. His name appropriately was Ardi-Istar. On
K iioi, Sarru-na'id, son of Bel-rimani, holds the office.
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Although K 4395 docs not mention any other priests, we may

notice here those that occur in our documents. The sangu tabu,

possibly the same as the sangi't dannu, on no. 657, was Abu-ul-idi.

He clearly was the seller of an estate, and probably in the times

before Sargon.

Priests of Asur are referred to, on nos. 205 and 542.

A priest of Istar, probably Ardi-Istar, in Ep. O, was a witness on

no. 640.

He is followed by a priest of Adad.

Priests of Nabii of Nineveh are referred to on nos. 394, 640, 641,

642. The last three are the same person, Nabfl-sum-usur, Ep. O,

Ep. C, Ep. R. Marduk-sarr-usur is also priest of NabCi on no. 640.

Iddinia appears as priest of Ninip, on nos. 640, 641, 642.

A priest of Nergal {ilu SI-D U) occurs, on no. 181.

A priest of Tasmetum, named Unzarhu, occurs on no. 255, and

is followed by Mardi, priest of ilu KUR-KUR-NUN, and then by

Gula-zer-ibni, priest of Gula.

A priest of Bel is possibly named, on no. 216.

Nabd-ah-iddin, no. 360 ; Silim-ilu, no. 245 ; Sum-lisir, no. 603 ;

and Summa-ilu, no. 374, were priests; but we do not know their

gods.

A sangii samli, or 'deputy priest,' was witness, on no. 485.

Other unnamed priests are referred to, on nos. 210, 255, 479,

603.

On K 1473 '^'^ have mention of a SAL-RID, or 'female priest.'

In the letters we have some further hints concerning priests in

Assyria. On K 122, H. A. B. L. p. 41, we read of the priest of the

house of the MU: amcl RID hiti amel MU, the amcl RID-SE
GAR, the ami'l nib GAR-MES. These officials were, as the letter

shews lower down, the priest of the house of the amel M U, the

priest of the house of the atnel SE-GAR and the rab akdlc or

'superintendent of the meat offerings.' It is possible, however,

that, for RID, we should read red. The same letter mentions

the priest of Nineveh, Asur-mat-iddin, who had slandered these

persons and procured their deposition by Sennacherib, so that for

8 years after their death the temple of Asur had been deprived of its

revenues. Esarhaddon had evidently demanded an account from

the writer, Akkullanu, with a list of those officers who had ceased to

pay their dues to this temple in As.sur. The list sent is a long one,

the rabute named are the bel pahati of Barhalsa, Rasappa, Kalzi,
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Isana, Tille, Kullania, Arpadda, Dikukina, the rab kar/nan, the

governors of Halziatbar, Birtum, Arzuhina, ArbaiH, Ouzana, and

Rimusa. It is noteworthy, that the sons of the priests seem to be

expected to succeed them, in the restored offices. The same scribe

writes to the king about the priests of the city of U (?)... : H. A. B. L.

p. 45. On K 1 168, H. A. B. L. p. 47, 1. 17, he refers to the priest

of Sibitti ( Vll-bi), in Nineveh, whom he has sent in person, to the

king, to tell his own story. Further he states that the name of the

son of the priest of Samas is Zari, son of Nadin-aplu. It seems clear

that this correspondence refers to an extensive revival of worship and

the reinstatement of dispossessed or disendowed priestly families.

At the same time it makes it clear that a temple did not depend

solely upon free-will offerings. We know, from many historical texts,

that great benefactors left to the temples, lands or estates, charged

with an annual payment to the temples. This must be regarded as

in the nature of an endowment. The lands when so given by the

king were charged with certain payments, in lieu of the duty they

had owed to him or to the state. The charter, endowing the temple,

therefore set free these lands from imposts and service. They were

called, therefore, zakn^ 'freed land.' A good example of this

treatment is to be found in our no. 660 a, where Sargon, in

refounding Maganubba as D(ir-Sargon, restored the endowments of

the old temple of Asur which Adadi-nirari had bestowed. The

former king had given certain lands to certain men, Kanuni, AhOlamur

and Mannu-ki-abi, on condition of their furnishing so many homers

of sillati, a sort of grain, to the purki of Asur and Bau. Sargon

accordingly took an oath of the inhabitants as to the situation of the

old endowment and gave back field for field, to the living descendants

of the old tenants, in all ninety-five homers of land, on condition of

the supply of ten homers of silldti as before. This land was freed,

according to the usual formula, from any state requisition on its corn

or grass. This ' quit-rent,' or regular payment to the temple, was its

sattukku. Apparently the amount to be paid by the land was raised

to fifteen homers of silldti. The name applied to this class of

tenants appears to be atnel TU-biti Hi. The ideogram TU means

erebii., 'to enter,' and its derivatives. Consequently TU-biti has been

read erib-biti, ' one who enters the temple
'

; as denoting a temple

' servant.' It is, however, not clear that these persons were temple

'servants,' only 'tenants' of temple lands, whose rent was assigned

to the temple. TU may therefore be the ideogram for irbu, in the
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sense of 'rent,' or 'income,' and the ami-1 TU-biti-ili may really be

only the 'rent payers of the temple.' For fuller discussion of the

other points raised by this tablet see the comments on no. 660 a,

and the references there.

An(nher example is given by K 3042 ; a tablet unfortunately

very imperfect. It however enumerates cjuantities of various natural

products, given to a temple, apparently. Thus a rab aslaku had to

give a ka of oil, a rah harbi gave something else. The term used for

confirming these gifts seems to be irkusu, used of Shalmaneser.

The next section records other gifts, which apparently the 'palace

gardener ' had to give. This gift seems to be called the US-tu of the

donor. Next, a ka of 'wine,' from some city, a gift that Tiglath

Pileser confirmed. Then comes a PA of ' meal' and a ka of ' drink,'

and some more drink and two ka of iipuntu : which the tab katinnu

had to give ; this Ludari the rab-MU-b'iti of the city Parakka,

and Simirra, appear to have taken away; inassi. This was what

Sargon had confirmed. Then follows another full list of varieties of

' food and drink,' which Bappu, the aba ekalli 'of the king,' seems to

have appropriated to Istar. In another section, the gifts of Adadi-

nirari, son of Samsi-Adadi, are referred to as ilkakate, clearly in the

sense of 'revenues.' Another endowment is dated in the Eponymy
of Mannu-ki-Assur, i.e. B.C. 795. Reference is made to the temple

of Nabu, and to Gula ; but I am unable to locate these temples

themselves. I imagine that this tablet refers to some restoration by

Esarhaddon (?) who as above, had demanded an account of what

had been the former endowments, and from whom they were due

;

in order to set them on a more secure basis for the future.

The so-called ' Cultustafel ' of Sippara, published v. R 60, 61

and admirably discussed by Dr J. Jeremias, in B. A. S. i. 268— 292,

is another very instructive example. Owing to the incursions of the

Suti, the temple and its endowments had fallen into ruin and neglect.

When at length the king Nabu-aplu-iddina restored the temple, he

found a priest still in existence, by name Nabd-nadin-sum, who was

of the family of the first priest who had enjoyed the original

donation. Hence the priesthood was clearly hereditary, and doubtless

the payments, or certain of them, had been all along enjoyed by the

family of the priests. Here again, the amf/ TU-biii are named and

are distinct from the sangu, the bani, and the mis patri. It is not

clear to me, whether they are actually temple 'servants' here, or only

charged with supplying certain dues to the temple. It would be
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digressing too far to enter here, upon all the points connected with

the duties of the priest and his maintenance. It is however deserving

of note, that there is no sign in our documents of an esru or ' tithe

'

payable to a temple. The temple was doubtless, according to its

popularity, supplied with free gifts, nindabc, but its chief support was

its ginu. This regular endowment evidently included lands and

estates, held under charter from some benefactor, who assigned them

in perpetuity to a certain person or family, on condition of a fixed

yearly payment settled on the temple by him. The person holding

such an estate was, I think, the amcl TU-biti of that temple, whether

he was also the ' temple servant ' or not. The regular income of the

temple was its sattiikku, whether derived from estates so held, or

from dues paid by certain officials, by virtue of a royal order, or in

some other established customary way. The ' Cultustafel ' further

prescribes what parts of the sacrifice were due to the temple, and

what was the offerer's share. It is evident that the sacrifice was

cooked. The temple here claimed the thighs, the skin, the rump,

the sinews (?), half the belly, half the inwards, two knuckles and

a great pot of broth. This share was evidently a special ' use ' for

this temple. Dr J. Jeremias points out the many Biblical and other

parallels. I think that this regular share also constituted part of the

ginu, but the expressions used are not decisive on the point.

152. The next official named in K 4395, v. 3 is the a?nel mii-se-

kis ; this title does not occur in our documents. Delitzsch, H. W. B.

p. 621 a, ascribes to se (?) the value ia>, and so reads this as well as

the next office inusarkis. Can the title be connected with the rab-

sekisi, in § 208 ?

The next official named K 4395, v. 4 is the inusarkis; Delitzsch,

H. IV. B. p. 621 a, gives this place, and also K 11, 12, but does

not further define the office. In B. A. S. 11. 27 he gave the meaning,

'executor, administrator.' Pinches in Rec. Past. p. 77 had given

'librarian.' The term appears in our documents occasionally; in no.

261, Halmanu and Marduk-eres are both termed musarkis ; in no. 34,

Pisarmu, and in no. 105, Sin-ilai, bear the same title. In all these

cases the title is spelt with sar, never se. In no. 415, the seller is

said to be a mu-sar-ki-su, which settles the final consonant. In

none of these documents can I discern any indication of the function

of the inusarkis : but in no. 34 the succeeding witnesses are chiefly

municipal officers.

For other official names derived from rakasu, see § 176. The
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plural occurs, on K 491, 6, H. A. B. L. p. 114, where Gabbu-ana-

Asur speaks of the amil iiiu-sdr-kis-{mes)-ni of his force, idatua :

a phonetic spelling is given on K 596, 4, // A. />'. /.. [). i S6, where

wc have tiffi^/ rnu-sar-ki-sa-a ni.

The al>a.

153. As seemed necessary, the function of this official, in

relation to the document he drew up, has been already discussed :

§ 59 ff. Here we may note that the alnx mat Assurai, in K 4395,

V. 5, is followed by the n/ni mat Armai, shewing that the distinction

was more than racial, it was functional. In fact, the former is the

'writer of Assyrian,' the latter 'the writer of Aramaic' By his

handiwork we recognise that the writer of most of our documents

was an aba Assurai and the aba Armai is often met with in our

documents: nos. 179, 193, 207, 385, 448, 607, 778.

That even an aba could, at times, become a soldier seems clear

from the letters of Asur-risCla. Strassmaier, S. A. V. 880, gives his

name as ris dupsarru sa sallat ekai/i, in B.C. 709. A year or so later,

he is writing to Sargon as king, and to Sennacherib as crown prince

about affairs in Armenia \ H. A. B. L. pp. 139— 143, pp. 394—396 :

compare the references to him by Sennacherib, H. A. B. L. p. 196 :

by Tabsar-Asur, H. A. B. L. p. 91, and K 131 11, and by Gabbu-

P'T.-Asur, H. A. B. L. p. 115. From K 1182, we may conclude
«ssu

J Asur-risOa was either one of ten bclpahiiti, or their officer, in

nmand over them,
omcia^n K 1473 "^^ '"^^d of 6 {SAL) aba {plti) Arma..., that is, six

^"
'.^s, who were ' Aramaic scribes.' There is no doubt about their

*-" Pfor the whole tablet has only women mentioned upon it.

t-'ir pr^e rab aba, or ' chief aba,' is mentioned in no. 66, where we
'^ "^^ of his orchard or kini ; in no. 444, Istar-sum-eres, by name,

a er acj^j]y [\^^ frequently occurring correspondent of the king ; and
onsidei^^g^ Istar-sum-eres, followed by Adadi-sum-usur, also often

^" ^:iated with him in the letters.

^ N'^hether the aba was really a member of an official caste or not,

oorkety large number of these scribes are named in our documents.
ove thtjght be expected the name of Nabu, the god of learning and
elow

^^ frequently occurs, compounded with other elements, in the

•s of scribes. Considering the many other names in the list, we

.magine the ability to write was widely spread. As each of our

hundred documents was drawn up by one scribe at least, and
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as many of them contain also the names of others who are aba, wei

may be sure the aba was a frequently occurring person in Assyrianj

life. Of his exact relation to the business documents I have written

'

elsewhere; see § 59 f.

Here I give a list of the names of these scribes. References to

the places where they will be found may be looked for in the Index

of Proper Names.

Abagti

Abda
Abda'

Abu-ul-idi

Abu-ina-ekalli

Azilu

Ahu-nuri

Ahi-rami

Akru

Ammai
Asgudi

Aplai

Aplia

Aplu-usur

Ardi-Istar

Ardi-Nana

Ardi-Ninip

Arduti

Asur-abu-usur

Asur-ahe-eres

Asur-sarru-usur

Asur-sum-usur

Assurai

Atasuri

Atarkamu

Atinni

Bania

Bani

Barruku

Bel-iddin

Bel-lamur

Bultai

Gula-eres

Dadi

Daulanu

Danduru

Dehardu ?

Dui

Disi

Zerati

Zer-Istar

Zer-na'id

Haldi...

HalCia

Halli-arraka

I'ab-sar-Nabli

Ilu-ibni

Ilu-idri

Ilu-li'

Ikbi-Bel

The imttir pi'iti.

Istar-babi-sallimani

Istar-duri

Istar-nadin-aplu

Istar-sum-iddin

Kabti

Kisir-Nabft

La-tubasanni-ilu

Mannu-ki-Asur

Mannu-ki-Harran

Mannu-ki-Nusku

Mardukate

Marduk-zer-ibni

Marduk-iddin

Marduk-sarru-usur

Marduk-sum-usur ,

Mesu

Musallim-Adadi ''-•^^<?-

Musallim-ahe '^- B.

Musallim-Mardupll as

MuSezib-Nabfi ^ ^'''^-

Nabfia

Nabu-ahu-usur itzsch,

Nabu-ahe-sulllm t does

Nasuh ;aning,

given

,in no.

154. The title of this official appears in our list, K 4395,'

in the two forms amel GUR-ZAK and amel GUR pJi-u-te

Delitzsch, H. W. B. p. 517 a. It is to be read iimtir p{di.

name means clearly the ' warder of the front,' that is, ' he who s

no. 34,

.1 these

;eller is

It. In

unction

chiefly

The
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to meet one approaching on the front.' He was therefore a sort of

sentinel, a 'patrol,' in advance of the 'doorkeeper' himself He was

also a 'life guard' or 'bodyguard,' and it is reasonable to suppose

was one of the personal household troops of the king. If, as we

may surmise, from many passages, the king kept a sort of nucleus of

the army, consisting of hired troops, perhaps foreigners, always about

him ; it seems not unlikely that the mutir pfiti was one. We must,

however, note that the title is applied, in the letters, to persons who

must have been military officers, actually on service in war, and

certainly detached from the king's person. Whether, in the case of

war, this select body of guards were individually set in command of

battalions, or small bodies of troops, is not easy to decide. I believe

it to be the case, but cannot now stay to discuss it : cf. B. A. S. i.

p. 203. Most of those ffiutir ptiti., who appear in our documents,

are at home and clearly on a peace footing.

In our documents, by far the commonest way of writing the title

is amel GUR-ZAK, and in no place is the GUR written phonetically.

The second element is written pu-tu, nos. 108, 113, 414, 446, 612,

altogether eight times; pu-ti in nos. 19, 294, 428; and ///-«-//' in

no. 117. That GUR-ZAK'\s equivalent to GUR-pu-fi is .shewn by

a comparison of nos. 19 and 20.

It is difficult to place this official relatively to others. In the

witness lists he is associated most often with the ral> kisir. We may

assume, as a rule, that an official 'of the king' took higher rank

than the official 'of the king's son.' When therefore we find an

official of the king's son below an official of the .same title, we may

assume the latter to be an official of the king's, although this may

not be expressly stated. Further we may assume that a ' royal

'

official would be placed higher, in virtue of his relation to the court,

than an ordinary official of the same title. Also we may neglect

such places as no. 446, where the witnesses are grouped according to

their places of residence. Further when, after a long list of witnesses,

the date is followed by a few more witnesses, these being probably

later additions, may not be placed in the order of rank and their

consideration is to be omitted.

In virtue of the above suggested office, of guarding the approach

to the palace gate, of which the kcpu may perhaps be taken as

* doorkeeper,' we expect the miit'ir puti to be below the kepii. He is

above the kepii in no. 232 and below in nos. 50, 318, 675, 71 1. He

is below such great officials as the sartenu, sukallu^ rdbsaki, tukultu.
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in no. 675, the sukalhi danmi in no. 444, the rab dandan, nagir
ekaUi and sukallu sanu in no. 485, the tukidtu in no. 627. His
relation to the nib kisir is less fixed, he is below that official in
nos. 318, 325, 349, 358, 361, 414, 627, 675, 612 &c., but also above
in nos. 325 and 349. In no. 361 he comes between the rab kisir
and the ' deputy,' saiiu sa, of the rab kisir. With respect to the aba,
he is above in nos. 19, 20, 177, 193 and 232; also below in nos!

27, 161, 232, 318, 428 (?) and 675. With respect to the salsu, he is

above in nos. 19, 20, 325, 506, 612 and 627 ; below in nos. 19, 20,

50, 428 (?) and 627. He is below the sa sepa in nos. 318, 400 ; but
above him in nos. 325, 400. He is below the rab naggaru, in
no. 161

;
above the fnar sipri in no. 50. He is below ihttamkaru,

m nos. 318, 711, and above him in no. 414. He is below the daiaiu,
in no. 318; but above the rab daiahi, in no. 612. He is below the
mukil apdii, in no. 27, and above him, in nos. 177, 675. He is

below the sanfi sa rab urat, in no. 318; above the amel MU, in
no. 27 ;

above the asu in no. 349 ; above the rab hansa in no. 358 ;

above the rab aldni in no. 627 ; above the amel sa pan dunani in
no. 177 ; also above the sakii.

This gives him a very uncertain rank. It is quite likely, seniority,

or relationship to the contracting parties had much to do with the
relative places of these minor officials. The miitir puti, at home,
was not much less a ' great man ' than the kepti, the rdb kisir and
the aba. He was probably a little above the saisu and sa sepd : and
a trifle more important than a simple mukii apdti. He takes rank
on fairly equal terms with the tamkaru and the daialu. As to the
rarer officials, one can hardly decide from the few cases that occur.

An expression, which occurs in nos. 115 and 207, where we have
both Asur-ilai and Kisir-Asur called amel rdb-kisir miitir piili, must
be read in the light of nos. 211, and 470, where we have a??iel rdb
kisir sa amel mutir puti. He was 'a rdb kisir of the inutir puti:
Then the question arises what does this mean ? Was he a rdb kisir
over the muttr pidi} or was he the mutir piitVs inferior official?

This is answered, I think, by the order in no. 444, sukallu dannu,
rdb kisir sa mutir p{tti, rdb aba. Clearly rdb aba was to aba much
as rdb kisir sa mutir p{iti is to mutir puti. Hence he was over the
mutir puti. Hence we can hardly refuse to kisir, here, at any rate,

the sense 'assemblage of As we shall see, in other cases, the rdb
kisir was over a kisir, i.e. a 'collection of persons or officials.'

As we shall see later, the sa sepd was either a class of foot
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soldiers or other ' footmen,' and at any rate the muttr puti /« Uph^

which we meet, in no. 177, as the buyer's title, was an official in

charge of a body of men called sa sipd. The alternative is to take

/a sepil as meaning ' lower,' which I think less likely.

On nos. 308, 309, 361 and 623, Zizi is said to be sanu sa rab

kisir, on no. 621 he is sanu sa rah kisir miitir puii, that is, deputy of

the rah kisir of the fniitir pfiti; but on no. 318, at the same date, is

called sani) sa rah urat. It is conceivable that we have not the

same person in the two offices, but the suggestion is obvious. The

rdb kisir is, as a rule, over the kisir of men called vtutir pu/i, and

he is also the rah urat. Following up the hints above that the mufir

puti was a * sentinel,' a ' body guard,' and that the urat certainly are

the ' stud of horses,' we are probably not far wrong in taking the

mut'ir puti \o be 'mounted guards,' and the rah >^/>/r their 'sergeant.'

Further, there was probably an infantry troop, also called mutir puti

sa sipd. That the sentinel on duty was always mounted does not

follow and the door keeper would be his 'corporal.' That this body

of men were also an ' intelligence department,' may perhaps follow

from the fact that, on no. 253, Zizi appears as a mutir fcmi or

' intelligencer.'

That this body guard furnished superior officers to local forces is

likely enough. We frequently find, in letters on military affairs, that

the mut'ir puti is in charge of a small body of men : but whether as

an officer of theirs is less certain. Also he is evidently sent for the

purpose of obtaining intelligence, or conveying the orders of the

King, K 497, R 8, H. A. B. L. p. 158. Hence not improbably he

could write the news he had to send, though he may have been

supplied with a scribe for the purpose. At any rate he forwarded

reports. So his rank with the aha or scribe is justified.

On no. 152, we read of a fnutir puti of a city, Asur-sarru-usur is

said to be mutir puti of the city Bamatai. As the document records

the advance of corn and a cow, from the property of the Crown

Prince, to an inhabitant of that city, I imagine that the mutir puti,

accompanied by two other inhabitants of the town, brought the

intelligence of the requirement and witnessed the acknowledgement

of the advance.

This class, of mutir puti, d(jes not shew any marked signs of

foreign extraction. If they are the King's body guard, either they are

mostly native Assyrians, or they are thoroughly Assyrianised. The
list of names is appended.

J- 8
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Adadi-ladin

Asur-ilai

Asur-killani

Asur-sarru-usur

Asur-sum-ukin

Ata-idri

Balasi

Ululai

Zarihu

Zeruti

Zizi

Kabar-ilu

Mannu-ki-ilai

Nabiia

Nabil-ahu-usur

Nabu-erba

Nabu-na'id

Nabil-kata-sabit

NabQ-rihtu-usur

Nergalani

Salamame

Sin-sarru-usur

Kurdu

Risai

Samas-na'id

Samas-rimani

Sarru-emurani

Sarru-ittia

Sarru-ludari

Sarru-ri'<ia

Sepa-Asur

Sulmu-ahe

Sulmu-sarri.

I may note in passing that in no. 34, Ilu-katar and in no. 11,

Nabfi-natkil are termed a77iel GUR-PU. It is possible, but not very

likely, that this is an abbreviation of amel GUR-pu-ti. I think a

different office is meant, see under amel kurlm : § 204.

T/ie salsu.

155. The next title on K 4395, v. 8, is written amel Ill-hi, of

which a synonym is given, on the same line, as a7nel III-HU-SI.

That there is no mistake about this identity is shewn, in our

documents, by the duplicates, nos. 19, 20. In the one, Sinzeribni

is called III-sii \ in the other, amel III-HU-SI. It is obvious to

suppose that IIl-su meant ' third,' and was read salsu : but it is not

at once clear in 'what sense this official was ' third
'

; nor who were

the corresponding 'first' and 'second.' There is an official styled

sanii, or 'second,' frequently named in our documents; see § 210.

When this term is used in connection with some other title, as

siikalbi safiu^ the 'second sukallu,^ it denotes a lower rank than the

simple title ; when used in the connection sanu sa amel rab kisir, it

means ' second ' or ' deputy ' of the rab kisir. The term sanu

however is also used absolutely, 'the second man,' and so in the

case of salsu the term is nearly always used absolutely ; so that we

can not discern any 'second' to refer his rank to. In no. 422,

where the vendors of a certain city are stated, evidently in order of

rank, the highest official is termed the bel pahati, then follows the

sam'i, then the salsu. Here, then, the meaning of the term seems

certain, he was a municipal officer, ' third ' in rank, in a city

corporation.

I'his connection with a city seems supported by no. 261, where
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\vc have a sa/su of Nincveli ; by no. 635, a saisu of Lahirii ; l)y

no. 469, a sa/su of Kar-Ncrgal ; by no. 50, a sa/su of Assur ; and by

no. 422, a sa/su of Maganiiba. W'c may fairly assume all these cities

liad their In/ pahati, or saknu^ to take first rank, and a saiii'i to follow.

We can verify this assumption for Nineveh, Lahiru and Maganuba
;

see under sanu and sak/iu, § 210 and 177. Wc may therefcjre deem

the reading sa/su and the meaning 'third in municipal rank,' certain

in many cases.

There are however many other ca.ses where this meaning seems

out of place. We read of a sa/su dannu in nos. 60, 372, 408, 418,

429. What can be the meaning of da7inu here? If it raised his

rank above a simple sa/su, it would make him a sanu and if it only

distinguished him from the sa/su sanu, or * deputy /«//?/,' named in

no. 179, would it not have been simpler to replace the latter by

some term meaning ' fourth in rank ' ? Many important persons had

their sa/su, the King in no. 60, the Queen Mother in no. 428, the

Queen in no. 612, the Crown Prince in nos. 60, 273, 444, 548 &c.,

the rali-BI-LUL in no. 330, the ame/ sa e/i betani in no. 260, the

'palace' in nos. 127 and 625. As many of these persons also had

their deputy or sanu, q.v., we need feel no difficulty about their

sa/su. The case is rather different, with the ame/ A-KIT'\x\ no. 324,

the mu/i'i/ apati in nos. 352 and 476, the ra/) kisir in no. 352, and

most peculiar of all, the sanu himself in no. 253. Private persons

also had their sa/su in nos. 71, 201, 494.

156. While therefore the meaning of 'one occupying the third

place' remains possible and was evidently original, we cannot help

suspecting that the term had lost this literal significance or it had

become somewhat obscured. Besides we have left the ideogram

HU-SI quite unaccounted for. It occurs in several other con-

nections, which seem very remote from our present, III-HU-SI.

Thus on K 2016 a, Col. i. 2, we find IS-LI-HU-SI-UM read

//'//, and hence it is clear that on iii. R. 64, 32 b, ki pi IS-LI-HJJ-

SI-UM is to be read ki pi /i'c, as Del. H. IV. B. p. 366 b gives.

This /fit, Delitzsch gives as ' tablet, document,' clearly not of clay

:

possibly 'wood,' or some vegetable writing material. Also IS-ZU
is clearly some sort of tablet, for in 11. R. 36, 11 we have kt pi

duppani IS-ZU-MES and in v. R. 18, 40 we have ki pi duppani

IS-ZU-MES. Therefore IS-ZU \<, 'tablet,' also clearly not 'clay,'

possibly wood, certainly some vegetable substance. Now ZU is an

ideogram for the verbs 'to know,' 'to learn,' and dapu with their

8—2
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derivatives. It is therefore likely that IS-ZU is the 'vegetable

tablet that gives one to know.' Briinnow, no. 140, suggests that it

may have been read zti. But we know that, at least in proper names,

it was read H'u, though with a different meaning, possibly, from

'knowing.' Hence there seems good reason to suppose that IS
LI-HU-SI and IS-ZU both are to be read Wu, and mean a

vegetable writing material, or a leaf of it. Professor Sayce has

suggested that we have here a reference to the use of papyrus.

It is however certain that wooden tablets were used as well. Now
this all suggests strongly, that LI is properly 'the //'//,' and IS and

HU-SI-UM the material. It is likely that HU-SI originally made

one sign, read a, the whole group would then be read {isu) le-a-um :

cf. re-a-iwi., 'shepherd.' The duplicate to K 2016 a viz. K 4338 a,

gives IS-LI-HU-SI-UM as being read M-u\ and as that means ' the

same,' the scribe evidently regarded IS before LI, and HU-SI-UM
after it, as mere determinatives, unpronounced. Hence, without

doubt, HU-SI-UM stands for the particular sort of vegetable sub-

stance, of which a material for writing was made. Now HU-SI
was read kissatu, Briinnow, no. 2064, and hi also is read ktssatii,

Briinnow, no. 10832. Hence we might conjecture that Ill-hi and

III-HUSI were the same in virtue of their common value kissatu.

That su is usually kissatu, in the senses given to that word, in

Del. H JV. B. p. 360 b, does not exclude its being also used for

another word kissatu, and HU-SI is not used as ideogram for that

kissatu. Hence while the su in III-su may be merely a phonetic

complement, indicating the reading salsu, we may also conceive it to

represent kissatu. It would be quite tolerable to suppose su and

HU-SI both meant kissatu in the sense of ' host ' or ' army,' giving

us the meaning, 'third in rank in the army,' or 'belonging to the

class third in rank.' We have, however, no instance of HU-SI
used to mean such a kissatu, and we have seen reason to suppose it

represents a 'vegetable substance.' Hence, I venture to think,

kissatu here is the name of some reed or bush. Winckler has long

contended that sar kissati originally meant ' king of Harran.' It was

over the ' reed beds ' of Harran, that Esarhaddon saw the moon
standing, when he had his celebrated dream, on his way to Egypt

:

see K 2701a, in Winckler's Samml. p. 9. The expression kani, or

kanni, al Harran is frequent in the Census tablets: cf nos. 91, 331,

472. Was Harran called kissati, from its reed beds, or wooded

lands ?
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157. Now IS-HU-SI, when referred to a ship, is read hiniiu,

on K 4338;!, VI. 23: and this is perhaps the 'hull' or 'hulk of the

ship.' As ihr bouts on the Euphrates and its canals were probably

made of basket work, there is every probability that hinnu denotes a

hollow vessel of wicker work. Hence there may be reason to

sujipose that III-HU-SI can be read salsu hiniii. I imagine that

hinnu was a term applicable to any basket or wicker work con-

struction.

The tablet, K 2014, gives IS-HU-SI-PIN :vnd IS-HU-SI-DUG-
GA-PTN, the Assyrian reading of both beginning with in.... I take

it, these are baskets, of different sorts, used by the /YA'', or ' culti-

vator.' Here also, I believe, /S-I/C/Sf denotes 'basket work.'

Now in nos. 284 and 537, Nabu-balatsu-ikbi is termed an ami'/

Il'-HU-SI-ni-su. Here we must note, that in one place we have su,

in the other si'i. Hence su must be the possessive pronoun, ' his.'

It can have nothing to do with kissatu. Of course the IV here

could be read sa ox sakin : but when we compare III-HU-SI and

II-IIU-SI (or II-SI-su on no. 115), there seems no doubt that we

have a true series II-HU-SI, IIIHU-SI, IV-HU-SI. Moreover,

we have here the phonetic complement -ni, suggesting that we are to

read HU-SI by something ending in ;//. Hence I read the series

as, sanit hinnisn, salsu hinni{su) and rebu hin-ni-su. ^\^hat then was

this hinnu., in which these men were second, third and fourth ?

Clearly the chariot. We see on Assyrian sculptures, usually three,

but occasionally four, men in the chariot. Usually, the bel narkabti,

or ' master of the chariot,' has with him a driver, the mukil appdd,

and a third man, to hold the weapons. Hence I hold that salsu

HU-SI is this third man in the chariot. This hinnu is properly the

'car,' or 'well' of the chariot, and may originally have been made of

basket work. And now the question remains, was kissaiu also a

name for the ' car ' of the chariot ?

At any rate, the use of HU-SI here is explained at last : and we

may await confirmation of the conjectures as to its use in the

meaning 'reed,' or 'withy.' Perhaps some 'osier' or 'willow' plant

may be the real original: and some 'bark' or other may be the

writing material of the //'//.

158. \\c may now note some further variants in the way of

writing sa/su, as an official title. The commonest writing is III su

(about 60 times) but /// HU-SI occurs very often (over 40 times).

The phonetic spelling, sal-su occurs in nos. 244, 548 and probably
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in no. 404. Some of the other varieties are rather suspicious. Thus,

in no. 185, we have III-HU-SI-su; in no. 215, sal-HU-SI; in

no. 592, salsi-HU-su; in no. 185, IIl-su-HU-SI : four times in

no. 115, and twice in no. 418, we have lII-SI-su; and in nos. 352

and 476, we have III-SI. Of course the su at the end of the title,

when it means ' his,' refers to the master of the chariot, whose third

man the salhi was. The replacement of /// by salsa and salsi is all

right, confirming our reading of the numeral ; but the disappearance

of HU, in one place, and SI, in another, suggests scribal error or the

confusion of one form with another. In no. 427, appears the strange

variant III-su, which I consider an error for SAL-sii, to be read

raksu. It may however point to some other word ending in sii of

which HU-si represents an oblique case
;
perhaps husu or paksu :

which would be then a synonym of hiiinii. It is possible that

salsu is a bye-form of salsu.

159. The rank of the salsu is not easily stated. He is, of

course, below the greater officials, such as the sukalhi dannu, sukallu

santi, sartemi, tukuifu, ndgir ekalli, rab biti, &c. His position with

respect to the miikil apdii is, below him in municipal affairs, as in

no. 470, and in other cases more often below than above. The

uncertainty seems to be caused by the fact that both salsu and muktl

apati are often called dannu, and then would rank higher. This

higher rank is often expressed by position in the list instead of

being stated. Other cases where the salsu takes a higher position

than is due to his rank may be out of respect to his master. So too

he is about on an equaUty with the aba, but as an official of a city

above him. Of course he is below the satift and above the rebt'i.

He is above the rdb kisir about twice as often as below, he is six

times above the kcpu and twice below, also five times above the rdb

kepdni. The mutlr piiti is below him about six times, above him

three times. He is above the rdb aldni three times, below him

once. He is above the sa sepa as often as below him. For the

rest he is uniformly above the hazdfiu, the rakbu, the rakbu sepd,

the rdb kisir of tmitir pfdi, the mar sipri, the sani'i of rdb urdti, the

rakbu GAB-MES, the sakin sarri, the maldhu, the niuribdnu, the

atnel LUL, the rdb zammari, the raksu daldni, the naggaru rabii

and fiaggaru, the selappai, the iamkaru, the asii, the rdb barn, the

amel MU, the mutir tend, the saknu of the biti sani, the nappahu, ^c.

In fact, while below the greater state officials, he is above the

professions, trades and upper servants. In a very large number of
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cases he heads the list of witnesses, as in nos. 5, 20, 50, 115, 116,

185, 230, 247, 249, 312, 322, 472, 618, iVc. In some cases we have

reason to suspect that a salsii dannu is rcuUy meant, as others

bearing the title salsu occur lower in the list. The particular

predi'ections of the great mukil appati Rimani-Adadi may have

had H)mething to do with the order of some lists. That (jne who

rode third in the King's chariot should have high position and

authoity need not astonish u.s, when we compare the Heb. ^'V^'.

iCo. A list of the names of those who occupied this office may

be ustful for reference.

Abia-Aguni

Abi-ul-idi

Adidi-abu-usur

Adidi-bullit

Adidi-rahimu

Ahu-lamassi

Akiu

Apia

Arla-ilai

Arci-Belit

Asir-ukin-ahe

Aair-erba

A;ur-ilai

Aiur-rimani

Atuehu

Pabilai

Jel-danan

3el-dari

Bel-Harran-sarr-usur

Bel-sarr-ibni

Bir-Ammai

Dur-na'id

Uarbis

Usanani

Eres-ilu

Zagaga-erba

Harmasa

Ib-ukin

Ilu-nadin-aplu

Isdi-Harran

Istar-sum-eres

Kisir-Istar

Kitti-ilani

Lategi-ana-Istar

Mannu-ka-da

Mannu-ki-Istar-li'

Marduk-bel-usur

Marduk-sarru-usur

Maskaru

Mate'u

Mattallai

Murasu

NabCl-dur-usur

Nabu-li'ani

Nabu-sarru-usur

Nergal-sarru-usur

Saeru

Si'hari

Sin-asarid

Sin-zer-ibni

Rimani-Adadi

Samas-sarru-usur

Samas-sezib

Sa-NabH-sH

Sapi'

Sar-Istar

Sarru-emurani

Sarru-ibni

Sulmu-bel-lasme

Tarditu-Asur

Taspuru.

161. As the derivation above given depends largely upon the

real sense of hinnu, I may add here that Meissner, Suppt. p. 39,

gives, from K 4574, the word hinnu as meaning Strick. It is

associated there with several words known to mean ' bands, strings

&c.' Here however the word is really written Gl-hi-nn and gihinu

is possibly meant. Meissner however takes 6Vas the determinative

of ^ reeds.' Then Gl-hi-nti is 'a reed used for making cords or

ropes.' This is consistent with some sort of withy or osier. In
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Strassmaier's contracts, the sam hinnii is often named, see Muss-

Arnoldt, p. 325 : it is a vegetable of some kind. The reed Im.nu

is also often mentioned : and hin appears to be used in the sense of

'crop' or 'harvest' This may be from the baskets in which the

' crop ' was gathered and carried. If there be a connection with the

Hebrew, pH, the measure Hin, used however for liquids, this nmy be

preserved in the Assyrian in..., of K 2014, referred to above, § 157.

The next title on K 4395, v. 9 is the amel BAR-EN-NU.
This title does not occur in our documents.

The apil sipri.

162. The next title on K 4395, v. 10 is the amel A-SIK or

amcl A-SI-PIR. This is undoubtedly to be read apil sipri.

Another form, mentioned above, as mar sipri, but written amel

A-KIN occurs in our documents and can also be read api sipri.

This form is given in no. 62, where we have the apil sipri of the

rab biti and apil sipri of bit bclem : see § 149.

The form amel A-SIK is common. There is no doubt it

primarily means ' son of the message ' or ' messenger.' He evdently

took the place of an 'errand-boy,' or in a more dignified way,

' emissary.' As a rule, however, he seems to have been acting as an

' agent.' The equivalent title mar sipri, written TUR sipri is found

in the historical texts, see Del. H. W. B. p. 683 a. Sayce give in

his Tell el Amarna Tablets in P. S. B. A. vol. x. p. 499, no.vi. 4,

the curious spelling {tu)-Jir-sip-ri. Did the scribe mean TU2, or

was he thinking of mutir temi'^ In the later Babylonian contacts

some interesting variations arise. Thus Nbd. 1050, Cyr. 44 gives a

plural mdr-siprdtian; Nbd. 342 gives the vax'idint amel KIA^-GIL-TA,

and Nbd. 350 also ajnel KIA-GIL-A-MES. A female ' messenger

'

is called marat sipri in Cyr. 177. A phonetic spelling mar-sipri

occurs in Nbd. 562. Lastly Rm. 77 in P. S. B. A. ix. p. 313 gi'es

a-mi-W-iti tur-a sipri, but see H. A. B. L. p. 437.

Many households had their mar sipri, a bel pihdti of Kalha n

no. 225, another in nos. 48, 49, the belit biti in no. 50, Nergal-asarid

in no. 427. In no. 469, R 7, if my reading is right, we have a.

servant of the apil sipri. In no. 494, R 8 we read of a rdb-kisir of

the apil sipri of the Queen. In no. 337, R 7 we have an apil sipri

of the Queen or consort of the Crown Prince. In li. R. 39, 47 g—h,

we have mar sipri given as a synonym of rakbu, which follows this

title on K 4395, v. 11.
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A list (if names of these coiifidenlial officials follows.

Adadi-abu-usur Urduto Marduk-iddin

Aplu-sczibani Ilii-nnikin Nabu-kenis-dugul

Hel-Harran-ittia

Dudila

Ilii-nnikin

La'iti-ilu

Mannu-kl-Arhailai

Sanan.

The rakhu.

163. i'he next title on K 4395, v. 1 i is written two ways,

a>i^l (isu) mAr and amc/ bcl {isii) MAR. Now (/.*//) MAR is given

by Del. H. W. B. p. 620a as narkabtn^ 'chariot' or 'waggon.'

The iiincl is therefore certainly a rnkbu^ whence ra-kal>, in 11. R. 39,

47; se\ also Del. H. IV. B. j). 619 b. The variant is of course read

bel narhnbti. Both mean ' charioteer,' but also as seen above,

'messenger.' The form ai/ii-/ {isu) MAR usually occurs in our docu-

ments, but sometimes the determinative {isu) is omitted, e.g. nos.

211, 325, 349, 510, 519. On no. 308 we read of a rakbu rab-kisir,

i.e. the rab-kisirs^ 'charioteer.' S(j the rab MU-GI on nos. 24, 25,

the tartan on no. 261, the Crown Prince's rab sake on no. 325, the

palace on no. 469, the Crown Prince cm nos. 312, 548, and the King

often, have their rakbu named.

A special sort of rakbu occurs on no. 177, the rakbu nakanii;

of. also 277 R 6. Perhaps we may equate this term to the amcl

isu MAR-TAG-GA on no. 435. Two other divisions of the rakbu

occur often. The first is the rakbu sa si-pa. Here the determinative

{isu) is omitted, six times in no. 207, but occurs in nos. 150, 236,

354. In all these places sl'pa alone is written. In nos. 455 (bis)

and 612, we have amel {isu) MAR sd sepa, in no. 510 the {isu) is

omitted and the plural sign added after sepa. It is to be noted that

the rakbu comes before the rakbu sa sipd. Now while sipa may and

very likely does, indicate 'infantry' in some cases, 'a charioteer of

the infantry' seems unlikely but not impossible; see § 225. Also

sepa does often change with KI-TA in the sense of 'below'; so,

I think, we might understand the rakbu sa sipd as a lower class of

charioteer.

The second class is the rakbu GAB-MES. The meaning of

GAB here is not clear. One may suppose it a phonetic complement

to amcl {isu) MAR and suspect a reading ra for that complex : or

more likely regard GAB as the ideogram for iarasu, 'to direct,

guide.' The stretching out of the hands in driving is very marked.
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Possibly this was the ' driver of the chariot,' the sa sepa then may be

the man who stands behind the proper master of the chariot, the

bel fiarkabti, and holds the weapons. He would be then the salsu

or 'third man in the chariot,' and there may even be a fourth called

aniel IV-HU-SI-su ; see above under salsu, and compare Heb.

^"'??'. Carrying on our parallel we shall see in GAB-MES, a name

perhaps for 'the reins.' We may perhaps even compare gappati in

Z. A. VI. col. 4, 9, p. 291 ; which there seems to be some garden tool.

It is not certain that these special sorts of rakbu are always

distinguished in our documents. It will be seen that the lists

below of the rakbu, rakbu sa scpa and rakbu GAB-MES\\a.v& several

names in common. Hence it seems almost futile to attempt to

fix the rank of this class.

164. A list of names of persons who are called rakbu in our

documents may serve some purpose later.

Abdunu

Ahu-amur

Ahu-lamassi

Ahe-erba

Anma-bani

Asur-killani

Asur-mukin

Bel-ahu-iddin

Bel-sarru-usur

Usanni-ilu

Zabinu

Zer-ukin

Harhanda

Isdi-ekurri

Isdi-Nabfi

Kusai

Lakisi

Mannu-ki-Arbaili

Mannu-ki-Harran

Nabu-sum-iddin

Nabu-tiris

The following persons are styled rakbu sa sepd.

Arbailai

Bel-ahesu

Bel-balat

Bel-Harran-sarr-usur

Um-xx(kan)-ai

Hambaku
Mame
Mannu-ki-Arbaili

Na'id-Adadi

Silim-Asur

Sirua-ilu

Salmu-ahe

Kurdi-Adadi

Samas-erba

Sar-Nergal

Sarru-ibni

Sarru-ludari

Sulmu-ahi.

Marduk-sum-iddin

Nabuai

Sum-ukin.

The names of the rakbu GAB-MES are as follows.

Ahu-amur

Asur-bel-danan

Dari-sarru

Mannu-ki-Harran

Nabu-zer-iddin

Nabu-musezib

Na'id-Adadi

Sirua-ilu

Salnui-usluisanni.

The alternative title bel fiarkabti occurs on no. 364, Bibi, on

no. 525, Istar-nadin-aplu and on no. 632, unnamed. An interesting
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list of [)arts of a chariot is given hy K 2026, where we have iippu

fiarkal'fi, kumaddu (?) || , n'tni
|| , sikkat niri

\\
siiddiniiu

|| ,

simiftion <S:c.

The next title on K 4395, v. 12 is given as ainil NU-(isu) SAR.
'I'his has already been dealt with ;

i^ 144. In a similar way, other

titles are given in two separate connections. All the same, the

'gardener' or 'planter' seems out of place here, and I canntjt

help susj)ecting that amH NU (jsu) MAR is really meant. That

would be a new form for the rakbu ; it is not otherwise known

to me.

The tainkarn.

165. This name is given in R 4395, v. 13, as aincl tam-kar.

He is the 'merchant,' or 'broker': certainly one who buys to sell

again. K 245, Col. 11. 8 speaks f(jr tani-ka-ri against damkaru^ in

da/n-ga-ru/n the g is due to assimilation. The part which the iamkaru

played, in buying ' crops on the land (S:c.,' is well illustrated by

Meissner's Altbabylonische Gesdze B. A. S. iii. p. 493 ff. In our

documents the title appears, usually written iam-kar, with the signs

given by Briinnow, nos. 11 105 and 6531 ; but once in no. 229 R 4,

we have {UD = ) tam-kar. In our documents the tamkaru usually

appears as a witness. Oppert Doc. fur. 192 &c. renders artifex,

'artisan.' In no. 261, Bakilia is a ' tatukar of horses,' in no. 357 we

have the Queen's iamkar. Local tamkari axc named ; in no. 357, of

Kiskai ; no. 50, of Kakzi.

The following list of names may prove useful.

Adadi-iddin

Adadi-raba

Adi or Idi

Aplia

Bakilia

Bel-niJri

Bir-Samas (?)

Ginai

Dadu-erba

Erba-ilani

Zizi

Hadasai

Haldi-rimani

Halli...

Ilti-ur (?)

Immania

Isdi-Sibitti

Istar-paia

Le'iti-ili

Maliktu

Mati-ilai

Suhuramu

Pulhusezib

Salmute

Rahimi-sarru

Rimani-Adadi

Rimani-ilu

Samas-nammir

Simanii

Summa-ili

It is interesting to note, among these names, that of Rimani-Adadi,

perhaps the same who was afterwards the great business agent of the

King's, the miikil apati daniiu sa Asiirbanipal sar mat .Issur. (^uite

a number of these names wear a foreign aspect.
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On V. R. 1 6, 2 2 the ideogram for tamkam is SAB-GAL, and it

is followed by SAB-TUR, which is rendered samalli'i. The word

may be a sort of ^ rebus,'' since DAM means 'wife,' or 'woman'; so

damkar would be ' Fraiienkauf.'' So Jensen ; cf. Z. A. vi. p. 349.

The influence these traders had acquired is shewn by the fact that in

no. 434 we have a mention of the mina of the merchant, AIANA sa

tamkari. See later, in the chapter on the Money System.

166. The next title in K 4395, v. 14 is amel mubarrimu, which

simply means ' a weaver,' or ' spinner ' possibly. See Del. H. IV. B.

p. 186 b. What the reason for putting him here can be is not clear.

This title does not occur in our documents.

The next title in K 4395, v. 14 is amc/ musappin. I am inclined

to connect this with the Talm. ^*?''V, 'a mat,' and not with the HDV

which Meissner gives, Supp. p. 82 a. A 'matmaker' is akin to 'a

weaver.' The title does not occur in our documents.

The next title on K 4395, v. 15 is written amel LID-ZADIM,
possibly an ideographic writing of the last, or the next : compare

also sasinnu later
; § 200.

The next title in K 4395, v. 16 is amel sarip SU-GAB-SI-A.
This clearly is a 'dyer' of some sort. The SU-GAB-SI-A remind

one of the SU-gabm of Nbd. 928. Delitzsch, H. W. B. p. 705 a.

reads this tahsu. It seems clear, from the passages there quoted,

that the word denotes 'sheep-skins.' The process referred to may
perhaps really be that of ' tanning,' as sarapu seems to include many

processes of manufacture. The title does not occur in our docu-

ments. According to K 954, the price of 301 SU-GAB-SI-A-MES
was ten minas forty shekels of silver at Kalhu ; and 3 SU-GAB-SI-A
fetched six and a half shekels of silver in the great gate of Harran.

The next title in K 4395, v.. 17 is amel sa eli kanate. I am
inclined to connect this kanate with the kannii given in Meissner

Siippt. p. 85 a. There a number of cases of katmu are collected.

The form kani, simply spelt ka-ni, is common in the Census tablets,

e.g. ka-ni al Harran, which certainly means ' in the district of

Haran.' As the kepn was probably over the kepani, so this otificial

seems likely to have been over the districts known as the kannn or

kdnu. This title does not occur in our documents. There is

perhaps a suggestion, in its position here, that the rab kisir, who
comes next, is the person who is over the kanu. If so the kanu is the

local correlative of kisni, the territorial district from which the kisru

of men was drawn. Whether this word kdni is really connected with
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the kanu, meaning a 'rccd/is not clear: hut Dclitzsch, //. //'. />'.

p. 588 I), connects the title sa iii kaiiafe and the rii/> kanalu ot Str.

III. 421, 4 with kanu.

The rah kisir.

167, The next title in K 4395, v. iS is the rah kisir. On the

meanings of kasaru and its derivatives see Del. H. W. B. p. 590 b

and following pages. The rcib kisir is given on p. 591 b as a

military title, one who was over a kisru, a 'major,' &c. Here kisrii

is taken to denote probably a single definite company or body of

men; a 'battalion.' The numerous passages in the letters, where

it occurs, admit of such a meaning as a rule, but it shews how

thoroughly military was Assyrian society when we find so much
ordinary business in the hands of 'majors,' 'colonels,' 'sergeants,'

'charioteers,' 'chariot-drivers,' 'foot-soldiers,' &c. In fact every

military office seems to have had a civil ofifice which was its other

side. To judge by the prevalence of military officers in our

documents we might imagine Nineveh a garrison town. Certainly

at this period Mars was in the ascendant in Assyria. At the same

time, we may run a risk, in not allowing for the dual aspect of an

office. In old Babylonian times kisru was ' hire ' or ' pay.' The
kisru may have been a ' hired troop ' and the ra/> kisir as much a

'paymaster' as a 'major.'

In no. 276 R 5—8 a rab kisir is followed directly by four men,

each of whom is called an amci kisir sarri; in no. 251 R 2 the

same term is apparently used. In no. 21, R E i, Nabu-sarr-usur is

called an anic/ kisir sarri, and in no. 58, R 16 Zabinu is called an

amel kasir. It is hardly likely these are all mistakes for rab kisir

sarri, &c. Hence we may be fairly certain that there was a body of

men, each of whom had the title kisir, and that the King had a

special kisru of his own : cf. the kisir sarrttti, Winckler's Forsch. i.

p. 406. The amel kasir may be distinct from the amcl kisir.

As a consequence of this division of the available adult population

into a number of kisru, it seems that a rab kisir had certain rights

over the persons of the men who formed his kisru. Thus in no. 164,

it appears that one Hani was condemned to be held, with his

belongings, as a security for a certain payment. It is expressly

stipulated that, until that payment has been made, his rab kisir

shall have no power over him. He was therefore i)ound to work
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out his debt, and till his debtor was satisfied his superior officer

could not claim any military service from him, or his. So in no. 446,

an estate, a plantation and serfs are sold, and the buyer is expressly

exempted from the claim of the rab kisir. Obviously that claim was

one upon the labour of the serfs : but it is local in its bearing. It

need not be hastily assumed that this was a claim exclusively for

military service. It may also have been for labour on public works,

the corvee of later times, probably the arad sarniti of the later

Babylonian days. Compare further nos. 498 and 509.

The term kisru is certainly used in a local sense. Thus K 9921

enumerating a list of hcl pihati, each over some one city, begins with

Ahu-ilai bel pihati of Ninua, next Nabu-sarr-usur bel pihati of

Nineveh, kisir Sinaherba essi : we have here two persons, bel pihati

of Nineveh, one clearly of Nineveh proper, the other of the new
kisru of Sennacherib. We can hardly refuse to admit that this was

a certain district of Nineveh, called after the King, who did so much
for the city, his 'new quarter.' That the amel kisir formed a

numerous class follows from 82-5-22, 112, where 300 amel KA-SAR
are named at one time. On K 660, H. A. B. L. p. 77, we learn

that the King had raised Tabalai, son of Bel-Harran-ahu-usur, to the

amel rab kisirtUu.

168. The words after the date on no. 64, inadvertently omitted

by me, are kisir Asur-ah-iddin sar mat Assiir. This can perhaps be

the title of the Eponym, NabiVbel-usur, of B.C. 672— i. He was

however the sakfiii of l)ur-Sargon. It is quite as likely to be an

indication that the property pledged lay in the district or kisru of

Esarhaddon. This was perhaps another suburban quarter of Nineveh.

In no. 694, R 3 we have NAM-kisir, which of course may be a

variant to rab kisir, or it may be the remains of bel pihati of kisir, so

and so. In the latter case we have another indication of a local use

of kisru. In K 468, H. A. B. L. p. 113, the King says 'the people

who are set down in the note, to wit, the kisir sa aksuruni and gave

thee &c.' ; shewing that the kisir here was a collection of soldiers.

The renderings of rab kisir which have been proposed do not

greatly commend themselves. Professor Oppert, Doc. Jur. p. 192,

gives princeps divisiouis, which is very close to what seems to be the

real meaning, but on the next page he has le gratid juge. In the

Corpus Ins. Sem. p. 24, he gives publicanus. Dr Peiser more

consistently renders, Sdckelmeister ; K B iv. p. 150 and passim.

l6g. The contention, that the rab kisir was exclusively a
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military officer, is rather weakened hy the fact that a number of

officials had their rab kisir.

The King's rab kisir is named in nos. 252, 276 ; the rab kisir sa

matt, i.e. 'of the palace,' in nos. 284, 625 ; of the Crown- Prince in

nos. 312, 621, 211, 308, 233, 345, 115, cf. 207, 470; of the mutir

puti of the Oown Prince in nos. 207, 470 ; some rab kisir sa sepa in

no. 235, cf. 470 ; a rab kisir 'of the weavers' in no. 59 ; of the mar

sipri oi the Queen in no. 494 ; of a mutir piUi in no. 115. In the

case of the weavers, we may regard it as likely that they occupied a

separate quarter of Nineveh, which would be called the kisru isparc

perhaps. This quarter had its rcib kisir, who would prcjbably have

claims on its population for a quota of men for the army, public

works, &c. It is, however, not likely that the mar sipri of the

Queen had a kisru, as only one such person is indicated. Hence

the rab kisir must have been his 'servant' or inferior officer. So

the miit'ir puti, who are said to have a rcib kisir, must have been

under, not over them. A comparison of no. 473 R 10 with no. 474
R 10 would seem to shew that the rab kisir, Nergal-sallimani, was

not only a rab kisir but also a ' weaver.' This probably means that

like NabCl-ti, in no. 59, he was rab kisir of the weavers' kisru. In

no. 364 R 8, we find that Isdi-Harran was a rab kisir Gimirai.

Was there then a kisru of Gimirri ? The usual writing of the term

in our documents is amel rab ki-sir, but we have rab KA-SAR in

no. 699, and KA-SAR in no. 116. The meaning of KA-SAR is not

clear. We can read it kasiru and the title KU-KA-SAR, if really

related, suggests a connection with ' clothing.'

170. A list of the names of those who bore these titles may be

of interest.

Abilu

Abit-papahi

Adadi-nadin-sum

AhunQri

AhCini

Akkullanu

AN-.MA-li

Apil-sarri-ilai

Asur-ah-iddin

Asur-bullit

Asur-etir

Asur-ziram

A.sur-killani

Asur-ilai

Asur-mukin

Atalumuia (?)

Balasi

Bel-ah-usur

Bel-Harran-ibni

Gabri

Erba-Istar

Unzarhu-Asur

Unzarhi-Istar

Usi

Urdu

Zahatutu

ZerAti

Zer-Istar

Hubaste

Hinilmu

I'ebetai

Ilu-iadinu

Ilu-...kenis-usur

Ilu-na'id

Isdi-Harran

Isdi-Naba
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Istar-ilai

Kakkullanu

Kulkulanu

Kisir-Asur

La'iti-ilu

Luku

Likipu

Mame
Mannu-ki-abi

Mannu-ki-Arbaili

Mannu-ki-Nabu

Mardu
Marduk-ah-ibni

Marduk-etir

Musezib-Asur

Milki-idri

Nabu-apil-sarri-usur

Nabu-balatsu-ikbi

Nabu-rimani

Nabu-sallim-ahe

Nabu-sarr-usur

Nabu-ti

Nergal-asarid

Nergal-sallimani

Ninip-ti

Silim-Samas

Sin-aplu-usur

Sin-bel-usur

Sin-na'id

Sabanu

Sabinu

Salmu-sarr-ikbi

Sansanu

Rimtu

Samas-ilai

Samas-na'id

Sarru-emurani

Sulmu-bel-lamur

Sumai

Summa-ili

171. On K 4395, V. 20, the title rah MU-GI follows. This

has already been dealt with. Its occurrence here may be due to

some similarity of function with that of the rab kisir. One may be

inclined to surmise that AfU-GI is really the same as kisru. I know

of nothing to support this view.

The next office named on K 4395, v. 21 is that of the amel

A-BAL, which is rendered in iv. R. 12, 40 by ndk me. The

A-BAL itself is rendered dilutu in K 56, 11. 3, and BAL is given

as dab'i 'to draw up water,' in 11. R. 38, 5 e. These words are

certainly connected with the apparatus for watering the fields in

Mesopotamia: compare the passage in Dehtzsch, H. IV. B. p. 218 a.,

diilati uratta {isu) zirika ilalma me idaliu, ' he fastens the buckets,

suspends the pole, and draws up the water.' The ndk me had also a

special function in the funereal rites : see specially Del. //. JV. B.

p. 479 a. This official does not occur in our documents.

The next official named on K 4395, v. 22 is the atiiel SA-GAZ,
rendered by 11. R. 26, 13 g and 11. R. 49, 34 e as habbatu. Del.

H. W. B. p. 269a, gives a meaning, 'plunderer,' 'robber.' It

seems very improbable that the profession of 'a robber' would be put

in a list of officials. I am more inclined to suppose such a meaning

as ' slaughterer,' of animals in sacrifice, or a butcher (?). The title

does not occur in our documents. As habahi is used of taking

crops from the fields, see V. R. 46, 48, ihh'it sera, perhaps habbatu

means 'a harvester,' as does the next title. (Professor Jensen.)

172. The next profession mentioned on K 4395, v, 23, is the

amel SE-KI-KUD. The group SE-KI-KUD is given by K 4170,
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R 5 as t\udu: sec Del. //. //'. A", p. 120I), f. The ideograph for

the office therefore denotes the 'rLajx-r.' Del. If. IV. B. p. 121a

says the reading is still uncertain. Miiss-Arnf)]t gives aiiiti esidani,

'harvesters,' from the Aramaic ]1'iT\\ see Z. A. in. 239, 9 and Rev.

(TAssyr. 11. 29. The ideographic form of the title occurs in our

documents, nos. 88, 129, 130, 148, 674. A phonetic reading of

the term, a>H(/ (•-y/c//, occurs in no. 132. A superior official, or

'foreman,' of the rcapiis is called nmc/ sa/ci/ es/di, literaily 'one

who looks after the harvest'; or possibly 'one who feeds the

reapers.'

The next f)fifice named on K 4395, v. 24, is the amr/ UD-SU,
which is not otherwise known to me. Perhaps it is to he read

phonetically Parsu, cf. Del. //. W. B. p. 546 a.

The next office named on K 4395, v. 25 is the amcl rah SA-SIT.

Now V. R. II, 4 d gives SA-cilT ^•~> riikasu; which means 'property'

in general : see Del. H. IV. B. p. 464 a : who gives rah nikasi as

meaning ' Hauptkassierer, Kassenverwalter ' h.c. The term occurs

in our no. 204, as the title of a witness. The nikasu seems to have

been 'the delivery of goods ordered,' 'rendering account of them,'

then perhaps an 'undertaking.' See the passages in Tallqvist Spr.

Nbd. under nikasu and Zehnpfund B. A. S. i. p. 535.

173. The reverse of K 4395 has its last column so badly

damaged that little can be made of it. When it first becomes

intelligible we meet with the title LUGAL IM-GT, which however

has an ayncl clearly before it. That points to its being not a royal

title, but one of those high-priestly or national offices which a king

did often occupy, like sakkanaku. The next title is written amcl

NU-SUR-MES, or perhaps, amel fiiikus {pht). Perhaps this is a

'doorkeeper'; compare 11. R. 23, 40, 41, where fiiikusu appears to

be a synonym of nir dalti and muk'il dalti.

The next title lililu may be ideographic. The next is Sl-UM-

BAR, which also seems ideographic. For the next amcl-NUN-ATES

we may perhaps read r-ubuti, 'princes.' In the same line is amel

NUN-LAL, which is very likely a synonym. The LAL is not quite

convincing, amcl NUN-ME is given as abkallu : see Del. H. IF. B.

p. 9 a. The next reads amel KUR-GAR-RA : with which we may

perhaps compare the amcl KUR-GAR-RA of no. 160, rev. 12.

\\Tiat these mean I cannot tell. The title is borne by' a witness,

Salabeltisunu, in no. 160.

The next title is the amel UR-RAK, which is rendered assi/ifiu

i- 9
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in II. R. 32, 22 e. The preceding KUR-GAR-RA in the places

quoted Del. H. W. B. p. no a, make it probable that we have

here also two variant forms. The assinmi is a ' temple servant

'

of some sort.

The title amel ardi mati, K 4395, vi. 27, is I think equivalent to

ardi eka//i, ' palace servant.' It is followed directly by amel apil

ekalli, lit. 'son of the palace,' very likely properly 'a slave born in

the palace
'

; but then generally applied to all palace servants.

These terms are not used in our documents exactly, but palace

'servants' are often mentioned, see under ardu in glossary.

The next title, K 4395, v. 29 is amel LfBIT-GAB-GAB, which

is rendered 11. R. 38, 10 e by labin libitti, 'a brickmaker.' The next

line appears to give two titles, amel GAR (or SA) and amel

murakkihi. This does not seem to be referable to rakasii, unless

rakdsii is a by form, perhaps with a similar meaning ; cf. the

forms nasaku and nasaku. The ajnel SA is discussed in § 226.

174. The next title in K 4395, v. 26 is amel TU-DAN-DAN.
I am not aware of any explanation of this. The next title is amel

TU-GAB-GAB. The sign Tux's, an ideogram for erebu, 'to enter,'

and amel TU-BITI, which may be a parallel form of title, very

likely means 'a temple servant,' 'one who enters the temple.'

^Vhat the second elements DAN-DAN and GAB-GAB could be

in these cases it is mere speculation to suggest. Any way, neither

title occurs in our documents. The a?nel TU-BIT or erib biti

occurs in our no. 660 a. On these titles see Jeremias, B. A. S. 1.

p. 288. On another view of the title nfnel TU-biti, see § 151.

This title may denote a neophyte, one who was in training for

the temple service. If such a meaning is permissible for TU, then

as DAN-DAN may be read kallab or gallab, the TU-DAN-DAN
may be connected with the gallabu which follows.

In K 4395, V. 28 we have the amel SU-I which K 4580, 8 reads

gal-la-bu. It appears to mean a ' hair-cutter ' or ' hair-dresser,' see

Del. H. W. B. p. 196 b. The term occurs in no. 160 as the title of

a witness. The gallabu also cut, or scratched, a mark on the skin

of a slave, to serve as a brand or mark of ownership.

Again, in K 4395, v. 29 we have the amel GIR-LAL with which

we have dealt already. It may here be rendered by the next line,

where we have nakisu : which means 'one who cuts off,' with special

reference to ' decapitation ' : see Del. H. W. B. p. 463 a. Hence

one side of the ' dagger bearer's ' ofifice may have been the slaughter
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of cattle for sacrifice: sec tnis patri in § 115, and compare the

'Cultustafel' of Sippara, B. A. S. i. p. 289.

175. Iiiiniediately follows, in K 4395, v. 31, the title atticl

MU-l'itili. Mere MU is certainly some 'servant.' Whether it is

the same MU di^ appears in ni/i MU and rii/) MU-GI must remain

open for the present. \Vhat is clearly the .same title occurs in our

no. 640, where we have, as witnesses, an atnH MU Inti ilu lYitiip,

and an ami!MU h'lti ilu Nahu. They are placed below the priests,

satii^ii^ several scribes, a house manager, rah ckalli (Jsrc. The official

immediately preceding the first is a rab BI-LUL of Ninip. This

witness comes last of alt, in the list of those who belonged to the

temple of Ninip. Thus the MU-lnt-i/i was rather low in the scale of

temple officials. He may have been the 'baker.'

The next title on K 4395, v. 32, is af/ic/ sa malgCitcm. The
malgiite occur in our documents as a district and seem to be the

'brick-yards.' Perhaps here we have also a ' brickmaker.'

176. The next title on K 4395, v. 33, appears to be amel raksu.

I think this is shortened from the form amel rakasu, which occurs

three times as the title of witnesses, in no. 330. There we see that

the rab saki had his rakasu. In view of Del. H. IV. B. 621, and

the connections of rakasu with building operations, perhaps this was

an ' architect ' or ' builder ' of some kind. The form raksu occurs in

no. 526, and in no. 50 R 2 we have an amel raksu daldni, perhaps a

' mender of buckets.' In no. 398 we have affiel rak-sa. Perhaps

the connection with the proper meaning of rakasu, ' to bind,' ' make

fast,' indicates a ' repairer ' of damages in general ; compare musarkis

§ 152. On K 550, //. ^. ^. Z. p. 59, some Kusai horses are named

as belonging to the ai/iel rak-su-{plu) of the house of the rab sake.

This connection with horses may be significant. A frequent ex-

pression for devoting horses to the service of the god is, ifia scpd Hi

trakkas, ' he shall harness (or bind them) at the feet of the god.' So,

the horses themselves are termed raksuti, i.e. 'harness honses,' on

K 1 1 13, R. 8, //! A. B. L. p. 64: the verb urakkasuni follows two

lines lower. On K 533, 9, H. A. B. L. p. 309, the amel rak-su-ti

are named, again in connection with 'horses.' On K 653, 14,

H. A. B. L. p. 149, an amel rak-su-(J>lu), perhaps to be read amel

raksiiti, appears to be a sanit of the rdb MUGU.
The superior officer amel rdb rak-si is named on Rm 77, 6,

H. A. B. L. p. 436, along with the rdb kalle : cf. Delitzsch B. A. S.

II. p. 29.

9—2
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The sakuK.

177. In line 32, on K 4395, vi. we have the two titles amel

sa-Bn and atJiel GAR-nu. They both are formed from SA - sakdnu,

by the phonetic suffixes k}n, written MAT, and ;/?/. Hence they

are clearly to be read amel sakhi and amel sakiiu.

There is no doubt that this official, so often mentioned in the

Canon lists, as well as in the historical texts and our documents,

was the chief official in the principal cities of Assyria. Every town,

of proper rank to furnish an Eponym, had its saknii. Unlike many

other Assyrian titles, it is easy to see the connection between the

functions he discharged and the proper meaning of <^he word. One

can hardly refuse to admit that saknii properly means, ' one who is

set,' or ' placed,' in a position. Consequently we find such meanings

given as ' Bestellter, Eingesetzter ' Del. H. W. B. p. 659 b, and

' Vertreter,' then ' Statthalter.' See on the whole subject Winckler's

Gesch. Bab. Ass. p. 210 f; and Delitzsch B. A. S. 11. p. 47 f. It is

clear that the saknu's position was properly that of locum tenens for

the king ; a ' delegate,' a ' deputy,' the forerunner and closely similar

parallel of the Persian satrap. The appointment of this official was

certainly in the hands of the king. Thus we read, amel sakin {pin)

sikin katia astakkana elisun, 'the sakiiuti, the deposit (literally) of

my hands, I placed over them.' So also Adadi-nirari calls himself

sakan irsit Hani, ' the locum tenens on earth of the gods
'

; and

Pudu-ilu is the saknu of Bel : so also Sargon, who had no hereditary

claim to the throne. The saknu is then the vicegerent of the king.

As such, it is a more general, and inclusive title, than bel-pahati, kepii,

(S:c. It is not so much a distinct mark of the class of official as a

note of the function discharged by him. Sargon sets his sufsake as

sakimti over conquered peoples, and this is denoted by ana amel

NAM-ii-ti. Hence the amel NAM, the piM, or bel pahati, is, in

some points of view, a saknu. On another side, this amel NAM-ti-ti

is equivalent to the amel bel-NAM-11-ti or office of the bel pahati.

Hence in the word saknu, the fact that he is nominee of the king is

brought forward, while his rank and administrative function is made

prominent by his title bel pihdti. For a statement of the powers of

the saknu, little more can be needed than Dr Winckler has given.

178. That the sa-khi, of the Canon lists, and of the dates on

our documents, is really the saknu is implied in K 4395, vi. 31 ;

where amel sa-khi is placed on the same line with amel GAR-nu
;
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in which group GAR ^- sakanu, and its derivatives and //// is the

phonetic complement. The old reading of sa-ktn as sa-lat is now

abandoned. A considerable variety of spelling obtains in our

documents. In the dates we usually have the construct, sa-kin

matt or ali \ spelt GAR-MAT. The commonest form of the

nominative is GAR-nu, i.e. saknu ; hut GAR alone is used in

•^os. 77, 308: if not elsewhere. We find sak-nii, a purely phonetic

spelling in nos. 350, 560, sak-an-su in no. 223, sa-ka-su in nos. 87,

88, sa-kan-su in no. 478, sa-kin, i.e. GAR-HAR, in no. 77. Some
of these spellings possibly refer, however, to a different title : see

§ 226. That we have sometimes to do with a very different person

from the chief magistrate of a province is certain : for example, from

no. 607, where we have a saknu, GAR-nu of the king's son ; no. 619,

where in line 5 and line 10 two slaves sold are said to be amel

GAR, or saknu. In no. 629, Silim Asur is an ame/ GAR. In

these cases we may have the original sense of a ^ locum tetiens.''

In no. 619, 8 Asur-dilr-kali, a slave sold, is called saknu sake.

In a large number of cases, some person is said to be, sa ali, or

sa mati; when sa is written with the sign GAR, we may be in doubt

whether sakin is meant or not. .Alongside these cases we also find

sa ali or sa mati, where there can be no doubt that ' of ' the city or

country is intended. I have not counted these cases of sa, among

the instances of saknu. They will be found in the glossary under

ia='of.' In no. 172, Musezib-Marduk is said to be a saknu of the

horses of the new palace. In no. 207, Sukkai and Samas-ri'ua bear

the title amcl GAR-nu; on no. 253, Asur-dur-usur is termed sa-khi

;

on no. 175, Isidsunu and Nabil-ahe-iddin ; on no. 4, Kurdi-sarri ; on

no. 351, Asur-bani and ...kiri; on no. 58, Dabl (or Tabi) ; and on

no. 50, Abu-ul-idi are termed amel GAR.
The saknu is often mentioned as an official likely to assert a

claim over estates sold or pledged, evidently in connection with the

service due, for public works, or the army; see nos. 77, 85, 87, 88,

164, 223, 244, 271, 307, 308, 325, 405, 418, 419, 426, 429, 471,

474, 477, 478, 495, 560, 641. An amcl GAR-sarri, which I read

sakin sarri, is named ; in no 50, Nergal-na..sir of Kurban ; on

no. 322, Hubasate.

The sakintu.

179. Before giving a list of the various persons who held the
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office of sakfiK, we must notice a very remarkable fact in connection

with the office. It seems that a number of ladies held this office.

In our documents we repeatedly meet with some lady bearing the

title of sakintu. That this is a feminine form of sak7iu goes without

saying. Dr Peiser, K. B. iv. p. 117 renders it admirably Statt-

halterin. Dr Oppert, Assyrische Landrecht, Z. A. xiii. p. 267,

suggests ' Frau des sak?iu, Friifekten,'' and later says ' enhveder

Hdndlerin, Piiifektin.^

The Assyrian scribes resort to a variety of spellings, perhaps

because the title was somewhat novel : we have sa-kiti-tu, sa-kin-fii,

sa-kiu-ti, sa-ki?i-te, sa-kin-tu, sa-kin-ti, sa-ki-in-ti'c, sa-kt-in-ti, sa-ki-in-te,

{GAR = ) sakin-tii, {GAR^ ) sakin-te and sa-kin-tu, written with the

sign GIM for kin. As SA or GAR is the ideogram for sakanu,

from which the word is derived, the scribe generally begins with sa

;

once only he v.-rites sd-kin-tii. As we have seen above, aine/ GAR is

often written for saknu, we may therefore suppose that SAL-GAR
was read sakintu. Consequently when K 829 gives a list of 13

SAL-GAR-MES, we may suppose these to be 13 ladies bearing the

title sakifitu. Thus we learn that at one time there were as many as

10 cities or municipalities ruled, each by a sakijitu, or lady saknu.

We learn then from this list that Nineveh had at least three quarters,

called Kabal A^iniia, Mahirte Ninua and Mahirte Kisir Essi. Other

cities named are Nasibitia, Sibaniba, Siidu, Tedi, Kapa, Dihhan,

Sum, and ' the palace ' of the Belit biti. The list seems to be drawn

up for the purpose of enumerating the weavers belonging to the royal

establishment, those in the cities of Rasappa, Urzuhina, Mazamua,

Arapha, Kar-Asur and Lahiru are given, and the grand total was

one hundred and forty-five. That I am correct in reading SAL-

GAR-MES, as saknati, seems proved by the fact that, in no. 643,

the sakinte of Kabal Ninua is named; so also nos. 67 and 190.

That Kabal ali means the same as Kabal Ninua is probable, when

we compare nos. 232 and 447 ; in the former the lady Ahudalli is

sakintu of Kabal all, in the latter of Nineveh. Kabal ali is also

named in no. 242 and the sakintu of Nineveh in no. 339. A sakintu

of Assur is named in no. 209. For the most part ' the sakintu ' is

named, without any specification of her province, and I am incHned

to think that in such cases Nineveh is meant.

Ahudalli was sakintu of Kabal Ninua, in B.C. 685, 683, and seems

to be the same person as Ahidalli in no. 643, if we may read the

sign tar as dal there. In B.C. 668, Sarpi was a sakintu, and in
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n.c. 694, Addati held this office. In view of the number of ladies

who held this title at one time, it would be absurd to attempt to

identify with those ladies, whose names we know, others who are

found in the office about the same date.

180. Arguing from the case of the saknu, we may feel sure that

these ladies were set in their office by the king's will. They were

very likely princesses. The sakintit was certainly a person of

property; in no. 137 her corn, in no. 62 her field, in no. 120 her

sheep, in no. 76 her slave, and in nos. 218 and 356 her sah'i^ are

named. She buys and sells and generally transacts business,

apparently in her own right ; directly, or through her agent. It is

perhaps hazardous to conclude that less responsible ladies, of lower

rank, had the same privileges. The title does not occur before

B.C. 694, the Eponym of no. 67 being clearly not the Sinsallimani of

B.C. 748 ; the title occurs once in B.C. 694, twice in B.C. 693, once in

B.C. 687, once in B.C. 685, once in B.C. 683, twice in B.C. 668, in

B.C. 652, and often at later dates.

A list of saknuti of various cities, at different dates, may be of

interest. I have arranged them under their cities.

Ahi-Zuhina; B.C. 839, Ninip-kibsi-usur ; B.C. 837, Kurdi-A.sur;

B.C. 802, Ninip-ilai ; B.C. 767, Kurdi-Asur ; B.C. 731, Nergal-

uballit; B.C. 710, Samas-bel-usur.

Akkad ; B.C. 644, Samas-udaninani.

Alihu ; Ep. G. Musallim-Asur.

Amedi ; B.C. 800, Ilu...; B.C. 762, Tab-Bel; B.C. 726, Marduk-bel-

usur ; B.C. 705, Upahhir-Bel, and later La'iti-ilu.

Arapha ; B.C. 812, Samas-kumua ; B.C. 803, Asur-baltu-nise ; B.C. 769,

Bel-ilai ; B.C. 745, Nabu-bel-usur ; B.C. 735, Asur-sallimani

;

B.C. 714, Istar-duri.

Arbailu ; B.C. 787, Balatu ; B.C. 759, Pan-A.sur-lasme ; B.C. 702,

NabiVli'. Later K 9921, Misu.

Arzuhina; K 1988, Nabu-kusurani.

Arpadda ; B.C. 692, Zazai.

Assur; B.C. 805, Ilu...; B.C. 776, I'an-Asur-lasme ; B.C. 748,

Adadi-bel-ukin ; b.c. 738, Adadi-bcl-ukin ; B.C. 716, Tab-sil-

esarra. Later a sakintu is named.

Babilu ; B.C. 653, Amianu.

Barhal.su; B.C. 698, Sulmu-sarri ; B.C. 674, Sarru-nuri : n.c. 650,

Asur-dur-u.sur. I^ter (?) Asur-alik-pani.

Gargamis; B.C. 691, Bel-emurani.
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Guzana ; p..c. 794, Mannu-ki-Asur ; B.C. 763, Bur-Sagale ; B.C. 727,

Bel-Harran-bel-usur ; B.C. 706, Mutakkil-Asur.

Durilu ; Iliada', B.C. 725; B.C. 670, Sulmu-bel-lasme.

Dur-Sinaherba ; B.C. 667, Gabbaru.

Dur-Sarrukin ; B.C. 688 (?) Iddin-ahe ; B.C. 672, Nabu-bel-usur

;

B.C. 664, Sarru-ludari. K. 1253, Kisir-Asur.

Dimaska; B.C. 694, Ilu-ittia.

Harran ; B.C. 685, Tiri ; B.C. 649, Sagabbu.

Hindana ; B.C. 646, Belsunu ; Ep. B. Sin-sarr-usur.

Isana; B.C. 791, Sepa-Samas ; B.C. 758, Bel-takkil ; B.C. 700 Mitunu.

Kakzi ; B.C. 832, Sarpati-Bel ; B.C. 789, Adadi-musammir ; b.c. 760,

Lakipu ; B.C. 724, A.sur-ismeani ; B.C. 703, Nuhsai ; Ep. H,

Abu-ul-idi ; Ep. g, Marduk-rimani.

Kalhu; B.C. 852, Samas-bel-usur; B.C. 798, Bel-tarsi-AN-MA ; B.C. 772,

Asur-bel-usur ; B.C. 744, Bel-danan ; b.c. 734, Bel-danan:

B.C. 713, Asur-banij later K 1988, Bel-nasir.

Kapa ; K 829, 10 a sakintu.

Kar-Asur-ah-iddin ; B.C. 648, Bel-Harran-sadua ; the Assyrian Tyre.

Kullania; B.C. 684, Mazarnie.

Kumuhhi ; B.C. 668, Mar-larim ; B.C. 645, Nusku-ilai ; Ep. Q, Salmu-

sarr-ikbi.

Kurban ; B.C. 784, Nabu-sarr-usur ; B.C. 757, Ninip-iddin ; B.C. 699,

Bel-sarrani ; Ep. H, Nergal-nasir.

Kirruri; B.C. 835, Nergal-mudammik ; B.C. 814, Mudammik-sarri

;

B.C. 797, Asur-bel-usur ; B.C. 675, Ninip-mukin-nise ; B.C. 729,

Liphur-ilu or Naphar-ilu ; B.C. 708, Samas-bel-usur.

Lahiru ; B.C. 673, Atri-ilu ; B.C. 670, Nergal-ilai.

LuUume; B.C. 712, Sarru-emur-ani.

Mazamua; B.C. 811, Bel-kata-sabit ; B.C. 783, Ninip-nasir ; b.c 768,

Aplai ; B.C. 733, Asur-udaninani.

Markasa ; B.C. 682, Nabu-sarr-usur ; B.C. 680, Dananu.

Musasir; Abalukunu.

Mihinis; B.C. 792, Bel-ikisani ; B.C. 755, Kisu.

Nasibina; b.c. 853, Samas-abua ; B.C. 816, Sarpati-Bel; B.C. 801,

Sepa-sarri; B.C. 782, AN-MA-li' ; B.C. 774, Istar-duri ; B.C. 746,

Nergal-na.sir ; B.C. 736, Ninip-ilai ; B.C. 716, Taklak-ana-Bel.

Had a sakintu, K 829.

Ninua; B.C. 834, lahalu ; B.C. 790, Ninip-ukin-ahi ; B.C. 761, Ninip-

ukin-ahi ; B.C. 725, Mahdi : B.C. 704. Nabu-dini-epus ; B.C. 682,

Nabu-zer-kenis-lisir ; B.C. 647, Ahu-ilai (?).
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Ninua; Kisir Sin-ahc-crha ; K 9921, Nubu-sarr-usur.

„ Kisir essi ; K 829, a sakintu.

„ Kal)al Ninua had a sak'tntu, K 829 : n.c. 685, Ahudalli

;

Ep. II. ; n.c. 668.

Ninua ; Mahirtc Ninua had a sakintu, K 829.

Samalla ; B.C. 681, Nabii-ah-erL's.

Samirina ; B.C. 645, Nabu-sarr-ahesu.

Sune ; sakintu, K 829.

Sinie ; B.C. 732, NabO-bel-usur ; B.C. 712, Ninip-alik-pani.

Parnunna ; B.C. 785, Marduk-sarr-usur ; B.C. 756, Bel-sadua; B.C. 697,

NabQ-dQr-usur.

Parsua ; Rm 70, Ilu-taklak.

Purammu ; K 9921, Marduk-crba.

Supitc ; B.C. 683, Mannu-ki-Adadi.

Surri, Tyre ; B.C. 648, Bel-Harran-sadua.

Simirra ; B.C. 693, Iddin-ahe ; Ep. H, Mannu-ki-ahe.

Kue 3 B.C. 685, Asur-udaninani ; Ep. K, Nabu-udaninani ; Ep. S,

Marduk-sarr-usur.

Rasappa ; B.C. 838, Ninip-ilai ; B.C. 804, Nergal-ercs : B.C. 775,

Nergal-eres ; B.C. 747, Sin-sallimani ; B.C. 737, Bel-cmurani

;

later K 9921, Abda'.

Rimusa; B.C. 786, Adadi-uballit ; b.c. 754, Ninip-sezibani ; n.c. 681,

Milkia ; Ep. J, Sulmu-Bel.

Sallat ; B.C. 836, Sepa-sarri ; b.c. 813, Nergal ; B.C. 796, Marduk-sadua
;

B.C. 773, Mannu-ki-Adadi.

Svldu ; K 829 under sakintu.

Sibaniba ; B.C. 787, Balatu, later K 829 under sakintu, old name of

Arbela.

Tushan ; B.C. 795, Ukin-abua ; r..c. 764, Sidki-ilu ; B.C. 728, Dur-

A.sur ; B.C. 707, Sa-Asur-dubbu.

Tuphan (?) ; K 829, under sakintu.

Te'di ; K 829, under sakintu.

Tille ; B.C. 817, Asur-banai-usur ; B.C. 793, Musalliin-Ninip ; B.C. 766,

Mu.sallim-Ninip ; b.c. 730, IJcl-ludari ; B.C. 709, Mannu-ki-

Asur-li'.

181. On glancing over this list it will be seen that I have not

separated the saknu from the hd pahdti. An Eponym is sometimes

said to be sakmi of a city, sometimes its hcl paJiati. Thus Adar-ilu

is sak)n of Lahira on no. 431, but bcl pahati of the same city

on no. 8, and Cylinder B of Esarhaddon. On tlie otlier hand,
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Manzarnie, the Eponym in B.C. 684, is called bel pahati of Kullania

on no. 230, and sa-kin of the same district on K 2670. I consider

it probable that a saknu was also bel pahati of the district, of which

his Eponymous capital was the chief town. It is not clear to me
whether a belpahati was always saknu.

The appearance of the saknu of a city in the list succeeds its

conquest and absorption into the Empire at a short interval. It is

the sign of complete and final incorporation. Carchemish was taken

B.C. 717, and the Eponym is named in B.C. 691. The saknu had

probably long been in power, but his turn to be Eponym had not

come. Arpad, taken in B.C. 740, first appears in the Eponym list in

B.C. 692. Kar-Esarhaddon, founded by Esarhaddon before B.C. 668,

appears, as well as Tyre, in B.C. 648. Dur-Sargon, founded B.C. 707,

appears, perhaps in B.C. 688, certainly in B.C. 672. Some of these

cities appear under a saknu at an early date. There was a hostile

expedition against Guzana in B.C. 8og. It appears under a saknu in

B.C. 794. There was a rebellion there, in B.C. 759, and an expedition

against it, the next year.

Some of these cities disappear from the list as time goes on.

There are two possible explanations of this. The rise of Nineveh,

under Sennacherib, into a position of overwhelming importance must

have led to a certain depopulation of the smaller cities. The

appointment of female governors, the sakintu, who never appear as

Eponyms, accounts for the disappearance of others. Thus Nasibina

which had a saknu, from B.C. 853 to B.C. 716, had later a sakintu,

and appears no more in the Eponym Lists. On the other hand a

saknu of Nineveh continued to be appointed down to B.C. 647 (?),

long after a sakintu had been in power over the quarters called

Kabal-Ninua, Kisir Essi, and Mahirte Ninua (?).

The appointment of saknu was evidently held fur life or good

behaviour. Some men retained their appointment for long periods.

Ninip-ukin-ahi, saknu of Nineveh in B.C. 790 and B.C. 761 ; Nergal-eres,

saknu of Rasappa in B.C. 804 and b.c. 775 ; Musallim-Ninip, saknu

of Tille, in B.C. 793 and b.c. 766 ; shew a long tenure of office.

Bel-danan was saknu of Kalhu in B.C. 744 and again B.C. 734.

Promotion evidently took place from the position of saknu of one

city to that of another. Sarpati-Bel, saktiu of Kakzi, in B.C. 832,

appears as saknu of Nasibina, in B.C. 816. Bel-emurani, saknu of

Carchemish, in B.C. 691, became Tartan in B.C. 686. Iddinahe, of

Simirra in B.C. 693, was, as G. Smith believed, the saknu of Dur-
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Sargon, in is.c. 688. .Scpa-sarri, sa/cnu of Sallat, in n.c. 836, appears

as saknu of Nasibina, in B.C. 801. Nabu-sarru-u.sur, in B.C. 682,

saknti of Markasi, seems on K 9921 to be bi'l piMti of the new

quarter, Sennacherib's, of Nineveh, and later as rabsakc in B.C. 655.

Of course it is not absolutely certain that these are always the same

persons. There may be some traces of a hereditary position, in the

recurrence of the same name, after an interval. It is very unlikely

that a son ever bore the same name as his father, but probably a

nephew, and more likely still a grandson, often did so. The Kurdi-

Asur, of Ahi-Zuhina, in n.c. 837, must surely have been related, in

some such way, to his successor, of the same name, seventy years

later.

182. The list in K 4395, vi. 32, now 'throws back' to the kipu^

with what purpose is not clear, unless to shew that a kcpii was closely

related in his functions to the saknu, who was certainly his superior

t)fficer. Here the guidance of that hst deserts us. P'or the other

ofificials named in our documents I shall follow an alphabetical order.

Some of these titles may really be the same as some of those already

named : but at present I see no evidence to connect them.

The abba.

The ab-ba is named on no. 403. Now K 50, i. 24, gives AB-BA
as irrisu, and K 4207 makes it a synonym of nasikii. In Asur-

banipal's proclamations to the Gambulai and the Sealanders, K 1054

and K 312 ; H. A. B. L. p. 295 and 301 ; he addresses them as

amcl ab-ba {plu) u marc, which looks very like 'fathers and sons,'

'old men and young men.' At any rate this use probably stamps

the abba as a 'Senator.' On K 620, 13; II. A. B. L. p. 82, the

amel AB-BA-(J>hi) are named with the hazdnate and the urasi.

The dsu.

The asu or 'physician,' see Del. H. IV. B. p. 107a, is often

named in our documents and the letters. The title is often written

ami/ A-ZU, which Rm 338 renders by a-su-ii. \ study of the

medical texts of Assyria and Babylonia must be made before we can

know how far the dsu was really a ' helper,' as his name originally

meant. Our confidence in his powers is not likely to be increased,

when we note that amcl AZU was also read bdri'i, a ' magician.'
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See Zimmern, Beitrdge z. Kenntniss d. Bab. Rel. ii. p. 82 f, on the

methods of this person. The goddess Gula was chief patron of the

healing art, she was asitu gal/atu, the 'great doctress.' From our

documents we learn that Ardi-Nabu, Bultai, Zerutti, Pusula, Sa-ib-ua

and Samas-ah-iddin were 'doctors.' Ardi-Gula is named in no. 277

as satiil sa rab dsu, 'deputy of the chief physician.' We have a

phonetic spelling a-su in nos. 349 and 630. The higher official

rdb dsii is named in nos. 118 and 192. In the former case he seems

to be called Batudani. A deputy or sanu, called Bani, is named on

nos. 377, 408, 470. Professor Zimmern suggests that this name is

derived from the Sumerian A-ZU and may mean the Wasserkundige,

if not simply the ' Kundige.' The importance of the examination of

urine, in the diagnosis of disease, if really implied by this title, would

greatly raise our respect for the dsu ; but I fear his observations were

solely directed to the behaviour of water in certain magical per-

formances.

The asiaku.

183. The asiaku, written amel KU-UB), is named in no. 307,

where Isdi-Belit bears the title ; and also in no. 619, where Dagil-ilu

has it. There is no doubt that it represents some trade or occupa-

tion, perhaps a 'handicraft.' I think it likely that the dl amel aslak'e,

named in no. 307, is one of the quarters of Nineveh : inhabited

chiefly by this class of workpeople. Del. H. W. B. p. 145, gives no

indication of its meaning, beyond calling it a Berufsnavu. Muss-

Arnolt, p. 115, gives 'treasurer, secretary,' after Hale'vy, and 'sexton,'

from Z. A. iv. 114. There is nothing in our documents to suggest a

meaning. In Sir. Nbkd. 312, 5 we have mention of an instrument

used by this person, the IS-KU-UD. Meissner, Suppt. p. 19, is

much better, he makes this occupation that of a 'washer' or 'dyer.'

He had a ' pole ' to work with called a mazuru, or dimmu sa aslaki,

see Del. H. IV. B. p. 221 a. This may have been a 'bar' or frame

on which clothes were hung, while being scoured or washed, and

then left to bleach. The ideogram, composed of JiC/, 'garment,'

and 17B>, 'clean,' or 'white,' suggests a 'washerman,' or perhaps

'fuller.'

T/ie bel dli.

184. The bel dli must be a closely analogous official to the rdb

dldni. In no. 171, Ata is said to be bel dli, of the city of the
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goldsmiths, which would seem to be the chief magistrate of the

goldsmiths' quarter in Nineveh. In the same text Aplia is said to

be the bel ali of Hubaba ; and in no. 499, Isdi-ilu... is the bel ali of

Sisadikanni. The title occurs in the plural arnil EA^-ER-ME!^ on

J^ 507. i3» ^^- ^- ^- ^- 79- IVlitzsch, B. A. S. 11. p. 36, reads this

kt-pani \ S. A. Smith, P. S. />'. A. x. p. 173 f, had read hazdtiate.

I do not see any strong reason for departing from />!•/ ali. I think

bel all was usually /Jv"///, as bel pahati was usually saknu, but there

seems no gain in reading them so in ordinary cases.

185. The title borne by NabCl-dilri, on nos. 12 and 292, is in

each case defective; so far as preserved, it reads bel zn... There is

nothing to indicate how the title should be completed. Perhaps it

was /'<•/ zammcrc.

The bel ilki.

It is somewhat doubtful whether bel ilki denotes an official

proper, or is a general term covering all those who had the right

to levy the ilku. The term does not occur as a title among

witnesses, buyers or sellers. Only in nos. 247, 436, 474, 477, 492,

500 and 508, it is stipulated, in favour of the buyer, that the bel ilki

shall not put in any claim to the property. The ilku being ' a levy

of service or material ' made for state purposes, this meant that the

seller sold, subject to the stipulation that no such levy would be

made on the property.

The belit Inti.

The title belit biti, ' lady of the house,' in no. 50, must be used

with a special meaning. The ' lady of the palace,' and thereby one

of the wives of the reigning monarch, seems most likely.

The bel pahati.

186. The title bii pahati., by which I render the writing amel

bel NAM, appears to be properly a civil one. The pahdtu, of which

he was 'lord,' does not appear to have any military meaning. It

certainly denoted a town, or district. At the same time it seems

likely that this chief magistrate of a city had precisely the same

executive and also military functions as a saknu. Delitzsch, H. IF. B.

p. 519 b, renders pihatu by ^ Ve7ii'altuns;sbezirk,'' 'administrative dis-

trict." The form pahdtu, with the same meaning occurs. On the
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whole, there is more ground for reading Ml pahdti, than hcl pihati.

The ideogram NAM is read pahatu and also pihatu. Delitzsch

derives it from piM, ' to steer,' actually used of ' steering ships
'

;

then like gubernare, 'to guide, administer.' Usually in our documents

we have the writing amel EN-NAM, but a?rie/ NAM is found, in

nos. 417 and 471, and often.

He is named as one of the officials likely to intervene in case of

a transfer of slaves or estates, evidently on the ground of the ilkti, or

duty to furnish labour and material for public works. Such mentions

occur in nos. 77, 181, 199, 230, 252, 448, 471, 495, 506.

In no. 59, a city is said to be in the I'il pahati of Rimusa,

ina EN-NAM all Rimusa. In no. 293, a beI pahati acts as buyer.

In no. 449, the servants of the bel pahati of Barhalza, one of whom
is a nxb alhii, sell some slaves and a garden of his. In nos. 48, 49,

the apil sipri of the bei pahati is a witness. In no. 225, Dudua, a

witness, is said to be apii sipri of the bel pahati of Kalhi. In no.

448, Silim-Adadi, a kepu is said to be the servant of the bel pahati of

Kalhi, in B.C. 714.

The term is not, however, entirely confined to the chief magistrate

of a city, for in no. 152, we find that certain property was advanced

by Bel-duri, who is said to be the bel pahati of the king's son.

Here the term must go back to its original meaning of ' administrative

officer.'

In several publications we find an attempt to substitute pihn for

bel pahati ; Winckler in his Geschichte gives pechti. This is against

the use of our documents, for while we do find ENNAM-su, which

can be equally well read bel pahatisu or pihisu and therefore is not

decisive, yet we also find in no. 77, ... NAM-su; in no. 181,

EN-NAM-su, in nos. 199 and 495 the same. These endings in su,

for su, demand a preceding /, and are decisive for bel pahdtsu. On
no. 687, we have the full spelling, bel pi-ha-tu. In no. 694, we have

NAM kisir, which may be an abstract of kisir, kisinitu ; or better,

I think, belpahati kisir.

Out of some sixty times, that the term occurs in our documents,

singularly few cases have preserved, at the same time, name, place

and date. Adar-ili was bel pahati of Lahiru, in B.C. 673 ; and

Nergal-ilai, in B.C. 670 ; see nos. 8 and 625. Milkia was belpahati oi

Rimusa, in B.C. 681; and Manzarnie, of Kullania, in B.C. 684; see

nos. 59 and 230. So on no. 207, Sin-sarru-usur, as Ep. B, was bel

pahati oi Hindana. Other bel pahati ^qiq : Silim-Ninip in no. 426,
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Sil-Asur in no. 246, Sunima-Asur in no. 488, and Asur-niat-utakkin

in no. 361 ; but \vc do not know where their posts were.

The bel katati.

187. This title, written {amcl) l>cl SU-/I-ME^, since ^(/-II'xs

read kata, is now read K'l katati. On the meaning of katati, see

Del. H. IV. B. p. 599 a. It is clear from the position and function

of the person, bearing this title, that he acted as 'agent,' or 'under-

taker,' for another. It seems that the oft occurring expression ina

kdtd, 'in the hands' of any one, had taken the meaning of 'agency.'

Then a (///<w/-abstract or plural was formed, katati, meaning ' agency,'

or ' business.' The bit katati was ' the place,' where the business

was done ; the bcl katati, the man who did it. The above writing of

the term is most common, nine times ; but bel kata occurs, three

times ; and bel ^U-MES once. Once also, we have aviel kdtd, in

no. 126. What the origin of the expression must be, is seen in

no. 307, where in line 3, NabCl-rihtu-usur, a Hasai and therefore

either an alien, or not present, acts la kdtd Ardi-Istar. In this case

Ardi-I-star was the bel kdtdti of Nabu-rihtu-usur. The identity of the

different forms is shewn by nos. 67, 113, 119, where the same person,

Bel-eres, is in turn, bel kdtd, bel kdtdti, and bel Sil-MES. In nos.

80 and 94, Nik-ilani and Hanana respectively are bel kdtdti sa sarri,

the 'king's agents.' In no. 151, Rapai, Kurubi and Sasmai together

borrow a hundred measures of straw of Kisir-Asur ; Rapai took

60 measures, each of the others 20. Rapai alone sealed the acknow-

ledgement, and is said to be bcl kdtdti sa tibni, ' agent for the straw,'

'answerable' for it. In no. 166, a female slave was sued for

property, said to be due from her absent master ; NabO-ah-iddin

acted for her, was bel kdtdti of the woman, until a fixed date. He
undertook to satisfy the suitor, if she was not able to do so. In

no. 126, Silim-Asur advanced some wine to Simme, and Mehsa was

bel kdtdte sa kardni, 'responsible for the wine.' In no. 228, where

the text is too fragmentary to allow us to make out the nature of the

transaction, Kuruku is said to be bel kdtdti sa amilti, or ' responsible

for the woman.' Other persons acting in this capacity are Gimil-ili

in no. 5, ... zu-zu in no. 56, Erba-Adadi in no. 100, Irisu-ilani

and Sulmu-ahe in no. 147, Urdai in no. 150, and another in

no. 77.

It is clear this title describes the capacity, in which its bearer
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acted, rather than any distinct ofifice. Compare the rab Mtdti in

no. 680 and the amele kdtdti in no. 246 : see further § 208.

Money was stored in the bit kdtdti, see K 538, 20 H. A. B. L.

p. 104.

The ameI gdru.

The same is true of the next term which I shall notice, the amel

ga-a-ru ; who seems, in no. 498, to be named as likely to repudiate

the bargain. It does not appear clearly, however, what he is

expected to do, and his action may be quite different. I think

gdru here is the 'enemy,' the adversary : see Del. II. JV. B. p. 204a.

The prefix amel gives the force of a definite article.

The ddgil tssurdti.

The title on no. 60, which reads amel da-gil .., may perhaps be

restored ddgil issurdti, also given in the letter, K 572, 9, II. A. B. I.

p. 31, where we have ainel aba {plu), amel bare, ajnel masmase, amel

dsu {plu), amel ddgil HU-MES, all called manzaz ekalli, dsib dli.

This is probably an auspex, see B. A. S. i. 219.

The daiahi.

188. The daiahi, whose name, Del. H. W. B. p. 215 a, derives

from ddlu, to 'lay a snare,' then to 'waylay,' occurs in our documents,

as a witness in no. 318, where Samas-ikbi is said to be an amel da-

a-a-lu. The name applies to Nab<i-sarru-usur in no. 160. Delitzsch

only commits himself to the rendering ein Berufstiaine. Muss-

Arnolt, p. 247, prefers the derivation ddlu, 'to go about,' 'pursue,'

'slander,' whence 'to busy oneself with,' 'work,' he thence gets the

general sense for daialu of ' servant.' The amel daiali appear, in

the letters, as some kind of military officers, perhaps ' constructors of

fortifications,' &c. On K 80, H. A. B. L. p. 50, Nab(i-nadin-sum

(son of Sennacherib ?) says that he appointed the amel daiali, who

had set out with him from Nineveh, to be the atnel daiali of Kalah.

The superior official, rab da-a-a-li, appears in no. 621, where Ninip-

na'id is the rdb daiali of Kalah.

The dannu.

In no. 234, dannu is used in the sense of 'great one,' 'high

official,' as a general term for those likely to intervene in a sale of

slaves, on the ground of some claim to their labour, probably.
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The tniittaggisu.

189. The ame/ TIN'xs rendered by tnuttaggtsu in 11. R. 44, 5 c.

Del. H. IV. B. p. 448, does not give a meaning to this term, though

he refers it to a root meaning *to throw down, demoHsh.' On K 657,

H. A. B. L. p. 92, Tab-Sar-Asur states that Pakaha the amcl TIN, who
was over the canals, complained that his workmen had been pressed

for military service by the bcl pahati of Rimusa. On K 11 75,

H. A. B. L. p. 255, the amel TIN {plu) are connected with repairs

and the NAR ekalli. On the whole it appears that the muttaggisu

was a 'repairer of breaches.' However that may be, in no. 163

the arnel TIN takes the place of the 'judge,' or sartenu. It may
here be the case that the scribe has omitted SAR before TIN.
In no. 212, R 15, the a7nel TIN appears as a witness. In

no. 481, R 8, Barruk, a witness, is an aviel TIN sa ekalli saiii.

A person, bearing the same name, was aba, in B.C. 677, and con-

tinually JtiiikU apati later. On Sm 1034, H. A. B. I. p. 405, an

arn'el rab TIN-MES was sent for, to repair foundations of the

Queen's Palace, at Kakzi.

The daiafiti.

The usual term for 'judge,' amel DI-TAR occurs in our

documents, but only as an epithet of a god invoked to avenge a

wrong, in the penalty clause F" : see nos. 330, 460, 471, 501.

The ditpsarru.

The name for a scribe, dupsarru, occurs on no. 12 as the title of

Nab(j-sezib. It is more usually replaced by the title amel aba, which

see, §153.

190. In no. 249, I, we have apparently an amel diriiunu

named, as a slave sold. I am not aware of the occurrence of the

term elsewhere, nor can I find that anyone has suggested a meaning.

Can it be connected with dirratii, some kind of harness ? Or is it a

proper name, giving the nationality of the slave ?

Muss-Arnolt has a word diritum, but the reading is uncertain

and also the meaning.

The amel UD.

In no. 697, 7 we read of an amel UD, if that is all the title.

It is followed by IP-PA-PA ... In old Babylonian contracts, see

J. to
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Meissner, A. B. P. p. iii, the ainel UD appears to be a 'priestess,'

perhaps specially of Samas. It seems scarcely likely that here we

have a priestess : but some temple ofificial may be intended. In

no. 696, a term UD-MES appears, but without ainel. They appear

to be some sort o[ sdbe, or workmen, and Dr Peiser, K. B. iv. p. 149,

renders TageloJmer (?). This sense would suit the verb ippapasu^ in

the sense of ' hire,' very well.

The amel UD-EN-DI-su.

In no. 640, R 12 a witness appears to be styled amel UD-EN-
DI-su. The term may however be read amel SA- UD-EN-DI-su.
It is not clear whether the sa and su are integral parts of the title.

Perhaps DI-su is an error for DI-TAR, or the scribe may have

omitted ?ii ; we should then read bel dini. Then the UD would still

be unaccounted for.

The amel urkiu.

191. A term, which occurs several times in our documents, is

amel ur-ki-u. In no. 102, we find the writing a7?iel ur-kt-i, in lines 8,

B E I, and R 6. In no. 307, three persons, Sahpimau, the

nidudu (?) ; Isdi-Belit, the aslaku \ and Bel-sum-iddin, are said to be

amel ur-ki-i'i-{phi) of the woman, who was sold. Further, Karmeuni

is also said to be a witness and amel ur-ki-il.

In no. 105, 8 we find that a defaulter did not bring his ur-kP-u-ti,

and it was decided that if he brought his iir-kV-ti to Nintiai the

saku sarri, the latter should pay him 30 shekels of silver. Here

there is no amel, and it appears as if urkPHtu might be a term for

' arrears.' Also in the former cases, at?iel urkiu, seems to me to

mean 'a backer' or 'guarantee.' Mr Pinches, J. E. A. S. 1898,

p. 895, suggested that perhaps the 'next of kin' are meant. The

whole subject seems still obscure. The case, in each document, is

unique and it is not easy to see what the real state of affairs was.

Perhaps we may compare the a?nel urgu and a?}iel usgu of the

Tell Amarna Tablets.

Delitzsch, B. A. S. in. p. 386, reads amel NU-IS-SAE-ti-tu as

{a?tiel) a7)iel-urki-ii-tu. Hilprecht, B. E. A. C. ix. p. 38 f, reads

{amel) urgiihi for the same ideogram. It is not quite clear, despite

the similarity of form, that these terms are the same as those above.

If they are, urkPti would, be 'garden produce.'
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The zammeru ; naru, sattarn and amcl LUL.

192. The class of priestly officials called zammeru, or 'singers,'

are only rarely named in our documents. In no. 537, a witness,

whose name ends in mat (or A//?), is called an amel za-ma-ri ; and in

no. 284, a witness, whose name also ends in mat, is called amel rab

za-am-ma-ri. They may be the same person. It has been usual to

read amel LUL, zammeru; see Del. H. IV. B. p. 257 for the

reasons. The term naru {nartu in the feminine) is apparently a

synonym. Also Rm 33S Obv 13 gives amel LUL (read sat-tam) as

sattam-mu.

In no. 47, ... sarri ; in no. 50, Mukallilmitu ; in no. 151,

Rapai ; in no. 279, Bel-Harran-diIri are styled atnel LUL. We
ought to add no. 438, R 5, where LUL is a better reading than rat.

The appearance of an official as a witness may be a mark of his

respectability, but is not always helpful in finding out his business.

In no. 151 however Rapai is said to be the amel LUL of the city of

Sidiasika and undertakes to supply a hundred loads of straw for

10 shekels of silver. This does not look like a chorister's business.

Singers may, in Assyria, have dealt in straw, but perhaps we are here

dealing with a sattammu.

I do not see that the amel zCimari is quite certain to be a 'singer.'

In Hebrew, "i^T means 'to cut,' 'to prune,' and the zamarti may

Kherefore be 'a pruner.' In the Census tablets the isu za-am-ri

appears to be a plot of land, perhaps a 'vineyard.' That zammeru

raeans ' singer ' I do not question, and perhaps the {isu) ZAK-SAL
given on p. 257 b of Del. //. W. B. may be the palm or vine

b "anch, 'a pruning,' waved in a triumphal procession, instead of a

musical instrument. If so, it may be the link between the words

zamaru, ' to prune,' and zamdru ' to sing.' Professor Zimmern,

B. K. B. R. II. p. 93, adds to the reasons for reading atnel LUL,
as zammeru, that on K 8380, the amel LUL is one of a class of

priests who sing, izamur.

^\Tlether this ' singing priest ' was specially concerned with funeral

dirges remains to be seen. It is however worthy of remark that on

81-2-4, 65, a letter, the writer says that when the news was received

in the palace, in the city of Assur, that the king was dead ; the whole

city wept ;
' the saknii '

' sent away his wife from the palace : alu

sukar taktulu (?), the saku went to stay with ' the hdzanfiti, his sake

put on dark clothes and gold rings and stood before the hazcimi.^
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Then, most significantly, he adds that, ' Kisai, the amel L UL, with

his daughters, mourned before them.' The verb which I render

' mourn ' here, is i-za-mu-ru. Here the verb zamarii must surely

mean to 'chant funeral dirges.' For this portion of the text see

Catalogue, p. 1758. The rest of the tablet is badly damaged, and

the next seven lines are not intelligible to me. The reverse apparently

goes on to narrate that 'Dannai wrote something' and in consequence

the people of Assur went out to meet the corpse, amel MIT, ' with

weeping.' The sahiu 'with his servants,' sabesu, were 'clothed in

mourning,' nahlapta hallupu^ 'armed with swords.' Without entering

here upon the difficulties caused by the defective nature of the text,

we may feel quite sure that the amel LUL was, with his daughters, a

professional mourner. The name Mukallil-mitu, of the a7nel LUl
Assurai, in no. 151, suggests a professional mourner. In no. 112

we have the plural atnel LUL-MES. A comparison of 82-5-22, 11

wath its apparent duplicate 83-1-18, 399, suggests that amel LU.
MES is used as equivalent to amel rab BI-L UL : compare rab sa

as equivalent to amel sake. On 82-5-22, 112 we have 400 a?

LUL-MES, and on K 1473 we have a female LUL rabitu.

The amel satammu, although also denoted by the same ideogr;

as the zamjneru, seems quite a different official. On the Ber

Merodach Baladan Stone, we find the kepu, the saknu, the sath

and the hazanu named in this order, as likely to put forws

territorial claims to a certain estate. This sattam is clearly a lo

governor, and hardly ' a singer.' Hence I think that when we ha

at?iel LUL followed by a place name, we should read it sattd^

The title amel sd-tam, given to a witness in no. 215, is clearly 3

same as satammu. -

e
T/ie hazanu.

193. This oft-named official seems to have been a civil servi

Winckler, Forsch. i. 246, maintains that he is properly a 'village

district governor.' In our contracts he is usually associated wit'^

town. He does not seem, like the sahiu or kepu, to have a mili
^^

side to his office and I imagine he was the selected representative ^

the citizens. He was the ' Mayor ' of the town, though probabl^'^y

held office for life. He was independent of the saknu. Some t''
°

appear to have had more than one, at any rate in no. 160, Nab'' ^

kenis-lisir is called hazanu satiu of Nineveh. This may be'^^^^^

^deputy hazanu,' but suggests his being a sort of ' Vice-Mayor.
'"^^'''

only

On
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no. 175, Salama-sa-ikbi in n.c. 676; on no. 261, NabiVbcl-usur and

NabCl-rcni-ilani arc both called hazamc of Nineveh. On no. 263,

Mannu-ka-ahe is hazdnu of the city Tflrsana. On no. 56, Kalah ; on

no. 241, Kudazu ; on no. 587, Arbela are seen to have each had a

hazanu. On no. 472, Basusu is said to be the hazanu of the Cil-sc,

or 'country district,' of the Queen Consort of Lahiru.

Others bearing this title are, Babilai on no. 94, Nabu-ahe-iddin

on no. 166, Lute on no. 169, Ahilasu on no. 209, Ninuai on no. 244,

Munipis-ilu on no. 391, Mannu-ki-abi on no. 425, Samas-abda on

no. 433, Sasi on no. 448, and Nasuh-li' on no. 640.

The hazanu of the seller's city, alisu^ is contemplated as likely to

intervene with some claim for service from slaves sold or estate

transferred. See nos. 59, 77 (?), 426, 446, 495. Sometimes he is

termed the seller's hazanu as in nos. 271, 418, 471, 473. The

spelling of the word is usually ha-za-nu, but ha-za-na in no. 418,

ha-za-a-nu in no. 175 and ha-za-an-nu in no. 326, also occur.

On K 598, H. A. B. L. p. 145 Sin-na'id is hazdnu of Nineveh.

On 81-2-4, 65 quoted above we have the amel hazaniiti mentioned,

as if a place. It is hardly so likely to be the proper plural, as the

official residence of the hazdnu. Del. H. IF. B. p. 2^2 a. gives the

plurals as hazdnu and hazdndti. On K 9180, 1. 9, we have ra-ba-

an-nu given as a synonym of hazannu.

194. In no. 246, we find a witness Iddinahe described as

sd hu-da-di. He is also included in the total of ten servants of the

king's son. It is doubtful whether this is a title or really to be read

sd Hudadi. There was a town Hudadu or Bagdadu, see Muss-

Arnolt, p. 307 b. The omission of the determinative dlu must

then be set down as a scribal error.

The kalbu sipirti.

In no. 171, Sarru-na'id and another are said to be kalbu sipireti.

The scribe may intend mdr sipri by this term. The term kalbu, is

used in the letters, somewhat often, to denote a 'servant.' The

spelling sipireti is unusual, but possibly the scribe was not a native

Assyrian. On K 560, H. A. B. L. p. 231 we find the messenger

mdr sip-ri of Dalta, probably the king of Ellipi in Sargon's time, also

called the amcl kal-la-bu sipirte. This suggests that DAN-DAN
may be read kal-lab: now compare K 663, H. A. B. L. p. 325,

where we have am^l DAN-DAN, i.e. kallab sipirtu.
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In no. 694, we have the title aviel ka-ar-ri, perhaps the same as

rdb kdri, see § 134.

In no. 112, we have aviel sa eli ki-sa-te. Can this kisate be

connected with kissu, ' a dwelling,' &c.? or is it from kissu 'a shoe,'

* sandal ' ? ; or lastly one may suppose that sa is a mistake for sir or

sar. There are several cases where sa or za is written for zar^ as in

the names of Unzarhu-Asur in no. 312, R 7, and Manzarni, no. 149,

R 12. Had za really the values zar, sar, sir}

195. In no. 160, we have mention of an amel lasimu of

Nineveh : see Del. H. W. B. p. 382 b. Compare also Meissner,

A. B. P. p. 115, note i, where lasimu is said to be connected with

nialahu, sa rukupl, kirtibbu, sikirii and baHni and therefore is clearly

a tradesman or manufacturer of some sort.

In nos. 238, 239, 240, and 427 a witness Sama' is said to be a

murabanu of the king's son. In no. 324, Nabu-dur-usur is said to

be a muribami. These titles are probably the same. With this we

may compare the rabanmt in § 193.

The miitir time.

ig6. Obviously this title means one 'who brings back news' or

'carries orders.' It must be a side form of mar sipri; which see,

§ 149 and 162. We have various spellings; in no. 50, Bel-ud-kin is

said to be an amel mu-tar {KU=) teini sd apil sarri; in no. 112, a

witness is called amel mu-tar te-me; in no. 253, Zizi is termed a

mu-tar {KU- temi4)-me ; also another witness just above; in no. 276,

Bel-ittia is called amel mu-tir te-me and in no. 34, Hasana is said to

be a mu-tir te-me of the saknu. I think that we may reconcile these

spellings most easily by giving tar also the reading tir. Then we

have in every case mutir teme. For the use of tdru with tanii ; see

Del. H. IV. B. -p. 2^"] h, and for KU=temu p. 298 a.

The naggaru.

197. This title, written amel NAGAB, is read in S^ iv. 4 as

namgaru. Another ideogram is IS-SU-KAB. An upper tiaggaru

is written amel NAGAR-GAL, which Del. If. IV. B. p. 448 a,

reads nagargallum. This title is perhaps intended in no. 472, R 17,

though the scribe seems to me to have written GU-GAL. The

bearer of the title is Aljulamassi, who had previously been a salsu.
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On the other hand in no. 161, R 6 Saiadi is called a rab nagi^aru.

In no. 50, 3 wc find (lirto described as a naggarii {isu)APIN

mugirri. This I hold to be the more likely reading, though at first

sight dammugirri is tempting. The root of uaggaru, "S^^) seems to

have formed the participle 1 1, i, as mugirri. At any rate, there is no

doubt that mugirri means 'one who constructs.' This then was the

'carpenter' or 'smith' who constructed the AFJN ox 'watering

machine.' The naggaru mugirri is also named on K 14237.

In no. 328, R 9 we read of Babanu the uaggaru IS DUBBIN.
Now we must notice that the end of this ideographic expression is

lost, so that we do not know whether we have to do with IS-

nUBBIiV-KUn, Briinnow no. 2721, ^gullubu; or IS-DUBBIN-
BANSUR, Briinnow no. 2722, ^ supur passuri, or I^-DUBBIN
ZI-KAN, Briinnow no. 2723, =supur sikkani, or the variants in

Briinnow, nos. 2725 and 2728. The supur passuri I take to be the

'claw of a dish,' that is its doubtless 'carved handle.' The supur

kussi, in no. 2728, or 'claw of the throne,' I take to be a carved claw

on the arms, or back pillars, or legs of the throne. The supur

sikkani is perhaps the 'claw of a key,' i.e. 'the ward of a key.' The

gullubu I take to be a wooden stamp for impressing clay &c. Hence

I imagine the whole to give us the conception of a ' wood carver.'

I may remark in passing that Briinnow, following Delitzsch's

Lesestiicke, always quotes the list of wooden objects K 4338 a

+ K 4358 a, as K 4378. This list is now nearly completed by the

fragment 83-1-18, 455, which I found to join it, on Feb. 8, 1898.

The restorations given in Lesestiicke^, from a copy of G. Smith's,

were due to Sm 1332. The duplicate, K 2016 a, was joined by me,

in the summer of 1898, to K 4421, K 5419 b, K 8217, K 8238,

K 9977, K 12905, Sm 1332, and 82-3-23, 150. A large number of

further duplicates are known to me, several of which are not noted

as such in the Catalogue : some not even being recognised as lists of

wood. These texts I propose, if nothing prevent, to publish at an

early date. They seem to constitute a fairly complete list of the

Assyrian wood carver's and joiner's articles of manufacture.

In no. 178 Ardi-Ninip, in no. 159, Gabbu-ilani, in no. 292 Abdi,

in no. 231 Si'hutni, all bear the title of naggaru. This is certainly a

'carpenter,' see the Lexicons sub. voc. and especially B. A. S. i. 283.

The {isu) mu-gir-ri is mentioned in the letters, Rm 11. 6, H. A. B. L.

p. 399, where the {isu) t?iugirri of the king is named, as if a

' weapon.'
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The nasiku.

198. The nasiku was a chieftain, usually of non-Assyrian

peoples. Nfir-Adadi, nasiku of Dagara ; Ila, nasiku of Lake ; the

nasikdni of the lasilu folk ; the nasikani of the Chaldaeans, and the

nasikati of the city Lahiru and the Nugu' folk, are mentioned in the

historical inscriptions : see Del. H. W. B. p. 472 b. The same view

is borne out by our documents. In no. 241, Haldi-ah-usur is a

na-si-ku ; in no. 478, Ibnai is a na-si-ki Bdbilai, i.e. Chaldaean (?).

In no. 269, we have, as witness, a na-sik-ku sanii, or ^deputy nasiku.''

The plural anicl na-si-ka-ni occurs on K 11468.

T/ie nappahu.

199. This title is usually written with the sign DE, Briinnow's

no. 6714; and S'' 292 gives amel DE., as nap-pa-hu. Here the sign

DE appears to have been pronounced si?fiiik. The term ?iappahu

seems to have reference to the use of a forge and bellows. Hence
there is no doubt the word means 'a smith.' The sign DE has six

slant wedges inserted in it, in Briinnow's List, but these are often

reduced to three in the contracts. It then becomes uncertain

whether nappahu or kablu is to be read. The three horizontal

wedges at the beginning are also often reduced to two. At present

therefore, we must reserve a positive opinion as to the reading of

these titles. Possibly they are mere scribal eccentricities, but it may
be that they mark some real dififerrence. For example, C. I. S.

p. 1 14 reads one such as qabli parzilli. I do not think that is right,

but perhaps it was not read nappah parzilli either. Professor

Zimmern, G. G. A. 1899, p. 250, makes the acute suggestion, that

it may be the sign was really read sarrapu or sarabbu. In no. 626,

rev. 4 Nabua is said to be an amel sa-rab-bi and in line 13, Nabua is

called a DE hurdsi. Hence if this Nabua is the same man, we may
conclude that at any rate the 'goldsmith' was called sarabbu. We
may compare, as Zimmern does, the Heb. ^^ and the Phoenician

FjlVD. Dr Zimmern makes, in his footnote, the further suggestion

that the whole art of the ' goldsmith,' along with its technical terms,

at least so far as the root srp is concerned, was not of native origin

in Canaan and Syria, but borrowed from Assyria (or from Babylon

through Assyrian channels).

In our texts, the goldsmith, written amel SIMUG-GUSKIN, is
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often named. In no. i6o, R ii, a witness Abkallipi son of Samunu-

iatuni is a goldsmith. The father's name, evidently Esmun-iaton is

Phoenician. In no. 244, Hambl, a witness, is called a rab SIM^UK-

GU^KIN-ME^, evidently a chief 'goldsmith.' This term points

to a 'guild' or craft of goldsmiths with a president. In no. 345,

Nur-Samas is a goldsmith. In no. 415, the three witnesses ANMA-
li', Susia and Erba-ahe are not only .said to be goldsmiths, but of ' the

city of goldsmiths.' This I hold to be ; not a separate city, but a

quarter of Nineveh, where the craft dwelt. The estate sold in this

case, was in the massaruti, which I think was certainly in the

outskirts of Nineveh. Part of it was also in the city of the

goldsmiths, see line 6. In no. 171, Ata is said to be bel ali of the

city of t!ie goldsmiths. In no. 425, Kaki is said to be a goldsmith.

The goldsmith Nabila is mentioned, beside no. 626, on no. 440.

On no. 548 a goldsmith was a witness and on no. 612 the name

of another is given as Ardi-Istar.

The iron-smith, vappah parzi/li, written amcl STMUK-AN-BAR
is less often named in our documents, which I take to be merely

accidental, for in no. 711, we have a list of four together, Mutakkil-

Marduk, A.sur-mu§allim, Asur-nadin-ahi and Isdi-Asur. Compare

also K 971, R 3, where 17 iron-smiths are named.

The bronze-smith, or nappah-eri is not named in our documents,

but occurs on K 1965.

The copper-smith, or nappah siparri is named on no. 5 : he was

called Manki. The title is written amcl SIMUK-UD-KA-BAR.
On the whole subject of metal work in Assyria, Winckler's A/tor.

Forsch. I. p. 159 f. should be read. The simple 'smith,' without

specification of material, occurs written aviH SIMUK, in no. 5,

Si'turi; no. 50, Tursu-ereS^; no. 478, Amri-IS^tar and in no. 587 we

perhaps have a smith of Nineveh named ; but this latter may be

the place kabiii la ali Ninua. I would remark here that many of the

above smiths' names are foreign.

TJie sasinu.

200. The sasinu, usually written amcl ZADIM and therefore

probably only a variety of the class of workmen called sadimmu,

appears to be a worker in precious stones, 'a jeweller' &c. The

writing amel ZADIM is read in no. 281, where Pdlu is a witness

and sasinu. In no. 379, UlQlai was sasinu of the city of Usimerai
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and seller. So too on K 1358, Harranai, of Haltai is a sasinii. Also

amel ZADIM-iii where ni is clearly a phonetic complement, occurs

in no. 68, where Tursu-Istar is a sashiu of Asur. This may however

be an error for amel NI-SUR. On no. 513, (Nabu ?)-sarr-usur is

said to be an amel sa-si-nu.

The paharu.

201. This term is written amel DUK-KA-BUR which is given

in V. R. 32, 18 e, f z.'?, paharu; see Del. H. ff^. ^. p. 521 b for

further references. The meaning 'potter, clay worker,' is certain.

Their district is mentioned as a boundary of an estate in nos. 391

and 394. The estate lay on the side of the road to Tezi, and on the

broad side of that city, and the ' district of the potters ' must have

lain between Nineveh and Tezi. It is not improbable that they

formed a guild or craft. They lived all in one place, near their

potteries of course. K 1537 gives the name of three potters as Istar-

abu-usur, Iddin-aplu, and Kurdi

The pirhifiu.

202. This ofificial, known to me only from our documents and

the letters, is a higher order of temple official. He ranks above the

sangii in no. 255. In nos. 302, 640 we have dipirhi?iu of Nabu, in

no. 394 3. pirhinu of bit Kidmuri. In no. 491 we have evidently a

priestess (?), a. pir-hi-?ii-te, whose amel dli, Bahianu, is a seller. This

lady is said to have 'cities,' dld?ii, in her possession. It is clear that

the pirhmu was of high rank in the hierarchy. The name is spelt

pir-hi-7ni used in no. 255, of Babilu-belnu ; in no. 440, of one...

ahusur ; and in no. 548 : but pir-hi-nii in no. 302 used of Erihi ; in

no. 640 of Nani, in no. 642 of Dudu, and in no. 394. The title, if

only spelt with pir-hi, might have been read uinmanu, but the

\2ir\2in\.j pir-ht-nu settles its form. On K 1473, we have mention of

six ladies, called pir-hi-nal ; compare K 594, R 14, If. A. B. L.

p. 81.

203. The amel ka-si-t, a title given to the witness Handi, in no.

215, may really be a race name. As however we meet an amel BA,
and BA is the ideogram for Msu, it seems possible that this is the

phonetic reading of amel BA. It does not seem likely that hasu

here means 'to present.' See § 116.
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The kurl'H.

204. A term, which often occurs in llic text of our documents,

denoting one of the officials likely to put forward some claim over

the slaves or estate sold, is the ainel GUR-BU. One might be

inclined to suspect an abbreviation of amcl GUR-BU-TI, but this is

known to be read mutir putt, and therefore BU '\% an unlikely

abbreviation for puti. Besides, the variation amcl GUR-UB-su,

points clearly to either giirpii, gurbu ; or kurpu, kurbu. Of these

forms, kurbu alone seems to have a suitable meaning. As we know

from Meissner A. B. P. p. 125, kurrubii was the old Babylonian

term for taking a case before a judge. At the same time, there is no

doubt that it may be read some other way. There is nothing to

indicate any ground on which the kurbu could claim, all we learn is

that the buyer stipulated to be freed from the claim, by the seller's

guarantee. A connection with kurrubu would point perhaps to

some such meaning as 'plaintiff,' but with only one context to rely

on, we cannot hope to be sure. The reading GUR-BU-su occurs

in nos. 423, 429, 446; GUR-UB-su in nos. 244 and 422; GUR-
UB-su in no. 223 and GUR-UB-su-tiu in no. 498.

The rab dldni.

205. The term amei rhb or, as its use in later Babylonian

documents suggests, amcl gallu, is not found in our documents

:

see § 207.

The rab aba, &c. are dealt with under the second terms, aba &c.

There are two or three doubtful cases, in nos. 387 R 6 ; 435, 6
; 448,

I ; where amcl rab occurs without any indication of how we are to

complete the term. In some cases rab occurs as the first member

of a term, of which the second member has no independent sig-

nificance, as an official title.

Thus the rab aldni is a title of obvious meaning, 'one over so

many cities.' The cities meant, include 'villages, hamlets &c.' In

some cases a single city is mentioned and then the form rab all is

used. Thus in no. 301, 'Aplua is the rab alt of Lahiru ; in no. 261,

NabCl-Sarrani is rab all of Ninua, and below the two hazanu of

Nineveh. The Queen Mother had her rab alani, no. 301 ; so had

the Queen-Consort, no. 447, called Martu'; and so had the Crown

Prince, no. 278, called Sima'di. In no. 258, and 192 a, Bel-aplu-
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iddin is rctb alani of Tarbuse, in no. 126, Sin-imme is in the same

capacity for the city...husite. In no. 58, we have a safiii of the rob

<z/a«/ named, i.e. 'his deputy.' The lady priestess, ox pirhtnitu, in

no. 491, had Bahianu as her rab dlani. Usually the title is written

amel rab dlu-{piu), but once atnel rab ala-{mes)-m. Hence there

can be no doubt of its reading rab dlani. The rab dldni is named
in no. 59 as a possible claimant on the property sold. Hence he

had the same sort of powers, in his district, as the saknu &c. With

this title compare the bel alt above, § 1 84.

A list of names of those who bore this title may be useful.

Ahu-lamur Mu§allim-Istar Sin-imme

Apliia Nabtl-zakip Pakaha

Bahianu Nabu-§^arrani Sarru-nuri

Bel-aplu-iddin Sima'di Sulmu-Bel.

Martu'

The rab biti.

206. The rab biti, perhaps a sort of ' major domo,^ is often

named in our documents, without there being much indication of

his functions. The ' house ' in question may perhaps be assumed to

be the King's : but we meet in no. 261 with a rab bit-ildni, of the city

Assur, by name Rimani-Adadi. In no. 127, Asur-bel-usur is called

the rab biti of Carchemish. In no. 62, his mar sipri is referred to.

In no. 127, Asur-bel-usur; in no. 128, Balasi; in no. 467, Bel-duri;

in no. 507, Bel-Harran-sarr-usur ; in no. 285, Sieru ; in no. 194,

Siesaka are termed rab biti. The title also occurs in the letters, e.g.

K 1 1 148, R 13, H. A. B. L. p. 244; K 567, R 10, H. A. B. L.

p. 246. The rdb biti of Ahat-abisa is mentioned by Sennacherib

on K 181, R 27, ZT. ^. B. L. p. 195. As he brought Naba-li"s

letter, from the country of Tabal, we may presume that this lady was

there at the time. She was a daughter of Sargon's, who had married

Ambaris, prince of Tabal, afterwards king of Cilicia,

The rdb ekalli.

The rdb ekalli is clearly another form of the last title, a sort of

' steward,' or major domo, over the palace. It is applied, in no. 640,

to I§^di-Nabu, and Nabu-§^arr-usur ; and several times, to others,

whose names are not preserved. On K 5466, R 11, //. A. B. L.

p. 89, the title is named.
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The rab HAR-BI.

On no. 1 60, we find Ahu-iigur named a.s amel rab HAR-BI of

the rab-BI-LUL. Also on K 3042 a rab harbi of the anui... is

named, as a contributor to the temple. This ideogram HAR-BI
may contain the same BI as the title BI-LUL. Whether it has

anything to do with the HAR-BE, which was the special subject of

the barii's science, is not clear. It, however, seems that HAR alone

has the .same significance as HAR-BE ; so possibly the bi, be, are

phonetic complements to HAR: see Zimmern, B. K. B, R. 11.

p. 87.
^

207. The title amel rab IS-KAK-MES which appears on no.

575 as that of a witness, may be read rab sikkate. As sikkatu, in

general, means 'a bolt,' this official may be a 'door-keeper,' but also

many other things. The term occurs in Str. Nbd. 1099, and

Zehnpfund suggests that we should read rab sikkate, and connecting

sikkat with saku, 'to drink,' should render 'chief cup-bearer:'

B. A. S. I. 535.

The atnel rab kal-li-e, who acts as witness on no. 328, by name
Nabfl-ah-usur, may possibly be the same as he who was over the

kalutu: see § 126. We may also think of the common later

Babylonian word, kallu, for a slave. Perhaps this was a 'master

of the slaves.' On Rm. 77, 6 the rab kal-li-e is associated with the

rab raksi, H. A. B. L. p. 436. I am inclined to think that kalle

denotes specially the ' labouring classes,' or slaves employed on

public works: see § 228.

The rab tnati is a title given to Isdi-Nabu and Nabu-ah-iddin,

two witnesses, on no. 641. A comparison of the titles given to these

men in other documents makes it certain, that rod jnati is an

equivalent of rab ekalli: cf. no. 640. There seems at first sight

to be a distinct set of officials, ' of the country,' that is to say, we

have an aba viati, a sa sepa sa mdti, a salsu mati, an irrisu tnati &c.

In fact, the suspicion is raised, that tnati was used as if a person.

It had the same set of servants as the King, the Crown Prince, or the

Queen. Noting that rab mati is clearly the same as rab ekalli, we

can scarcely avoid the conclusion that the other officials are also to

be understood as aba ekalli, sa sepa ekalli, salsu ekalli &c. The

person implied then is the King, Crown Prince, tS:c., to whom the

palace belonged.

208. The title rab BAB-^E-RA or rab BAB-&E-DA, for the
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text is not well preserved, occurs only once; on no. 275 R 6. It is

borne by a witness, 'Ba-ka-me, who is a servant, of some sort, of the

Tartan. If we read BAB-SE-BAB we should have puklu, which

seems to be some irrigating machine; see Del. H. W. B. p. 536 b.

This may be a variant of the same title.

The title rab katati given to a witness on no. 680, appears to be

the same as bel katati, in § 187, q.v.

Whether the title amel US-KA-TI on K 594, 10, H. A. B. L.

p. 81, which could be read red kdti, is a related title, is not certain.

The title rab sekisi, if complete, is given to Bultai on no. 647.

It is not at all likely to be a variant of rab sake. I prefer to see in

sekisu, the same root as is seen in afnel viusekis § 152.

The aviel red sigurrite named in no. 677, is clearly a manager of

' the temple-towers,' or observatories : see Del. H. JV. B. p. 262.

209. As observed already, under saknu, the sign sa, GAB, is

the ideogram for sakanu, and its derivatives. Hence, when amel is

followed immediately by this sa, we may well doubt whether it

means saknu, or the preposition 'of,' or the number IV, Thus in

no. 284, R 8 a witness is said to be amel GAR btti sani. It seems

likely that this means a ' saknu of the second house ' : but saknu is

more generally applied to the official in charge, or command of a

city or district. We might read ' the official, amelu, of the second

house.' In such a case as the afnel GAR hu-si-ni-su, we could

take it to mean saknu of the husini. Here however the amel III

husi{ni)su, and ajnel II husinisu warn us that we are probably to

read, amel IV husinisu. Of course when a variant sd exists, in place

of sa, we know what to do. The uncertainty is further complicated

by the use oi sa in the sense of 'who.' When we meet with an amel

GAR eli, we may doubt whether we are to read ' the saknu over ' or

'the official who is over.'

An obscurity is still attaching to the phrase, or term, in no. 696,

B. E. I and R 4. We have 96 sd UD-MES and 304 sd UD-MES.
Dr Reiser, in K. B. iv. p. 149, no. xiv., reads sa umi and renders

Tagelohner (?). We may however compare the amel UD, which we

have already had in § 190 : and also perhaps ainel UD-su.

210. A frequently occurring term is amel sanu. It is written,

equally often, II-u, Il-ti, lit, and lie. The first sense in which it

is used, seems to be that of ' second,' 'deputy.' The body of officials,

called aba, seem to have had a President or rab-aba-{plu). He had

a sanii, who was called a?nel satiil sa rab aba, that is to say, Vice-
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President of the aba class. Thus, in no. 277, Ardi-Gula is sanu sa

rahasu, 'deputy of the chief physician.' In nos. 377 and 470 Bani

bears the same title. NahiVerba was saui'i sa rab urati, or ' deputy

of the Master of the Stud': in nos. 174, 185, 200, 247, 444, 470,

529. Zizi is called sanu sa rab kisir, or 'deputy rab kisir,' 'lieutenant

colonel,' in nos. 308, 309, 318, 361, 621, 623. A sa/ni of the rab

a/a /Ii occurs in no. 58. In no. 261 Bel-etilli is termed ia«?2 sa aba

ekalli, 'deputy of the palace scribe.' In no. 47 we find Mannu-ki-

Rabi, called a santi sa sukal/e, or 'deputy of the sukallL^ This is

not the same as a siikallii sanu, or ' second sukallu.^ The safiu of

the saku is named in no. 371. Whether the amcl II husisu^ the title

given to Nergal-sarr-usur on no. 115, is the same as the title amel

salsu husi sanu given to Abd-Aguni in no. 179, seems open to

question. I think not.

A di.stinct meaning must attach to the official said to be santi of

a city. Thus in no. 35, Mannu-ki-ahe, and in no. 177, Nergal-ibni

are called sanu of Nineveh. In no. 160 Nabu-zer-kenis-lisir is said

to be hazanu and santi of Nineveh. Here the phrase, amel hazdnu

anit-l sanu, can hardly mean the 'second' or 'deputy hazdnu.' As

there was undoubtedly a saknu, or ' chief magistrate ' of Nineveh, it

seems more likely that the hazanu really was ' the second ' in rank

;

and perhaps this is meant here. On no. 470 Ninip-ilai is sanii of

Danai ; on no. 625 Sin-.sarr-usur is sanii of Lahiru. In the latter case

the belpahdti stands first, the sanu second, and then the salsu. Then

in no. 118 lalnlti the sanu of Rasappa is named, and another in

no. 65. On no. 115 Arbailai ; and on no. 468 Ahiakar, are said

to be sanu of Barhalza. On no. 422 the sanu of Maganuba is

named.

Here undoubtedly we have to do with an official, who is 'second'

in rank, in the city of which he is sanu; under the bel pdhate of the

district, and of course next the saknu, when there was one. There

is some reason to suppose that when the city had a hazdnu as well

as a saknu, the former was also the sanii.

211. A somewhat different meaning must apply to the sanii of

the king's son, who is called Takuni, on no. 129, and probably on

no. 130. Whether we are to take A§ur-rimani's title on no. 345 as

salsu sanii, of the king's son, i.e. 'deputy salsu'; or ^ salsu and sanu'

of the king's son, is not clear. In any case, a 'deputy of the king's

son ' is unlikely. The sanii must here be merely a business repre-

sentative or 'agent.' On no. 694 MuSallim-ilu holds this office.
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The sanu of the palace in Lahiru, called on no. 5 Ninip-ah-iddin,

is clearly the officer ' second ' in authority there. In quite a number
of cases we have the title amel sanu, without further information as

to whose ' deputy ' he was, or of what city he was ' second ' in rank.

Thus in nos. 48 and 49 Ululai, in no. 12 Bidada, in no. 285 Sarusi,

in no. 241 Na'id-ilu, in no. 208 Erba-Adadi, in no. 121 Arbailai, and

others in nos. 56, 65, 157, 588, 592, &c. bear this title. In no. 32

it is given to Sin-sarr-usur ; as above we have seen he was actually

sanii of Lahiru, we may safely suppose that here also that is intended.

We may therefore fairly conclude that the title sanTi, when used

without further specification, implies 'the second' in rank in some

city. We are unable generally to supply the name of the city, and

must in any case admit that the supposition requires further support.

In consequence of the ambiguity of this term, we may question

what is meant by saniisu in the list of persons, likely to intervene,

with some claim over an estate : was the seller's saiiu, ' his deputy,'

or 'representative,' or was he the 'second' official of the seller's

city ? I decidedly think the latter, but the other is a possible view.

This official is named, in this capacity, on nos. 59, 230.

When an Eponym Banba is called, as on no. 175, 256, amel

sukallu amel safui one may doubt whether he was sukalhi and saJiu,

or sukallu of the sanu, or sukallu sanu. The last is the real fact, ?'•

no. 330 R 17 shews, where this Eponym is called sukalhi sami. On
no. 485 a sangii sanu or 'second priest' is named.

The bit sanu, doubtless ' a second,' possibly ' summer palace,' is

named on nos. 534, 537. It had a numerous household, see § 219.

An ekallu sami is named in no. 481.

A curious expression appears on no. 246, where a witness is said

to be sanisa arkisu. The reading of arku is not free from doubt, in

any case I do not know what to make of it. It is possible that we

are to read nappahu hurasi, which would suit Nabua very well.

Then, in the next line, another nappahu hurasi follows. Nabua

was, as we know from other contracts, a 'goldsmith.' Here he

would seem to be their sanu or 'Vice-President.' All I can say is,

the reading is doubtful.

The amel sapiru.

212. An amel sapiru is named on no. 474, as possibly inter-

vening to assert some claim over an estate, 'a city with its people,'
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sold. As this title follows the su/cfiu, we are probably to consider

him as a ' messenger ' sent by the saknu. Del. H. W. B. p. 683 b,

goes on to deduce the meaning Ri'i^en/. If this be maintained, we

must regard him as ' a ruler ' of lower rank than the saknu. An amel

ii-pir, named A.sur-mittu-ballit, occurs as a witness on no. 160; this

also must be a ' messenger.' He is too low in the list for a high

official.

213. As remarked above, an ambiguity attaches to the title

anul sa cli : the same doubt, in a less degree perhaps, applies to the

title amel sa pani dinatii. This title is written, on no. 177, with the

sign GAR for /a, and so could be read saknu pdni dinani, but nos.

I ^2> "^"fl '54 give the other sd. Hence no doubt it is read amel sa

pdni dinani and means ' one who is before the dinanu.' On no. 450

we have the itle sd dinani, clearly denoting the same ofifice. On
no. 204 we have amel sa pCxni, but the traces following are not

those of dindnu. The lexicons give dindnu as 'person, presence.'

Meissner, Supp. p. 32 thinks perhaps this title (?) can be differently

understood. Peiser thinks, K. B. iv. p. 136, note °, that perhaps

dinamt is a plural of dinu. For my part, I imagine sa pan dinani,

' one who is before the presence,' is as good a title as manzdz pdni,

'one who stands before,' or 'in the presence of.' The 'presence'

in both cases is clearly the King's royal person. The idea is not

unknown in other Courts than the Assyrian. On no. 260 Rimani-

Adadi bears the title mukil apdti sa dunandti. It may seem rather

an indefinite title, but even without any specified functions, one who

has the entree to the presence of the king is sufficiently distinguished

to deserve a distinct title.

A similar title is the aiTiel sa pdni ekalli : it occurs on no. 464

where four of his slaves are witnesses. Compare K 594, 11, R 13,

//. A. B. L. p. Si. In no. 575 R 5 we read of an amel saku sa pdni

bit Hi \ a saku, who has the right of entrance to the temple. That

the reading of .SY, as pdni, is correct is confirmed by K 1089, 5,

//. A. B. L. p. 273, where we read that Ahu-li was an amel sa pa-ni

ekalli.

The sdkii.

214. This is the reading I adopt for the term amel SAG, in

preference to resu ; see Del. H. IV. B. p. 685 a. As Delitzsch

shews, amel SU-KA-GAB is to be read sakti, we must probably

read K 4395, i. 4 as amel SU-KA-GAB, and amel saku. The sdku
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is necessarily an officer of some importance, but he does not rank

very high. Perhaps his rank is really due to the position of his

master. The sdk sarri or King's saM occurs often ; the title is borne

by Nintlai in nos. 105, 182, 250, 254, 260, 214, 249. In the last

case he is called amel saku sa sarri. He also appears as a simple

sdku in no. 206. Others bearing this title are Mannu-ki-§^arri in

no. 128, Asur-killani in no. 425, Milki-nuri in no. 472, and others

unnamed in nos. 434 and 694. The King's son has his MM, Bani in

no. 261, Atar-ili in no. 625, Nergal-sarr-usur in no. 416, Nabu-nadin-

ahe in no. 334. The Queen's sdktl, Milki-nuri, occurs in nos. 287,

627, 316. The sakintu had her sdkfi, Ruradidi, in no. 218, Rimti-ili

in no. 356. There was a sdk GAB-MES in no. 185 called Si'dalai;

a sdk sarri sa cli bit sarrdni, in no. 48, called Nabu-.seziha,ni ; a sdM
sa pdni bit Hi in no. 575. Two sdke sa bit sarri are witnesses

in no. 575, also a sdku of Samas and another of some god,

perhaps two.

A saku of Kummuh in no. 25, by name Nusku-ilai, seems likely

to be a somewhat different official ; the reading may be a scribal

error for sak-nu. Adadi-ah-iddin, the sak LI-HU-SI '\x\ no. 173, if

the reading is correct, may be some headman over the 'tablets': a

sort of 'librarian.' The sdku had a sanu or 'deputy'; see no. 371.

The simple title sdku is borne by Nabu-kata-sabit on no. 35, Umu-
bulti on no. 344, Nabu-sarr-usur on nos. 344, 386, Sukkai on no. 386,

Nabu-killani on no. 386, Nabu-dur-usur on no. 218, Nabu-dur-kusur

on no. 227, Tarditu-Asur on no. 275, Sa-Nabu-su on no. 48, Milki-

nuri on no. 452, Mannu-dik-alak on no. 641, and by others on nos.

177, 181 and 439. On no. 200 Ahu-lamur is not only a sdhi, but

' servant ' or slave of Samas-abua, and as such is sold. Taking all

things into consideration, we may conclude that the sdku was a

' domestic servant,' and as such, perhaps a ' steward,' or confidential

upper servant. See now Zimmern, in Z. D. M. G., 1899, p. 115,

who produces good reasons to regard amel SAG, at least in some

connections, as 'a cupbearer.' We should then read the title sdkti,

and derive it from sakt't, ' to give to drink.'

A somewhat different title is the amei saku, which meets us on

K 154, R 10, If. A. B. L. p. 278, with a plural sa-ku-ii-ti on K 1107,

9, H. A. B. L. p. 238. It appears not to be an Assyrian title, as

it is borne by Bel-etir and by Elamites. On Bu, 91-5-9, 183;

H. A. B. L. p. 348, we read of a sa-ku of Babylon. So also on

Sm. 1028, H. A. B. L. p. 441, Ubaru is a saku of Babylon.
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Compare also the later Babylonian contracts, passim. As the

sa here may be the ideogram for sakCinu^ perhaps we are to read

sakkatiaku.

The siiparsak.

215. The reading of this title, written amU ^U-UD-^AG, is

still doubtful. Del. H. \V. B. p. 685, suggests that we should read

amcl sud-sake and that it is really a variant to rab sake. Some things

seem in f^ivour of this suggestion. The title is of frequent occurrence

in the historical inscriptions, see references in H. W. B. This

officer appears above the belpahdti and saknii and if not actually the

same as a rab sake, is certainly a superior of the saku. The title

occurs in our documents in nos. 646, 647, 649.

On the other hand we may compare the title of Eulmas-^urki-

iddina in in. R 43, i. 30, who was a sak sub-bar sa niatate. This is

very like supar-sak : the change of / to b is thoroughly Babylonian,

On the title compare Belser, B. A. S. 11. p. 132. The officials which

follow are in order the sake sa mdtdte, the pahdtu sa mdtdte and the

sak siibbar sa temi sa mdtate. The sake here may be the equivalent

of the rdb sake.

The Queefi-Conso?-t.

216. It may seem ungallant to place this lady so late, but the

Assyrians themselves seem to have denoted her by a sort of

oeriphrasis. The term sarratu, Queen, only occurs in no. 645 ; and

there, as a title of a goddess, it is written AN-L UGAL-rat; evidently

to be read {ilat) sarrat. It is so used in the historical inscriptions
;

^arratu and its synonym malkatu are chiefly applied to goddesses.

.' am inclined to think that an Assyrian would only use the term of

a lady who reigned in her own right and not of the wife of a king.

Piofessor Delitzsch, B. A. S. i. p. 615, was the first, I think, to

recogr.ise the meaning of SAL-ekalli, which he read as zikrii ekalli.

As he says, 'the lady,' 'Dame des Palastes /car' e^'o^T^i',' can only be

'the Qutcn.' George Smith had wavered in his opinions, but once

thought ti e same.

The Assyrian kings had wives many. Probably one was the

chief wife jnd therefore in some senses Queen, but I doubt if she

was ever piblicly associated with her husband. The case of Sam-

muramat, \k i queen of Adadinirari III. ; see K. B. I. p. 192, is
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certainly not an exception. She is named by B el-tarsi-AN-MA, the

saknu of Kalhi, on a statue of Nabu, which he vowed ana balat

Adadi-nirari belisu, 21 balat Sammuramat assat ekalli belttsu, ' for the

well-being of Adadinirari, his lord, and the well-being of Sammuramat,

lady of the palace, his mistress.' It will be noted that even this lady,

undoubtedly a queen, is not called sarratu nor malkatu, only assat

ekalli. This title, written SAL ekalli, is applied to herself in no. 645,

by ZaktJtu ; who says she is assat ekalli of Sennacherib, kallat, that

is daughter-in-law, of Sargon and mother of Esarhaddon. On the

reverse, she calls herself Naki'a, assat ekalli of Sennacherib, and

kallat of Sargon and calls Esarhaddon her son. There can therefore

be no doubt that she was Queen-Consort, if not chief wife of

Sennacherib ; if she had been able to call herself sarratu, I think

she certainly would have done so. In no. 519, 7, according to a

probable restoration, the lady buyer was called assat ekalli Id sarri,

which seems to shew that assat ekalli does not necessarily mean

'wife of the king.' That is of course doubtful, on account of the

state of the tablet : cf. no. 337, R 7. Judging by the rank which her

mukil apati takes, in no. 444, R 13, above the ?jmkU apati of the

king's son, she was of higher rank than a Crown-Prince. This seems

quite conclusive in favour of a Queen. We do not know the names

of more than these two Queens.

The assat ekalli had a large household, separate from that of the

king. It included a number of men-servants. She had property in

her own right. We read, in no. 447, of her rab dlchti, shewing that

she possessed a city of her own, if not more than one. In no. 472

we find she had an dl se, or country district, important enough to

have its hazdnu. Her sdhl, called Milki-nuri, occurs in nos. 2%'].

316, 627. Her rab kisir, in no. 612, is Mannu-ki-Istar-li
'

; Banunu

was another. Her salsu was Nab<i-sarr-usur, in no. 612; her mar

sipri, no. 337, was important enough to have a rab kisir of his owr,

no. 494, R 8. She had an aba, Nabu-aplu-iddin, in no. 207. She had

a viukil apati in no. 444, called Marduk-sarr-usur. She bad a

tamkaru in no. 357, an isparii in no. 642, and other officials in

no. 261 and 272. Her ttikultu stands above the Queen [Viother's

tukultu on 80— 7, 19, 25 ; H. A. B. L. p. 411. It is not eisy to say

how we should read the title on no. 188, 2; but Mukin'.-Asur was

certainly an official of hers. On no. 675 we have a 1st of four

houses belonging to a lady whose title is written SAL-.^AT ekalli.

We may, however, read this assat, taking LAT as tae phonetic
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complement sat. Otherwise, the amat ckai/i, or ' maid of the palace,'

may possibly be some less highly placed lady. This is less likely.

The case is different with the title that meets us on no. 317, 6,

^AL-SAB t'kalli. As sabu is certainly a ' servant-man,' we must

here have a synonym of amat i-kalli. One may be tempted to view

it as a proper name and read it NOr-ekalli, to which the masculine

name, Niar-biti, would give support, but on Esarhaddon's Sendscherli

stele, rev. 44, we find that the king, when enumerating the captive

family of Tarku, puts first SAL ckallisu and next SAL-^AB ekalli-

(J>iu)-su. Here we have marked confirmation of the contention that

$AL ckalli is the Queen, and a fairly strong hint that ^AL-SAB
ekalli is 'a concubine.' At any rate our no. 317 suggests that she

was a sakintu, for she bears the same name, Ahu-dalli, as did the

sakintu of Kabal dli, in no. 232. In K 5466, H. A. B. L. p. 89,

a very fragmentary letter, Tab-sil-e§arra, mentions both Queen and

SAL-LAT ckalli in a way that suggests their identity. At any rate

the latter seems to have lived in the Queen's palace, and her sons

are named. In no. 594 we read of the rab kisir of the SAL sarrt,

which we must read assat sarri, and take to be the Queen.

The sa sepa.

217. The very frequently occurring title amel sa sepa is also

written amel sd sepd four times. It takes the form sd amel sepd, in

no. 105, and sd sepd, without any amel, in nos. 105, 177, 470. In

no. 177 we have a mutirputi sd sepd, in no. 470 a rob kisir sd sepd

sa apil sarri. The sa sepd of the king's son are also indicated in

nos. 312 and 352. From these hints we may conclude that sa sepd

was the name of a class of men who formed a kisir, and probably

were a division of the army. We have already seen that there were

rakbu sa sepd : § 163. On the whole I incline to the view that the

foot-soldiers are meant. The kisru sa sepd sa apil sarri will then

mean the ' Prince's Own Regiment of Foot.' The mutir puti sa

sipd will be one of the ' Infantry Body Guard.' If the rakbu could

be taken of a mounted rider, we might have an 'officer of the

infantry.' It may however be that some other meaning is intended.

It is noteworthy that in the enumeration of a kisru, on K 4286,

a chariot appears to be included as an essential part of the force,

which otherwise consists of archers and spearmen, who were certainly

' foot-soldiers.'
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A list of names of persons having this title may be of service.

Ahu-ilai Istar-ilai Nabil-utarris

Arbailai I§tar-nadin-ahe Ninip-na'id

Ardi-apli Kabar-ilu Salmu-ahe

Ardi-Asur Karhai Salmu-sarr-ikbi

Balasi Lakipu Samas-upahhiri

Bel-sarr-usur Mannu-ki-Asur Ser-ikbi

Haldi-daia Mannu-ki-Nabu Summa-ili.

Ilu-gabri Nabu-sarr-usur. Ugur-ahe.

As to his position the scpa was below a rab kisir, a fiinttrputi

and a rakbu, and of course the higher officials, but on a level with

the salsu, above the /nusarkis, the tamkaru^ the MU^ the santi, the

SE-GAR and the ordinary mukil apdti.

This seems high rank for a common infantry soldier, but we have

doubtless always to deal with a member of a permanent small force

attached to the king's own person.

218. The determinative, amel, appears written in the forms

given by Briinnow, nos. 3881, 4951, and 6394. The two former pass,

by almost imperceptible grades, over into one another. It is often

impossible to say which of them is intended. All three are equally

well read as amelu and, as a determinative, a77icl. For a discussion

of the meaning of the word, see Del. H. W. B. p. 84 : Muss-Arnolt,

p. 57. The relative frequency of the two forms, for I reckon

Briinnow's first two as the same, is about 9 to 7 in favour of the

former. When there is any reason to distinguish the forms I tran-

scribe the first two by amel and the third by AMEL. This

determinative is used as masculine in the singular, but is common to

both genders in the plural.

The feminine determinative, written SAL, is to be read amilhi

when it merely denotes 'a female person.' The reading assatu is

the proper antithesis to mutu, and properly is ' the wife,' as opposed

to 'the husband.' The reading amtu for the form SAL-LAT is, to

be preferred, as an antithesis to ardu, written NITA ; meaning
' a maid-servant,' as opposed to ' a man-servant.' When it is intended

to indicate a masculine or feminine name, TIS and SAL are used.

These I have left, as a rule, unindicated in my transcriptions ; the

capital letter at the beginning of a proper name being sufficient to

mark it as such. In some cases, where doubt might arise as to the

gender of the name, I have prefixed a (f) to indicate the female.
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When these feminine terms are followed by the possessive pronoun

///, we sometimes find that a quasi-construct form, ending in /, is

used, and, under its influence, su becomes sii. Thus, ^ his wife' is

often written, SAL-su, to be read, assatsn: as in nos. 261, 310, 430.

The far more common form SAL-su^ is to be read assatisu. So we

should read SAL-LAT-su as amatsii, but ^AL-LAT-su as amiisti.

Amtu is not used as a determinative in our documents : but see

Muss-Arnolt, p. 62 b. Assatu is not used as a determinative in our

documents either, nor can I think it ever was. The determinative

of males is amclu, that of females clearly amilti, as K 3790 shews ; see

A'. B. IV. p. 122. The use of SAL, as merely denoting ' the woman,'

' the female person,' is otherwise uncommon. That is to say, SAL is

usually followed by something, further specifying the woman, except

where it denotes 'a wife.' Examples of this detached use of amiltu

are to be found in nos. 307, R 13 ; 321, 6 ; 61 R 2
; 72 R 8 ; 86, 9;

94> 3 ; 7 1 1) 7- ^he plural SAL-AIES doQS occur, meaning 'wives,'

and is then read assati'xn nos. 229, 253, 306, but also as not necessarily

implying or suggesting more than 'females' and therefore to be read

amilati, in no. 427. The more correct term for wife, SAL-DAM,
only occurs in no. 269.

2ig. A curious deviation from the above rule is when amel is

used before sakintu instead of the more correct ^AL : see no. 339.

The sign amel is used also to denote ' a slave ' or * servant,' thus

in no. 45 7 we have 2 amele sold : so often to denote the slave sold.

Here there seems to be a more respectful usage than in nise, or

napsdti, or the old Babylonian SAG, 'a head.'

Also the word amclu is used to refer to persons already named,

in the sense of 'the said persons.' Here we may have the more

original meaning. The use of amel as a determinative before ardu,

slave, is curious, but it would probably be over-refinement to attempt

to base any conclusion upon it. The slaves were 'persons' and

were so regarded by the scribe.

The meaning becomes more indefinite when we find it used

before mam, 'a son.' What difference could possibly exist between

amil maru and maru simply, I fiiil to see. Hence when we have

such a use as amel sabc, in nos. 90, 696 ; or amel sabu, as in no. 63,

we can hardly regard sabe as a class any more than arddni. Hence

I have not reckoned the $AB-MES among our officials. It is

a little different with amel suharte, which occurs in the enumeration

of a family of slaves, in nos. 270 and 271. We have clearly the
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same word in no. 471, where in lines 9 and 1 1 we read marsu suhartu.

I regard it as a mere adjective, meaning ' small' At the same time

the form is curious. I do not think amel here constitutes a class.

The amel ekalli obviously denotes a mere ' servant of the palace ' : as

in the name Amel-Marduk. Here we have a usage foreign to our

documents, but on K 858, lines 5 and 6, Arbai and Musurai are both

called amel ekalli. Hence the usage was known in Assyrian in our

period. On no. 82-5-22, 112, we have mention of 300 amele sd

bit sane. On the word amelu, and its relatives in other branches of

Semitic language, see now, Winckler, Forsch. 11. p. 312 f.

220. There are some official titles which as yet are unread. The

most frequent is the amel RI{GAR)K, i.e. i'?/A"' written with an in-

serted GAR. It is the sign given by Briinnow, no. 5205. Zehnpfund

discusses it, B. A. S. i. 535, and guesses rikku from Str. Nbd. 978

and Asurb. ix. 90. There is no doubt that many later Babylonian

contracts connect it closely with garden work. It is a compound of

RIK and GAR : and may therefore denote one who has to deal

with the rikku. Also in Str. Nbd. 317, 496, etc. we read of an amel

rdb rikkat: in Str. Nbd. 10 10 an am.el rikki; and in Str. Cyr. 332 an

amel rikkiiitu. These certainly suggest that there was an a})iel rikku

etc. : but the connection with our sign is difficult to admit. 11. R. 30,

65 B.C. gives RI{GAR)K-A as ratbu. It is therefore at least possible

that the term was rendered by some derivative of rafdbu, ' to water

gardens,' thence ' to cultivate ' in general.

The title is borne by Akdasilu in no. 345, Isdi-Istar in no. 606,

Mutakkil-Asur in nos. 48, 49, 575, by Sulmu-ahe in no. 357 and by

Tarim-Sin in no. 14.

In no. 310, 3, the female slave Nergal-danan is called an amel

AZAG... Is it possible to think here of the expression AZAG, TA-
GUB-BA, Briinnow's 9904? This is read manzazanii, and means

'pledge,' according to Meissner A. B. P. p. 9. The ajnel AZAG-
DIM^ or amel KU-DIM, i.e. kudimmu, 'goldsmith,' is possible, of

course.

221. The amel PA does not occur in our documents, nor is any

reading given in Briinnow, but on K 4761, 11, we find Marduk-erba

spoken of as a saknu sa amel PA-MES. One is tempted to connect

this with the amel mukil apdte : see § 124.

The amel git-ta-a-a {pin) are not named in our documents, but

occur on 79-7-8, 200, see Catalogue, p. 17 16. It is natural to

connect them with the giftii of Del. H. IV. B. 196 a. They probably
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mean the scribes who attended the army to record the spoil, numbers

of the slain, <S:c., and generally keep 'a reckoning.'

The term amcl ral)-rdb-{mes), or amcl GAL-GAL-MES occurs

with some frequency. Perhaps it is the office referred to in the

official name rab-DAN-DAN {MES). If so perhaps we are to read

ami-l ga/i^al(\ On 83-1-18, 347, we have a number of officials,

among them a sa sepa, a rab isdi, a rab batki, a SE-GAR and a

rab SA-SIT, summed up as so many amei rab-rab-{plii). On 82-5-

22, 112, we have mention of five hundred and twenty amcl rab-rab-

The amH pikitte are mentioned in K 666, 6, and without the

determinative, in K 583, 10, and K 482, 8, cf. 13. A parallel term

is bcl pikitiiim, 'an overseer' or 'foreman,' 'manager,' &c. ; the

pikittu was the ' instruction ' or ' direction,' and this was the official

who carried them out : see Del. B. A. S. i. and now //. IV. B.

P- 535 t>- A plural ioxva pi-kit-ta-te occurs, on K 9669, 11, where we

have an aba sa c/i pikittaii, a title which also occurs on 82-3-13, 13,

1. 3-

222, The amcl ma'-as-su occurs several times on K 8103 in

connection with various assignments of persons and property. The

term appears in Del. H. W. B. p. 388 b : but there ma'assu is a

bye-form of inaattu, 'many.' The term here must have some

other meaning, as amcl jna'assu certainly does not mean, ' many

people.'

The amcl sa bit-hal is evidently one who looks after ' the steeds,'

bit-halle. On K 8103 11. 5 we read, 2 amcl sa bit-hal ina pant

Sabagissc hi biti amcl rab sdki.

The amH PA-GUR-SE-alaniy perhaps amcl SIG-GUR-SE-dldni,

occurs on K 8103 11. 7 ; where one of them is in the charge of Zeruti,

the rdb kisir.

The attul sa-pu-li or sabiili is named on K 1577, where it appears

that Kisir-Istar says that his sapulu ina sapal Sulmu-sarri amel sakti.

mat Kusai etarab Sulmu-sarri amcl mutir puti ina muhhia issapra,

&c. ; that is, as I render it, ' his sapulu came to (lit. under) Sulmu-

sarri, the chieftain of Kusu, and Sulmu-sarri sent his bodyguard to

me.' Here sapal, usually meaning 'under,' means probably only

' to,' perhaps with the idea of ' up to,' implying that Kusu was a hill

country. The sapulu may be a ' servant ' in the sense of ' underling'

:

compare the use of sa sipd, which may be read sa sapal : and perhaps

was always read sapulu. It may be worth noting that Briinnow,
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no. 5202, gives sapulu as a reading of the ideogram referred to in

§ 220, but with the added signs sad-du-a.

223. Above under saknu, the amel GAR-MAN has been read

saktn sarri; but on K 1473 we have some females termed SAL-
GAR-MAN-MES. If we take SAL-GAR as an ideogram for

sakintu, we have the singular, sakintu sarri, followed by the plural

sign. That this is the correct reading is suggested by the fact that the

kabldti appears to precede. We know that the sakintu was associated

with the kablu of a city. At the same time, it is well to call attention

to the possibility that amel GAR-MAN may not be really sakin

sarri.

In K 1995, which contains a long list of names, with a few titles,

we have a term susanu; of which the meaning is not obvious. Thus,

in line 19, Lubalat is called amel su-sa-nu u-ri-e, and lower down we
have four a?nel sii-sa-ni.

It is possible to think of a connection with sisu, a horse, and the

urie, 'stables,' favours that connection. It is less likely that the

sasinnu is connected. The hisanu, of the times of Darius onwards,

discussed by Hilprecht B. E. P. ix. p. 44, notes, appear to be some

menials, but not in the position of ordinary slaves. They were

forced labourers, and seem to be connected closely with the bit sise.

The composition of the kisru.

224. The text K 4286, which is probably a letter or report to

Sennacherib, on military affairs, mentions numbers of persons,

apparently soldiers, of various nationalities. The defective state of

the text makes much of it unintelligible to me. Consequently I

shall merely call attention to a few of the items that seem to

illustrate the nature of the Assyrian forces. Thus we have ^o A-RIT
Am-ka-a-a-sii, 3 amel BAN Kusitai, 23 ditto amel Dammakute, 12

ditto Kipritai, 7 ditto Hindarai, which are summed up as 50 amel

A-RIT, 40 {sic.) amel {BAN) in all 100 amel sabe. We have already

seen that amel A-RIT is ' a spearman '
: as ainel BAN is an ' archer.'

In Captain D. A. Billerbeck's invaluable account of the Assyrian

army, B. A. S. iii. p. 167 f. we see that the archer and the spearman

fought side by side, and as I have pointed out in § 125, 'the fifty'

seems to have been the ' company unit.' Perhaps this always

implied fifty couples, each consisting of a spearman and an archer as

here. In this particular case, there accompanied the above, two
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horses and 5 sabc sa narkabti..., and seemingly these five chariot

men, with the 45 archers, are counted to make up the hundred.

The next group appears to have contained 109 men : but the items

are not all preserved. There were, however, 4 horses, apparently

belonging to or under the charge of NabCl-ahi-ddin, and some more

under Gadia; several groups of archers, 24 Hiritai, 7 Samirnai, 21 (?)

Makaratai, &c. The next group seems to consist of archers alone
;

4 Labdudai, 4 ditto, 12 ditto, 4 Hindarai, ... 3 ditto, 14 Martenai,

20 Rahikuai, 6 Pakudai. The scribe makes two totals next, he says

'in all 121 ami'/..., in all 209 belonging to Zagaga....' It is clear that

something has dropped out ; there seems to have been another

number to the right of each of the last eight lines ; these numbers

may have made up the missing total. Then comes the very im-

portant passage, 'one chariot,' 2 U-ra-a-te iffur {KUR-RA), 4 u-ra-a-

te iinir GIR-NUN-NA., 14 imer (?)..., 33 sabe 7iarka/>ti, 35 sabe

( ), 50 A-RIT, 95 nisc biti 7iafne sd kisir sd Nabn-ahi-ddin.

Here we have some interesting points. Again a chariot is part of the

regiment. The term urate, generally read * mares,' is here used as

applying to the female mule (?). It is difficult to reconcile the

scribe's totals without having a complete text before one ; hence we

do not easily identify the 33 sdbe narkabti. The nisi biti name seem

somehow to be connected with the items before the name Zagaga...

who is called the amU raksu of the biti na(rnc). We clearly have an

example here of what a kisir really might include.

There follow ; 20 Cxi Kakzii, 20 al Kar Belit, 5 dl Diir Sin-ahc-erba

and a total 400 and more. These must be additions to the above

and in all formed what the scribe calls emiiki of someone unknown.

The peoples furnishing their quota to this kisir are of importance.

Professor Dr Bezold has already conjectured the period to which the

list may belong. I do think that at the time they were enrolled in

this regiment, the foreigners here named were actually resident in

their native lands. They were surely slaves. Whether this liability

to be called up for military purposes always lay upon the slave, or

whether one campaign was sufficient to satisfy it, we do not yet

know. The seller of slaves however often guaranteed that his

property was not liable to any further claim of the kind. Hence we
may surmise that it could be discharged before the slaves ceased to

be saleable, and at any rate, either by service or payment, could be

avoided. It is interesting to note the presence of Samaritan slaves

(Israelites?) in this regiment.
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The obligation to furnish soldiers.

225. It has already been remarked, § 116, that the Itu'ai,

originally an Aramaic folk, appear in the list of officials, as if the

name had passed over into the designation of a caste. We find in

the letters an Itu'ai spoken of, as if a military rank or grade of

soldier: see K 690, K 11 148, and 83-1-18, 24; H. A. B. L. p. 200,

244 and 442 : also K 1881, Winckler's Samnil. p. 67. Certainly

here there is little indication of identity with the ittu, given as an

official title by Muss-Arnolt, p. 128 a. Everywhere there seems to

be a racial character, the name being spelt I-tu'-a-a. The names of

these officials, Bibia, Tarditu-Asur, Beli^upusi, ladi', lada-ilu also

suggest foreign nationality. Further they seem to have been allowed

to possess land in return for military service. Professor Dr Hilprecht,

B. E. P. A. X. p. 36, &c. has shewn that in Persian times a plot of

land known as a bit amel BAN., btt bel BAN, bit [isu) BAN or

simply {isu) BAN, is a piece of land held subject to the requisition

of ' a bow.' Hence it seems that land was then held subject to the

condition of furnishing a bowman for the army. This custom seems

however to have been in force two centuries before in Assyria. On
K 690, H. A. B. L. p. 200, we read of eklu kastusu, literally 'the

field, his bow,' or the plot of land held subject to furnishing an

archer. If, in Assyria, the field was called its owner's ' bow ' on any

other ground than this, then assuredly Professor Hilprecht's ex-

planation of the expression in Persian times must be mistaken. He
has however rendered it perfectly convincing to me. I cannot

imagine any other explanation that could account for the passages he

quotes. It seems to me certain therefore that also in Assyrian times

land was held subject to the condition of furnishing an archer. The

conquerors of Nineveh in all probability adopted many of the

Assyrian customs, and if this sort of military tenure was really in-

troduced into Babylonia by the Persian dynasty, it was probably

transferred from Assyria. It remains to be shewn that it was not

already native in Babylonia: see Str. Nbk. 220.

Of more immediate interest is the fact that an Itu'an holds land

on this tenure. The text is not completely preserved, but the words

which follow immediately, se innu, SE-PA T-MES zaku seem to me
to imply that the grass and corn crops were exempt. That is to say,

while the military officials could levy a demand for corn and fodder

on lands not so exempted, the field called a kastu was free from any
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further demand beyond its 'bow.' For another species of contribution

due to the State, apparently from the citizens, called rikis kahlu and

clearly meant to provide a soldier and his equipment, see now

Kohler-Peiser, A.B. R. iv. p. 8, and § 234.

The amcl GAR-ME^.

11^. That GAR, or c^A, not only means sakanu and its

derivatives, but is an ideogram for akalii and its derivatives, intro-

duces a further ambiguity into this title. In a very large number

of texts, GAR or GAR-MES, distinctly means 'food.' A very

instructive passage occurs in K 629, R 8 f., H. A. B. L. p. 60.

The sacrificing priests slew the animal offered and made the

offering; epesi4, 'to do,' does mean 'to offer' in Assyrian. Then

the writer goes on, sd i KA aklisu use/la itia bit Nabvi ekai, ' of one

KA of its flesh (lit. food) they offered, in the temple of NabCl, they

eat it.' The examples given in Del. H. IV. B. p. 54, would be

sufficient, of themselves, to establish this use of SA or SA-ZUN in

the sense of aka/u, 'food.' The passages in the letters are too

numerous to quote, one may suffice. On K 582, 17 f. : H. A. B. L.

p. 161, we find that 2 KA SA-MES, 2 KA BI-MES; that is, 'two

KA of food, two KA of drink' for the masmasu, and one KA of

food, one KA of drink for the pirhinu were reckoned the gmii of

bit Nabu : cf. K 569, 14 : Z^ ^. B. L. p. 70.

^Vhen therefore in our texts we note that in no. 48, a sum of

money is reckoned the ginu of Asur, and in another place, no. 44, a

sum of money is said to be for SA-MES bit Hi, we may feel sure

that here SA means 'food,' and not persons. On the other hand

we may wonder why there was interest charged for the non-return of

the money, if ' food ' had been expected for it. The sense of ' food '

may possibly also suit the SA-MES, on the inside of no. 159. But

on no. 617, where either two sellers or two slaves are said to be

$A-ME^-e of the tukultu rabu, we are bound to regard the term as

a title.

The use of amcl SA to denote saknu is beyond doubt : see §177.

Not all the cases where it occurs, however, are quite certain, and it

seems at least possible that the amel SA-MES was one who had

charge of food. On K 122, R 2, 18, H. A. B. L. p. 41, an atncl

rab $A-MES is mentioned in such close connection with a temple,

its priests and their ' food,' aklisunu, that we can hardly refuse to
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read the title rab akle and suppose him a 'chief of the larder.'

The title SE-GAR can be read nadin aklu and may belong here.

Still some reason for doubt must remain, he might well be a rab

sakmiti.

11']. On K 620, 14, R 4, Z^ ^. B. L. p. 82, we have mention

of an a fnil rab pilkani. Del. H. W. B. p. 527 a, gives the meaning

o{ pilku, as 'district' or 'region.' However the rab pilkani appears

to be concerned with repairs in this letter.

Other liabilities incumbent upon land.

11S. In the clauses relating to the sale or lease of land we shall

find a number of officials named as likely to exercise claims on the

land, its crops or its serfs. The object of the buyer was to obtain

from the seller a guarantee that these claims would not be put in

force against him. Of course when the king made a ' proclamation,'

or granted a charter, he was in a position to grant exemption from

all territorial dues and military or State claims. This was called

' freeing ' the land, the king used the word uzakki, ' I have freed
'

;

the land was called zaku, 'freed.' It is not so easy to see how a

private person could exempt his estate from State obligations. He
may of course have bought off the living State officials by a bribe

;

or he may have made a legal agreement with them, and compounded,

by payment or by service rendered, for future claims. A valuable

light is thrown on these points by Tab-sil-esarra in his letter to the

king ; K 5466 H. A. B. L. p. 89. He was, as we know, saknu of

Assur, and therefore he had a right to the service of all the district

of Assur, for such work as repairs. Also we know that Sargon

'freed' the city of Assur. Tab-sil-esarra accordingly states rev. 6,

ki sarru beli al Assur HzaMni ilku sa al Assur ina muhhia kariruni
;

'when the king my lord freed the city Assur, the ilku of the city

Assur was rendered unavailable for me.' Hence he goes on to state

that, when he wished to do some repairs to the palace of the Queen,

at Ekallate, the freedom, zahlte., was pleaded against him. He
therefore enumerates the persons who would have been or were

liable
; 370 were sabe and 90 mar sabe of the king, 90 were sa

kutalli; of these 190 should do the king's work. Apparently he

leaves it to the king to decide what these people should do, or how

the work was to be done. In spite of the obscurities, one thing is

clear, the freeing of a city put its sahtu to considerable incon-
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vcnience, when repairs had to be done. Further, I think it is

certain that this forced labour was part of the ilku. Also it seems

clear that the amii simu, written antel ^AM-ME^, see § 1 1 7, whom

I take to be 'bought slaves,' are the persons who had been exempted

and the saknu had to fall back on the service of those who were sabc

sarri. These sabi' sarri are also named on K 525, 18, ^. A. B. L.

p. 253. The lot of an ordinary slave seems to have been, then, that

when a saknu needed his services for repairs to a building, he might

be ' pressed ' as a sab sarri.

The freedom, zakutu, of the city or estate, released the citizens,

mare of the city, from this claim on their bought slaves.

This claim is obviously the same as the arad sarnUu and atnaf

sarrutu, or liability to be claimed as ' slave of the king's,' which is so

frequently mentioned in the later Babylonian documents : see Del.

H. W.B. p. 518.

It seems not unlikely that the kisir sarHitu^ see Del. H. W. B.

p. 592, and Winckler's Forsch. i. 406, was of the same character.

Sargon himself states, see Winckler, Forsch. i. p. 404, that the

inhabitants of Assur had been subjected by Shalmaneser IV. to this

indignity. They were called upon to contribute personal service on

building works. Sargon also says that he had made them free from

dih'it niati, sisUu ?idgiri ina tniksi kari, &.c.

The consequence was Tab-sil-esarra's embarrassment related

above.

229. In some of the ' Kudurru Inscriptions,' as Belser calls

them, B. A. S. 11. p. iii f., we find the same state of affairs. The

king freed a certain estate from its territorial dues. \\'hat these

were may be assumed to be the same as in Assyria : the terms even

are similar. The whole liability in Assyria is usually summed up as

ilku dupsikki. The Babylonian form is allu dxipsikki. There is a

considerable division of opinion as to what the exact and original

meaning of these terms was. See the Lexicons under allu and

dupsikku. The term allu in this connection does not occur in our

documents, being always replaced by ilku ; but allu occurs in the

Assyrian historical inscriptions : Sargon, Esarhaddon and Asur-

banipal refer to it. The meaning ' chain ' is unlikely to be properly

what is intended, because the free subjects of Sargon had borne it

as well as slaves. The determinative of wood before allu in i. R 49,

Col. IV. 5, &c., makes Delitzsch's suggestion of 'a basket' or 'sack'

ver)- likely. Certain it is that Sm 2276, which was a sealed label on
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a sack, or something of coarse cloth, professes to be the ilkii ; see

no. 766. Further, on no. 370, we read that ilku istu elniri iilak,

i.e. 'the ilku shall be taken from the harvest.' So on Sargon xii.,

6". A. V. I, we find that the ilku did not hold good that year in

Diir-Sargon, ilku la ilakka. Putting these very slight hints together,

I am of opinion that the allu and the ilku are the same thing, that

they denote not ' a badge of servitude ' or public works, but the

responsibility to furnish supplies in kind for the State service. When
therefore Tab-sil-esarra above wanted materials to repair the palaces,

he was met by a plea on the part of the ma7-e Assur, against such

requisitions, that Sargon had set them free. Hence it seems to me
that Professor Jensen was right when he referred allu to 'land

tenure': see Kosmolo^ie, p. 392, and Z. A. 11. 211 f; vii. 217.

Further it is possible that the kasdu which is given as a synonym

of allu, is really due to a mistaken etymology or a play on words,

and that while both allu and kasdu mean ' mighty ' and hence

'power,' the allu is really a synonym of kastu 'the bow,' which also

denotes the estate liable to furnish the equivalent of a bowman and

his associated spearman. I do not mean to assert that allu is 'a

bow ' : only that there seems reason to think that the allu denotes

the same territorial liability as the kastu.

230. The ilku is twice associated with the verb illak., as we

have seen above. Delitzsch, H. JV. B. p. 70 a, does not give a

derivation. So far as these two sentences go we might assume the

verb to be alaku, 'to go.' But there is another verb aldku, see Del.

If. IV. B. p. 69 b, whose synonyms contain the senses of ' to serve,

do work, &c.' Hence it seems very likely that the word ilku is

merely ' service,' and specially ' service due ' : compare ilakku ' an

offering.'

231. The actual meaning of dupsikku seems to be the reed or

straw 'hat,' worn by the workmen, who were employed on forced

labour : see Del. H. IV. B. p. 22^. What its connection with duppu.,

tablet, may be is hard to see, the likeness may be only apparent.

In the so-called 'Tablet of warnings to kings against injustice,'

published iv. R. 48, dupsikku is continually mentioned as a burden

which the king was not to lay upon the inhabitants of Borsippa,

Nippur, and Babylon. Among the imposts, from which this charter

exempted those cities, is also named sasitu.

232. The character of the obligations, lying upon certain estates

to furnish unpaid labour for the maintenance of public works,
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(lifTcrcd with locality. Of the greatest importance wa.s naturally the

maintenance of the canal .system. Those liable to execute repairs

on the canals are called kallc nt'iri, on the Babylonian boundary

stones, see Belser, B. A. S. ii. p. 150. With these are associated

the ka//e taba/i, probably tho.se who repaired, with bricks, or

masonry, the sides of the canals : compare the ka/le sarri, a parallel

to the s<y>e sarri above. These terms do not actually occur in our

documents, but they illustrate several points in them.

Thus in no. 650 and the parallel places of nos. 646, 647, 648, &c.

we find that an estate is set free from the viiksu kari n'lbiri:

miksu is the proper word for 'custom, impost.' K 56, Col. in. 2-8

shews that a miksu, 'an impost' or 'tariff of one-half, a third, a fourth,

a fifth, a tenth, &c., might be impo.sed. K 246, Col. i. 72, speaks of

a maksuiu sa inn kakkar esrit : 'an impost on what is exposed on

the quay.' The official who collected or extorted this tax or duty

was called the anul ma-ki-su or ^A-KUD-DA-GA-A, on 11. R. 38, 9,

e. f. Delitzsch, H. W. B. p. 407 b, adds to the above ?na-ak-ka-sii, a

title probably, and forming one group with sa'ii and vialaJui. The
makkasu, which occurs so often in Strassmaier's texts, H. J J'. B.

p. 407 b, is said to be a ' sort of date.' The passages, there quoted,

however, seem to me quite consistent with makkasii being only an

indication of the purpose of the dates, either to defray an impost

or as forming part of its payment. So too, the makkasu, which

Delitzsch suggests to be an article made of gold or silver, seems to

be the same; thus in Str. 11. 673, 10, 'so much silver,' rnakkasit

labiri sa {Hit) Narrate, 'the old duty,' or perhaps 'obsolete tax,'

due to Sarrate : and so on. The root makiisu, apparently unknown
to Delitzsch, is to be found on K 4844 b. A very tempting com-

parison may be made with the amcl mu-se-kis and the rab sekisi.

At any rate these two officials may well be ' tax-gatherers ' and
' customs officers.' The miksu kari, I take to be ' wharfage ' : the

karu was ' a dam ' on a canal and also ' the wharf ' at a port

:

Muss-Arnolt, p. 429a. The nibiru was 'a crossing' or 'ferry,'

and the miksu nibiri were ' the ferry dues.' Such at any rate

seems possible. The dues, so exacted, were the outcome of, and

composition for, the obligation lying on estates bordering upon, and

benefiting from, the use of a canal or ford ; and were devoted to the

maintenance of its good repair.

233. 1 he calling out of troops for military service was expressed

by the verb diku. Thus the king says iiarkabaic ummanatcia adki,

J- 12
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' I called out my chariots and troops,' or even mata adki, ' I called

out the land.' For references and further examples, see Del. H. JV. B.

p. 216. The abstract liability to be summoned to bear arms was

called the dikutu. This word occurs in our documents in nos. 646,

647, 649, 650, where the king expressly frees the estates in question

from dikut mati. So too one of the Avrongs which Shalmaneser IV.

had inflicted on the city of Assur was this 'conscription.' See

^Vinckler, Forsch. i. p. 404 f. It was one of the ' injustices ' against

which the king is 'warned ' in D. T. i, iv. R. 48, 1. 25 a.

It is tempting to connect the bcl dikti of nos. 646, 647 and 648,

with dikutu. To call the great general ' a lord of the levy ' would be

not unnatural ; but, in the context, rather awkward. The phrase in

Rm 76, R I, ^. ^. i?. Z. p. 371 Hani rabuti sa sand ersitim ta-ab-tu

di-ik-tu ana liplipi sa sarri helia Iipusu, shews that it must mean

some 'favour,' and is closely parallel to tabtu.

234. Another word for this ' call to arms ' may have been sasti.

At any rate the sisUu ?uigiri is coupled with the miksi kdri as one of

the indignities and burdens which Shalmaneser IV. had inflicted on

the city of Assur and from which Sargon freed it. As dikilt mati pre-

cedes it, we may doubt whether its meaning was identical with that.

The duties of the nagir ckalli, who is probably meant here, were

concerned rather with public works than with war. The ideogram

for sasu is DE, which is often read kabhc. As the passages quoted

in Del. H. IV. B. p. 579 amply shew, kablu is used of the assemblage

of men for war. From the same root comes muktablu, the 'soldier.'

The common phrase, ana epes kabli u tahdzi, ' for joining battle

'

;

and the close association of kabhi and sasti in K 257, point to a

close connection in thought and usage. The ideogram for sisttu

given on K 8760 ends in DE. Hence I consider that the kablu-

abgabe, of which Kohler-Peiser, Atts. Bab. Bechtsleben, iv. p. 8 if.,

speak, is really to be read sisitu. It was, as they shew, in later

times, the obligation to find a soldier and his equipment, or to pay a

contribution for the same. There is no doubt that the nature of the

obligation was much the same in Assyrian days. It is interesting to

notice that the freedom from sisitu, which Asurbanipal confirms to

Babylon, Borsippa and Nippur on D. T. i, iv. R. 48, disappeared

later under Cambyses and Darius. This liability has at least a

superficial resemblance to the aes militare of the Romans. The

equipment for a horseman in the 9th year of Darius, for a three

years' expedition was; 'one ass, costing 50 shekels, six shekels for
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his keep, 12 cloaks, 12 shirts, 12 undcr-garmcnts, 12 leather cover-

lids, as waterproof blankets (?), 12 pairs of shoes, one PI oi oil, two

PI of incense (?), 2 PI bdellium.' This was a fairly liberal outfit

considering the times and the climate. The term for equipment was

siditum. It is noteworthy that we have no mention of the soldier's

arms. They were probably found for him at headquarters.

235. As Winckler has shewn, Altar. Forsch. i. p. 404 f., the term

for 'building' used to express forced labour on public works is hubsu.

.\lso a synonym of this word appears to be hamma'u. See the

lexicons under Jiabasu and especially Meissner, Stipp. p. 37. The

men employed were called sCxbe hubsi.

The tithe.

236. I have failed to detect, in our documents, any mention of

the eirii or ' tithe.' The penalty, which is so often invoked against

one who breaks his contract, that he shall pay the price ana esrate to

the injured party, can only mean a personal payment. Whatever its

amount, it was no payment to the government, nor to any temple.

^\hen these payments are intended they are expressly stated, and

often occur along with the payment ana esrate. The esrii is con-

tinually mentioned however in the later Babylonian contracts, as 'a

tithe' payable to a king or temple: see Tallqvist, Spr. AUxi. p. 52,

Kohler-Peiser, A. B. L. iv. p. 7 f. It was payable, for a group of

persons, by one of the party ; as a ' tithe-payer,' to the ' tithe-owner,'

directly, or to his representative. It could be treated as an asset,

and was negotiable. Hilprecht, B. E. A. C. ix. p. 36, shews that,

probably as an estate, the bit kastu was also to be regarded as a bit

esrii ; that is to say, the estate which was under obligation to furnish

a 'bow' also had to pay 'tithe.' The tithe appears to have been

mostly paid in kind. In the example taken by Kohler-Peiser I.e.

it was associated with the land called a 'bow': and was then paid

in 'corn.' The amount from one 'bow' of land seems to have been

25 GUR 4 PI, but it is not .stated how many persons together paid

in this amount, certainly there were .several ; and they may have had

more than one ' bow ' of land between them.

There was a viiksi esriti \ see Muss-Arnolt, p. 122 a.

It is doubtful whether the rab X-ie of K 4395, in. 22 is really to

be read rab esriti and rendered 'tithe collector,' or 'tithe owner.'

The observer, who reports, in K 88, an eclipse of the moon, to the
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irn'sK, calls himself the 7-ab X-te of Nineveh; see iii. R. 51, No. 7,

1. 3. So Istar-nadin-aplu, on K 78, ill. R. 51, No. 5, 1. 3 calls

himself the rab-X-te of Arbela and reports to the king the invisibility

of the moon on a certain day. On K 297, iii. R. No. 6, 1. 3, the

same observer, writing to the king, on the same subject, calls himself

the rab X-te of the aba {phi) of Arbela. It is very improbable that

a 'tithe collector' would be called upon to make astronomical

observations. If the title has anything to do with the number ' ten

'

at all, it is more likely that 'ten days,' perhaps as a third of the

month, had something to do with his title. The signs can however

be read rab-u-te. The form amel rab {phi) occurs often in the

letters, but whether as a singular term is doubtful. It certainly

includes the bel pahd/i, rab karmdni &c. in K 122, \. xi, H. A. B. L.

p. 40 \ the amel rab {pin) of the bit kdri are named on K 1050, R i,

H. A. B. L. p. 62 ; cf. K 609, 6, H. A. B. L. p. 118, and K 619,

R II, 14, H. A. B. L. p. 170. On 11. R. 44, 2, 3, c. d : we have

BAB-BAB read ra-bu-{u). Hence perhaps the a77iel BAB-BAB-
MES of K 4395, II. 15, is to be taken as equivalent to aitiH rdb-

{plu), and both read atiiel rabfite. I think it very unlikely that the

atnel rab X-te is really to be read rab esrUe, or has anything to do

with the tithe. Delitzsch, H. W. B. p. 149 b, reads rab-X-te as

decurio. Still, even so, the ' decurio of the scribes ' of Arbela seems

a doubtful kind of title. It is conceivable that the bel pahati and

rab karmciui who are called ?-db-X-te, in K 122, may have owed tithe

to the temple. Still the doubt remains, on account of the astro-

logical tablets mentioned above.

So far I have been unable to discover any reference to the esni

in the Assyrian historical inscriptions. That of course proves nothing

at all. It is improbable that a custom, so thoroughly established in

Babylonia, was unknown in Assyria. We have traced the 'bow'

back from Persian times to the Sargonid dynasty. Some overlooked

passage will doubtless soon shew the esrii to have been in full force in

Assyria also. It is noteworthy that in Morocco, a country that has

preserved many ancient Semitic usages and terms, 'the lands are

divided into ^J-t^, (pronounced gaish), which pay both j«ip (aasher)

and ;»-lji»' {kharcij) in men, and na^ib (w*jU) which pay only the

tithe, or aasher^: see Talcott Williams, B. A. S. iii. p. 582. Is it

possible that the gais/i has anything to do with I'astu ? The land

called hastily as we have seen, paid both tithe and men in Persian

times.
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Precedence.

237. As the order of precedence of the officials is not only of

interest in a general way, but also of importance for fixing the dates

of the post canon Eponyms, it may be as well to collect here what

remarks I have now to make on the point. We have many

indications of rank in our documents and in the letters. It would

be too much to say that we have yet the means of placing each

official in his proper position relative to all the rest, but we can draw

up a very comprehensive list arranged approximately in order of

precedence.

First I must produce the evidence and then set out my attempt

at a scheme. On K 956, a letter enumerating quantities of money,

clothes and food, assigned to various officials, we get this order, mar

sarri, sukal eka/li, turtanu, sartcnnu, sukaliu sanu, rah sdki, amel sa

pani ckalli, amcl sa eli Intdni, aba i/idti, miikilli apdti, etc. Also we

find that the portion, assigned to ' the palace ' itself, precedes that

assigned to the SAL ckalli. The palace in this and similar places

is a synonym for the king's hou.sehold. These officials do not all

seem to be domestic. Even if the rdb sdki be the chief of the wine

and drink department, 'a High Cellarer,' the Tartan and the

Sartenu are surely 'court' officials. On K 1382 we have another

list, which starting somewhat lower gives sartenu, sukaliu sanji, rab-

sdki, tukultu. The mention of three officials, out of four, in the

same order speaks strongly in favour of a real order of precedence.

L(jwer down we have this sequence, rab kisir, dsii, inutir puti, mukil

apdti. On K 4672, a sequence is rdb kisir, rakbu, saknu, sa pdni

{ekalli}), rdb hansd, salsu. On 79-7-9, 32 a sequence gives sa pdni

tkalli, rdb SE-GAR, tukultu, rdb karmdni. On no. 230, the order

runs salsu, rdb kisir, kcpu, salsu, mdr sipri, aba. On no. 244, we

find this sequence, '' ardu sa sukalli, rdb nappah hurdsi, salsu, ardu

sa turtdni, NI-SUR, a private servant, a weaver, a scribe, kepu ekalli,

aba sdbit.' In a large number of cases, like no. 495, the order of

official litigants is ^ saknu, bel pahdti, hazdnu;^ also in no. 641, the

saknu is above the rdb hansd. As is well known the sequence of

Eponyms gives 'king. Tartan, ndgir ckalli, rdb BI-LUL, tukultu,

amcl sa mdti ; ' then came the saknu of the various cities. On
K 1 045 1 we have the order, 'king, sukaliu, turtdnu, turtdnu sumcli,

and after two vacant spaces, the tukultu. On S2-5-22, 139, after
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some bclpahati, we read salsu dannu, mukil apdti, rab kisir, salsu,

rab kepe.

238. A preliminary and tentative list may be given here to

indicate the sort of thing that is required. I am not concerned to

defend its accuracy, nor to support its identifications, but merely

to provoke discussion and invite a settlement.

I. The Royal Family.

The King, same {ckaUu, mdti).

The Queen, assat ekalli.

The Queen Dowager, ummi sarri.

The Crown Prince, mar sarri (apil sarri) rabil.

The Prince of Babylon, mar sarri Babili.

A Prince Royal, mar sarri.

A Princess, mdrdt sarri.

II. The Royal Household and Chief Officers of State.

The Grand Chamberlain,

The Commander in Chief,

The Tartan of the Right,

The Tartan of the Left,

The Director of the Palace,

The Chief Cupbearer,

The Chief Justice,

The Chief Cellarer,

The Deputy Chamberlain,

The Field Marshal,

The Warden of the Palace,

The Superintendent of the Houses,

The Chief Baker,

The Chief of the Cooks,

The Chief Steward,

The Chief Architect,

The Chief Scribe,

The Palace Notary,

The Lieutenant Governor of a Province,

The Administrator of a Province,

The Grand Charioteer,

The Grand Orderly,

The Chief of the Stud,

The Mayor of a City,

sukallu rabii.

tartan2i.

tartan imni, tartanu rabu.

tartan sumcii, tartanu santi.

ndgiru ekalli.

rab BI-LUL.
sartenu.

rab sake.

sukallu sanii.

rab sake, rab sa resc.

sa pdni ekalli.

sa eli bitani.

rdb fiuhatinifne, rab MU.
rab nadin akle, SE GAR.
tukultu rabii : or abarakku.

rdb karmdni.

rdb aba.

aba mdti, aba ekalli.

saknu.

bcl pahdti.

mukil apdti dannu.

salsu dafuui.

rdb urate.

hazdnu.
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'I'hc Warden of a I )istrict, kipu.

The Warder of a Fortress, rab ha/su, rab birte

I he \Varder of a (larrison, bel masarti.

I'he Chief of Brigade, Colonel, rab kisir.

The ^V'arder in Chief, rab kept', rab kcpaiii.

The Body (iuard, mutir puti.

The Company Commander (centurion), rab 50.

The Master of a Chariot, bel narkabti.

The Charioteer (driver), tnukil apCxti.

Ihe Orderly, salsu.

The horseman, rider, rakbu.

The messenger, mar sipn\ apil sipri.

The scribe, aba.

The many trades and occupations can scarcely be given a

definite rank. Some, as the priest and the astrologer, the magician

and the physician, take high rank ; but individual merit or royal

caprice doubtless had much to do with this dignity.

239. There are many other officials whose titles occur in

Harper's Assyrian and Babylonian Letters. I have made lists of

them for my own information but naturally abstain from any

comment on them here. They will doubtless receive the fullest

elucidation which Assyriological science can give when Dr R. F.

Harper has completed his publication of te.xts. I have no wish to

poach on another man's preserves, but when I am puz/.lcd with some

apparently fossil bones on my side of the hedge, I trust I may be

pardoned for saying that I am delighted to see the living creature in

full health and vigour on the other side. It must not be wondered

at that I have made so little use of the letters. I tremble greatly,

as it is, concerning the use I have made of letters not already

published. They will doubtless 'serve no useful purpose,' but

perhaps I shall be forgiven on the ground that they have not ap-

peared in an Assyriological publication.

The use which I propose to make of the rank and order of

precedence among Assyrian officials in determining the date of the

various post canon Eponyms cannot be enlarged upon here. The
chapter on Chronology will return to the point. This chapter has

already exceeded its proper limits, and some additions to it which

are suggested by fresh texts and articles written .since this was sent

to press may be looked for in the Appendix,



CHAPTER III.

METROLOGY.

240. The system of weights and measures, adopted by the

Assyrians, must clearly be a very important subject for consideration

in an introduction to the study of their commercial documents.

Undoubtedly, this system was inherited from Babylonia, and still

shews strong affinities with the older Babylonian system. At the

same time there had been many marked changes, and we cannot

merely investigate the older customs. The later Babylonian system

also presents many close parallels. Still, a result, obtained from

either early or late Babylonian sources, by no means necessarily

holds for Assyria. It will, however, often suggest what we may

expect to be true there, and only awaits confirmation. The greater

variety and far greater number of the Babylonian documents make it

easier to start from them and obtain results, to be afterwards modified,

if need be, for Assyria.

The inscriptional material for this subject is already very large,

and the discussions, already put forth, form a voluminous and very

distracting class of literature. Professor Dr J. Oppert led the way,

and in the list of his works, given by Muss-Arnolt in B. A. S. 11.

529—556, no less than 26 articles and studies by Oppert expressly

refer to Metrology. Dr C. F. Lehmann has also devoted a large

amount of labour to this subject, and specially to the comparative

side of it. More recently Mr G. Reisner and M. F. Thureau-Dangin

have contributed noteworthy facts and deductions. Others, such as

Messrs G. Smith, A. Aures, Professor Lepsius, Professor Delitzsch,

Brandis, Hultsch, Hincks, Lenormant, have made noteworthy con-

tributions to the subject.

If I might be allowed to make a reservation concerning such

learned work, often covering almost the whole field of ancient
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metrology, it would be that mere coincidences are often essentially

delusive. In different countries, the same name may indicate very

different things; and even when a measure has been, with great

probability, evaluated for one country, the occurrence of another

measure of the same size elsewhere is no sure mark of borrowing,

still less of regular commercial intercourse. Even the adoption of

the same scale of gradation is apt to be delusive, the more so, the

more nearly that scale approximates to the natural scale, founded on

the dimensions of the human body. In such cases, the systems may
have arisen independently.

The earlier attempts to fix the weights and measures of the

Assyrians and Babylonians were also marred by a desire to credit

the ancients with a too complete knowledge of our modern metric

system. It has been suggested, for example, that they were acquainted

with the properties of the * seconds pendulum ' as a control of their

measures of length. Such an assumption was very fruitful of results

which lack confirmation, and while it gave an air of systematic

completeness to an investigation, it cannot make for progress. Few-

can be aware, without careful and prolonged study, how many
assumptions are concealed beneath these specious results. It is

very pleasing to imagine that ancient philosophers had worked out

a scientific and connected system of metrology, which, in all essential

points, was the forerunner of our own. I only hope the conjecture

may prove to be well founded. At the same time, it seems safer to

be content with registering ascertained facts and setting out proved

deductions, along with their proofs. Passing reference only will be

made to the discussions of others for their views as to the inter-

relations of the systems.

Undoubtedly the system adopted finally by these ancient peoples

influt;nced the neighbouring nations, and it is intensely interesting to

trace the migrations of these weights and measures to other lands.

It is nothing short of marvellous that so many close parallels can be

found in the usages of other nations of antiquity. Further, a com-

parative view may often suggest relations between the various units,

and may set us on the track of discover)'. The relations between the

weights of Babylonia and of Egypt open up a wide subject, where

many grave differences of opinion would have to be considered.

The relations between the systems of Babylonia and Phoenicia, or of

Asia Minor and the early European civilisations, must then find a

place. At the same time, the actual system of Assyria is difticult to
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coordinate with that in use in Babylon and will be quite enough for

me to deal with. Especially do I owe obligations to Dr Lehmann's

discussions for much light on my small province of the wide empire

of metrology, but I am not able to do justice to them here. Com-
parative metrology must be neglected in order to confine this chapter

within moderate limits. Such discussions are outside the purpose of

this volume and can only be referred to in a very superficial manner.

No disrespect or disapproval is intended by such seeming neglect.

Numeration and Notation.

iCfi. Before we can conduct any enquiry concerning the weights

and measures of a people, we must know how they counted. The

Assyrians and Babylonians spoke the same language, and therefore

had the same names for their numbers. Hence any such name,

found on the monuments of either nation, is safely assumed to be in

use by both. They also counted the same way, but used slightly

different notations. These notations will be treated together, as the

differences are helpful in the explanation of both systems. These

differences are rather graphic than fundamental, they are ways of

writing rather than the expression of different ideas.

The system of notation adopted by the Assyrians and Babylonians

was at once full and simple. It was capable of being used to denote

very high numbers, though it is a question whether the conception of

a 'million' definitely existed. It has been usual to refer to the system

as 'sexagesimal.' In that case, the 'radix' of the scale of notation

would be ' sixty,' and there certainly were separate signs for the first

two powers of ' sixty.' The soss or ' sixty ' and the saros or ' sixty

times sixty,' were always denoted by separate signs, and indicated by

' unity ' in composite numbers. Some very interesting, and also very

clear, examples of the use of ' sexagesimal ' notation will be found in

the tables of squares and cubes published iv. R. 40, nos. i and 2,

and IV. R^ 37. Thus the cube of 4, or 64, is expressed by i, 4,

i.e. 60 + 4 ; the cube of 5, or 125, is expressed by 2, 5, i.e. 2 x 60 + 5 ;

the cube of 16, or 4096, is written i, 18, 16, or 60-+ 18 x 60 + 16;

the cube of 17, or 4913, is written i, 21, 53, or 60^+21 X60 + 53;

and similarly 31^, 29791, is written 8, 16, 3, that is to say 8 x 60-

+ 16 X 60 + 3.

Alongside this ' sexagesimal ' notation, there existed also a

'decimal' system, with separate signs for 'ten,' 'hundred,' and
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' lliousaiid.' Thus in tlic abi)vc examples, 16 is expressed as 10 + 6,

Init 125 is expressed 'sexagesimally ' by 2 + 5, or 2, 5. The same

number may be 'decimally' expressed as i, 2, 5, i.e. i x 100 + 2 x 10

+ 5. Both systems were in use together, later, if not always. A link

between the systems was a separate sign for 600, the ;///-, which

occurs very early ; and later, other links came into use.

In the early Babylonian systems of notation, separate notations

were used for the enumeration of measures of area and capacity, and

also for weights. The units in these systems being the GUR and

the GUN, we may say that a different notation was used in counting

GUR and GUN, from that used in counting people, sheep, &c.

For an account of this system, see specially Reisner 6'. B. B. A. 1896,

p. 417 f and Z. A. xi. p. 422. ^V'e may also regard these signs as

indicating fractions, and we shall return to the point in §§ 267 and

268. Here we shall regard them as integers, but the reservation

must be made that they may be differently regarded.

242. There does not seem to have been any separate sign for,

or conception of, ' unity.' The numbers are prefixed to the name of

the object, which is followed by the plural signs MES, ME, ZUN,
with or without a plural termination. In the case of measures, the

name of the measure is not put in the plural, but is sometimes

followed by TA-A-AN, TA, Sec, apparently indicating 'multiplicity.'

The use of Aam after numbers has been already noted, § 68. The
name of the measure implied is often omitted. A step in the direction

of realising the conception of a ' unit ' was, however, taken by the use

of the expression I'fia istai, before the name of the measure. Thus
' fifty cubits ' would be expressed, 50 ina istcii ammat, as well as

50 animate. The literal rendering of the former expression is '50

(measured) at (the rate of) one cubit,' that is, '50 cubit-units'

Further illustrations of this use will be found in § 254.

243. The numerals, from one up to nine inclusive, may be

indicated by as many vertical wedges : but the arrangement and

disposition of these wedges deserve remark.

Thus 'one,' istcn, is usually written with the single vertical.

Before common objects this is frequently accompanied by the

phonetic complement -en, thus \-eti alpii, read isten alpu, means

'one ox.' A commonly occurring form is \-it, or istenit, the feminine

of isten. This single vertical wedge may, of course, denote the

higher numbers 60 or 3600, in the ' sexagesimal notation,' but only

so, when followed by numbers representing other units. Thus, in
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this notation, the single vertical could not mean ' sixty ' at the end

of a series of figures, the separate sign for 'sixty' would then be used.

In the enumeration of areas by the GAJV, according to Reisner,

unity is denoted by the sign u, ordinarily meaning lo. In the

enumeration of contents, or areas, by the G UjR, the single horizontal

wedge is used to denote i. In the later Babylonian times, the

horizontal sign is used to mark i for all sorts of objects. At the

same time, often in the sarne text, the single vertical is used, and

the sign read istai, clearly made up of i-en, had the vertical and not

the horizontal for its first member. Before GAN, in early times,

according to Reisner, this single horizontal denotes, not ' one,' but the

fraction yV^h. In many Assyrian texts, the single vertical is so

written as to be almost indistinguishable from a single horizontal.

The number 'two,' sitia, is usually written with two single

verticals, but in later Babylonian times with two single horizontals,

sometimes arranged like the sign tap^ Briinnow's no. 3758, sometimes

one after the other, like the sign hal, Briinnow's no. 74. A pair of

short verticals, one over the other, like the last part of the sign a,

occurs in the fractional parts of the gur. Two short verticals, side by

side, are often added to the sign SU, denoting katu, 'a hand,' &c. to

denote the duals kata, &:c. The two long verticals are less common,

but usually occur after «/r, to denote scpa, 'the two feet.' This mark

of notation is sometimes spoken of as the 'dual sign.'

The number ' three,' salasu, selasii, fem. sa/aliii, salastu, is usually

written with three single verticals, but in the later Babylonian times

three horizontals occur. These are sometimes written one over the

other, also two together, like tap, followed by one horizontal on the

upper right-hand level.

The number ' four,' arba'u, erbd'u, fem. irbitti, is rarely written

with four long verticals ; usually with four short verticals, arranged

three in the upper row, over a stouter one, centrally below them,

like the sign GAR, Briinnow's no. 11943 ; sometimes like the sign

za, Briinnow's no. 11 720, with two above and two below; very often,

like the sign tap-tap, Briinnow's no. 3782, with four horizontals, in

two pairs. In the later Babylonian documents we often have three

horizontals, one above another, followed by another to the upper

right-hand corner.

The number ' five,' hamsu, fem. hamiltu, is commonly written

with five short verticals, three in one upper row and two beneath.

These are often replaced, in Babylonian, by five horizontals, three in
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the first set one over another, and two to the upper right hand. In

our documents it generally looks like YA, liriinnow's no. 12190.

The number 'six,' whose Assyrian name is not yet quite certain,

perhaps sissi/ in the feminine, is written with two rows of short

verticals, three in each row. In the later Babylonian form we may

also have three horizontals, one above another, followed by three

more. In some texts this can hardly be distinguished from the

former, which is like Briinnow's no. 12 196.

The number ' seven,' sr/>a, stl>i, fern, sibitti, is usually written with

seven short verticals, in two rows of three, one above the other, with

a seventh centrally below them. In the later Babylonian texts we

also find two sets of three horizontals, one above another, followed

l)y one horizontal to the upper right hand. In our documents it

usually has the form of Briinnow's no. 12200.

The number ' eight,' sanianu, is written with eight short verticals,

usually arranged in two rows, of four each, one over the other. In

this case the scribe often appears to have written ' six ' first, in two

rows of three each, and then added two more verticals, one over the

other, but on different levels from the first rows. Another common
form consists of two rows of three each, with a third row of two,

centrally beneath them : this form is like Briinnow's no. 122 14.

244. The number ' nine,' read iesu, fem. tesit, is sometimes

written with nine short verticals, arranged in three rows, of three

each, one row above another. The form with nine horizontals

occurs in Babylonian texts, and it is not certainly absent from our

texts, being easily mistaken for the former, which is very like

Briinnow's no. 122 16. A frequently occurring form consists of

three short stout verticals, vertically one above another ; this form

also occurs as three slant wedges, arranged like the sign of repetition,

Briinnow's no. 7335. This abnormal form seems to be derived from

the common way of writing ' nine ' as * ten less one.' This was

written \o-LAL-i, with the sign for 'ten,' followed by LAL^ and

then by 1. The sign LAL was the ideogram for sakdlu, 'to

weigh,' and its derivatives. It is said to be derived from a picture of

the ' tongue ' or ' pointer ' of a balance, but seems to me to represent

the upright pillar, with a projecting nail or hook at its upper end,

from which the beam of the balance was suspended. The sign LAL
also was the ideogram for fnatu, 'to be deficient,' 'run short,' and its

derivatives. It also is written LAL-DI, which I take to be LAL-tt,

i.e. imat-ti. The connection between the ideas seems to have
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followed from the process of ' differential weighing.' The weight

' nine ' would be found by placing the ' ten-weight ' in the weight-pan

and a unit weight along with the object to be weighed in the other

pan. This was graphically represented by putting ten on one side of

LAL and one the other ; and very clearly expressed ' nine.' This

use oi LAL extended beyond the expression of 'nine.' On no. 88,

at the right-hand lower corner, we find 10-LAL-2, clearly intended

for 10 minus 2, that is 'eight.' It is quite common to find nineteen

expressed as 20 minus i. This, however, is puzzlingly written,

21-LAL, meant of course for 2Q-LAL-1. This use, and its real

meaning, were first pointed out by Professor Jensen, Kosm. p. 106,

note 2. This use of LAL is common in Strassmaier's texts, see

specially Nbk 388, where the 'i8th day' is followed by j'/mu 21 LAL,
and then the 20th and 21st succeed. Other cases of the use of

LAL, in the sense of ' minus,' occurring in our documents are
;

I 7?ia7ic LAL ana i bi/tii kaspi, in no. 428, to be taken as 'one

talent of silver all but one half mina
'

; and BAR-LAL a?ia 2 inter

ekli, in no. 414, which means, 'two homers of land all but 6 ka.'

Compare Oppert, Z. A. X. p. 49 f

A great similarity of method existed therefore between the

Assyrian notation and the Roman system. It is quite another

question whether there was any real borrowing on the latter side.

It has been usual, and is convenient, to use the Roman notation

rather than Arabic numerals in transliterating cuneiform numbers.

245. The sign for ' ten,' esru, fem. esirtu, is the single slant

wedge, or 'crotchet,' usually read u, Briinnow's no. 8029, originally

a circle, as the verticals were half circles with a vertical diameter.

Here then as in the Arabic and Roman notations we meet with a

fresh sign. Men naturally count up to ten, and then start afresh.

The numbers between ten and twenty are formed by adding to the

sign for ten the signs for the necessary units. Only nineteen

presents the abnormal form noted above, § 244, and is more often

written normally, with u, or ten, followed by the nine short verticals.

Actual examples of the names for 'eleven,' istenesrit, and 'fifteen,'

hamiserit, suggest that the ' teens ' were formed by adding -eserit, to

the ' unit ' names.

Precisely the same scheme of notation is followed up to one

hundred. The arrangement of the ' crotchets,' or «-signs, indicating

the 'tens,' varies somewhat. Thus 'twenty,' esra, is written with

two ' crotchets ' on the same line, like the sign man, Briinnow's
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no. 9941. 'Thirty,' sa/asci, sc/asii, is written with three 'crotchets'

on the same Hne, Hke the sign d, Ikiinnow's no. 9968. ' Forty,'

irba'ti, is written with four 'crotchets,' usually three in the upper

row, and one below to the left hand, like Briinnow's no. 10013; but

also sometimes with two 'crotchets' in each row, one row above the

other, and is then like the Babylonian form of se. Another form of

this sign for 40 is hardly to be distinguished from the Babylonian

sign ///: see iv. R-. p. ^'j passim. ' I'ifty,' hatisa, is written with five

'crotchets,' three in the upper row and two bek)w, like Briinnow's

no. 1 003 1.

A separate sign existed for 'sixty,' read sussit, the Greek crwo-o-o?,

which in the ' sexagesimal notation ' is indicated by ' one,' i.e. a

single vertical ; while the units are denoted by horizontals. This

distinct notation had been greatly modified at any rate in Assyrian

times. This separate sign is often to all appearance US, Briinnow's

no. 5025 ; but also quite as often apparently KU, Briinnow's no.

10504. The connection between the signs, if any, is not clear to

me ; but in the cases that I have collated, A'^ appears rather to be

\-!^U. If this be really the case, perhaps .S'^is an abbreviation of

^(/^U. In our texts 'sixty ' by itself is written with six crotchets, as

in nos. 151, 5 ; 410, R i
; 420, i, 7 ; 671, 2, and in no other way;

but US is used in Sargon's Bull Inscriptions, and KU is frequent

in Strassmaier's texts. For the form with six crotchets compare

Briinnow's no. 10045. In composition 'sixty' is usually denoted

by I, followed by the numbers below sixty. The single vertical, for

sixty, in composition with other numbers, occurs frequently in our

documents, as in Strassmaier's texts, and is then written exactly like

the sign used for 'one.' In the early Babylonian texts this vertical

indicating the soss, is made quite differently from the single vertical

indicating unity : see Reisner, Z. A. xi. p. 420. In the old Baby-

lonian texts, Meissner A. P. R. p. 94, note 2, KU is often written for

SU, and according to Haupt, S. F. S. 16 ff, was also pronounced as

^U.

The numbers above sixty could be written with more than six

'crotchets,' but the usual way is to write a single vertical for 'sixty'

and add the needful ' crotchets ' to denote the additional ' tens.'

Thus 70 is written i-«; 80, i-u-u; go, i-u-u-u. These methods are

common at all periods ; for the other forms see Briinnow's nos.

10048, 10051, 10054. Thus alongside the 'sexagesimal notation,'

there was a fully developed 'decimal notation.'
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246. There was a separate sign for 'hundred,' the same as ME,
Briinnow's no. 10354. The name for 'hundred' was probably me.

It may be worth noting that this sign is often the sign of pluraUty,

taking the place of the more usual MES. Numbers above a

hundred are made up from the other signs below in one of two ways,

using either the sexagesimal or decimal notation. Thus 121 could

be written 2, i, i.e. 2 x 60 + i ; or, i AfE + 2-n + i, i.e. 100 + 20+1.

The hundred could never be denoted by i, the AIE is always

expressed.

The separate sign for ' six hundred,' neru, the Greek 117^05, is

Briinnow's no. 10146. It is clearly made up of i for 'sixty,' and u

for 'ten,' i.e. '60 times ten.' To avoid confusion with i-ti, read

60 + 10, i.e. 70, the crotchet is placed at the upper right hand of

the single vertical. In the original form, for the same reason, the

separate signs for ' sixty ' and ' ten ' are made to overlap ; if separated

they would read 70. In our documents ner does not occur, the

six hundred being written 6-AfE, which is also the usual form in

Strassmaier's texts.

The sign for 'thousand,' read liiii, is Briinnow's no. 9263. It is

clearly made up of ' ten ' and ' hundred.'

The separate sign for three thousand six hundred, read sdru, the

Greek o-apos, is Briinnow's no. 8979. This is really the old Babylonian

form of the character HI, which is also read sar. The older form

seems to have been specially preserved for the numeral. Examples

of III, in this sense, do not occur in our documents, which contain

numbers up to 'ten thousand.'

A table will be given, at the end of this work, containing all the

forms of the numbers actually occurring in our texts and some

noteworthy forms from other sources. An excellent table of the

Assyrian numerals will be found in King's First Steps, p. 133.

The numbers themselves are discussed in Delitzsch, Assyrian Gram-

mar, p. 205 f : Hilprecht's Assyriaca, p. 67 f. The early forms are

given by Thureau-Dangin, L^ecriture cunei/orme, p. 83 f: compare

also Reisner, Z. A. xi. p. 417.

It will be noted that, as a rule, the signs employed to denote

numbers have no connection whatever with the names of the

numbers. The few cases, like sii (?) and ME, are probably of

late introduction.
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Fracthvial mi7nbcrs.

247. The fractions are denoted by signs which seem to have no

connection with the numbers forming their numerators and de-

nominators. Mr Thureau-Dangin, B. A. S. 111. p. 588 f, has shewn,

by pointing out the early forms, that they are directly derived from

pictures of a pot, half full, or otherwise divided. As a fact, these

signs represented originally definite quantities, or measures, which

from their relation to the unit measure became conventional symbols

for fractions of it, and then passed over into signs of those fractions,

independently of the particular unit. This is much easier to believe,

than that they represent so many sixtieths, according to the elaborate

theories of Ur Peiser and others. As it is impossible to reproduce

here the figures of the early forms, I must refer to Mr Thureau-

Dangin's Lkriture aaieifortne, p. 81 f

' One-third,' sussanu, is expressed by the sign, Briinnow, no.

1 1 22 1. 'Two-thirds,' sinipu, is expressed by Briinnow's no. 11 224.

'One-half,' mis/ii, is expressed by the sign mas, Briinnow's no. 1722.

Also the fraction ' five-sixths,' /rtz-f?/', had a separate sign, Briinnow's

no. 1 1227. Compare also kdtd in § 254, which means 'a third.'

The divisions of the GAN, a surface measure, also had separate

signs, according to Mr Thureau-Dangin, B. A. S. 111. p. 588, for .V,

Aj tV> ^"*^ h- Th^ same signs are read differently by Oppert,

jR. A. III. p. 97 f, and C. R. Aug. 1896, who gives them the values

\, \i I, and 6. These, however, are rather signs of areas than

properly signs of fractions.

So too, the divisions of the GUR, an early measure of capacity,

may be regarded on one side as signs for the fractions ^^^, 5-^, j-;\j,

30 > )n)> or on the other side as merely signs for the definite measures

of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, KA, the GUR being a measure of

300 KA. It is even possible that these so-called ' fractions ' had

separate names as measures. We shall return to this question in

§287.

The older Babylonian documents exhibit a real fractional notation.

Thus the signs written SI-X-GAL, where A!" is a number, mean an

Xth part. This however means an Xth part of a sum, and was not

used to denote a fractional number after integers. That would

either be expressed in terms of a measure of a lower denomination,

or omitted altogether. The variant form S/-X-GAL-B/ means 'its

Xth part.' See, on this notation, Reisner, Z. A. xi. p. 422.
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We frequently meet with fractions in the statements of the rate

of interest. Thus 'one-third' of the sum advanced, 'its third,' is

indicated by III-su-su. Here the /«, also written s{i, is undoubtedly

the pronominal suffix, and means 'its.' How we are to read the

III-sii is not quite clear. Certainly some form of salasu must be

used, but is sii really phonetic or only indicative of the fractional

purpose of the HI.? Professor Jensen suggested to me a form

sulsji ; and perhaps there was a form sussu, alongside the sussanu,

given above. An argument for the phonetic worth of su is to be

found in the variant Ill-si. Beside these forms we find su alone, or

IJI-su, used to denote 'a third.' In these cases we might suppose

the su really a modified su due to the influence of the / in some

feminine form, perhaps sa/satsn, for salsatsu. The addition of

another ///, as in the interests, renders this unlikely. We may have

to do with more than one alternative. The su may really be the

name, or ideogram for the name, of one-third of a shekel : just as

in later times the kdtu seems to have been the name of a third of

a shekel.

The ' fourth part,' 7-e/>dtu, is usually written IV-ut-tt, also IV-ut

and IV-ti. These forms are usually followed by su or su. In the

latter case sji is the modified form of su^ we read rebutsu alongside

rebi/tisu. It is noteworthy that we must read this fraction rebiltu.

In Strassmaier's texts we usually have re-bat, which can also be read

re-bit. In our no. 780, 'one-quarter' is written IV-tu, and apparently

'three-quarters' is denoted by IV-tu ina libbi III, or 'a quarter of

three.' Perhaps we are really to read this fractional form as rtibiitu.

An ' eighth part,' is expressed, in no. 6, by VIII-su-su ; and, in

no. 780, by VIII-su. As the su here also does not represent su, it

really seems that fractional parts were indicated by the addition of

su to the numeral. In this case it can hardly be phonetic, one can

scarcely suppose suinunsu was intended.

Ordinal ?iumbers.

248. The ordinals, see Delitzsch, Assyriaii Grammar, p. 207,

do riot occur often in our documents, except in dates, as the ' first,'

'second,' &c., day of the month. For the graphic method of

converting cardinals into ordinals, by the addition of kam, see § 68.

Ordinals also occur as titles, as saml, 'the second,' then 'deputy,'

and salsu, 'the third man,' then a mere title, like the Hebrew ti'vt^.
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The numerical significance is usually not prominent in these titles

:

see §§ 155, 210. A rather indefinite numerical use is made of these

ordinals in such phrases as alpu sani/, which would literally be 'a

second ox,' but certainly means a 'two-year old ox.' It is possible

that //-// in this sense was not read sanu.

Numeral adverbs and adjectives.

Numbers indicating 'multiples,' 'so many times,' and the like

are rare. The frequent phrase ana csrate, appears to mean 'tenfold.'

The word esrate is written X-MES, X-MES-te, X-MES-a-te, X-a-te,

X-A-TA-AN, X-A-A, X-TA-A-A, X-TA-AN. These variants seem

to indicate that A-TA-A-AN, A-A, TA-A-A, and TA-A-AN, are

all to be regarded as graphic devices for expressing ate^ and are to

be so read. The term 'twelvefold,' written XII-A-TA-AN, occurs

once, in no. 474, but is frequent in Strassmaier's texts, e.g. Nbd 116,

38; 178, 40; &c. The sign TA alone is also common after numbers

in the later Babylonian documents, as is also A-AN. They are

usually regarded as mere determinatives of number, shewing that

what precedes is to be taken numerically, but it seems to me that

they indicate rather multiples of the unit. Thus 5 TA siklu practically

denotes the same thing as 5 sikle^ but is properly ' five times a

shekel,' the other being 'five shekels.' We may render by 'a five-

fold shekel.'

The significance of the plural sign after ' ten ' has to be taken

into account. We know that after measures of length, MES in-

dicates that the measure is 'squared.' Thus i GI-MES, is not

one GI, but i square GI. Hence 'ten-MES^ cannot mean simply

'ten.' I take it to mean repetition to the extent of 'tenfold': the

sunfi referred to is to be taken 'ten times.' Hence I cannot admit

Dr Peiser's view, K. B. iv. p. 123 a.nd passim, that ana esrate should

mean 'to ten out of sixty,' i.e. 'one-sixth.' When mere interest

could be 300 per cent, a deterrent penalty was not likely to be set as

low as 1 6f per cent. Nor is it possible that ana esrate could mean

'with the addition of a tenth.' Ten per cent, is highly improbable,

and the word for tenth is esru, esritu. Hence we cannot think of a

penalty paid to the 'tithe.'

Numeral adverbs ending in /i, like istenis, 'once,' 'all at once,'

'all together,' rarely occur in our documents. For examples see

Del. A. G. p. 210.

13—2
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Such terms as 'entirely' and 'to its full value,' 'in its entirety,'

are expressed by ajia gainirtihi.

The form for 'whole,' niitharu, occurs in our texts, in the phrase

atia inithar^ evidently equivalent to initharis, ' entirely,' ' in its

entirety.' It is tempting to suppose, however, that the sign BAD,
here read mit, either has the value gam, or is the ideogram of

gajnaru. The meaning would be the same.

For words that are to be classed as numeral adjectives, distinct

from those already given, see D. A. G. p. 209 f.

Also for the words denoting temporal repetition, ' for the second

or third time,' see D. A. G. p. 209.

I have purposely dwelt rather fully on the numbers and their

notation, because to various misunderstandings of them is due much

of the obscurity which has been imported into the subject of

metrology. The subject is difficult enough, without any added

complications. I propose, in dealing with the measures, to set out

first the scale of gradation, with the native names of the various

units or divisions, or, at any rate, the signs by which they were

indicated, and so, if possible, settle their interrelation. Then, where

data exist, I shall give a provisional determination of their absolute

values. Only very rarely will any reference be made to the other

systems of ancient metrology. Reference may be made, for a

comparative view, specially to Brandis, Hultsch, and Lehmann.

It must, however, be remembered that they relied largely on Pro-

fessor Oppert's results, which have been continually revised and

altered by him, as fresh facts came to light, and few of which he

would still maintain.

The measures of length.

249. In modern systems of scientific metrology all measures

are based upon those of length. The recognition of area as square

measure is a corollary from the geometrical ideas expounded in

Euclid's Second Book of Elements, and the consequent perception

of volume as cubic measure depends upon the ideas brought out

in the Eleventh Book of Euclid. It is not necessary to suppose,

however, that these geometrical conceptions preceded the measure-

ments of area and of capacity. Indeed unless very strong evidence

to the contrary can be produced, it seems safer to suppose that

some well-known surface was taken as the unit of area. So, while it
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is very unlikely that a circular area was ever adopted as a unit, il is

by no means to be assumed that a * square ' area was always chosen.

So, too, while the unit of weight may have been recognised, in time,

as the weight of a standard volume of water, wine, or grain, il is

more likely that each class of goods was originally weighed by a unit

of its own kind. The gradual systematic readjustment of various

Weights to form a connected and universal system may have led to

the use of weights of fixed linear dimensions, but it does not do to

assume that the weight of a cube of any unit of length was con-

sciously taken as a unit weight. Indeed, as will be soon clear, the

names of the measures suggest the selection of familiar quantities as

measures, and a gradual fixation of those measures by "^^tandards.

The interrelation of these standards may have been merely approxi-

mate for some time, and, when the readjustment of them, to suit a

theoretical scale of gradation, took place, the measures may have

suffered considerable change. Hence, while it is quite worth while

to trace out the migrations of the standards from one nation to

another, and to discover their interrelations as far as inscriptional

evidence or the direct testimony of the ancients permits, I thoroughly

distrust any argument based on these theoretic considerations.

\\'hen a volume has been found to be le cube du tiers de I'eifipan,

or when we read, IVie bei uns das Zehntel des Meters die Katite des

Wiirfels bildet, der eiti Liter fasst und der viit destillirtern Wasser

gefiillt und bei einer Temperatur von 4° Celsius geivogeti, das kilogram

ergiebt, so ist das Zehntel der gemeinen babylonisc/ie Doppelelle die

Basis des Hohliiiaasses, dessen ]Vasserge7cncht die schwere Mine

gemeiner Norm ergiebt ! we know we are in the realms of pseudo-

scientific romance, and can almost hear the seconds pendulum

ticking in the observatory of the Babylonian astronomer. Allowance

is to be made, however, for the fact that Continental metrologists are

compelled to think in that highly artificial metric system, which by

its very simplifications obscures the concrete realities beneath their

abstract titles.

250. By common consent, the dimensions of the human figure

furnished the original basis of measures of length, a more practical

and no less scientific basis than the imaginary circumference of a

great circle on the earth's surface. These ' natural ' measures, the

finger, the hand, the foot, and the cubit, are slightly different, both

in ratios and absolute values, in different national systems. The

standard, 'the measure of a man,' is not absolutely constant, and
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doubtless some amount of readjustment has to be allowed for. But

we may always expect the ' finger-breadth,' or ' digit ' to be taken as

the lowest unit, the 'palm,' or 'hand,' to have 4 digits, the 'span' to

have 12 digits, and the 'cubit' or 'fore-arm' to have 24 digits. If,

as may well be the case, readjustment of units, to suit some scale,

'decimal,' 'sexagesimal,' or other, should change these relations, the

change must not be too great for us to retain these names. For

example, we may easily find that the ' cubit ' of one age actually

measures 25 'digits' of another period: but it is very unlikely, that

at one and the same time, a measure recognised as a ' cubit ' was

consciously reckoned as 25 times a measure recognised as a 'digit.'

If so, it was merely as a convention, to reconcile the scales in use

and perhaps for the sake of the convenient factor 25. A 'cubit' of

23 'digits' is all but unthinkable. So, if we had to admit 28 'digits,'

it would be from some intention to introduce the factor 7, but the

evidence would have to be overwhelming before we could credit the

statement that such '28 digits' were ever regarded as a 'cubit.'

Further, the absolute values of these units do not vary much.

A ' cubit ' may be as small as 1 6 inches or as great as 2 1 inches,

conceivably, both figures being unlikely enough, but if we should

arrive at such a result as a 'cubit of 10 inches,' we should be sure

that some error had crept into our calculation. We may have

misunderstood the name of the measure, it may not be a ' cubit

'

at all, or our figures may be misread, or we may apply them wrongly.

When then we find some measure termed a 'great cubit,' and find its

measure quite outside ' cubit lengths,' we may be sure that it is no

proper cubit at all, but a derived measure, perhaps a ' cubit ' of

surface, or a ' double cubit,' or some other unit to be investigated.

It would be folly to assume that the corresponding ' digit ' was a

24th part of it.

The works of some metrologists are in my opinion disfigured by

a set of names like, doigt, evipan, coudee, Elk, Fuss, &c., denoting

nothing definite or certain, but merely serving to confuse by their

unproved implications. The native names alone should be used,

until absolute certainty has been reached, both as to their inter-

relation and approximate size. We shall see that this is not yet the

case for the Assyrian and Babylonian measures.

Compare on the natural system De Saigey, Traite de Metrologie,

Paris, 1834, and A. Aures, Rec. Ti-av. xiv. pp. i— 10.

251. No better illustration could be given of this thoroughly
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delusive method than a comparison of the two portions of Professor

Oppert's Ll'talon da /ncsuns Assyrieiines, puhHshed, I. in \2>']2,J. A.

VI. Ser. \x. pp. 157— 77, and II. in 1.S74, VII. Ser. iv. pp. 417—486.

Professor Oppert has altered many of his results since these two

articles were produced as one book in 1875 ^^^ '•^ c^" be no heresy

to discu.ss them. No one can feel more genuine reverence than I do,

for the exquisitely logical style and wonderful insight that these

articles display : they are a literary treat as well as a scientific

exposition of facts and theories. It is the method only that is in

fault. Professor Oppert had already fixed, to his own satisfaction,

the absolute values of the Babylonian ' foot ' and ' cubit.' Not that

he had been able to find any measured object, whose length was

inscriptionally stated in words that could be read 'foot' and 'cubit':

but, by measures of objects, such as bricks, and buildings, he had

concluded that there was a certain length, which, whatever its native

name, he called a ' foot,' and that it was so many millimetres. By

the same sort of subjective judgement he fixed the 'cubit' as ^- of

the ' foot.' There is, as we shall see, no proof that any Assyrian or

Babylonian measure was just three-fifths of any other. There is

nothing in his argument that would not allow his ' foot ' to be really

half some measure to which the Babylonians may have given a

separate name. It only indicates that when the Babylonian measures

come to be fixed, we may expect to find some of them exact

multiples of the lengths he proposed. The Babylonian brick, he

found, had an area of a 'square foot.' There is nothing whatever to

shew that this was not the square of, say, nine-tenths of a ' foot.'

Even if we admit, as I am willing to do, that very likely a Babylonian

foot was not far off the size he gives, none of his conclusions follow

at all. He seems to have argued that the scale must be 'sexa-

gesimal.' This is how he worked that idea out. The canne or

brasse would be 6 'cubits,' or 10 'feet.' (I am not sure how far

Ur Oppert knew that this was the case, but inscriptional evidence

did not then exist.) The soss of caniies, or 360 cubits, he called a

staiie ; the ner of Cannes he called the ini/Ie ; and the sar of can/ies he

called the schoene. That was a terrible risk to run, to set down

names for a series of measures, none of which were known to exist,

and to select names which, if they meant anything, suggested other

relations than those assigned to them. There were, however, a

certain number of native names of measures then known to Dr
Oppert, which he identified with these measures. Professor Oppert
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then applied his scale to the sole known inscription, giving a

length in Assyrian terms, which could be actually measured, viz.

the circumference of the walls of Khorsabad. His reading of the

Assyrian terms was completely wrong, but gave him the result

that the Assyrian measure called il, which he then identified with

the 'cubit,' was actually 548 millimetres long. It was easy then

to say, that the result shewed the Assyrian ' cubit ' to be larger

than the Babylonian. So far the first instalment of the discussion.

In 1874, a fresh point had come up for consideration. A native

scale had been discovered and published. G. Smith in Z. Ae. S.

72, 109 ff, had discussed it, and of course doubted Oppert's results.

Professor Oppert was not disposed to accept G. Smith's version of

the matter : he says the new scale did not necessitate the abandon-

ment of the value already given by him for the 'cubit,' only it

modified the 'gradation of the system.' The alteration he proposes

is that il should denote the demi-cotidce, or 'span.'

The measures of the walls of Khorsabad were not much affected

by the change. He had read the Assyrian measures as 12380 'cubits,'

now they have to be taken as 12370 'cubits.' The length of 'cubit'

is little altered. He then gives the new scale : the ' reed ' is 6 ?/,

the GAR was a double 'reed,' 60 GAR formed an US, 30 US
formed a kaspii. But his old ^canne^ had been 6 'cubits,' and it is

so still, if // be a ' cubit,' but not if ii be the ' span.' On the other

hand the GAR must on this last supposition be the real canne ; then

the US is really what he had called the stade, and the kaspu is really

half what he had called the schoeiie. The scale is indeed 'modified.'

Nothing could have occurred more calculated to inspire profound

distrust of the results to be expected from postulating the existence

of a strictly sexagesimal scale of relation between the consecutive

units. Professor Oppert did not attempt to deal with another scale,

given by the same tablet as furnished these new results, probably

because he had not received a complete copy of it. But he remorse-

lessly extended the scale above and below his new found ' span '

:

arriving at a measure of a ' cheveu' of '000076 metres. There is no

wonder that he was unmercifully attacked by M. Aures, R. T. iii.

8—27 and 155— 177, &c., who shewed the absurdity of such a

measure, which was below the limits fixed even by modern practical

work. This writer argued, and very cogently, for the ' natural ' scale

of measures, derived from the human body, but he fell into a

singularly similar error. He constructed a purely imaginary scale
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of Assyrian or Babylonian measures, and, copying I)r Oppcrt, filled

them wilh more or less appropriate names. Professor Oppert's

reply to this was obviou.s, M. Aures' scale simply did not exist.

It had nothing to do with Assyrian measures.

But the turn of fortune's wheel brought some justification for

M. .\urcs after all. The newest scale published by Dr Oppert

adopts the division of the cubit proposed by M. Aures.

Finally, Dr Delitzsch published a crushing refutation of Professor

Oppert's reading of the Assyrian measures of the walls of Khorsabad,

and gave one which conducts to the only ' cubit ' value that has any

justification so far. Professor Oppert sought to reconcile this only

possible reading with his old values by applying it, not to the

circuit of the walls, but to the area included within them. As we

shall see, this view also completely breaks down on a careful ex-

amination. This bald statement of facts leaves on one side, purposely,

the many well attested results which Professor Oppert obtained.

Most of the results that are to stand were discovered by him. His

articles are superb examples of the art of enquiry, of the use of

hypothesis and subsequent verification. He always was ready to

abandon an untenable view, or at least to modify it, so as to suit

new facts. His work was greatly complicated by the existence of

several distinct systems and of different scales. We shall have

occasion to ascribe to him many true results and to verify them

by sound evidence. His method was probably the only one then

available, and his use of it was an effort of the highest genius : but

it cannot be recommended for imitation now. We may not try to

bend the bow of Ulysses in the days of the .Mauser and the Lyddite

shell.

252. Dr C. F. Lehmann has of late years made the subject of

the old Babylonian measures peculiarly his own. In his article

' altbabylonisches Maass und Gewicht und deren Wanderung ' :

V. B. G. A. 89, p. 245 f, he attacked the problem from a new

side. Taking his stand upon the system of weights, where the

actual standards in use are far better known, he used them to

tabulate the possible 'cubits.' At the beginning he sets out a

modified view of ' sexagesimal ' demands. There were according to

him units of the first class, whose scale was actually ' sexagesimal,'

which we may call 'strict sexagesimals.' Their scale of values would

be 216000, 3600, 60, I, iy^, ^^Vu» ^'^^^ ^"^^ being exactly sixty times

that next below it. To these he added the unities of the second
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class or 'associate sexagesimals,' which are strict sexagesimals in

their own scale, but each of which occupies an intermediate position-

between two of the first class, being tenfold the unit below it in

that class, and one-sixth of that above it in that same class. These

are 36000, 600, 10, ^, 3^^. A somewhat similar fate befell this

scale to that which overtook the ' strict sexagesimal ' scale, in the

hands of Oppert. A native scale arrived to ' modify ' it. In this

case, Dr Lehmann was so fortunate as to be able himself to

introduce the modifier, and so to soften its effects on his system.

The scale itself will be found published in Meissner's A. B. P. R.

p. 58 of the autographed texts, and discussed in p. 98 ff of the

commentary, by Drs Lehmann and Meissner together. They do

not blink facts. The scale of the old Babylonian corn measures

starts with i KA and is ' strictly sexagesimal ' to some extent.

There is a 60 KA denoted by the single vertical. Also the unit

of the 'associate' sexagesimals is 10 KA, which has a sign of its

own. Further there is a lower unit of the 'second class,' a sixtieth

of this 10 KA. The existence of a still lower unit, -^-^ of the unity

of the first class, is theoretically to be expected. Subsequent dis-

coveries have justified this, the KA was 60 GIN; but, with true

scientific caution, the authors put their theoretic ^V KA in square

brackets. Now we come to the ' modification ' : the soss of KA is

established, but in place of a soss of the 'associate sexagesimal,'

6 KA, which demands a unit of the size of 360 KA, we have the

aberrant unit, GUR, only 100 KA. This would agree well with an

' associate sexagesimal ' class based on a unit of 5 KA in lieu of

6 KA, but its relation to the strict sexagesimal would be duodecimal

and not decimal. The existence of the theoretical GUR of 360 KA
may yet be established by further discovery. Dr F. Hommel,

B. D. p. 219, says it existed, 'in the time of Abraham'!

Drs Lehmann and Meissner state that the influences modifying

the older 'strict sexagesimal' system were (i) the forcing of a

decimal system into the older scheme, and (2) the building up of

derived measures which were simply halves of their originals. By

the latter plan, we account for the presence of units of 300, from 600,

the 'associate sexagesimal' and 180 from the 'strict sexagesimal'

derivative of the 'associate sexagesimal' 6. So far for the philosophy

of the sexagesimals : perfect unless a new native scale comes to

light.

Dr Lehmann, further, did us the great service of pointing out by
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means of his researches into the actual weight standards, what were

possible 'cubit' lengths. He shewed that, on the assum[)tion that

the unit weight was that of a unit volume of water, wine or grain, the

varied weight standards allowed of varied units of length. The weak

point of this argument is the artificial nature (jf the method. It is

not at all likely that when a nation adopted a slightly longer 'cubit'

they also ad(^[)twd a slightly larger mina weight, nor that this weight

bore to the older weight a relation of i :
1'', the new ' cubit ' being to

the old in the ratio i : 1. The value of such discussion.s, as

Dr Lehmann's, in A. M. G. is that they furnish us with the

ability to estimate, by new facts, the validity of his fundamental

assumption. If we are ever in a position to shew that corresponding

to the known changes in weight units, there coexisted such cubit

lengths as he has shewn should accompany them, then we shall have

good grounds for supposing that the ancients followed the principles

of our metric system.

At present I am inclined to think the balance of evidence is the

other way. The natural system of units derived from the dimensions

of the human body, the selection of convenient multiples, as 2, 3, 7,

10, and the simple fractions, |, |-, ^ with their derived numbers, led

to the building up of multiples, like 60 and the sexagesimal scale, to

the time scale of 60, 24, 7, and so on. The control exercised over

these scales by practical and pre-existing units, like an *ass burden,'

a 'camel load,' a 'month,' a 'year,' a 'pot,' or the amount of seed

needed to sow a plot of ground, kept the exuberance of arithmetical

systematisers in check. Customary usage must always have operated

against theoretical innovations.

The existence of a ' double cubit,' as a measure, seems to have

come about from the application of the sexagesimal system to natural

units. The unit, as in all antiquity, was very probably the finger-

breadth, or 'digit.' Then, in all probability, a natural 'cubit' was

24 times that length. This could have been brought into the

sexagesimal system by taking a unit of 5 such natural cubits, the

half of which would be a soss of digits : and a second unit, of 5 times

as much, would be a tier of digits. This does not appear to have

been done. The actual ' digit ' length was taken somewhat below its

'natural' value and the natural 'cubit' somewhat exaggerated. Hence
resulted a 'foot' of 20 'digits' and a 'cubit' of 30 'digits.' The
sexagesimal system then demanded a soss of these ' digits ' which

gave a ' double ' cubit. It is quite conceivable that a royal edict may
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have enforced the use of the same name for this measure as had been

in use for the old ' cubit,' but it is hard to believe that anyone was

deceived by it, or thought of the new measure as 'a cubit.' The

weights would have to be made eight times as much as before, if they

were really deduced from volumes. Such a change in weights is not

established by any evidence at all.

Another application of the sexagesimal fancy would be the

acceptance of a lower unit than the digit, a ' line ' of one-sixth of the

'digit.' From this we should have a cubit of i8o lines, a foot of 120

lines. A further concession to the decimal tendency would be a re-

adjustment of the 'foot" to be 100 'lines' from which a 'cubit' of 200

lines would result. This cubit would however not be a true cubit,

but really 5 thirds of the old cubit, which may have been somewhat

short of the 30 digit cubit. If the ' digit ' was strictly uniform this

cubit had been 4 of the 30 digit cubit, and the new change to ^ of that

would result in a nominal ' cubit ' of ^ its natural size. This would

perhaps account for Oppert's result, deduced from his measures of

Babylonian and Assyrian buildings, that the ' cubit ' was f of the foot

;

only, as Dr Lehmann remarks, this ' cubit ' is no ordinary natural

cubit, but a 'great Babylonian cubit.' What he calls Oppert's

' measures ' of Assyrian buildings gave the ' great cubit ' a value of

roughly 550 millimetres or f of the Babylonian 'foot' of at least 330

millimetres. But the whole point of distinguishing the Assyrian

cubit of 548 millimetres from the Babylonian cubit of 525 millimetres

is that it is greater: while Oppert's measure for the Babylonian 'foot'

is 315 millimetres. Hence either the 'great Babylonian cubit' is

the Assyrian 'cubit' and f of a 'foot' of 330 millimetres, not of a

previous 'cubit'; or else the Assyrian cubit is a 'great cubit' of f of

a Babylonian 'cubit,' which itself was 330 millimetres and had a foot

of 220 millimetres. In either case, the only actual measure appealed

to would be the very doubtful 548 given by Oppert. The latter's

Babylonian measures of 315 mm. for the 'foot' and 525 millimetres

for the cubit are already in the ratio of 3 to 5 and give a 'great cubit'

of 875 millimetres. This will not give 200 lines, and the very

ingenious explanation of a 200 line cubit is still left unsupported.

253. Dr Lehmann has no less than nine different ' cubits,'

A. M. G. p. 314 ff: each of which has some justification in

history, or the allied weights and measures, but the evidence for

their use as measures in Babylonia or Assyria is mostly of a shadowy

character. It is evident that by an extended application of the
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methods glanced at above, it would be possible to derive almost

any measure from any other, if one were sufificiently ingenious.

Dr Lehmann has first a Babylonian cubit of 30 digits, which he

considers identical with the Greek /ucVpto? -ttj^v^, and the Philetarian

cubit, and this gives good cause to take the length of it as 497 "25 to

498 millimetres. To this no objection can be made save that the

evidence that it was a Babylonian cubit is purely inductive. But

that may have been the Greek length, and then we come to the

statement of Herodotus that the fiaaiX-Qio^ '"~>lX'"'i was three digits

longer than the /xeVpto? 7ri7;^vs : as this latter undoubtedly had 24

digits, we See that the ' royal cubit ' at Babylon was f of the Greek

cubit, and hence must be 559 millimetres nearly. Dr Lehmann

prefers the value of 555 to 557'2 millimetres. An actual cubit

measurement, or rather estimate, due to Oppert and Dieulafoy, was

about 555 millimetres. This royal 'cubit' therefore has some reality

about it. Now Dr Lehmann deduces that this implied a k/ei'ne Elle

des Fusses dieser Norm von 100 Lifiien, whose length would be about

417 millimetres. Another monumental witness, the Fuss von Ushak,

corroborates this measure. By selecting proper ratios all the other

cubits and feet may be deduced from this 'cubit,' the existence of

which is surmised from Herodotus, i. 178, and the measures of

Oppert and Dieulafoy. These measures were presumably taken,

before the conclusions of Oppert were set out, that the Babylonian

cubit measured 525 millimetres. Dr Lehmann considers that this

'small cubit' was composed of 25 digits erhohter Norm. These digits

are at most i6*8 millimetres, while those he generally uses are i6"6

millimetres. The increase is not great. This then is what seems

the best attested ' cubit ' of them all. His first cubit is only a Greek

and Philetaric measure : its ' foot ' is Oppert's deduction from his

measures, and, on his own views, led to a great cubit of 550 milli-

metres, not to Lehmann's cubit associated with it. The second

cubit has no better claim to credit than that it is the Elle des

olytnpischen Fusses and would serve as basis for the Babylonian

light silver talent, at least if 3i9"8 can be taken as equal to 3:0-45.

The third cubit, or Elle des ptolemaischen Fusses, is in worse plight,

having no actual measuring to support it : though it would serve as a

basis for the Babylonian and Ptolemaic light talent weight : and its

foot is If of the Roman foot. The fourth cubit, the Euboic-Attic-

Roman, relies on actual measurements of its foot and is well related

to the other systems, being y"^ of one, -y of another, Hf of another.
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and f of another, and besides serves as a basis for its own Euboic-

Attic talent and Roman amphora. No one can doubt its existence,

but it has no claim to be Assyrian or Babylonian. The fifth cubit,

die grosse konigliche babylonhche Elk {zweifussige Elk) ursprungiicher

Norm, has no attestation at all, monumental or otherwise, only, if it

did ever exist, it would have been % of the Elk des oskischen Fusses,

and double the oskisch-italische Fuss. The sixth cubit is purely

Phoenician, and has a close relationship to the standards of Gudea,

which only proves that both are accurately estimated and properly

understood. These six cubits form a group, between whose members

a relation more or less close can be discerned ; but they can none of

them claim to be Babylonian or Assyrian, only that some multiple

or fraction of them agrees with either Oppert's deductions from his

measures or the unnamed Gudea standards. Associated with the

above 'cubit,' of 417 millimetres, with its 'great cubit' of 555 mm.,

and ' foot ' of 277 millimetres, are two others, the Elk des pes

Drusianus which goes back to the same 'digit,' and a fifth of which

would serve as basis for the heavy royal mina, and the Elk des grosses

ptokviaisches Fusses. Intensely interesting as are the developements

to which Dr Lehmann goes on, nothing further comes of them to

our purpose. The sole candidates for the honour of being a Baby-

lonian or Assyrian cubit are the 417 millimetres, with its 'great

cubit' of 555 millimetres, and a theoretic 497 millimetres. The
theoretic 552 millimetres, the fifth 'cubit,' is only a small way off

our 'great cubit.' Oppert's cubits of 525 millimetres and 548 milli-

metres do not appear. So far as Lehmann's great work shews

anything, it shews that the choice lies between a measure, really

Greek, the first 'cubit,' and our selection of 417 millimetres. He
had nothing to go upon but measurements of unnamed lengths and

Herodotus' statement : with the control furnished by the theoretical

relation between lengths and weights.

Native signs mid navies.

254. I shall now set out the names or signs for the measures of

length known to me from Babylonian and Assyrian sources. Many
more will doubtless come to light when the stores of material in our

Museums are further published. I may have overlooked some already

known.

A measure denoted by the signs SU-SI, is read ubanu, from a
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comparison of duplicate passages. The meaning of Si/ being 'a

hand,' and of SI, 'a horn,' the ideogram meant a 'hand horn,' that

is to say 'a finger.' In in. R 65, 30a, as an omen, the birth of a

child with 6 .SY/-.S"/ on its right hand is mentioned. Hence, as a

measure, there can be httle doubt this sign indicated the ' finger-

breadth ' or ' digit,' as in all antiquity, the lowest ' natural ' unit of

length. In v. R. 64, 65 b, Nabonidus, speaking of his re.storation of

the temple Kbabbar, .says that he relaid its foundation, on that

of Naram-Sin, and to shew how scrupulous was his regard for the

old ground-plan, says that he did not deviate ' a digit ' in excess or

defect, eli temenna A^aram-Sin ubati la ase ubihi la erchi ukin libtiatsu.

This Jtban was therefore regarded as the lowest unit of length for

building purposes. The SU-Sl also appears as the lowest denomin-

ation mentioned in the native tables of long measure, e.g. iv. R.- 37.

For examples of its occurrence see Del. H. W. B, 8 b, Muss-Arnolt,

9 a, Meissner Suppt. p. 2 b. It is not desirable to render this term

by 'inch,' because that has a definite length, while the tibanu is still

undetermined. G. Smith, Z. Ae. S. p. 110, considers this to be a

'barley-corn.' The Hebrew \k}'^, and Arabic^l^l, may be compared

with ubanu.

The kata, written SU-II, or ' 2 hands,' is given as a measure of

length in Cyrus 1 28. It also occurs as a mere fraction, 2 kata being

written for 2 thirds in K. B. iv. p. 214, 11, 18. It is not expressly

mentioned on the Senkereh tablet, but Lepsius conjectured it there

:

see A. B. A. W. 1877, p. 121. The SU-BAD appears to be a mea-

sure of length in early texts, see R. A. iv. p. 18, and § 255, below.

The ammatu, cf. Hebrew J^'^N, is certainly the 'cubit.' It is rarely

written phonetically, but am-tna-at occurs, A'eb. viii. 45. The sign U
appears generally to denote this measure, but in view of the con-

tentions of Oppert that (J sometimes denotes only ' a span,' we shall

retain the sign C/" until we are in a position to decide its real value.

In our documents, ^only occurs and that in the phrase ina isten (/,

certainly in nos. 349 and 351, probably also in nos. 352, 354, and

355. On this expression, see § 254; it may be rendered, 'reckoned

in 6? In the later Babylonian texts, e.g. Cyrus 99, the dimensions

are given in [/, as will be seen later, but the sign U is not written.

See further, Del. H. JV. B. p. 85 a ; Muss-Arnolt, p. 63 ; Meissner,

Suppt. 9 b; and §§ 255, 257, 260, below. G. Smith identified U\\\i\\

a 'cubit' of 20 to 21 inches; Z. Ae. S. p. iiof. For opinions in

favour of this view, see Lepsius, D. L. A. passim.
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The kanu., is usually written GI, phonetically ka-ni {plu.) in

Sarg. Cyl. 65. Undoubtedly this term meant a *reed': see Del.

H. W. B. p. 588 b. The later Babylonian texts, e.g. Darius 37,

give a GI- U, which may be regarded either as GI = kafiu with the

phonetic complement ii, or as GI+ U, i.e. a measure of 'one reed

and one U.' With kanii, we may compare the Hebrew nji?^ later

Greek aKiva.

The GAR, or SA., only occurs ideographically written, unless

it is to be identified with some of the uncertain measures whose

names follow. It occurs as a measure of length from the earliest

times onwards. It seems to be the same as the GAR-DU of

the early Babylonian texts, unless this DU has some inde-

pendent meaning. See, on this early measure, specially, R. A. iv.

passim.

A term written KAS-BU occurs somewhat often, as a measure

of length possibly, or as a term for distance. How it was read is not

clear. It is generally followed by kakkari, or gaggari, which literally

means 'ground.' Thus in iii. R. 35, no. 4. iif, Esarhaddon says •

that it was 30 KAS-BU kakkari 'from the city Apku (Aphek) which

was on the borders of Samaria, to the city of Rapihu, on the border

of Egypt.' This has been taken to mean that the distance from

Aphek to Rapihu was 30 KAS-BU. As the sign KAS means

'journey,' 'road,' and as BU ox GID means 'long,' this term may

be taken in an indefinite sense as a ' long way.' The numeral

before it however points rather to a ' measure ' of distance. In the

same text, line 3, we read of 30 KAS-BU kakkar a.^ a journey, malak,

of 15 days ; in line 5, of 4 KAS-BU kakkar as a journey of 2 days

;

in line 8, of 15 KAS-BU kakkar zs, a journey of 8 days, evidently

implying that two KAS-BUkakkar was a journey of a day. Whether

this implies a definite length, or mere itinerary term, like a ' day's

journey,' is not quite clear. There was a time measure of 'two hours'

called the kaspu, and our term is often read kaspic. It should how-

ever be carefully distinguished from kaspu, ' double hour,' and kaspu,

'money.' That kaspu kakkari wa.s the journey performed in '2 hours'

is consistent with the above statement that it took ^ day. The

meaning ' Doppel-stunde'' is therefore admissible. In v. R. 5, 123, we

learn that the army of Asurbanipal penetrated 60 KAS-BU kakkar

u

into the interior of Elam. So too Sargon 11. Pr. 144 states that the

distance by water of the land of Tilmun, or the Isle of Bahrein, was

30 kaspu; but it is not clear whether we are to reckon from
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Nineveh, or from the mouth of the Euphrates : see Lyon's Sargon,

p. 14; cf. 42, Stit-r-Inschrift, 1. 34 f.

The exact significance of the term kakkar here is also open to

question. Oppert regards it as implying a factor 360, so that kaspn

kakkar would be 360 kas/>u : cf the ammat }:[iii^ori below. Others

regard it as merely indicating 'ground' and added to distinguish

linear from time measure.

Without kiikkaru, KAS-BU is used in i. R. 42, 13 to denote a

distance ; and is certainly the name of a ' measure ' of length in

IV. R.^ 37: see j5 255 below. Oppert, IJi'talon 11., considered that

this ideogram should be read a'slu : see pp. 423, 430. He also gave

it the names i.){ plcthre ox parasarige. G. Smith, Z. Ae. S. 72, p. no,

calculated it as a length of about 7 English miles : and he adds that

2 kaspu, or 14 miles, was a day's march, while Professor Hommel says

that the 'great kaspu' or 21,600 cubits was covered by an average

walker in four hours. The term kaspu was used to mark the periods

of the day, -j'oth of a day, or 2 hours being a small and \ a great

kaspu : B. D. ^. 219a.

The aslu is a measure of length, named in Sargon's Annals 321,

Khors. 127, V. R. 18, 22: and often. It seems to have really meant

a 'string,' or 'cord,' then a 'measuring line,' like the Arabic ^^t, and

Talmudic n'Pu'X: see Del. H. W. B. p. 145 a; Muss-Arnolt, p. 115 a;

Meissner, Snppt. p. 19 a. The place in v. R. 40, 23 a, b, .seems to

be the source of Oppert's asgumtnu, but that is probably the name of

a plant ; read aslum cf. "^y!*??.

Another linear measure is aslu subban : see § 260.

In his early views of the Assyrian and Babylonian measures

Oppert regarded an Atntnat-gagar as a measure of 360 Ellen {ammo).

He says, Z. D. M. G. viii. '54, p. 594, that gagari is the Hebrew

gi'lgal, and denotes the circle, which the Chaldaeans divided into

360 parts. It is interesting to note the grounds then deemed

sufficient for determining mctrological ratios. Olshausen as a note,

I.e., suggested the Hebrew "123. In Lctalon 11. p. 443, Oppert says

that ' ordinarily,' as we have ' proved ' for the ammatgagar, the

addition of gagar indicates the multiplication by 360. He finds

the same principle in the case of the weights, where the Hebrew

kikkar, the Assyrian kakkar, and gagar designated the talent. His

use of the term to shew that the ugagar, which he distinguishes from

the ammat gagar, was an area will be noted in § 282.

The term suklum certainly denotes a measure of length, and may

J. 14
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perhaps be a synonym or ideogram for ammahi : see the passages in

Del. JI. W. B. p. 498, where it appears to replace U. G. Smith,

Z. Ae. S. 72, p. no, already concluded that it was identical with the

' cubit.' Oppert, Betalon 11. p. 429, identifies it with a length of 30

'ongles': i.e. one quarter of a 'cubit' and one half of the U.

The term tibku, or tipkii, may be a measure of length ; it is used

in stating the width of a ditch, breadth of a road &c. : see Del.

H. IV. B. p. 699 b. I am not convinced that this is a measure

of length. Oppert, Letalon 11. p. 428, considers that this means
^ couche de briques.'' He thinks it would be 20 or 24 ^ o?igles.^

The Seiikereh Tablet.

255. The interrelations between these units are partly known

from the so-called Tablet of Senkereh published iv. R". 37. This

contains, beside squares and cubes, square roots and cube roots, and

the remains of two scales giving the values of certain fractions of

linear measures in terms of the lower units. It was discussed by

G. Smith, Z. Ae. S. 1872, p. iiof, Oppert, L'etalon 11. p. 420 f,

Tepsius, Ldngenmasse der Alien, p. 49 ff There seem to be two

scales partly preserved, the first giving i U- 60 SU-SI and

I GAR = 20 U. It is clear therefore that at this time the ubdnu

either was not a true 'digit' or else f/" was not the 'cubit.' If the

cubit had come to have 30 ' digits,' this U must be a ' double

cubit.'

In the other scale, the U also contained 60 SU-SI, some other

measure contained 12 ^ another measure contained 5 GAR, the

US denoted 60 GAR, 5 US was 60 units of some kind, and the

KAS-BU wsiS. 360 of the same unit, or exactly 1800 GAR. Here

then we have a number of the measures of which we already know

the names. The existence of two scales is puzzling, and we might

imagine one to be concerned with areas and not lengths. That

would be the first, as the recognised units in the second are all

linear. The date of the Tablet seems to be before B.C. 2000 and

not earlier than B.C. 2500. It will be noticed that it makes no

reference to the kanli, or 'reed.' In both scales the Uis 60 ubdne.

We should not be able to get far, unless the information here

conveyed were supplemented by scattered hints elsewhere. We
must collect these together, before we can set out any fair scale of

these measures.
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Early Babyloniaji data.

Mr Thureau-Dangin gives good reasons for supposing that in

the time of the Second Dynasty of Ur, or the middle of the third

millennium H.c, a measure GAR-DU wa'^ in use, measuring either

iS 6^or 20 U: see R. A. iv. p. 19 and 24 f. The first Senkereh

scale has placed the latter beyond a doubt, and, as will be soon seen,

its use explains several points that had been [)assed over.

Mr Thureau-Dangin brings forward as an argument for a GAR
of 18 ^, a plan of a house, where it is certain that i GAR-DU +

2 U^ I 6^/+9£/'+the thickness of a certain wall. But if that

thickness be set down conjecturally as 2 U^ the GAR-DU must be

18 U; if, however, as the author admits it might be, the thickness

was really 3 U, then this GAR-DU also is 20 ^ Another better

argument is founded on a plan of a field, .said to be 11^ GAR-DU
long by 1 1 GAR-DU ^ 3 ^wide, while its area is given as —^ GAN
28 SAR: or certainly 128 {GAR-DU)-. Accurately this would give

GAR-DU- 23 U, which would suggest rather 24 U than 18 U.

Taking, however, GAR-DU= 18 ^, Mr Thureau-Dangin shews that

the area would be 128 {GAR-DUf + 135 U"^, a result only -41 SAR
in excess of its true area. He quite fairly regards this as negligible.

But he does not seem to have noticed that a GAR-DU of 20 U
would give i22> {GAR-DUf + <^o U^, or only "21 SAR in excess, a

still closer approximation. His examples therefore, so far from

supporting a GAR-DU of \Z U, both make rather for one of 20 U.

The existence of a GAR-DU oi 18 U, was however a desideratum,

for it would, with another assumption, equally improbable, bring

Professor Oppert's figures for the Khorsabad measures into accord

with facts: see R. A. iv. p. 18 f.

There is not a shred of evidence to shew this GAR oi iZ U ever

existed.

The existence of a measure of 12 ^ on the second Senkereh

scale, and its position immediately before the appearance of the

GAR, added to the facts that the GAR was certainly 2 ka?it', or

' reeds,' while ' the reed ' in other ancient systems was six cubits,

formed a strong presumption in favour of restoring the last line of

Col. III., in IV. R-. 37, as i GAR {=) 12 U. That this was a GAR
actually in use, in the Telloh period probably, has been shewn by

Mr Thureau-Dangin, Z. A. xi. p. 431.

Further, in the later Babylonian texts of Strassmaier's publication

14—

2
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and other contemporary documents, a scale existed, for the measures

of small plots (for building, or gardens), in which i GAR = 2 GI,

I GI= T U, \ U= 24 SU-SI. This scale was discovered, explained,

and proved, by Professor Oppert, from an exhaustive examination,

by the application of the mathematical theory of maxima and

minima to a series of irregular four-sided plots : see his Mhnoires

divers relatifs a VArcheologie Assyriefine, i. p. 17. This scale is

amply corroborated by many simpler and more exact cases since

published. For example, Cyrus 345 has in no less than four places

^ GAR, 6 &, shewing GAR to be greater than 12 u.

The kanu, GI, or ' reed ' is, in each case, half the corresponding

GAR. In many of the later texts, GI, of 7 U, appears written GI- U,

e.g. Dar. 37. Whether this means GI^6U+ U= 7 U, or whether U
here is only a phonetic complement to Gl^kanu, is not easy to

decide. There is no proof that a reed, kaim, was ever \oU.

In the text, Cyrus 128, we find a kata, or 'double hand,'

one-third of the IJ, and therefore = 8 SU-SI. On some of the early

tablets, see R. A. iv. p. 83, a measure appears, written SU-BAD.

It is certainly some fraction of the U, and Mr Thureau-Dangin, I.e.

considers that it denotes the empan, or half U. That, of course,

concedes that U'ls the 'cubit.' But in view of the later use of kdtd,

I am inclined to think that here also we are to read kdta, and

consider it our ' double hand,' one-third of the (J, and at that time

therefore 20 SU-SI Mr Thureau-Dangin seems to consider that the

'J
^ SU-SI, which appears to be a lower length, must be an exact

submultiple of it, and so takes the SU-BAD as 15 SU-SI. This is

not very convincing
; 7 1 is an eighth of 60, and there is no clear

reason why it should be a submultiple of the SU-BAD. The sign

BAD in the early GAN fractions denoted, as we shall see, simply a

'third.' More evidence is however needed to decide the point.

Absolute values.

256. The absolute values of the measures of length are

deducible with considerable exactness from the dimensions of

buildings, it being an axiom of this class of investigation that the

lengths employed in architecture would always be exact multiples

of the linear units employed in measuring them. Professor Oppert,

as usual, led the way in this branch of the study, and in his

Ditalofi I. p. 157, in 1872, summarised the results obtained by
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him in 1853, and announced in his letter to Professor Olshausen,

Z D. M. G. viu. '54, p. 593 f. He there embodied the results of

an enormous number of measurements of Babylonian bricks and

buildings. He found his results to be practically constant from the

time of Ciudea down to that of Nebuchadnezzar H. He found that

the size of a brick was the pied carre of the Babylonians, that the

pied was three- fifths of the cottdee, that the Assyrian cubit was the

same as the Persian cubit and greater than the Babylonian and royal

Egyptian cubits. Further he evaluated the Babylonian cubit as

about 525 millimetres. Judging by the style of argument that he

proceeds to use in that memoir, I cannot help thinking that most of

these results were due to a personal conviction acquired on certain

points, and an acute combination of facts and fancies that would

not bear rigid examination. At any rate his ' measures ' of bricks

could only fix their size, not how many * feet ' or ' cubits ' they were.

The standard size of a brick might well be so many ' digits ' each

way. Who can say whether these ' digits ' were each the 24th of a

cubit, or its 60th ? Unless we know how many ' digits ' they had in

each side, we cannot know the size of the ' foot ' or the ' cubit.'

Further the supposed relation of the 'foot' to the 'cubit,' though

not without parallel, is very suspicious indeed. Nevertheless,

Dr Lehmann, in his great article, Altbabylotiisches Maass und

Gewicht utid deren Wandtriiiig, in the Verhandlungen de-r Berliner

Gesellschaft fiir Atiihropologie, &c., 1889, p. 245 following, quoted

here as Lehmann, A. M. G., accepts a Babylonian ' foot ' of 330
millimetres, and an original 'great royal cubit' of 550 millimetres.

It will be noted that these ' measures ' only apply to Babylonia.

But Oppert's 'measure' of the Assyrian cubit as 548 millimetres

was, as far as I can see, clearly obtained from his estimates of the

Khorsabad measures. As he has long abandoned these and sub-

stituted others, the only reason to think of such a ' cubit ' is its

theoretical relation to other known or imagined measures. So too

the terms of his letter to Olshausen, Z. D. M. G. '54, p. 593 f,

make me think that his conception, that Herodotus had identified

the ammatgagar with the stadium, influenced a selection of figures

for his 'foot' and 'cubit,' the same as the Egyptian values. He
only says ' Ich habe aiis Messungen der Ziegel und anderer Dau-

steine geschlossen,' and I venture to think that he might have

concluded very differently if he had not known of Herodotus and

the East India House text. Without presuming hastily to reject
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authority so high, we must have surer ground than that by taking

properly selected fractions of these measures, we can arrive at other

measures fairly consistent with the results of equally capricious

treatments of other facts. This is really all that Dr Lehmann can

claim for many of his comparisons.

The Khorsabad measures.

257. In his Cylinder Inscription, Sargon II. gives as the measure

of the walls of his new city Diir-Sargon, the modern Khorsabad,

4 sar, 3 Jier, i silsu, 3 kane, 2 6^, or 4 x 60^ + 3 x 600 + 60 + 3 kane and

2 £/. The whole difficulty about this number lies in the question

whether the US, which I have read siisu, is a measure or a numeral.

In other words, is it 60 GAR, as the Table of Senkereh gives, or are

we to take the whole as a number of 6^"? There is no question

that sdr, ner, and susu are numbers, and that we are to take

14400+ 1800 + 60 of some unit: to which we must add the T,^atie

and 2 U. If US is a measure and means 60 GAR, then as GAR is

the first named unit of length we must read 16260 GAR, 3 kanc, 2 U.

If US is merely a numeral, we must read 16260 katic, 3 kane and

2 U, because the kanu is the first named unit. Now there is a

duplicate passage inscribed on the Bull Colossi from Khorsabad,

which gives the same measurement as ^sar, 3 mV, i sum, i| GAR,
2 U. Consequently the ih GAR are equal to Tykane, and we may

regard the USd.?, certainly 60 GAR. The reading \62^T^kane would

not agree with the duplicate. The figures then denote 16261I GAR,
2 U It still remains uncertain whether GAR = 12 U, 14U, as in

later Babylonian times, or 20 6^, as in the first Senkereh scale. As

we shall have to refer later to these Khorsabad measures, I shall call

Khorsabad A, 1951406^; Khorsabad B, 227663 t/'j and Khorsabad C,

325232^.

Delitzsch seems to assume that a measure sdr existed, of 3600 £/;

a measure ner, of 600 U; and a measure US, of 60 U; and assuming

that the kanu = 6U, which it does sometimes, he has 162606^+ 20 U,

and obtains, as what I shall call Khorsabad D, the figures 16280^.

Oppert read successively 12370 t^, 12380^, 24740^, the last in

Detalon, 11. p. 424. More recently, his reading in Revue d'Assyrio-

logie, vol. III. p. 92, is ' Quaire sar, trois ner u?i soss de perches, une

perche et demie et deux aunes,' whence he gets 195 140 mesures,

agreeing with Khorsabad A. The others I shall call Khorsabad 0\
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0^ 01 The strange thing is, that in the able hands of metrologists,

each separate estimate has been treated as a startling confirmation of

some pet theory.

The one solid fact deducible, from this inscription, as to scales,

is that GAR = 2 kane. The GAR may therefore be called a ' double-

reed'; G. Smith already had called it a tiiau/on, Z. Ae. Sp. 1872,

p. 109 f. But it is far better to retain the symbol GAR, whose

reading we do not know, until we are approximately certain of its

length. In later times also, \ GAR is reckoned as equivalent to

I GI-MES or \-GI-U, see Strassmaier's Nbkd. 4, and Dar. 37 : but

this is certainly an areal measure. Nevertheless it is indirect

evidence that at that period GAR ^- 2 kanc. It does not follow that

GAR was always 2 GI. The text of the inscriptions will be found

in Lyon's Sargon, Cylinder line 65, p. 10 ; Bui/ Inscriptions, line 79,

p. 17 : compare pp. 38, 44, 76. On the reading of the figures see

Oppert, Letalon, i. p. 165 f., 11. p. 424; Delitzsch, Z. Ae. Sp. 1878,

xvi. p. 56 ff.

258. The dimensions of the buildings at Khorsabad were

determined by presumably accurate measures and published in

Botta's great work, Monument de Nineveh, v. p. 27 f. They were

reproduced, without material alterations, in Place's Ninive et PAs-

syrie, t. i. p. 160: as accurately determined by Botta, Flandin and

Place and have never been questioned. \\. first it was assumed that

the 'measure' of the city intended by Sargon II. was its circum-

ference. The city walls formed a rectangle of nearly equal sides

;

accurately it was 1645 metres wide and 1750 long: thus giving a

circumference of 6790 metres. Oppert's first value, 0\ or 12370 t^,

gives a value for U of 548'8 millimetres, his second value, O^ or

12380^, gives 548*4 millimetres, his third value, O^, or 24740^,

gives the value 274-4 millimetres. Delitzsch's value, D, or 16280 f/,

gives the value 417 millimetres ; about 16^ inches. It is undoubtedly

small for a ' cubit,' but Lehmann says it is the k/eine Elle erhohter

Norm von 100 Linien, A. M. G. p. 316. It therefore belongs to

the system of the Royal Babylonian measures : and corresponds to a

'great cubit' of 555 millimetres. If we take the results Khorsabad

A, B, or C, we shall obtain values for U from an inch and a half to

about three-quarters of an inch. These are quite absurd, the [/ is

certainly, as we shall see, either the 'cubit' or a 'half cubit.'

Professor Oppert in his last memoir on the Khorsabad measures

sees that any such value for & is out of the question. So he gives up
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the circumference theory and supposes Sargon's ' measure ' to be the

'area' of his city. We shall return to that view later: in § 281.

This only is certain, that the measures of Khorsabad do not give his

length of the cubit directly. What then happens to the ' cubits ' of

550 millimetres, and the 'feet' of 330 millimetres? It is not easy

to say, for which was data and which deduction in these metro-

logical essays I do not know.

The Gudea scale.

259. The discovery, in 1881, by De Sarzec, at Telloh, of a

seated statue of Gudea afforded a fresh chance of controlling the

proposed measures of length. The statue has on its lap a plan of a

building and a graduated rule. An account of this statue, its

inscription and measures, is given in De Sarzec's Decouvertes en

Chaldee, plate 15, &c. The rule was divided into 16 units, each of

length 1
6
"5 to 16 "6 millimetres. Professor Oppert, of course, found

in it a direct confirmation of his views. Mr Aures discussed it as a

confirmation of the ' natural ' system of measures, regarding it rather

as a scale than a measure. Professor Hommel states that there were

only 15 divisions, and that these formed half a cubit. Each of these

'finger breadths' was further divided into 180 parts: see B. D.

p. 219 a. One thing only is of lasting value, the size of the unit

found. It is reasonable to suppose that this unit was a ' digit ' or

ubanii. Oppert's Babylonian 'foot' above is then 20 'digits,' and

his 'cubit' 33!^ 'digits.' If we suppose his ratio 5 to 3 erroneous,

the usual 'cubit-foot' ratio, of 3 to 2, would give a 'cubit' of

30 'digits.' His Assyrian 'cubit' would be 33 'digits.' These

values do not commend themselves as probable. Delitzsch's cubit,

of 417 millimetres, would be 25 digits, not far from the probable

truth : which Professor Oppert takes to be 24 digits in later times.

On the Gudea rule we find a smaller division one-sixth of the

unit, and even one still less, a third of that. This small division of

some 27 millimetres has been called a 'line': and upon it Lehmann
builds many results. But it has not been shewn that it represents a

real measure used by the ancients, and on the very reasonable theory

that we have a scale instead of a rule, the ' line ' merely represents

the U and the larger units represent ' reeds.' However, unless the

divisions of this rule can be shewn from other sources to denote

actual measures, and their real names fixed, the rule of Gudea is of
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no assistance whatever. So far as it goes, it supports Delitzsch's

Khorsabad cubit beyond all others. The variety of cubits, deduced

from various sources, by Dr Lehmann and partly tabulated A. M. G.

p. 314 f., can scarcely reasonably be supposed to have existed,

especially when we recall Professor Oppert's dictum that the dimen-

sions of the brick remained unchanged all through the ages. We
may however bear them in mind as we proceed to less direct

methods of finding the lengths of our units, and must render un-

stinted praise and endless gratitude to those who have left no

method untried to arrive at the truth. Even to have shewn a

result impossible is a gain.

260. We have another indirect way of arriving at the lengths in

use in Assyria and Babylon. Dr B. Meissner published in con-

junction with Dr P. Rost, B. A. S. in. p. 358 f., an inscription of

Esarhaddon's concerning his buildings in Babylon. In this text,

Bi4. 88, 5-12, 75-1- 76, the king states, reverse line 20, and Col. vi.,

34 ff., that the wall, Imgur-Bel was 30 aslu, each side. This was the

wall of Babylon, and Herodotus, i. 178, states that each side of the

city was 120 stadia. Hence Dr Meissner very reasonably concludes

that an as/ii was 4 stadia. In the same inscription, Esarhaddon

states. Col. vi. 30 f., that each side of the temple of Bel, E-Teme-

nanki, was i aslu suMtvi, while Herodotus, i. 181, says that each

side of the ground plan of the temple of Bel was 2 stadia. Hence

the as/u subban was 2 stadia long. Now the stadium, reckoned on

the scale of the nr\yy<i /xcVpto?, which Herodotus probably had in

view, is independently reckoned to be about 189 metres. Delitzsch's

cubit, of 417 millimetres, therefore gives about 1800 cubits for the

aslu. Oppert's great Assyrian cubit of 548 millimetres gives 1361

cubits; his own stade of 360 cubits would give an aslu of 1440 cubits.

He himself finally (?) determined the aslu as 60 cubits, G. G. A. '84,

p. 334. Now 1800 cubits is a very likely figure, despite the doubt-

fulness of the manner in which it is deduced. In any case we know

that the KAS-BU is 1800 GAR. Hence there is some reason to

suppose that the KAS-BU-12 aslu -21600 (/, and that ^ is a

cubit of 417 millimetres. It is however very slender evidence. The

facts are simply these, the aslu is 4 stadia. The aslu - 2 aslu subban

and the aslu subban - 2 stadia. The facts implied in the discussions

of the areas which follow may here be added and the whole combined

into the following table.
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The measures of area.

1^1. The discovery and publication, of late years, of the early

inscriptions from Telloh, Nippur, and other ancient Babylonian

cities, have placed our knowledge of this branch of metrology on a

different footing. So fundamental is the change that Professor

Oppert, who had made the subject peculiarly his own, and was for

most metrologists the only source of information, and who had

published a very full and exhaustive table of measures of area and

capacity, now withdraws his former results. In a note to his article,

Varpentage des quadrilaieres Cha/deens, Z. A. xii. p. iiof, note 2, he

says, tons les essa/s que fai autrefois tentes pour determiner par la

eomparaisoti des aires et des volumes les differentes mesures de ces deux

categories, doivent etre regardes comme denues de tout resultat. Only a

great man could pen such an avowal, after forty years of work at the

subject. I had felt profound dissatisfaction with the results usually

accepted, and mostly to be traced to Professor Oppert, and had

spent months tracking out each error and its source : before I came

upon this withdrawal. I shall have less hesitation now in setting out

my views afresh, and independently. As the result of my examination

of the previous attempts I may be permitted to state that many
errors arose from too hastily applying well-known names, such as

^ cubit,' ^foot,' ^ epha,' ^ bath,' ' cab^ ' toise," ^ aune,' &:c. to the ancient

measures, before the nature of those measures was certainly made
out. The names so applied carried with them their own implications,

which suggested wrong combinations. Further the metric system,

where a litre is a unit of capacity, and the weight of a decalitre of

water a unit of weight, obscured the more natural methods of

ancient peoples, who probably never cubed anything at all in such

calculations. One or two errors must be referred to in passing, for

the sake of clearness, but it would be ungenerous now to make any

lengthy exposure of them.

263. Regarded from the point of view evidently taken by the

ancient Babylonians and Assyrians, and very clearly expressed in the

names and notation of the measures of length and area, surface was

not 'square' measure. It was primarily measured, as one would

expect, by a unit of its own kind. Regarded from the agricultural

point of view it was related to the amount of seed needed to sow it,

or the crop it would yield. As the knowledge of mathematics

developed, and the relation between the area and its sides dawned
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upon men, it was still measured by a unit of its own, but the unit

was a strip of uniform width and measured by its length
;
just as one

might measure the area of a room by the length of carpet needed to

cover it. Of ' square measure,' in its proper sense, I have failed to

find any trace. As far as I can see, it did not occur to a Babylonian

or Assyrian to multiply the length by the breadth and divide by the

area of some unit expressed in ' square measure.' The areas of

triangles, rectangles, polygons were found, sometimes exactly, some-

times approximately, sometimes in excess, sometimes in defect.

What rule was employed we do not know yet, possibly a skilled

surveyor estimated roughly the area, as one would estimate the area

of a field, by ocular estimate. The record of the sides would serve

as an additional means of identifying the plot, and in the event of

its division would help to calculate the areas into which it fell. The

results given in the very numerous examples of field measures prove

conclusively that the calculators did not use modern geometrical

methods ; unless we are to assume that the ' measurer,' niandidji, set

down incorrect results for purposes of his own. The difficulty of

reading some of these figures, increased by the not infrequent

corrections the scribe made to his own, or his master's work, has

in some cases no doubt misrepresented the surveyor's problem, or its

results, but the examples of approximation are too numerous to allow

us to credit him with modern methods. I think that this contention

will be fully sustained later, see §§ 276— 280, and we may regard

with suspicion any such statements, as that an area was the square of

any particular linear measure. When we find such to be the case,

without question it simply means that the width of the areal strip

happens for that particular case to be the same as its length.

It must be obvious that the possession of some table of previously

calculated, or experimentally attested, results was the probable method.

Such a tablet as that published iv. R. p. 37, giving a series of squares

of simple numbers, cubes, square roots and cube roots, measures in

long and square (?) measure, was probably in the hands of the old

surveyors, who certainly formed a class or guild of men called apil

mandidi, or 'the sons of the measurer,' i.e. like the sons of the

prophets, a school or ' guild of measurers.'

264. Some indication of the way in which these results were

regarded is furnished by the above-mentioned tablet, usually known

as the Tablet of Senkereh. In the indication of squares we read

I adu I, (equals) i; 2 adu 2, (equals) 4; 3 adti 3, (equals) 9; and so
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on. Now the usual meaning of adu is ' together with,' and should

be the sign rather of 'addition' than of 'multiplication.' We must

however render ' by,' as in our usual phrase, ' 3 by 3.' Still we may

suppose that the area 9 was contemplated as a strip 3 long and

I wide, added 3 times. The first 3 indicates the unit strip, 3 long

and I wide ; the second 3 indicates the number of such strips.

Unfortunately the table is incomplete, or we might have had ex-

amples of 3 adu 5 (equals) 15, and the like.

In accordance with this view, we find that GI, being a measure

of length, a square of which the side measured i GI each way, is

denoted by i GT-MES, the apparent plural of GI. This is certainly

a singular, and not a real plural, for it is preceded not only by

the numerals above i, but also by i. So an area 5 Gl-MES was

regarded as equivalent to a strip 5 GI long and i GI broad. It will

be seen that this is the only areal measure that can be regarded as a

square in later times. In the earlier times the areal width was

perhaps a GAR.
Another example is the sign GAR-ZUN, written SA-HI-A.

Now as is well known ZUN or HI-A is a sign of 'multitude,'

rendered perhaps madu or 'many.' It appears often to be loosely

used, merely to indicate the plural, but, as Hilprecht, B. E. P. ix.

p. 20, note I, points out, had rather a 'collective' than a 'plural'

meaning. Hence i GAR-ZUN clearly embodies the same idea as

I GAR-MES might have done, i GAR-MES does not actually

occur however, i GAR-{plu.), or i GAR {coll.) does not mean a

plural of GAR, but what we might call ' a surface GAR,' an area of

which one side was 'i GAR,' the other 1 GI long. It may have

been read i GAR tna'du, or i GAR md'attu, if GAR was feminine.

This would not mean 'a great GAR,' that is, a GAR larger than

usual, but an areal GAR: what we call a 'square measure.' This

appears to be the early square unit : but, in later times, at any rate

the GAR-ZUN was not a square at all : but apparently a GI wide

and 5 U long.

So the expression U-rabitu does not necessarily indicate ' a great

cubit,' in the sense of a cubit larger than ordinary, but if ^ is a cubit,

means what we should call 'a square cubit.' The value of ^ here

may or may not be a cubit, that must be decided from other con-

siderations, but as rah'itu shews, U was a feminine. This is one

argument that we should read U as avunatu, in which case we can

hardly imagine it other than ' a cubit.' However, other measures
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may have been feminine also, as kanu, ubdnu, &c., certainly were.

As the inscriptions shew, it was a linear measure also, see Lyon's

Sargon, p. 82 ; we may suppose it was a 'great cubit,' but it is quite

justifiable to suppose it an areal ' cubit,' that is an area contained by

two sides, one of which was a cubit long and the other probably a

' reed.'

Further examples of this expression of areal values by the plural

sign, by ZUN, ma'du, and rabitu, are to be expected with the

publication of more texts.

The discovery that the ammatu rabitii is five-thirds of the

ordinary ammatu may be only apparent from confusing the 'areal

cubit ' with the ' linear cubit.' If the figures were accurate it would

only mean that the U rabltu denoted an area, which contained five-

thirds of a square U. That is a very unlikely result and points to a

misunderstanding of the data. The rendering ' greater cubit ' and

all related and deduced measures are to be given up. Even the

rendering ' Quadratelle ' implies more than the native expression ; it

is not to be assumed without proof, that the ammatu rabitu was a

' square ammatu

'

: all we can assume is that it was an area/ U.

The GAN-SAR measures.

265. In the early Babylonian documents, reaching back to the

time of the first Sargon, or even earlier, see R. A. iv. p. 27, the signs

in use to denote areas were the GAN^ the SAR, the G^/iVand the

SE, Briinnow's nos. 3169, 4286, 11899, and 7418. How these were

read we do not yet know. Mr Thureau-Dangin, R. A. in. p. 146,

suggests that we should read GAN ^.s gi?iu, with the meaning 'field,'

and SAR as ftiusaru, with a meaning 'garden,' or kiri'i with the

same sense. The sign GIN was later read siklu, when applied to

' money,' but this is out of question here. SE is always used as an

ideogram for 'corn' or 'grain,' and was then probably read se'u, but

such a reading here is doubtful. Other measures are indicated,

apparently as subdivisions of the GAN ox SAR, by signs, which can

be read as fractions, or as multiples of the lower denominations, but

which may have equally well been signs for separate measures.

Thus one-third of the GAN may be expressed as so many SAR,
but is not unlikely to have had a name of its own. The names of all

these signs, however, still remain to be discovered.
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The GUR-KA measures.

266. In Babylonia, from a somewhat later period, down to the

latest times of which we know, as well as in Assyria, a system of

signs was in use to denote agricultural areas, borrowed directly from

the measures of capacity. It will therefore be necessary here to

anticipate somewhat, and give the measures of capacity, only re-

serving for a later section the points specially concerning their rise as

such.

At a time coeval witli the last-named measures of area, the

measures of capacity were chiefly three, the GUR, the A'/4, and the

GIN. The subdivisions of the GUR are indicated by special signs

which may be read as fractions, -^, .3^, &c. of the GUR or as

multiples of the lower denomination, the KA. That these were

measures with proper names of their own is very probable, as we

shall see later.

The GAN-SAR scale.

267. The scale of relation between the GAN-SAR system of

land measures has already been settled by Reisner, S. B. B. A. 1896,

p. 417 f. The GAN had 1800 SAR, the SAR had 60 GIN, and

the GIN, 180 ^E. Above the GAN the SIK-UH-ME-U had

3600 GAN. This scale is very typically 'sexagesimal.' It will be

noted that there is a wide gap between the SAR and GAN This

was occupied by a series of quantities, which are as yet only found

expressed as fractions or subdivisions of the GAN That they were

nameless seems to me very improbable. The figures occurring

before the GAN are (i) a slant wedge, easily mistaken for a single

vertical, downwards from right to left, with its head to the upper

right hand, (ii) the horizontal wedge, or bar, with its head to the

left, (iii) a slant wedge downwards from left to right with its head to

the left, (iv) the sign BE or BAD, Briinnow's no. 147 1, (v) the

sign u usually read ten, (vi) a sign not given in Briinnow, being the

crotchet or //, crossed by 2 slant wedges diagonally each way. These

signs and their values as fractions of the GAN are given by

Thureau-Dangin in Lecriture auieiformc, p. 85 ff, where also their

early representatives are shewn. There they are stated to be re-

spectively J^, gV> -iV» \-> i» lo- I'rofessor Oppert, C R. Aug. '96,

Oct. '96, R. A. IV. 32, &c., gave their values as eighteen times as

much. It is certainly very curious that the Babylonians should have
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made such an extensive use of fractions, which, expressed in terms

of the lower denomination SAR, were such non-sexagesimal quantities

as 25, 50, 100, and 600 SAR. According to Oppert's view the only

fractions of the GAN were the quarter and the half, expressed by

(i) and (iii). The horizontal bar being read as i, as was also the

case in the contemporary GUR-KA system, the sign BE was read

as 6, the crotchet u as 18, and the sign (vi) as 180. These are much
less convincing, and, despite Professor Oppert's contentions against

Reisner, the latter in Z. A. xi, p. 422 seems to have proved his case.

Mr Thureau-Dangin, R. A. iv. i8fir, iv. p. 80 ff, Z. A. xi. p. 428,

&c., has completely adhered to them. It is of course clear that as

far as a scale is concerned the two views are practically the same

:

but Professor Oppert had to take two or three separate scales in order

to agree with the data of the few documents treated by him. These

would have to be again modified for others.

The GUR-KA scale.

268. From the time of Sargon I., see R. A. iv. p. 27, at least,

and onwards, we find areas denoted by the signs GUR and KA, and

the signs for the subdivisions of the GUR also applied freely, as

land measures. In order to make clear this notation, we must

anticipate the scale of these measures. Reisner has shewn, S. B. B. A.

1896, p. 417 f, that the GUR then had 300 A'^, and the KA was

further divided into 60 GIN. For measures of seed, the G UR was

then always preceded by the sign SE indicating 'seed.' The sign

used to denote y^^th of the GUR, or \oKA, is like that read BAR,
Briinnow's no. 1720, and formed of one vertical bisected horizontally

by a bar. At this period then, BAR-SE-GUR may be read either

^^^th (not \, as BAR usually is read) of a GUR of 'seed,' or 10 KA
of 'seed.' The next sign is Hke PA, Briinnow's no. 5559, formed

by one vertical with two horizontal bars. Thus PA-SE-GUR is to

be read, ^V^s of a GUR of 'seed,' or 20 KA of 'seed.' The next

sign is written like AS, Briinnow's no. 6739, with one vertical and

three horizontal bars, and is to be read -jV^^ ^^ ^ GUR, or 30 KA,
of ' seed.' The next sign is unlike any sign in Briinnow's list, but

consists of a vertical with four horizontal bars, also accompanied by

one crotchet, or u sign, such as is usually used to denote 10. This,

followed by SE-GUR, is to be read /^ths of a GUR of 'seed,' or

40 A'^ of 'seed.' The next sign consists of a vertical crossed by
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six horizontal bars, with two crotchets added, and, before SE GUR,
is to be read ^'oths of a GUR of 'seed,' or 50 KA of 'seed.' Here

we may remark that in this notation, the crotchet or u sign seems to

mark the addition of ten KA. The next sign is a single vertical,

such as used to indicate 60 in numbers. Before ^K-GURy it is to

be read ^V^'' of the GUR of 'seed,' or 60 KA of '.seed.' Twice as

much is indicated by 2 verticals before SE-GUR, denoting |ths of

the GUR of 'seed' or 120 KA of 'seed.' Here, however, the

verticals are not placed side by side, as was usual later in writing

numbers, but one over the other, 'i'hree times as much is indicated

by three verticals, 2 short, one above the other, followed by one long

vertical, like the sign a, Briinnow's no. 11316, but inverted. Four

times the amount was written with four short verticals, like the sign

za, Briinnow's no. 11719, followed, of course, hy SE-GUR. Finally

I GUR of seed, was written i SE-GUR, the i being the horizontal

bar : for ' ten ' G UR, the u sign or crotchet is used, for 60 the single

vertical, and then the usual signs, ?ier and Mr, for 600 and 3600, as

in ordinary enumerations. The derivation of the earlier five signs,

as I believe, really fractions, is shewn by Mr Thureau-l )angin,

B. A. S. III. p. 589, to be from pictures of a pot, with lines drawn

across to denote how full it is. This pot must have contained

one-fifth of the GUR, and could hardly have remained nameless as

a measure. The marking by one, two, and three bars must have

been always fairly distinct, but 4 and 5 bars were probably soon

liable to misreadings. Hence, I believe, the crotchets were added,

each to indicate the addition of 10 KA. The whole table will be

given in the Appendix, p. 3, for reference, with the later signs,

derived from them.

The numbers of G/JV were indicated by the ordinary numerals,

from I up to 60. Although not yet authenticated, there is every

probability that as in the contemporary land measures, the G/A^
contained i8o.S.£". Whether that really indicates that a GIN, as a

corn measure, contained actually 180 seeds of corn must remain an

open question at present.

Reisner, S. B. B. A. 1896, p. 417 f, also points out a very high

multiple of the GUR, denoted by the signs SIK-UH-ME-U,
which denoted 3600 GUR. This is Briinnow's no. 10808, pro-

nounced 6^67? and interpreted as karu, perhaps the contents of a

normal 'granar)-,' or storehouse: which very likely was an underground

'silo.'

J- 15
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This scale seems original. If there ever had been 360 KA in

the GUR^ it is probable that the single vertical would have been

taken as 60 KA, and when the GUR was changed to 300 KA, the

vertical would have denoted \ GUR as it always did.

269. These measures of corn were apparently so closely related

to the areas which they would seed, or which would produce them,

that their signs were used also to denote land areas. Before dealing

with the points peculiar to this usage we had better note the changes

that took place in the signs themselves. As applied to land, the

sign SE disappeared from before GUR. The fractions also changed

their form, becoming simplified. Thus BAR, PA and AS are used

alone to indicate T^th, ^"oths, ^V^^ <^^ ^^ GUR, either in com-

bination with it, or alone. The next sign, denoting g^ths, became

simply AS-U; the next, denoting ^^th?,, became simply AS-U-U.

In place of i SE-GUR, a new sign denoting ith of the GUR, and

made like PI, Briinnow's no. 7960, was used. This PI ^d& omitted,

if followed by other fractions, which with these changes continued to

be written as before. The peculiar writing of 2, 3, 4 was retained

for the fifths of the GUR. The GIN appears to have gone out

of use.

In the later Babylonian times the GUR contained only 180 KA,

but the same signs for the fractions of the GUR remained in use,

the PA still indicating i^ths of the GUR, but now of course only

12 KA. At what date this change took place is not easy to settle,

but the Merodach Baladan stone, at any rate, still retains the old

scale of 300 KA to the GUR. It is likely enough that royal usage

would retain old customs after they had been modified in daily life :

but the date is doubtful.

In order to distinguish this later GUR of 180 A'^ from that of

300 KA, I shall in future write it gur. We do not know quite

certainly that the KA was unchanged ; but I believe it was either

the same, or one-quarter of the old value.

At any rate in later Babylonian times, as Strassmaier's texts shew,

the notations of the areas and measures of capacity were completely

assimilated. Both as land and as corn measure, the GUR con-

tained 1 80 KA, the PA of land or corn contained 1 2 KA, and so on.

We may therefore formulate the following table for later times as

applying to land and corn measures.
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BAR - 6 KA
PA =12 KA
A^ = i8 KA
A$-u =24 KA
A$-2u - 30 KA
PI = 36 KA

I BAR or I /V, BAR - 42 A'^ 2 BAR or 2 /V, i/ylA^ 78 A'^

li"./ „xri,rA 48 KA 2 PA „2P/,PA ^- S4KA
I AS „iP/,AS -54 A// 2 AS „ 2 PI, AS ()oKA

lAS-it „iPI,AS-H ^doKA 2AS-U „2PI,AS-u ^bKA
I AS-2it „ I /'/, AS-2U -- 66 KA 2 AS-211 „ 2 /Y, y:/.S-2«, =102 AT^

2 PI --^12 KA I PI =ioSKA
and so on up to GUR- 180 KA.

This table was first set forth by Professor Oppert, Z. A. i. p. 88 f,

and is repeated in Briinnow, p. 492.

270. The use in Assyria differed in some points. On one side

it shews more affinity with the early system, but it had its own
peculiarities. The gur or GUR completely disappeared. Instead,

we usually have areas expressed, as well as corn measures, in homers

and ka. As we do not know that the ka was the same as the

Babylonian KA, I distinguish them in writing. The homer is

expressed by the sign IMER, Briinnow's no. 4981, the same sign

as used for the 'ass,' and, as a determinative, before the names of

animals. It has been conjecturally read imerti, and may be con-

nected with amaru, 'to fill,' and ummaru, 'a pot.' It is possible,

however, that the measure of corn meant by it was an 'ass-load,' and

the GUR, a 'camel-load': see Peiser, Skizze, p. 22. This is a

conjecture only, and it may be really 'a pot,' perhaps of the size

which held an ' ass-load ' of corn, or merely another pot, called

perhaps imeru. But whatever the exact derivation and original

meaning of IMER, of which, in this connection, even the reading

is doubtful, it denotes a measure of grain, and also an area of land.

As a rule, when there is no danger of confusing it with other

measures, I read this term as homer, but I must not be understood

to express any opinion as to its relation to the Hebrew measure of

the same name. In transcriptions and for the purposes of this

article, I shall write imer, without intending to imply that that is its

correct pronunciation. This imer is by far the most commonly
named measure of land in our documents. Its subdivisions are

indicated by the same signs as those of the GUR, or giir. Thus

15—2
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we have BAR in no. 6io, PA in no. 70 and often, AS in no. 380

and often, AS-u in no. 671, AS-2u in no. 81, i BAR in no. 414,

I PA in no. 393, i AS in no. 623, i AS-2u in no. 623, thus shewing

certainly that the same notation was used. The question however

still remains unsolved, how many ka are included in the itfier} The

addition of 2 ifjier AS, and i BAR, as 3 imer, in no. 621, appears to

shew that a homer had really 60 ka. That depends, however, upon

AS having 18^^, and i BAR having 42,^0. In the older system,

when the GUR had 300 KA, we should read respectively 30 KA
and "JO KA, or in all 100 KA. Either way, as the fractions ^^th

and /o^hs remain the same, the imer must be 'one-third' of the

GUR, or the gnr. This addition cannot decide how many ka the

imer contained. Professor Oppert, Z. A. 1. p. 189, then aware of

only one value in KA for these fractions, gave the imer as 60 ka
;

Dr Peiser, Skizze, p. 22, for reasons not clear to me, gave the i7)ier

as 'one-fifth' of the GUR; which is correct enough, if GUR be

300 ka, and imer be 60 ka, provided also that ka is the same.

How on this system it was possible to write i AS-2U, or |^ths,

I do not know. This is larger than the imer itself. Possibly the

scribe blundered into Babylonian measures in a moment of forgetful-

ness, or perhaps the 211 are meant for a division mark. On the

tablet the sign looks like PA-211, rather than AS-2u : but this

measure is unknown to me.

The Assyrians also used the S£ as an area of land : see nos.

350, 414, 434, 460. This measure was in use in the old Babylonian

times, when 180 SR equalled one G/JV. As the SR here is next

below the ka, we may conjecture the ka to have taken the place of

G/JV as a land measure : so that 180 SR went to the ka. I have

already conjectured that a ka of copper was the same weight as a

GIJV of silver. The conjectures do not stand and fall together, but

there is no certainty of either. In the old Babylonian system the

money G/N, and the area GIJV, each had 180 SR, while the KA
had 60 GRV. It seems unlikely that in Assyrian land measures the

ka also had 60 G/M of 1806^^ each. There is also a possibility

that the ka contained three SR.

Now this mention of SR, as a land measure, as well as so many

other points in Assyrian methods, suggests an affinity rather with old

Babylonian than modern Babylonian affairs and measures. There

has already been pointed out a reason, slight though it be, to suppose

the Assyrian imer had 300 ka ; see ^ 87. Then the mention of jjoka
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would he allowable, the A^ would he in place in a system horrowed

from Old Hahylonia: the ////cV would he identical with the fjld GUR^
and the prices of corn in Assyria and Babylonia, about one shekel a

GUR, or iincr, would be in complete accord. Wv must however

await further evidence.

271. The texts from which Professor Oppert obtained his scale

of relation between the various divisions of the gur appear to have

been v. R. 67 no. i and v. R. 68 no. i. These texts further shew

that the ^A-HIA, or, as I prefer to read it, the GAR-ZUN, was a

tenth of the A'A. It continually occurs in the later Babylonian

times, and was then certainly both a measure of land and of corn.

See for the former use, K. B. iv. p. 244 f, and Strassmaier's texts.

I think it ought to be identified as the areal correlative of

the square GAR which figures in the earliest texts as the area of

the SAR. Then at any rate the GAN ^ 1800 GAR- and if the

GUR^ 300 KA = GAR-ZUN, we should have an areal GAR-ZUN,
different from the GAR^. As we shall see the GAN seems to have

been 2 GUR, or 6000 GAR-ZUN, which would give the GAR' as

-V- of the GAR-ZUN. This GAR-ZUN was therefore probably

I GAR long and f'^ GAR, or 6(7, or i GI, wide. At this period

however the GI should be 10 6/" long. In the later times also, the

GAR-ZUN was one GAR long and i GI wide. This seems a

result too close to be a mere coincidence.

This suggests further that the U ralntii should have been an

areal U, of length U, and breadth uniform with the GAR-ZUN,
of one GI, or dU. That would give an area of 6^'. Thus for

areal values the ammatu rabitu would be in early times 206^', later

for ordinary areas dlP, and in the notation of § 280, 7 (/'.

As the GAR-ZUN, as a measure of land, is one-tenth of the

KA, while in the older use of the KA as a land measure this

contained 60 GIN, it is clear that the GAR-ZUN measured

6 GIN. This would further imply that as a measure of land a

GIN was a strip, i GAR long and i U wide.

272. When we come to evidence of absolute values we are once

more thrown back on the question of the linear values. But we are

also furnished with some further interrelations among our units.

For the early times Mr Thureau-Dangin has shewn from a large

number of cases that the area of the SAR was one square GAR, or

as it was then written GAR-DU: see R. A. iii. p. 146. Hence we

can express all the areas for early times in terms of square GAR :
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and as GAR was then with very Httle doubt 20 U we can compare

with the later areas. The GAN then was 1800 SAR = 1800 {GAR-

DU)' = 1800 X 400(7'= 7 20000 f/-.

273. For the time of Merodach Baladan II., circ. B.C. 720, we can

fortunately express the land measures also in square U. To do this

we must first explain a term then used which has been a continual

source of perplexity and error. The text of a deed of gift, on a

Kudurru stone, of the seventh year of Merodach Baladan II., pre-

served in the Berlin Museum, was first published by Delitzsch,

B. A. S. II. p. 258—273, in transcription. Drs Winckler and Peiser

contributed some corrections \n Z. A vii. p. 182 f. They also gave

the text in transcription in A'. B. iii. p. 184 f.

It records the gift of a considerable area of land to Bel-ahe-erba,

the saAu of Babylon. There were three plots, the first was 16600 [/

long and 1200 t^ broad, the second loooo & long and 1600 6^broad,

the third had two opposite sides 3300 &, while its other sides were

400 (7 and 30 [/: being in fact a trapezium. The first plot is said

to be 50 sc-zcr-DIL-GAN-AS ina isten annuafit rabitu, the second

54(6-'W?), 2{FJ), 10 KA ditto, and the third 2 GUR ditto. A
fourth plot is given as 3 6^ UR ditto, but the sides are not given.

Now it is this expression, DIL-GAN-AS, which has been the

puzzle. In the first place, the horizontal wedge, before GAN, was

taken for the preposition ina, while in the GAX-SAR system it is

the numeral denoting ^th of the GAN. Hence we see that the

ygth of the GAN ox 100 SAR, AS or 30 KA, and i ammatu rabifii

are named as the units employed. It still remains to be seen in

what manner they are connected. That the AS denotes here the

30 KA, employed to seed ys^^ ^^ ^^e GAN, is proved by its being

replaced, in other cases, by i6|, 20, 23^, 25, 30, 33^, 40, 50 and

565 KA. Mr Thureau-Dangin believed that the meaning of this

expression was that 'xV^ of the GAN, or 100 SAR, is reckoned at

30 A'^ of seed and is equal to one ammatii rabitu'': R. A. iv. 19.

He was thus conducted to the theory of a GAR oi \Z U. He
afterwards, R. A. iv. p. 27, seems to have had his doubts, but

returns to it R. A. iv. p. 81, note 2. This expression is frequent

in the early Babylonian texts discussed by Reisner and Thureau-

Dangin, as above, and on the boundary or Kudurru stones,

discussed by Belser, B. A. S. 11. 11 1 f, and Peiser, K. B. iv. p. 56 f,

Oppert, Z. A. viii. 360—374, Hilprecht, Assyriaca, i. p. i f.

As soon as we examine the figures given by the text we see
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that there is an error somewhere. The scribe gives the total as

()(){GUR), 2 {PI), 10 A'A. He makes other errors, for he some-

times inserts, sometimes omits the GUR. The use of this antique

formula points to the GUR having its ancient value of 300 KA :

hence the 2 (/"/) are 120 KA and the total is 99 {GUR), 130 KA.

The separate items add up to 109 {GUR), 130 KA. Dr I'eiser and

Dr Winckler thought this was what was intended and that a ten had

dropped out of the total. 'I'hat cannot be all, for the area of the first

plot is 199200006^', while the second is only 1 6000000 t/', though

its area is at least 4 GUR more. The error must be here, and a ten

too many has crept in. Hence we may take it that 44 {GUR),

130 KA, or roughly 44^ GUR of land are about 16000000 U'~.

This gives the area of one GUR of land as about 360000 square U.

This gives an area of 55 GUR for the first plot, which the scribe

sets down as only ^o{GUR). But the 5 GUR mentioned in the

last two plots were not sc-zer or ' corn-land,' the first was an orchard

or plantation of date palms, the second fapfr, a class of soil always

excluded from sc-zer, and the total land is given as se-zer. We have

only to suppose these 5 GUR situated within the first plot and .so

omitted from the 55 {GUR), in order to make the scribe's total

correct. We have now to examine the third plot in order to check

our results. We have a trapezium of two equal sides each 3300 U,

the others being 400 ^ and 30^. The perpendicular distance was

therefore 3294 U, roughly, and this multiplied by the mean of the

parallel sides, or 21s, U, gives 7082106^", while the scribe's 2 GUR
would be 720000 U^. We do not know how the scribe obtained his

figures. If he multiplied 3300 U by 215 f/ directly, as the scribes

seem to have done in other cases, he would get 709500 U", and he

seems to have been content with this rough estimate as nearly

2 GUR. At any rate his error was less than one in sixty : or about

10 A'^-^. We can hardly suppose a false estimate in such a close

approximation.

We may take it for granted that at this period the GUR of land

contained an area of 360000 U'-, that is the square of a m'r of U.

In itself the form of the result is reassuring. A result that was an

odd or non-sexagesimal number of U, would be difficult to accept.

This has an air of verisimilitude. The corresponding KA would be

1200 U-. Let us compare the GAN-SAR areas which we have just

had. The GAN was 1800 GAR"^, or if GAR be 20 U, as on the

Senkereh Tablet, the 6^/4iV is 720000^'- or exactly 2 GUR. The
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GAR of 1 8 6^ would give the GAN as r82 GUR, a much less

likely result. There is every probability that the tl is the same in

the two cases, and the notation throughout is very similar. It is

very strange that this notation should have survived to so late a date

as B.C. 714: I am inclined to think that the Merodach Baladan of

this monument must have reigned long before Sargon II. How^ever

that may be, here we have a result which awaits confirmation. The

KA would on this scale correspond to exactly 3 SAR.

274. A very interesting inscription for our purpose is that on the

so-called Caillou de Michaux, first published in Millin's Monuments

incdits, i. pi. viii., ix., and again i. R. 70. It was discussed by

Professor Oppert, in his Doc. Jur. p. 87 ff; and in several previous

articles ; also by Boissier, ' Recherches sur quelques contrats baby-

loniens'; and lastly given in transcription by Dr Peiser, K. B. iv.

p. 78 f, who also gives a translation. It has been often commented

upon, without much elucidation beyond what is due to the above-

named writers. The passage, which concerns us chiefly, indicates

20 se-zer j^ GAN-AS ina isten amniatu rabitu as the area of a plot

of land said to be 3 US long on the N. and S. sides, and i US,

50 GAR long on the E. and W. sides. Although the scribe does

not explicitly say so, we can hardly avoid taking the 3 US as

180 GAR. For taking the GAR as at least 12 tl, US cannot be

60 U., for the 50 GAR would then be much greater than i US.

Hence, by all admitted, we are to read 180 GAR and no GAR,
giving an area of 19800 GAR'. This would be 11 GAN in the

notation of the period : and, assuming the correctness of our former

results, that would be 22 GUR. The scribe gives only 20, and

presumably means 20 GUR. Now all the scholars who have

attacked this problem assume some error or approximation some-

where. The error which w^ould be the most likely is to suppose

that the stone-cutter, the scribe, or his copyist, has given 50 GAR
instead of 40 GAR. If the sides really be 180 GAR and 100 GAR,
the result is 10 GAN or 20 GUR exactly. This would afford a

striking confirmation of our previous results. Moreover this does

not raise the question of how many U went to the GAR : and could

be used to support the view that 20 ^ formed one GAR at this

time.

It is clear from this and the last example that the initial phrase

-j^ GAN-AS ina isten amniatu rabitu in no way affects the relation

between the areas given in GUR and square measure. As it varies
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in different documents I regard it as a statement of the quality of the

land. Now the quality of the land is hardly shewn by the amount

of seed it needs, but by the yield it gives. I think therefore that

this corresponds rather to the GIS-BAR which we meet in the

Assyrian and later Babylonian documents. We shall return to

that later, after taking the later Babylonian calculations into

account. Another view deserves quoting. In their comments on

the Merodach Baladan stone in Z A. vii. p. 188 f, Dr Peiser and

Dr Winckler say, Es handelt sich um ein FldchenmaaSy in dessen

Bezeichnung Z2vei Afaassidcen zusammcngejiossen sind. Die Sache

wird so zu versiehen sein, dass in dcr dltesten Zeit nach einer

Fidcluneinheit gemessen 7inirde, welche die Grdsse von 18 ka liatie,

d. t. die Griisse eines Landstiickes, das zu besden durchschnittlich

etwa 1 8 ka erforderte. Diesc Fldcheneinheit erhiclt den Natnen '
1 8 ka

stiick, d. i. KAN-AS vom Ho/ilmaasse, 70ie iihnlich unsere Bezeich-

nungeti ' Morgen^ ''/<^(^k,' u. a. m. entstanden sind. Als nun spdter

eine genaure Vermessung sich einfiihrie, tvobei der Umfang dcr

Grundstiicke aitf Griind der Ldngenmaasse gemessen wurde, scheint

eine Ausgleichiing in der Weise getrofferi werden zu sein, dass die alte

Fldcheneinheit zu eincm Rechtecke gestaltet wurde ~ einer grossen Elle

war ; der Cotnprotniss iibertnig sich dann auch auf den Namen der

Fldcheneinheit, {gemessen) mit der Fldcheneinheit von 18 ka, welche

berechnet ist auf der Grutidlinie einer grossen Elle.

275. When we come down to much later times the Babylonian

texts published by Strassmaier furnish data for another evaluation.

Professor Oppert by a skilful application of modern methods of

maxima and minima to a series of irregular areas of four unequal

sides, arrived at the conclusion that at this period the KA contained

300^-: see Oppert, Z. A. xii. p. no. A much simpler case is

given, Cyrus 188, which is discussed by Dr Demuth, B. A. S. iii.

p. 424 f. There we have mention of a plot of land, 410^ long and

30 U broad. As the sides are given N. and S., E. and W., it is a

rectangular plot, and the area is certainly 12300^/^ It is stated to

be I PI, 5 KA in area. As the gur is reckoned throughout the same

tablet as 180 KA, this area must be exactly 41 KA. Hence, without

any approximations at all, the area of the KA is exactly 300 (/-. As

this result is exactly one quarter of the value in early times, we may
suppose one of two things. Either the U, in the time of Cyrus, was

twice as long as in the early Babylonian days, or the KA was one

quarter of the size it had in older times. This latter may have been
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the case. The number of KA in the gur had changed : as a measure

of land it was now 54000 C^-. If the f/was the same, the old GAN
was 13J of these modern gur.

276. The chief interest of this evaluation, however, lies in the

light which it throws upon the methods of calculation in later times.

Before we can safely follow out this method we must realise the

relation between the area and its yield. To take one example, in

Darius 198 we find the tablet divided into four columns, headed

respectively se-zcr, that is, 'corn-land'; GIS-BAR-su, 'its GIS-BAR,
or yield'; SE-BAR, its 'corn' or 'grain'; and TIS, indicating the

' name ' of the tenant. When we examine the entries in the columns,

we find in line 4, the follov*ang items : Col. i., i gur i FI 3 KA :

Col. II., ina isten 30; Col. iii., Z^ gur 2 AS; Col. iv., Samas-uballit,

ana ndr sarri. Taking account of the value of gur in KA we may
read this: Col. i., '219 A'^'; Col. 11., 'on each one 30'; Col. iii.,

'6570 A'^'; Col. IV., 'Samas-uballit, on the King's Canal.' The
only intelligible interpretation is, that each KA of the 219 KA of

corn-land, was reckoned at 30 KA of produce, and the total yield or

rent was 6570 KA, due from Samas-uballit, who lived or farmed

these 219 KA, on the king's canal. This view accounts for the

figures given in 14 other entries following, the calculations in each

case being exact : when we take account of the traces actually on the

tablet. Thus at the beginning of line 7, there is only i gur, not 3 as

seems to be intended by the text in Strassmaier ; in line 9, instead of

GAR, after BAR, read i KA; in fine 10, the GIS-BAR is 14 ; and

in line 12, it is 5, not 15. A further check on the calculation is

given by the scribe's totals. For all the 1 5 plots, he gives 1 5 gur

I PA 2 KA se-zer ana 197 gur AS 4 KA : or ' 2750 KA of corn-land

for (the rent of) 34482 KA of grain.' Beside this, in lines 15 and 16,

the scribe has added to his entries the note da^ AS-u halka, i.e. 'in

addition to 24 KA perished '
: and to his total, 2 PI 4 KA se-zer ana

4 gur I PI 4 KA GIG-A-ma : or ' 76 KA of corn-land at a rent of

760 KA of grain gone bad.' At the head of the document, the

amount here taken to be rent in grain is said to be imittuni

GAR-GA Samas GIS-BAR sa MU VI, which no one can deny

means ' crop, property of Samas, rent of the 6th year.'

Now, on the above readings of this document, the scribe's results

are everywhere accurate, except that in line 9, where he makes his

result 1 1 136 KA instead of 11 135 KA, and that in line 17, where he

omits half a KA. From this discussion we deduce several important
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results; (i) the GTS-BAR is the number of KA of corn which was

paid from a KA of land and varied with the quality of soil, or

situation of plot. The plots are arranged according to their pro-

ductiveness. The GTS-BAR of the first was 30, it was situated on

the king's canal. The second was iiia ZUK, perhaps ' in the marsh,'

but it only yielded a GI^-BAR of 16 ; the next was situated at the

'second gate,' and only paid 16. The situation of the next is not

given, but it was charged 15. All these were in the city Oilusu.

Other plots yielded 17, 14, 13, 5, 16, 10, 11, 14, 7, 10, but their

situation being given by certain 'gates,' we have no other clue to

their productivene.ss. Hence a KA of land might be expected to

yield the landlord from 5 to 30 KA of grain. The yield of the land

must have been much greater. With this Gl^-BAR it is natural

to compare the amounts given for -^^ GAN-AS in § 272 above,

(ii) This document further confirms the accuracy of no less than 17

out of the 30 results in Oppert's table of the ^v''^''' and its subdivisions.

Moreover it shews that the notation and scale were precisely the same

for land measures and corn measures at this period.

277. Now we are in a position to follow the Babylonian scribe's

calculations of areas and control his results. For example, take

Cyrus 99, which is stated in line i to be meshat sc-zer u SE-BAR
iinittitm GAR-GA Samas sa ZUK Bel-ikbi inamdin, or 'the men-

suration of corn-land and grain, corn crop, property of Samas, from

the marsh, Bel-ikbi shall give.' The Marsh seems to be the name of

a place. Here we have, in line 54, five headings written down. In

order they are, US, SAG, tiaphar se-zcr, tsten, SE-BAR, which we

may render, 'longside, broadside, total corn-land, each, corn or grain.'

Here then, we have given the length and breadth of the plot, its

area, its average assessed yield expressed as KA of grain per KA
of land, and total assessed corn rent. The scribe had no room for

another column, so he takes more than one line for each plot, and

adds the name of the tenant, and situation of the plot, and other

notes of interest.

The first entry in line 5 gives these figures in order; 550, 455,

4 {gur) 4 {PI ) A$, 'each 1 2,' 50 (,t,7/r) 3 {PI) PA. The tablet does

not state the unit of length used in measuring the sides, but as our

first object is to test the result that a KA of land contained 3006/"-,

we may assume the lengths expressed as (J. The area of the first

plot then was 2502506^-, or on our calculation 834 KA. The scribe

gives 4 U'v/;-) 4 {PI) AS or S82 KA, or 43 KA too much. In fact
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he calculated the KA as 283^^. Taking 882 KA, his figure for the

area, at 1 2 KA of corn per KA of land, we have 5 8 gur 4 iV, the

scribe has 50 gur 3 FI, FA, or 2>gur 24 KA too little. If we take

the correct area on our calculation, we get 55 gur 108 KA. In fact,

in order to yield his final result, he must have taken his area to be

760 KA. Neither of the sides nor the area has any prime factors in

common with 760, except of course 2 and 5. He adds a note to this

area, ina libbi i gur isten 3 se-zer rakka, which seems to mean ;
' in

each gur, 3 {KA) of corn-land are empty.' But taking the maximum
rough estimate of 60 gur, that would mean only i gur empty. We
want over 8 times as much to give his total correctly from his own

figures. We want 4 times as much for a proper area, in order to

reduce the total to what he gives. The scribe then adds the name
of the tenant. The next plot was 300 long and 230 wide; assuming

the unit of length to be U, the area should have been exactly

230 KA : the scribe has 246 KA, or an area for the KA of 280 £/l

The yield in this case is 5 KA per KA, which with his figures should

give him 6 gur 150 KA. He gives exactly 7 KA. Here then he

put on 16 KA to the area, and then added 30 KA of corn to the

result on that supposition. Practically he added 80 KA to the corn

rent. He makes no note on this entry, but gives the name of the

same tenant as for the last, and a situation at the ' second gate.' In

the next entry the scribe gives a length of 600, and a breadth of

170: he should therefore have made the area 340 Ay^ : he puts

down 2 gur 6 KA, or 366 KA. The rent here is 12 KA, which on

the correct area would give 22 gur 120 KA, or on his own area

2^ gur 'J2KA; he gives the result as 24 gur ^6 KA. Hence he

appears to reckon the KA as 278 1/"^, or adds 26 KA to the proper

area and takes back 36 KA from the proper rent on his own

calculation. He adds the name of the tenant but makes no note on

his entry. His next entry merely has i gur SE-BAR, and the name
of the same tenant as the last. No area, rate, or dimensions are

given for this plot. The next entry is a little uncertain, the length

is 170 and the breadth, perhaps 80, certainly under 100. The scribe

gives the area as i FA, or 48 KA. On the assumption that 80 is

correct, we should get 45 KA : on the scribe's usual reckoning of

about 2Z0U- to the KA, 48 KA is about right The yield per KA
was to be 8 KA which with his figures would give 2 gur 24 KA : he

gives 2 gur 30 KA. When the scribe comes to add up his results he

has the amounts, ^o gur 120 KA, ^ gur, 24 gur -^d KA, i gur and
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2^4,'7/r 30 A'A : or 85 ,j,'-//r 6 A//. He gives 70.i,'^//r exactly. It is of

course possible that the published text gives the figures wrongly.

The sides may not have been measured properly, but, with the

corresponding areas, copied from an old schedule ; but that does not

account for the rents being set down wrongly and added up wrongly.

Even if we assume that at this peri(jd the A'A was reckoned as

280 L^- roughly, while we may get his areas more closely, we shall

still find his rents in error. If he could not be trusted to multiply

correctly by 5, 8 and 12, he can hardly be relied upon for calculating

the areas. I imagine the case was this : he set down the lengths, as

much for the sake of identification of the plot, and to prevent its

being encroached upon, as for calculation of area ; then he added

the area, perhaps from memory of what it had been reckoned before,

or from an old calculation ; then he stated the usual rate at which it

had been let ; and finally, exercised his own judgment, or came to

an understanding with the tenant, as to the total amount that should

be set down as rent. On any view he let these plots at least 1 5 gur

too cheap. Of course rents may have gone down, and he may have

been obliged to give considerable reductions on the old customary

rent. All I contend for here is that, while the actual figures shew

considerable freedom in dealing with them, the results bear out my
view that a A'A of land was reckoned at about 300 (/-.

278. A similar text will be found in Cyrus 225, where the same
heading occurs : me'shat se-zer SE-BAR imittum sa Bel-ikasu

GAR-GA Samas. Here there are six columns, headed, US, SAG,
se-zer, BAR-sii, SE-MAS, TIS, that is to say, 'longside, broadside,

corn-land, its rate, grain, name.' At least 20 plots are reckoned out

;

the first not having the details filled in, only the amount of grain and

the tenant's name. Here, to take but one example, a plot 325 long

by 215 wide, which on our scale would be 232 KA, or 233 A'/4 at

most, is put down as 246 KA, or at the scale of 284 U- to the KA.
Then with a rate of 12 KA, the scribe gets 16 gur 2 FI ox 2952 KA,
which is exact for his area: see line 21. Lower down, in line 30,

he calculates a plot, 400 long and 150 \\'ide, as 2 gjtr, which is

166^- to the KA, but at a rate of 7 KA, he makes the rent i^gur

90 KA instead of exactly i4^"'''- In the next line he reckons a plot

50 long by 140 wide as 126 KA, when on our scale it should be

163 KA, on the scale of 2806^- to the KA, clearly 175 KA. At a

rate of 3 KA he gives the result as 360 KA, in place of 378 KA.
I do not think one of his results is correct, unless of course the
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published figures misrepresent his problem. Sometimes he calculates

in excess, sometimes in defect. Again, I believe, the scribe merely

attempts to fix a ' fair ' rent : taking into account current prices

and possibly other circumstances not indicated. In another text,

Nabonidus 116, the scribe makes his areas all too small: but

calculates their rents accurately enough. Thus he made a plot,

949 f/" long and 40 £/ wide, contain \2^t^ GAR-ZUN^ instead of

1 265 J GAR-ZUN. His result does not contain either 949 or 40 as

a factor. In fact it is hard to see how he obtained his figures at all,

but as they are sometimes in excess, sometimes in defect, and as he

rarely gives the correct rents from his own areas, we may safely

regard them as approximations rather than accurate estimates. They

all confirm our scale of 300 1/"" to the KA, as against iiooU"- for the

earlier times. A similar text to these was Cyrus 226, but it is too

imperfect to be of much use. Also calculations of area closely

agreeing with KA - 300 U"^ will be found in Nbd. 116, 178, Nbkd. 453.

279. In a note on L'arpentage des quadrilatires chaldeetis, Z. A.

XII. p. no, note i. Professor Oppert, who calls the gur, a cor, the

pi, an amphore, and KA a cab, states that at Sippara, the cor was

50000, the a??iphor€ 1000 aunes carrees. He says that Eisenlohr,

after Revillout, had given this result. He regards the fact as

undeniable and refers to our texts in support of it. Now Cyrus 99,

225, 226 do come from Sippara. The true area of the first plot is

250250^" and as the scribe gives the area $0 gur 120 KA we shall

get on this scale 2503000 U'^ at least, assuming that U=aune. The

second plot has a proper area of 69000 U"^, so on this ' systhne

sipparenien ' we ought to have i giir 1 9 PI : the scribe gave i gur

I PI AS-2U. The third area is 10200 f/-. On this new system that

would be 2 gur 2 PI, but the scribe has 2 gur 6 KA. It seems

unnecessary to examine further. This system would make the

gur —'^o PI. Perhaps the pi should be loooo C/" which makes the

KA as Oppert has it equal to 277!^^/". This would make the first

result still more unlike the scribe's ; and though the second result

would be close enough, the third would be one KA out. Had also

the Sippara scribes a separate method of multiplying by 5, 8, 12? Pro-

fessor Oppert does not suggest that they changed the number of KA
in their gur. I believe this systhne sipparenien is purely imaginary.

280. Much more to the purpose was Dr Oppert's discovery of

the separate and distinct system in use for the calculation of areas

given in GAP, U, and SU-SI In this system the GAR, as usual.
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is 2 GI . hut tlK' GI has here 76^, and the ^/ has 24 SU-Sl or ubane.

The peculiarity of this system is that the area was considered to be

uniformly i 6^/ wide. Hence only the GI^ was a '.square measure.'

W'e had better use the term 'areal' to denote this unusual measure.

Thus an 'areal GAR^ was i GAR long, i 6^/ wide ; therefore 146^

long and 7 U wide.

Table of Opperfs Areal measure expressed in (/'.

Areal GAR - 2 areal GI 1 4 areal U^ 336 areal ^U-SI^ 98 6/1

I areal GI= 7 areal 6^ = 168 areal ,, - 49 „

I areal U 24 areal „ - 7 „

I areal „ = ^V »

As this style of estimating areas is so unftxmiliar, we may note

that the scale of areals is precisely the same as the linear scale : viz.

iGAR = 2G/, iG/=7C/, \U^2\SU-SI; both as areals and

linear measures. Its connection with square measures may be

presented thus : i GAR'^^2 areal GAR, i GI-=i areal GI, i U^
= \ areal U= -A areal S&-SI, i {S&SIf = ^^^ areal SU-SI.

In many calculations, where this system was used, we find the

same approximative methods followed. For example, the scribe, in

Camb. 403, gives the sides of a rectangle as i GAR 6 U and

I GAR IT SU-SI, that is ^10 ^U-SI by 353 ^'^-57. The area

therefore was 169440 (.W-5'/)- or 100^ areal {SU-SI) with remainder

of 28 (SU-SI)-. This was then in areals 6 GI, i SU-S/. The scribe

gives only 6 GI-MES.
It seems not unlikely that in working the area out, the scribe

availed himself of that practical rule which appears in older arithmetic

books under the head of ' Practice.' Denoting ' reeds ' or GI, by G,

'cubits' by U, and SU-SI by S, for clearness, we may set down the

calculation thus :

—

1 2 = J U= y\- top line

4 = ^ last line

i=i I, „

17"=

c
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Similar calculations will be found in Nbn. 1128, Nbk. 156, 164, 328,

Cyrus 128, 345, Camb. 349, 432.

In Cyrus 128, which l)r Peiser, Aus dem Bab. Rechtsleben, 11.

p. 32, regards as a striking confirmation of Dr Oppert's views, we

have 33f^ and 335^ as the lengths of two, presumably parallel,

sides; the other sides being each 13-3-^". The accurate area of this

trapezium would be 4466^^, or 9 area! GI-MES and 17 areal SU-SL

The scribe gives the area as i GI-MES 2 katati; which Dr Peiser

reads 8f GI-MES. The katdtu, or perhaps kdtu, was therefore j U,

or 8 ubdne. And then kdtd-MES would be the areal of kdtu, or a

surface, 8 SU-SI\ox\'g and i Glwide, one-third of the areal u. The

scribe's calculation seems to have been made with the figures 33

and 13, neglecting the fractions. He thus obtained the area 429 f/^:

and at 49 1^' to the GI-MES, he would get 8 GI-MES z.x\A zi U",

which is rather over |rds. In the case of areas of four unequal

sides the scribe's calculations are very rough. The maximum area

was not always taken. Nor can we obtain his results by multiplying

together the arithmetic means of the opposite sides. I still incline

to the view that the scribes either possessed some sort of ready

reckoner, a table of calculated results, or fell back on previous

estimates, founded on experimental results, or on a knowledge of the

way in which the areas had been derived from others more readily

calculated. The division of inheritances may have resulted in each

plot having a well known and probably long recorded area. The

above method was first understood by Professor Oppert, pointed out

by him in various periodicals and finally fully explained in his

Mhnoires divers., i. p. 17. Compare his articles, R. A. i. p. 153 f.

The Khorsabad measures regarded as areas.

281. The 'measure' of Sargon II.'s city of Khorsabad has

already been shewn to be 16261I GAR., and 2U. The three results

which I have called Khorsabad A, B, and C, depend on the three

different values of GAR in terms of U, which are known to have

been in use at different periods. The dimensions given by Botta and

Flandin make the area of the ruins to be 1750 metres long by

1645 metres broad or an area of 2878750 square metres. Leaving

on one side for the moment the 2U, this gives a GAR of 1 77*03

square metres. If this were a square GAR, its linear side would be

13-3 metres, giving a GI or 'reed' of 6-6 metres. This would give
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a value for U of at least '66 metres, some 25 inches. This would

give ^the value of § of Dr Lehmann's Doppelclle of 990 millimetres.

On the supposition of a reed of 6 ^ we should have the value of U
at least i metre, perhaps Dr Lehmann's erhohte Doppelelle of from

999 to 1003 millimetres.

There is however small likelihood that by GAR was meant a

' square GAR.' We must reduce the area to U and then we obtain

from Khorsabad A, a value for i/ of 1475 square metre.s, from

Khorsabad B, a value of 12 "64 square metres, and from Khorsabad C,

a value of 8'85i square metres. This u can only be one of the

areal U. From the first, we deduce U'-2'^6; from the second,

U^=i-Z; from the third, (/- = '885 1 square metres. These are on

the assumption that the areal in each case was a G/ wide. The

first two make (/ at least a metre long, the third gives -94 metres.

Of course these may be Doppelelle : but who is prepared to accept

them seriously ?

There is yet a hazardous assumption to make. The areal may

have been a GAR wide. I know of no other example of this : but

if it were in use here we should have values for U' clearly of r23,

•9, and "4425 square metres. From the first result we have a linear

value for tl of over i metre, from the second of at least "9 metres,

both of course possible as the Doppelelle, and from the last a value

of "66 metres, as above.

Even if we were so bold as to consider the GAR in this in-

scription to be the GAR-ZUN oi \2oU^ or 30^-, we should obtain

U'^ = I "5 or 5 "9 square metres. The former would conduct us to

another Doppelelle, rather longer than before, the latter to an absurd

length of over two metres.

Hence the treatment of the Khorsabad measures, as giving the

area of the city, produces much the same results, a value for U of

over 39 inches, or one equally unlikely for a cubit, of some 26

inches.

So far as I am aware, this is the only inscriptional evidence we

have for finding the length of U. Bad as Dr Delitzsch's reading of

the figures may seem to Dr Oppert, it leads us to the only admissible

'cubit' value for U, viz. 417 millimetres. When I call this the only

admissible 'cubit' value, I mean that until solid evidence is produced

to shew that some dimension of a building or monument inscription-

ally given in cubits or multiples of a cubit has been accurately

measured, and demonstrates the length to be something different,

T. 16
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this remains the value which has most evidence in its favour. I freely

admit that the reading of the figures is open to question, that the

value deduced from the aslii is uncertain, and that the Gudea rule

may not have any bearing on the question. But these are three

independent and suggestive evidences, and though the worth of each

is slight, its value is ' cubed ' or ' tripled ' by the coexistence of the

others. Pending further evidence, I shall give my vote in favour of

a value for C/ of 417 millimetres in the Sargonide period.

The ammat gagari.

282. A very large measure of land, the avwiat gagari, is men-

tioned in the East India House Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar.

There in Col. vi. 25 we are told that the area, itati, of Babylon

was 4000 ammdt gagari. Taking this to be the area included within

the outer wall, Imgur-Bel, whose length we have seen, § 260, to be

120 aslu ; on each side, therefore, T)^ aslu ; we have the area as

900 X (1800^)". This gives the ammat gagari diS, equal to 729000 f/':

i.e. 8100 GUR. Nebuchadnezzar, Col. viii. 45, further gives the

itati of the inner wall, Nimitti-Bel, as 490 ammdt gagari ; each side

of this square enclosure was therefore i?>()oou. Professor Oppert

deals with this area in L'etalo?i, 11. p. 441 f. He gives the rule that

the addition of gagar to a number indicates its multiplication by 360.

So he makes 4000 a?nmdt gaga?-i to mean a square of 1200^/". Hence

he obtains for the [/ of land, y^^ of the stade carr'e. That should

surely imply that U was a tenth of the stade: or about 18 metres.

But perhaps Oppert considered that the U, as a land measure, was

not a square U, or 'cubit,' or etiipan. His area for the ammdt gagari

would be 10000 SAR. As the later gur contained iSo A'A, each

of an area of 300^7^, the area of the ammdt gagari would be

^40000 gur.

The above conclusions are based on the assumption that ammdt

gagari denotes an area. But itdti literally means ' sides ' and we

may consider the 4000 [/gagari to be equal in length to 4 x 120 as/u,

which would give the as/u as 2>^U gagari, or since we determined

aslu to be 1800C/, we should have Ugagari -216 U. Delitzsch,

H. W. B. p. 154 b, considers the itdti to be a border or strip of land

outside the wall. Without knowing the breadth of the strip, it is not

easy to conjecture the area. If we take it as 20 aslu wide and regard

ammdt gagari as an area we shall find the value of this area to be

"Y" of a square aslu ; which would not agree with the other result.
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283. I'rofcssor Oppcrt has, from tinir to time, made capital out

of the supposed values given hy the inscription on the Tablette

d\iri^ent brought from Khorsabad. There, as he reads the inscrip-

tion, Sargon II. states the area of the Palace at Khorsabad to be

xoammatit rabitu. This area is given by Flandin's measurements to

have been about 961 ares. By some very plausible corrections to

this area, Professor Oppert shews that the grand U or aroure might

be, in the time of Sargon II., a square of t,6o e7npatis or loi cannes

each side. He is constrained to admit that was not its area in

earlier times. From the expression in the Caillou de Michaux, and

elsewhere, DIL-GAN-AS i U rabitu, he concludes that trois hectes

were equal a grand U. As the hecte was 18 KA and the KA of

land contained 300 aunes carries^ the grand U would be 5400 aunes

carrees. This gives the area above mentioned as 972 ares: which,

with regard to the difficulty of estimating the measures of such ruins,

would be within the limits of permissible error. But unfortunately

for this notion of the meaning of the expression DIL-GAN-AS
1 U rabitu, we have seen that AS is not constant. We should have

to admit a great variety of grands U. Besides, the reading of the

Tablette d^argent is certainly wrong. Lyon, Sargon, p. 82, shews

that the 10 a?ntnat rabitn cannot be the area of the palace. The use

of ammaiu rabitu, measuring the width of a ditch, or the breadth of

a highway, excludes the idea of an areal measure altogether. Hence

the whole contention breaks down. Oppert's aroure is not thereby

disproved, nor the use of the term ammatu rabitu to express an

areal, but no data are afforded by this inscription for its determination.

Mr Thureau-Dangin, also taking the above expression to imply that

yV of the GAN was equivalent in area to one ainmat rabit, is

compelled to take the f/ as a cubit and the GAR as 186^ of

54 metres each. He however thinks it possible that the GAR
should be 20 pieds ; but evidently had his doubts about the passage :

see R. A. iv. p. 80 ff.

The use of the term still remains doubtful to me. Professor

Hommel, B. D.^. 218 b, says that the great cubit of the Babylonians'

ammatu rabitu measured 996 millimetres.

284. The Hebrew measures of land area were undoubtedly

derived from the amount of seed which was regarded as sufficient

to sow them. Thus De Saigey, Traite de Metrologie, p. 24, gives a

table containing a beth-roba, a beth-cabum, beth-seah, &c., being areas

sown by a log, a cab, a seah, &c., of grain. His absolute values are

16—

2
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founded on the assumption that the beth-seah was a square of about

40 coudees tiaturelles. He takes the cubit as about 450 millimetres,

to which Oppert, Letalon, 11. p. 462, objects that the natural cubit is

never less than 500 millimetres. Also Aruch, according to Oppert,

L^etalon, 11. p. 462, states that the beth-seah was not 40 but 50

garmidi.

The absolute values of Hebrew areas do not concern us here,

but the underlying notions of area are deserving of notice. In the

Assyrian documents relating to the sale of land, we find a closely

allied notation. Thus a plot of one homer of land is expressed as

bitu I imer ekli. Here the bitu, as already pointed out by Oppert,

Letalon^ 11. p. 462, is certainly the representative of the Hebrew beth.

The recognition of this fact would have saved Dr Bezold from calling

such sales of fields, ' sales of houses.'

In this Assyrian usage the bUu is usually followed by a numeral,

expressing the number of homers. Thus we have bitu 1 2 imer, in

no. 58 ; bttu 22 imer PA, in no. 70 ; bitu 30 imer PA, in no. 70, &c.

Whether this bitu had, originally, any connection with banu, or with

' house,' seems to me open to question. That it was read bitu, or

perhaps better bit, seems clear from no. 473, 3, when it appears to be

replaced by bi-it. The parallel from Hebrew beth supports this

reading. It came however to be used in the sense of 'parcel.'

Thus we have, in no. 619, 14, bitu 1 1 napsati, ' a lot of eleven souls ':

and, in no. 362, 4, bitu 2400 isu be/it, 'a parcel or lot of 24.00 be/it

plants.' I regard it as less likely that we have here a form of the

preposition bid, meaning ' with.'

The measures of capacity.

285. The measures of capacity were, as we have seen, intimately

connected with land measures. But I think they were originally, in

every case, measures of capacity, and not land measures. Thus in

all probability the GAN-SAR scheme for land is earlier than the

GUR-KA scheme, though traces of the latter already appear very

early. In the signs used to denote the measures we cannot fail to

remark a certain uniformity of notation and of scale. Thus we have

GAN^ 1800 SAR, SAR = 60 GIN, GIN= 180 SE, as the early land

measures ; GUR = 300 ^A, KA = 60 GIN (Query, was GIN also

= 180 SE in this measure?), the early volume measure and applied

land measure ; and the weight scheme GUN= 60 MANA, MANA
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= 60 GIN, GIN^ 180 SE. There seems a strong suggestion that

the SE was the basis all through, but in what sense ? SE is the

ideogram of 'grain.' The weight of 180 grains may have given the

GIN weight. If so there is every probability that the GIN is some

measure of 180 grains ; certainly, then, a measure of capacity. Now
one of the values of GIN is kuddu, which Professor Hommel, B. D.

p. 219 b, regards as equivalent to the Arabic kadah, and the Egyptian

ked, and which on all accounts should mean a measure, probably a

wickerwork, or perhaps a wooden, corn measure. Now the KA is

60 GIN. We shall see that there is some probability that a KA of

copper is a weight of copper equal to the weight of a shekel of silver

and probably worth a KA measure of grain. Hence a mina of copper

would be worth about 60 KA of grain, and a gur of grain would be

worth 3 minas of copper or 180 shekels of copper. But silver was

worth about 180 times copper, so that a gur of corn would be worth

about a shekel of silver. We shall see this was the case in the later

times ; see chapter on Prices. In the older times when the KA may

have been rather larger, it seems that 60 KA of grain or a homer (?)

was worth a KA of copper : but then the price of a homer was one

shekel.

It certainly looks to me as if the early system started from the

homer of grain, which would also sow a homer of land, and was an

'ass load' of grain, and also would fill a pot or measure called perhaps

' an ass
'

; cf. kuddinu, a mule (?), with kuddu above. This amount of

grain was worth a shekel of silver. So a ^E of silver, or grain, would

purchase many grains of corn, how many depends on how many KA
went to the homer and how many ^S'^ to the GIN oi corn. We still

lack most of the data necessary to complete this correlation of

systems, but we now know what to look out for.

286. We must here consider the names of the measures of

capacity. We had to use them, as signs, already, in the GUR-KA
system of land measures.

The GUR is always written ideographically in stating amounts.

That it really stands for gurru is deduced with certainty from K 4338
Col. VI. 15— 22 where boats of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 GUR
are named as elip hamilti gurri, i.e. 'a ship of five gurru burden,'

tS:c. tS:c. The passage of the Babylonian g into k is common and

this may really be for kurru. The name is therefore suggestive of

the Hebrew li, kor, of which the (ireek rendering is Kopo^;. Tallqvisl,

S/>. Nbn. p. 62, also compares Ijsf., 'a pitcher,' <S:c. The yo/xop, which
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the LXX. give as the rendering of ipn in Ezk. xlv. 1 1 f, seems to me
quite a fair representation of gurru, comparing the many inter-

changes of 1, or CO, with //. On the other hand this may be a Greek

reading of the omer, or "^I^V.

This measure gur does not occur in our documents. The imeru,

if that is the way that we are to read the ideogram ANSU,
Briinnow's no. 4981, seems to take its place. I am not prepared

to assert the equivalence of this vneru with the gur, nor with the

Hebrew homer, "l^n^ though the suggestion of resemblance is obvious.

We lack the data for determining its value. Oppert regards the case,

already noted in § 269, as decisive for a homer of 60 KA, at least for

land measure. That would rather suggest a homer of 100 KA.
In either case we should have a homer one-third of a gur. The
presumption, of course, is very strong in favour of the homer, as a

measure of capacity, being also one-third of the G UR.

If the reading imeru for this measure is really correct, we may
perhaps consider it was originally an 'ass load.' Dr Peiser, Skizze,

p. 22, conjectures that the gur was also originally a 'camel load.'

The reason for his conclusion that the homer was one-fifth of the

gur, I do not know. Of course if it was 60 KA, when the gur was

300 KA, there we have it. Further there always was a certain

distinctness about one-fifth of the GUR, indicated in the Babylonian

scheme by the separate sign FI. This FI measure was clearly the

' pot ' from which the other subdivisions of the GUR were derived

as its half, its fifth, two-fifths, &c. Hence there is every reason to

regard the fifth of the GUR as a separate unit, and originally a

' pot ' : see the early signs in Thureau-Dangin, Uecriture acneiforme,

p. 83 f and B. A. S. in. p. 589.

This however does not shew either that imeru was the proper

name of the 'pot,' which held 'one-fifth of the GUR,' or that it

was the same word as imeru, 'an ass.' The sign IM, as Mr Thureau-

Dangin has shewn, J. A. '95, vol. i. p. 385, was originally the

picture of a pot, and the sign FI has much in common graphically

and phonetically with IM. This imeru may be connected with

amdru, ' to fill,' ammar, ' the contents of a vessel,' ummaru, ' a pot,'

&c. I am not satisfied that in the name of Damascus, Sa-imeresu,

the imeru is necessarily an 'ass.'

Closely connected in value with this FI in later times was the

masihu, literally the 'measurer,' which very generally contained \FI
or 36 KA. But it was not a perfectly fixed quantity. We find that
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individuals stipulated that payments should be made after their own

Mdi/'/iu, e.g. Nbkd. 347, 8 : shewing that probably there was some

doubt as to its exact content. In some cases we read of a 'royal'

masi/iu, not necessarily implying a different measure. In the time

of Artaxerxes I. the masihu contained i PI i KA or 37 A'// : see

Hilprecht, B. E. P. ix. p. 33. This measure seems to have been a

basket of some kind, as it had the determinative GIS. Oppert,

L'etaion, 11. p. 457, suggested that PI may have been read nznu,

'oreille,' 'amphore.' The name of this sign, GELTAN, is not

likely to refer to its use as a measure.

287. As an early measure of capacity, in the period of Sargon I.,

we may note a DUK, or karpatu, which appears to he equal t(j

3 NIGIN. Mr Thureau-Dangin, who mentions these measures,

K. A. IV. p. 83, thinks he has evidence to shew that this karpa/u, or

'pot,' contained 20 KA. In the very numerous tablets recording

offerings of food and drink to the gods, karpat is continually used

as if a definite measure of capacity, but there is no clue to its

content.

The scale of these measures of capacity has been incidentally

discussed already, and little need be added here; see § 268. It is

annoying to be unable to state how the signs denoting subdivisions

of the GUR were read in Assyrian. That they had separate names

I believe is implied by the fragment K 10191, see Catalogue

p. 1 07 1, which evidently had for its subject a list of the.se signs

and their explanations or names. Unfortunately the Assyrian or

explanatory column is almost entirely destroyed. Thus AS-2U has

a sign like SAP; A^-2u + 2}^ A'A was explained by a word, of

which the only trace left looks like S£ ; i PI-AS-2U seems to have

begun with MUN ; \ PI-AS-u with SI-BIT {}); 2 PI-AS-2U with

kar. These hints may be clear to some of my readers, I have been

unable to make anything of them.

Professor Oppert, L'etalon, 11. p. 457, hazarded the opinion that

the PI was the same as the artaha of the Persians. That would be

a welcome hint, for we can determine the artaba approximately from

the statement of Herodotus, I. 192, 77 Se dpTafir] fxerpov iov llepaiKor

;^a>pcei /icSi/iivoi' Attikt^? irXeov ^oi'i'i^i rpial 'A-rTtKTjcri, and as we know

the relation of the PI to the other measures we could determine

their absolute values. But there is no proof that PI = artaba. In

Camb. 316, unfortunately a damaged text, we find quantities of grain

given in ar-fa-bi. In the same text there seems to be mention of
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some /*/, but the place is too damaged to say for certain that the

amounts given in PI and artabi are equivalent : or even how many
PI there were. At first sight it seems that 424 artabi might have

been given as 84 G UR 4 PI, but the 84 was certainly not written,

and what looks like GUR may be the sign ER, or even PIN. Still

we may now hope for an equation from cuneiform sources. The

artabi was in use in Babylonia, and in the commercial documents

of the Persian times we shall probably find a solution of the

question.

Professor Hilprecht, B. E. P. ix. p. 24, considers that in the

time of Artaxerxes I. there was a seah in use which contained

25 to 26 giir. This was called in the Aramaic docket a Np"iN HND,

or 'common seah,' so called because in common use in the 'country,'

and in distinction from the ' royal ' measure. Now the ordinary

Phoenician or Hebrew seah seems to have been the 30th part of the

homer and to have contained about 12 litres. The discrepancy

seems enormous. For my part, I do not think the Aramaic states

the amount of grain, but only the type of measure on which it was

reckoned: i.e. according to the 'country' measure. It may also

refer to the area of land for which it was designed as seed.

288. The determination of Persian weights and measures

naturally had a great fascination for Professor Oppert, who had

done so much for the Persian language. Further, the history of

cuneiform discoveries gave every promise that help would be found

in that direction. No one need be surprised therefore that Eetalon

contains nearly as much about Persian as about Assyrian measures.

As Oppert says, the inscriptions speak chiefly of the se, which he

believes to be the Hebrew hin ; the KA, which he also reads

GID, STA, and thinks to be the bath, or epha (Lenormant had

made the same identification) ; and the IMER, which he takes to

be the ho7ner and kor. These assumptions will only be tolerable if

they can be shewn to conduct to reasonable results. The Rabbis

had an idea, which Oppert calls tres-Juste, that the bath, or cj>ha, was

the cube of a half-cubit. Oppert regards the prominence thus given

to the half-cubit, as confirming the value of ^as a half-cubit. He
then argues from the great molten sea of Solomon, which according

to Josephus, A?it. viii. 3, 5, was a hemisphere of 5 cubits diameter.

This held 2000 baths, according to i Kings vii. 26, but 3000 baths

according to 2 Chronicles iv. 5. This gave Oppert 36200 litres

for 2000 baths, or about 18 litres per bath. The cube of his
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Assyrian half-cubit, 274 millimetres, gave a bath of 20 litres, and

the cube of his Babylonian half-cubit, some 18 litres. ' Foi'/d done

runite des inesures de capacite.' He then quotes the Hebrew scale

of gradation, and works out a table on a modified sexagesimal

arrangement, the bath being 60 A;i,ry, or 20 cabs, 6 kin, then the

artaba being 3 baths, the homer 4 artabas, and the gur or achane

10 homers. This table has now only an historic interest.

The bath or bar, as Oppert says, among the Rabbis depends

on Ezekiel xlv. 10 ff. The LXX. express the kor as yo/Aop, but in

Isaiah v. 10 identify it with 6 artabas. It will be observed that

Oppert's names are not Assyrian terms at all. He thinks that the

Assyrian homer had 12 baths. He quotes Herodotus i. 192 as to

the value of the artaba, which Oppert makes about 3 epha. Then
he says, '// existe an surplus dans les textcs cuneiformes une mcsure

PI qui, selon nous, cquivaut a rartaba. Dans un petit contrat

conserve au Louvre, date de la dixihne annee de Darius, on park
en effet de i PI i QA, ce qui, selon nous, serait i artaba, i bath ou

epha, le PI serait le nebel des Hcbreux.' This document seems to be

the t€xt published, Doc.Jur. p. 272 f. The text appears hopelessly

corrupt, as Oppert gives it ; but certainly does not name the artaba

at all. Oppert there renders PI by artaba ; which is merely a

shrewd guess. The artaba is known from Herodotus i. 192, to be

3 Attic choinices greater than an Attic medinnius, or 5 1 choinices, about

1 2^ gallons English measure, or 55-81 litres. If this were a PI, or

36 A'^, .he KA must be i"55 litres. If the KA of corn would sow

a KA of land, and as De Saigey has calculated that 20 litres would

sow aboui 10 ares, a KA of land must have been somewhere about

'775 <^^^^- ^Ve have found the A'A of land to be about •521667

ares. Hence we may suppose an artaba was about 53 or 54 A'A.

This is a ver)' precarious sort of argument : if Herodotus is right, the

value of the artaba in litres is only approximate; De Saigey's value for

the seed needed to sow an are may be wrong, for Babylonian times,

and our area for the A'A may also be inaccurate, according to the

cubit values. Professor Oppert's evaluation of the artaba at 61 "88

litres depends on his 'cube of the half-cubit' of 274*25 millimetres,

and his guess that the artaba contained about 3 baths, which bath he

considers to be denoted by A'A. His homer has four artabas, his

gur 10 homers. All these speculations as to the divisions of the gur
were supplanted by his article in Z. A. i. p. 17 f, which has already

been discussed.
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289. Professor Hommel, B. D. p. 219 a, states that 'in

Abraham's time there were already three systems simultaneously

in use ; the gur of 360 ka, the gur of 300 ka (^ less than the first

and standing to it in the same relation as the gold mina of 50

shekels to the silver mina of 60 shekels) and the gur of 180 ^a.'

This seems to give Abraham a rather longer life than assigned to

him in Genesis. According to Dr Hommel the ka of the last

system contained about 2 litres. ' Now since the Heb. kor contained

iZo kab, just as the Bab. gur contained 180 /'rr, it is clear that the

Hebrews borrowed both the names and the divisions from the

Babylonians. The Hebrew has even preserved the original and

fuller form of the name ka, namely kab.^ Dr Hommel also states

that the ka was a cube of the handbreadth, whose minimum was

taken as 99 millimetres, and when filled with water, weighed a great

mina. This volume he states to be about a litre. The explanation

of the apparent discrepancy is, I suppose, that the ka of one litre

belongs to the gur of 360 /'a, and that of two litres to the gur of

\^oka. This would keep l\\tt gur constant. He also thinks tfat as

gin was the 60th part of the ka and the kin the 60th part of the kor,

the Hebrew kin was borrowed from the Babylonian gin. But we do

not know that the measure written 6r/iVwas read ^w/, or tuTi. or tu
\

and the GIN is the 60th part of the ka, which he equates to the

Hebrew kab, not to the Hebrew kor. So the Hebrew hin was

180 times the Babylonian GIN. Dr Hommel also regards the

GAR as a division of the ka, as a measure of capacity. ^ suppose

he selected his results from Dr Lehmann and other writers, but I am
unable to state the grounds for them.

290. The measures of capacity named in our documents are

the imcr (often), the ka, and the SE. The subdivisions of the imer

named are, PA in no. 674, AS-u in no. 674, the AS-2u in no. 138

and often, i i^PI)BAR in no. 136, i {FI)PA in no. 130, which are

all quite consistent with imer = 60 ka. Some other subdivisions are

denoted by i alone, perhaps i ka, in no. 90; by 10, or u, perhaps

10 ka, in no. 674; by i-u-u, perhaps 2>o SE, in no. 674, \ KUR, or

\-u-u-u, perhaps ()o SE, in no. 674; which seems to me to point to

the use of SE with ordinary numerals to denote subdivisions of the

imer, as a measure of corn. These cases afford no additions, and

are too few for us to draw any certain conclusions as to the scale

in use.

The makariitu appears to be a measure used for hay or straw,
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no. 151, 5, /). E. 2. We may perhaps compare the makarratu of

Nl)kd. 92, 5, which seems to be an iron vessel, and the karpat

makarte of K 956 />assim, which seems to be a 'pot' of fish.

Measures of liijuid.

291. The table of liquid measures must have been the same

as that of dry measure. The Assyrian examples, in our documents,

are too few to give any assistance. We have the homer used, for

\\'ine, and oil, several times; the subdivision AS-2u in nos. 122,

123, and the mention of 10 A'A, for oil, in no. 690, are all that can

be quoted.

Some other liquid measures may be noted here. In the early

times, see Thureau-Dangin, i?. A. iv. p. 83, there was a karpat,

or pot, apparently of a definite content, and equivalent to 3 NIGIN.
This karpat seems to have held 20 KA. It may have been used

both for dry and liquid measures.

In later Babylonian times we find the karu, which Tallqvist,

Spr. Nbd. p. 79, compares with the Hebrew kor: but I see no reason

to suppose this is a ' Maass fur trockene Dinge.'

The appatum is mentioned in Nbk. 304, 12. In Cyr. 26 also,

5 appiita are a measure of seed or corn : but as this was to serve for

a month's food and seed for 60 G UR of land I doubt its being less

than 12 OUR. MM. de Sarzec and Heuzey, R. A. iv. p. 93,

think that the AP was a great basin to hold fish, then an under-

ground cistern or silo for grain, the Greek Acikkos. The s;iru is said

by Tallqvist, Spr. Nbd. p. 62, to be a Maass fiir trockene Dinge,

cf. Hebrew, ^yi}, as also the burn is said to be ein Maass fiir

Gemiise ; these are now both read gidil, gid-dil and gidlu, and appear

to mean a ' string ' of onions.

A measure, or at least standard vessel, used for containing oil,

was the nisippu, see Tallqvist, Spr. Nbd. p. 105, and Strassmaier's

texts. I have not been able to fix its content.

Similarly, we often find a sappaium, or sappatum, of wine men-

tioned : Tallqvist, Spr. Nbd. p. 1 1 2. This seems to have been a

definite measure, but I see no data to fix the amount it contained.

I am quite unable to follow the estimates given by Professor

Oppert, Z. A. i. p. 90. He gives as his results, the table : GAR-
ZUN - 066 litres ; KA ^ 1 66 litres ; AR or medimnus = 45 litres

;

P/ or artaba of the Persians = 60 litres; homer = \oo litres;
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GUR- T,oo litres. I am not prepared hastily to reject this, but

it looks suspiciously simple, and far too like the modern Metric

system to be convincing. Nor am I convinced that his deduction

from III. R. 4T, 21 really proves that AP was 21 KA. Peiser,

K. B. IV. p. 74, reads i^{GUR), i{IMER), 20 {KA), which

seems much more Hkely to be the right reading; though it does

not make the price 137 shekels very clear. As this would yield

(6120 + 80) A'^, or if we read 34(6^^7?), i (/Y), 12 {KA),
616% KA, we should have about 45^0 of corn per shekel: which

may be intended. The GIS-BAR of XII KA being named
suggests that it was land, not corn, that was intended, the rent of

so many KA of land, at 1 2 KA of corn, per KA of land. However,

it may be that some other usage was followed. The G UR then may
not have had 180 KA, and the silver piece referred to may not really

be a shekel. If we read t,^{GUR), i {BI), 12 (A'^) we shall have

34 GUR 48 KA, or roughly, 34} (G UR) say, of land, and this at

12 KA per KA would produce 411 GUR of corn, and then one

silver piece would be worth 3 G UR of corn. As 34^ is divisible by

137, I think it likely that the first side is intended for 34^ GUR; at

any rate approximately. Without further evidence, both as to the

meaning of the silver piece, and as to the connection between these

Babylonian measures and some known measure, we must suspend

our judgment. Once for all, let me say that the cube of anything

seems to me unlikely as a unit of capacity, in these early times :

^Le cube du tiers de rempan^ can only exist in the fancy of Dr Oppert.

It seems most improbable that the Assyrians or Babylonians 'cubed'

anything for measures.

292. The return from 60 gur of land was estimated, in Cyr. 26,

as 2,00 gur of corn. The amount furnished for seed appears to have

been 5 appata. Dr Peiser, K. B. iv. p. 265, regards this as

representing a feminine plural of appu. As he points out this appu

must be larger than the gur. This amount of corn was to serve, not

only for seed for the 60 gur, but also for sustenance for eight

labourers on the farm, and fodder for twelve oxen, till the end of

the year. As the contract is dated the 29th of Sabatu, there was

probably only one month to provide for. In Cyr. 64 we see that

the allowance per day of corn for one person was i KA, and from

Nbd. 841 the allowance for a full-grown sheep was 2 KA a day.

Allowing three times as much for an ox, we have for the men 8 KA,
for the oxen 72 KA a day, or, for the month, in all 13 or 14 gur.
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If the seed required for 60 .{,7//- of land was only Goguroi corn, we

have the appu more than i^i^ur. Dr I'eiser seems to have retreated

from his reading, on p. 74 A'. B. iv., see his Nachtrdge; and reads

30 (12 ->r\)gur, which he equates to 137 shekels of silver. But the

value of one gur of corn was usually about one shekel : hence in any

case we should have at least 360 shekels. There is reason to

suppose that shekels are meant, for the price of an ox is set down

as 30, and an ox was worth little more than that. Hence I consider

Oppert's reading AP here as most improbable. The appu of

Cyr. 26 is not unlikely to be somewhere about \^ gur. If we

reject appu horn 111. R. 41, all support for Oppert's appu = 2-] KA
is gone, and ' the cube of the third of the etnpan ' goes with it.

Even if the appu remained certain, the deduction 21 KA is not

established : for that depends partly on the next line, which, in any

case, Oppert read wrongly.

Some check on our views as to the size of the ka as a

measure of capacity may be furnished by the incidental notices

in Strassmaier's contracts. Thus the food allowed by the owner

to a slave per day was i KA, Cyr. 64. The allowance of corn for

a full-grown sheep per day was 2 KA, for a young sheep i KA, for

a lamb \ KA, Cyr. 250, Nbn. 841. The value of a gur of corn was

about I shekel of silver, Nbkd. 194, Nbn. 279 and often. The price

of dates was 5 shekels per ^///', Nbn. 103, but also 200 gur for one

mina of silver.

In the old Babylonian laws published by Meissner, B. A. S. iii.

p. 523, we find as a penalty for some misdemeanour that the

defendant shall pay 600 KA of corn for each GAN; and if a

shepherd allows his sheep to destroy a crop he shall pay a GUR
per GAN. So too in Meissner's A. B. P. R. ^. 141 f, we find that

a GUR per GAN wsls the usual rent: that is to say was the usual

G/S-BAR. The yield was at least three times as much, for we

find that the owner of the land took one-third of its produce as his

share.

T/ie relation between length and weight.

293. That there was a formal relation between length, by way

of \-olume, and weight seems to me to need more proof than I have

yet seen. The measures that we have already dealt with give the

impression that weight had to do with grain, that a shekel was the
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weight of a certain measure of grain. But it has not yet been made
clear that this measure of capacity was directly related to the

measures of length. There is more evidence that it was a ' pot

'

than a cubic box which was the measure. I can imagine the ' pots

'

kept about the same size, but I doubt their being measured by

length. Of course a pot whose linear dimensions were all doubled

could hold about 8 times as much : but we are asked to believe that

the ancients used an actual cube. For one example, Professor

H. Brugsch, in the Zeifschrift filr Ethnologic, 1889, p. 33 f, shewed

that the Egyptian Hin was a measure of "0547955 litres and when
filled with grain weighed 3*6525 Uten. Hence the weight of the

Eg}'ptian talent, or 60 Hin, was 2
7
"287 73 grammes. This was the

weight of a cubic measure of water or wine, whose linear dimension

was "30106 metres, or about an Egyptian foot. Again, Dr Lehmann,

A. M. G. p. 306, concludes that the tenth of the common Baby-

lonian ell (or cubit) was the side of a cubic measure, whose weight

filled with water gave the common ' heavy ' mina. For the heavy

mina of the common norm in old Babylonian times weighed 982 "4

to 985 "8 grammes. This is the weight of a cubic measure of water

whose side is 99*4 to 99*5 millimetres, just about 6 of Gudea's ubdne,

and therefore the tenth of the U of the Senkereh scale. But here

is the weak point of the argument ; if the water was to be any known

Babylonian measure it ought to be a pot-ful, not a cube of any

length. Further, while there is abundance of evidence of changes in

weights and measures, we ought to shew that they changed together.

If a new cubit came in vogue the weights should have changed in

the triplicate ratio. There is ample proof of a change consisting in

the adoption either of a double cubit or a double weight. There is

evidence that as the Assyrians and Babylonians reckoned areas, the

double cubit would lead to a double area unit : unless indeed they

also doubled the width of the strip. If when the cubit was doubled

a double length of a cylindrical pipe was chosen as the new measure

of water for the new weight, the weight would be doubled. Or if it

were a rectangular trough, doubling its length would produce the

same effect. But if t'le measure had to be a cube, then as each

dimension was doubled the weight would be eight-fold. Hence,

without further evif ence, I doubt their using a cube. If they did

not, then the abo^e examples are mere coincidences. Besides this,

the probability is considerable that grain, not water, was weighed.

The specific gravity of grain would throw out the whole calculation.
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In a comparatiw table of weights it is to l)e expected that they will

vary as the cubes of their linear dimensions, for it is not likely the

weights in use were always li(}n- or duck-shaped ; bars or ingots of

fixed linear dimensions would he in use, and if it came to pass that

these lengths all varied in one and the same ratio, the weights would

vary in the triplicate ratio, l^y such weights the lions and ducks

were probably calibrated. The principle is sound, but the statement

that a cube was taken as a unit of volume does not carry conviction

to my mind. If, however, we accept this statement, we are not yet

in a position to accept Oppert's statement that the ka was the

volume of a cube of a third of the span. Not only is his argument

doubtful, but this result would be at variance with Lehmann's

above. At any rate we require more evidence before we can accept

I)r Hommel's statement, B. D. p. 219, that the heavy mina was the

weight of a ka of water, which would mean that a ka was "99 litres

nearly. Fortunately we are in no way dependent on these theoretical

interrelations for a knowledge of Assyrian weights. We have ample

means of fixing them by direct measurements of actual weights

whose denominations are known.

The Assyriaii weig/its.

294. The system of weights in use in Assyria appears in our

documents chiefly as a money system. Whether anything like coin

existed, or not, the statement of prices names only weights of bullion.

Naturally one absolute requirement of a sound system of monetary

values is the existence of definite weights. The Assyrian and

Babylonian weight standards have already received considerable

attention from Metrologists. The material for their accurate deter-

mination is extensive. There are preserved in the British Museum
and elsewhere a large number of inscribed and uninscribed weights

of stone, clay, or bronze. These are of very different dates and were

found at places widely distributed in Assyria, Babylonia and elsewhere.

^Vhen inscribed, we can have no doubt of their denominations, unless

indeed the inscription omits that particular. When weighed in

modern balances we can have no doubt as to their absolute weights.

Further, many of them can be accurately dated, at any rate ascribed

to one epoch or reign. Hence this branch of metrology is in a far

more satisfactory state than any other.

The Assyrian weights are the best attested of all. Most of those
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in the British Museum were weighed by an ofificer of the Mint and

the weights published in a clear and authoritative form in the Ninth

Annual Report of the 'Warden of the Standards,' dated March 31st,

1875. The Aramaic and cuneiform inscriptions, as far as preserved,

were published in the Corpus Inscriptiofinm Semiticarutn, pars sec,

t. i, fasc. i, pp. 2— 13, May, 1888. This publication settled the

denominations of the corresponding weights and served to correct

some previous misreadings. Other examples, Babylonian weights,

have been brought to public notice from time to time. A very full

discussion of these weights is given by Dr Lehmann, A. M. G.

pp. 245—328. The interrelations of the Assyrian and Babylonian

systems and their connection with many other systems of antiquity

are there set forth in a clear and often convincing m.anner. It is

only when the relations between weight and length are touched upon

that an element of uncertainty appears. Leaving that on one side,

and confining ourselves chiefly to Assyrian standards, we have a very

solid basis of facts to build upon. We have a complete knowledge

of the weight standards of Assyria at one definitely known epoch.

295. The Assyrian Standards are chiefly sixteen bronze weights,

found in 1853 by Sir A. H. Layard in the N.-W. Palace at Nimroud,

the ancient Kalah. They are usually said to have been found at

Nineveh, which implies that Nineveh may be regarded as including

Kalah. Representations of them are given in the ' First series of

the Monuments of Nineveh, plate 96.' In the account there given

we find the following description, ' crouching lions, discovered

beneath the fallen bull at entrance b of the great hall of the North-

West Palace, Nimroud. They were sixteen in number, the largest

being \\\ inches in length and the smallest if inches. Most of

them had rings attached to the back. A lion, also in copper and

with a ring attached to the back, was discovered in an entrance in

the ruins of Khorsabad.' Compare Layard's Nineijeh and Babylon^

p. 601, where also the inscriptions were first given. Layard's abridged

account, in Nineveh and its remains, p. 89, states that they were

found under the body of a fallen winged human-headed bull in the

N.-W. Palace, Nimroud. It does not appear certain from these

accounts whether these weights were disinterred from the foundations

of the palace, beneath the pediment of the bull colossus, or whether

they simply lay on the floor and had been covered by the prostrate

bull. In the former case, it may be reasonably conjectured that

their deposit partook of the nature of a ceremony, similar to those
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which still accompany the laying of a foundation stone, and that they

were therefore 'standard weights.' On the other supposition, they

may have been actually in use, in the transactions of commerce,

conducted at that palace gate, at the time when the bull fell down.

In the former case, one would expect the weights to have been of

one date, that at which they were enclosed in their receptacle. It is

unlikely that this would be reopened to admit weights of other dates.

In either case, their enclosure or their burial beneath the fallen

monument took place at least as late as the reign of Sennacherib,

for one bears his name as reigning monarch. They are of varied

dates: one belongs to Tiglath-Pileser III., B.C. 747— 725; eight to

Shalmaneser IV., B.C. 725—720 ; three to Sargon II., B.C. 720— 707 ;

one to Sennacherib, B.C. 707— 668, and one is undated. On
fourteen, Aramaic inscriptions occur ; twelve of these have also an

Assyrian inscription, one bears an Assyrian inscription without any

Aramaic, and one is entirely uninscribed. Several have lost their

rings, one has been adjusted by the addition of lead to its base.

They seem far more likely to have been a tradesman's stock of

weights, or those of some palace steward, accidentally overwhelmed

by the fallen colossus, than a standard selection, deposited for the

sake of furnishing a record.

296. The lions are referred to as leo i, leo 2, (S:c., and it will be

easier to describe each separately than to tabulate the results.

Leo I weighs 149337 grams, and bears in .\ramaic characters

the inscriptions :

{a) on left side, spiwS Mn 15 po

;

{b) on right side, the number 15, indicated by fifteen verticals
;

(<:) on base, iSo VT3) p:D -iiryn'j'an.

There is no cuneiform inscription, consequently we cannot date

this weight, but it is in all probability of Shalmaneser's time.

The word po is of course the plural of nar:, the Greek /avS, the

weight usually called a mina. The preposition 'T is the well-known

old Aramaic word, meaning 'of.' The word NplN occurs in the

Aramaic inscription on Sm. 921 as answering to the Assyrian alu,

'city' or 'district,' corresponds with the Assyrian mdtu, in the

cuneiform inscriptions on other lion weights, is found in Mandaic

and in the old Aramaic inscriptions of Sendschirli : see Noldeke,

Manddische Grammaiik, % 66, p. 73, and Sachau, Ausgrabungen in

Sendschirli, p. 68, 1. 5, &c.. Cook, Aramaic Glossary, sub voc; cf.

Jeremiah x. 11.

J- 17
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The letter 3 occurs on several of the other lions, nos. 2, 3, 4 and

on the Babylonian duck weight no. 20. It was connected with the ^t,

by G. Smith (?), and read Baz, but that leads to no sense at all.

Now we may expect in the Aramaic a close rendering of the

cuneiform : and one fairly common way of expressing a standard

is ina sa, an abbreviated form of the phrase ina isten mam sa,

reckoned 'at one mina of.' The continual rendering of ina is 3,

and of sa is n, hence ma sa is simply turned mto ^3, which must

have the same meaning.

Hence {a) means :
' 15 minas reckoned at the rate of one mina

of the country.' The reading of {b) calls for no remark. In {c) we
have, first, the Aramaic transliteration of the Assyrian hamiserit,

' fifteen,' then pjo noticeable for the presence of 1, then a space where

*T3 is restored with great probability and finally ~i'?n. This must

mean ' 15 minas reckoned at the rate of one mina of the king.' We
may abbreviate the renderings of {a) and {c) to closer conformity with

their actual readings by rendering ^2 more concisely ' of ' : we thus

render {a) '15 minas of the country,' {c) '15 minas of the king.'

Hence we see that a ' mina of the king ' is the same as ' a mina

of the country' and that each might weigh 995 '58 grams. This is

heavier than the single mina weights nos. 10 and 11 below. We
shall see that there are two sorts of mina, one weighing nearly twice

as much as the other. This may be called a 'heavy' mina. By

many, following Lenormant, the presence of the 3 was taken to mean

a mark of the 'heavy' mina, as only weights of that type have it. But

it is absent from the ' heavy ' weights after no. 4, and the Babylonian

duck, no. 20, which has it is 'light': and the rendering above will

probably be ultimately recognised as correct.

Leo 2 weighs now 50427 grams, and bears in Aramaic characters

the inscriptions :

{a) on the right side, Np"iK ^3 5 po

;

{b) on the left side, 5, with five verticals
;

{c) on the base, ibo •'(T3 p)D Nl^'On; and in cuneiform the

words, tkal AN-DI-MAN-BAR sar mat AS V MA-NA sa sarri :

cut on the back of the lion. Hence this weighs '5 minas of the

country,' or '
5 minas of the king' : and was property of 'the palace

of Shalmaneser IV.' It gives a mina weight of 1008-54 grams and

belongs to the 'heavy' set.

Leo 3 weighs 2985 grams, and bears in Aramaic characters the

inscriptions

:
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(a) on the right side, sp-iN M3 3 pD

;

{/>) on the left side, 3, with three verticals
;

(c) on the base, -|^o 'T3 p)JD Nt;''?K' ; and in cuneiform the

words i-ia/ AN-DI-nia-nu-{BAR) sarri III MA-NA sa sarri : cut on

the lion's back. Hence it weighs ' 3 minas of the country,' or ' 3 minas

of the king,' and belonged to the palace of Shalmaneser IV. It

gives a mina weight of 995 grams and belongs to the ' heavy ' set.

Leo 4 weighs i992'i grams, and bears in Aramaic characters the

inscriptions :

(a) on the right side, NpiN "13 2 pjo;

(if) on the left side, 2, with two verticals

;

(c) on the base, '\hl2 'TQ poo ; and, on the back of the

lion, in cuneiform the words, ekal AN-DI- sar mat AS, II MA-
NA sa sarri. Hence it weighs ' 2 minas of the country,' or ' 2 minas

of the king,' and belonged to the palace of Shalmaneser IV. It

gives a mina weight of 996*05 grams and belongs to the ' heavy ' set.

Leo 5 weighs 193
1
"23 grams, and bears in Aramaic characters

the inscriptions :

ia) on the side, in two lines, 2 \yo and "-pm n ; and {b) on the

back, in cuneiform, ekal AN-DI-MAN-BAR sar mat AS, II MA-
NA sa sarri. Hence this weighs ' 2 minas of the king ' and

belonged to the palace of Shalmaneser IV. ^^x• may note the

absence of 3, although it gives a mina of 965 "6 15 and must therefore

belong to the ' heavy ' set. It is not said to be ' 2 minas of the

country,' though from its weight it must have been such. The

weight appears to represent a lioness or at any rate a lion of a

different type. We may regard it therefore as an odd specimen.

The use of *t alone is paralleled by the use of sa alone, in our

documents ; see § 299. This weight has had lead hammered into the

hollows of the base, evidently to adjust the weight.

Leo 6 weighs 946"462 grams, has no Aramaic inscription at all;

the cuneiform inscription given by Layard, Nineveh and Bal>yIon,

p. 600, is ikal Tukulti-apil-esarra, sar mat AS, IIMA-NA sd {sarri).

The sd is pretty certain, the sarru has completely disappeared.

This then weighed 2 minas of some sort and gives a mina of only

47323 1 grams. It belonged to the palace of Tiglath-Pileser III., and

is clearly of the ' light ' set.

Leo 7 weighs io36"49 grams, and is uninscribed. Its very

perfect state and great weight, as well as its uninscribed condition,

lead me to think it was new when the Bull-Colossus fell on it.

17—

2
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It had probably not been finished and would have been reduced in

weight before being brought into use. We have no means of

deciding whether it would have been used as i mina of the ' heavy

'

sort, or 2 minas of the ' light ' sort. It therefore gives no assistance

to any estimate of either standard.

Leo 8 weighs 954*566 grams, and has in Aramaic characters the

inscriptions :

(a) on the base, -j^D n3D

;

{/>) on the right side, n^O ;

(c) on the left side, one vertical. The cuneiform inscription

on the back reads ekal AN-DI-MAN-BAR sar mat AS, i MA-NA
sa sarri. Hence it weighed 'a mina of the king,' and had belonged

to the palace of Shalmaneser IV. It is a ' heavy ' mina. We may

note that, naturally, both 2 and n are absent; it was needless to

state that it was 'according to' the mina of any standard, being

itself ' I mina.'

Leo 9 weighs 665795 grams, and bears in Aramaic characters

the inscriptions :

(a) on the base, Np"lS 3JD ;

{p) on the left side, the sign denoting |. On the right side

of the lion is cut the cuneiform inscription, cka/ AN-D/-{MAN-BAR)
sar mat AS, f MA-NA sa sarri. Hence this weighed 'f of the

mina of the country,' or '|- mina of the king.' This gives a mina of

998*693 grams and belonged to the palace of Shalmaneser IV.

The Aramaic 23D is of course a transliteration of the Assyrian sinibu,

' two-thirds.' Once again we see, the mina ' of the king ' is also that

' of the country.' The prepositions indicating the standard are

obviously not needed here.

Leo 10 weighs 480*145 grams, and bears in Aramaic characters

the inscriptions :

{a) on the base, -|'?o n3» j

{b) on the left side, one vertical ; and on the right side of

the lion, in cuneiform, MATMANDU sar mat AS, I MA-NA sd

sarri. Hence this weighed 'a mina of the king,' and belonged to

Sargon II. The reading and rendering of KUR or MAT\i^x^ are

open to question. It can be read kisit, ' property ' : but analogy

suggests that it is an ideogram for ' palace.' There is good reason,

see §207, for thinking that MAT \S2C& so used as equivalent to

ekallu. This was a ' light ' mina. It was not a mina ' of the

country.'
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Leo 1 1 Weighs 468"388 grams, and has in Aramaic characters

the inscriptions

:

(a) on the base, -\hD HiD

;

(^) on the left side, one vertical. It had also a cuneiform

inscription cut on the right side of the lion, now almost effaced,

which Mr Pinches thought might contain the remains of Shalma-

neser's name, but which I regard as the traces of MAN-DU^ i.e.

Sargon. Hence this lion, which has lost its ring or handle, is really

a duplicate of the last. The amount of the weight lost can only be

estimated, and the lion gives a ' light ' mina. It cannot however be

relied upon to fix the value of a ' light ' mina. It was not a mina

'of the country.'

Leo 12 weighs 240*07 grams, and bears on the right side, in

Aramaic characters, the signs L""iD, and on the lion's back, the

cuneiform inscription, MAT AN-XXX-BAB-MES-SU sar mat

A$, \ MA-NA. This weighed ' a half mina ' and belonged to the

palace, MAT, of Sennacherib. It is the latest in date of all the

lions and gives a mina of 48o"i4 grams and was therefore Might.'

So far as its inscription goes we cannot say whether it was ' of the

king,' or ' of the country.' It has lost its ring and therefore cannot

fix the weight of any mina.

Leo 13 weighs 236-678 grams, and bears in Aramaic characters

the inscriptions :

{a) on the right side, xpiS ym

;

{b) on the left side, 4, with four verticals. The cuneiform

inscription reads, ckal AN-DI-{MAN-BAR) sar {mat AS), IV-tu

sa sarri. Hence it weighed 'a quarter mina of the country,' or

'a quarter mina of the king.' It belonged to the palace of Shal-

maneser IV., and gives a mina of 946712 grams, a 'heavy' mina.

It has lost its ring, which would bring up the weight to as much as

252 grams, and give a mina of 1008 grams probably.

Leo 14 weighs 198-4 16 grams, and bears both on its base and
on its right side, in Aramaic characters, the word L"Dn, on its left

side five verticals. The cuneiform inscription, cut on the back,

reads ekal AN-{DI-MAN)-BAR sar mat AN-HI V {SU MA-AA
sa) sarri. Hence it weighed 'a fifth of a mina of the king.' It

belonged to the palace of Shalmaneser W\, and wtjuld give a

'heavy' mina of about 992-08 grams.

Leo 15 weighs 50-236 grams, and bears on its base in Aramaic
characters the words 3 j'ppi", and on the right side three verticals.
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The cuneiform inscription is ekal MAN-DU sar mat AS. The
word i^pL" is not Aramaic, but clearly a transliteration of siklu ; see

§ 300, infra. Hence this Hon weighed ' 3 shekels ' and belonged to

the palace of Sargon II. It would give a mina of 100473 grams,

certainly a ' heavy ' mina.

Leo 16 weighs 3 3 "63 grams, and bears on its right side the

inscription in Aramaic characters 2 |^pt^^ It has no cuneiform

inscription, consequently we do not know to which reign it belongs.

It gives the weight of 2 shekels, whence we deduce a mina of 1009-1

grams, clearly a ' heavy ' mina.

297. We know from our documents and other sources, see

§ 299 f, that the denominations of the weights in use in Assyria,

were mina, shekel, and talent. The Aramaic inscriptions on these

lions are perhaps as much transliterations of the Assyrian words as

proper translations. Hence without confirmation from Aramaic

literature we are not justified in assuming the words they contain

to belong to the Aramaic vocabulary. The weight of the Assyrian

mina as given by these lions varies considerably. Thus leo i gives

995"58 grams; leo 2, ioo8'54 grams; leo 3, 995 grams; leo 4,

996-05 grams; leo 5, 965-615 grams; leo 6, 473'23i grams; leo 7,

perhaps 1036-49 grams ; leo 8, 954-566 grams ; leo 9, 998-693

grams; leo 10, 480-145 grams; leo 11, 468-388 grams; leo 12,

480-14 grams; leo 13, 946-712 grams; leo 14, 992*08 grams.

Taking account however of the damage suffered by some and of

the fact that the best preserved agree well together, they are

reasonably divided into two sets. The first set, leo i, 2, 3, 4, 5,

8, 9, 13, 14, give a mina of say loio grams, while the second set,

leo 6, 10, II, 12, give a mina of 505 grams, exactly half as heavy.

It has therefore been usually agreed that there were in use in

Assyria, at the same period, two systems of weights in one of which

the mina weighed twice as much as in the other. These systems

accordingly have received the names of the ' heavy ' and ' light ' mina

systems. We may say that the ' heavy ' mina in Assyria weighed

loio grams, the 'light' mina 505 grams.

298. It is clear however that these weights do not exactly

support such a rigid view. The agreement between the separate

members of the systems is not perfect. Still we shall accept it as

a working hypothesis to be modified by further research, if necessary.

The presence of the Aramaic inscriptions has been variously re-

garded, and, I think, misunderstood. Aramaic inscriptions occur
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also on contract tablets and on many other articles of use in Assyria

and Babylonia. I do not think they were necessarily meant to

inform men who could not read cuneiform, but were a readier

method of writing memoranda than the more f(irmal cuneiform.

Mr 1!. V. Head, in his Ilistoria Numorttm^ Introduction, p. xxxi.,

as quoted by Prof Ridgeway, O. C. IV. S. p. 200, said, ' It has been

suggested that the lighter of these two minae may have been peculiar

to the Babylonian, and the heavier to the Assyrian empire ; but this

cannot be proved. (But) nevertheless it would seem that the use

of the heavy mina was more extended in Syria than that of the

lighter, if we may judge from the fact that most of the weights

belonging to the system of the heavy mina have, in addition to the

cuneiform inscription, an Aramaic one. The purpose which this

Aramaic inscription served must have clearly been to render the

weight acceptable to the Syrian and Phoenician merchants, who traded

backwards and forwards between Assyria and Mesopotamia on the

one hand and the Phoenician emporia on the other.' "Dhis^view of

the purpose of the Aramaic inscriptions does not seem justifiable.

It is true that all the ' heavy ' minas have Aramaic inscriptions, but

so have three out of four of the ' light ' minas. Assuming that the

Aramaic inscriptions were addressed to foreigners, we must notice

exactly what they assert. In six cases, they state the mina to be

'of the country,' using for country tho^word xplX. This word can

hardly refer to any country but Aa|^fc^^Ln each case the mina

is said also to be 'of the king,' -|'?d,' ^P1^4^-^V^ sa sarri. This must

surely stamp it as Assyrian. On the other hand, while the 'light'

minas, leo 10 and leo 11, are 'of the king,' tl;ey are not 'of the

country.' Further, as we shall see, the Carchemish mina was 'light.'

I take the purpose of the inscriptions to be rather different.

The information conveyed both in Assyrian ^nd Aramaic, ' this is

the mina of tlfc king,' on either ' light ' or ' heavy ' mina, gave the

royal sanction to its use. It doubtless implied that no third

standard was legal. The Aramaic inscription on the ' heavy ' minas,

if read by a Syrian merchant, who used a different mina at home,

informed him that this was 'the mina of the country,' or 'city,'

where he had come to trade : it implied that his Assyrian customers

were within their rights in insisting on its use. That the royal

sanction was also given to the ' light ' mina, seems to me to have

been an attempt to legitimate its use, and perhaps to coordinate the

Syrian with the native scale. The Syrian ' light ' mina may not have
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been exactly half the Assyrian mina. At any rate the ' light ' mina

is never stated to be 'of the country.'

As we shall see, the evidence of the documents goes to shew that

the mina in ordinary use in Assyria was ' heavy ' : and about double

the Carchemish mina. The evidence of the Babylonian duck

weights, as given in the Report of the Warden of the Standards,

shews that the ' light ' mina was predominant in Babylonia. An
early Assyrian duck weight gives a mina of only 493 grams. This

belongs to the reign of Nabu-sum-lilbur, who must precede B.C. 893,

from which date the Eponym Canon gives the succession of Assyrian

kings. This king probably belonged to a period when Assyria was

dependent on Babylonia.

299. Dr Lehmann, Acts of Vlllth Oriental Congress, p. 179,

shewed that the ' light ' mina of Babylon was even lighter than half

the ' heavy ' mina of Assyria. He makes it about 490 grams. With

this closely agree the weights of leo 6, 10, 11, 12. Indeed there

does not seem any clear proof that in Assyria even, the ' light ' mina

was exactly half the 'heavy' one. The 'light' mina in both countries

may be taken as about 490 grams, and that was probably also the

weight of the Carchemish mina. The ' heavy ' mina, however, was

not unknown in Babylonia, for a weight of the time of Nebuchad-

nezzar II., a reproduction of a mina weight of the time of Dungi,

circ. B.C. 2500, weighs 982 grams. This shews that in Babylonia

also, at one period, two standards, one double of the other, existed

side by side. Of these two standards, used in early Babylonian

times, Assyria seems to have adopted the ' heavy,' Babylonia and

Syria the lighter standard. Hence the opinion, which Mr Head
stated to be without proof, is probably not far from the truth.

It will be observed that Shalmaneser's weights are all ' heavy '

:

the ' light ' minas belong to Tiglath-Pileser, Sargon and Sennacherib.

Sargon also has a ' heavy ' mina. These standards date from a time

when the Carchemish commercial influence was probably at its

height and when the inconvenience of a mina of different weight

from that of the merchant was most severely felt. When Carchemish

had become part of the Assyrian empire, commerce may have been

left to take its own course. Sargon alone explicitly says the ' light

'

mina was 'of the king.' It will not do to press this, as the omission

of the statement in the other cases is parallel to other omissions,

where we know it was nevertheless true. We do not know what

lion 6 had to say upon the point. But as far as it goes, the evidence
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shews that Sargon gave it royal sanction, and Tiglath-Pileser and

Sennacherib tolerated it.

Brandis, Das Mimz-, Mass und Gewic/itsiocscn, p. 48, mentions

a very perfect bronze lion weight, from Khorsabad, now in the

Louvre, which gives a 'heavy' mina of ioo6'66 grams. It is

uninscribed and of course could be reckoned to cither standard,

and as it is probably of Sargon's time, may well be 'light.' Brandis

took the 'heavy' mina to be loio grams. Some of the lions closely

approximate to that : none are quite perfect and all were probably

once a little heavier than they now are.

It is worth noting, perhaps, that these lions, as well as the

Khorsabad lion, were found at an entrance. The connection of

a gate with commercial transactions is almost universal in the East,

and we may presume that the steward of the king's household would

deal with the tradesmen and merchants at the gate of the palace.

It is natural therefore that the weights should in both places,

Nimroud and Khorsabad, be found at an entrance.

The evide?ice of our documents.

300. When we turn to our documents we find sums of money

expressed in the three denominations, shekels, minas, and talents.

We are generally told that, in the Babylonian system, the weights in

use for weighing bullion as money were not the same as those used

in weighing commodities ; for example that the gold-mina was '^ of

the weight-mina, and the silver-mina -^- of the weight-mina. I have

not been able to find any grounds for applying these results to

Assyria. At the same time I am not prepared to maintain the

assertion that the standard weights deduced from the bronze lions

are the weights of the minas and shekels in use for money weighings.

That what is called a mina of gold would balance a mina of silver,

or a mina of wool, may be true but very likely was not, let him who

knows shew what his knowledge is.

The mina was considered the unit, the shekel being a subdivision

and the talent a multiple of it. In Assyrian reckonings si.xty shekels

made a mina, sixty minas a talent. This scale has long been known,

being deduced from numerous cases of additions of sums of money,

chiefly drawn from the contracts of later Babylonian times. The

assumption that the relation between the shekel and the mina was

the same in Assyria as in Babylonia is a natural one to make ; but
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needs further support. On K 177 we find that 5 minas 50 shekels

and I mina 10 shekels amount to exactly 7 minas. As this applies

to Assyria directly, it removes all shadow of doubt that in both

countries the mina contained 60 shekels. That the talent was

60 minas is proved, for Babylonian weights, by Strassmaier's Nbd.

545, where we have 56 minas + 53I minas ==1 talent + 49I minas.

G. Smith, Z. Ae. S. 1872, p. no, however, shewed that, in Assyria,

a talent was 30 minas, basing his argument on 11. R. 53, no. 2,

R 39—46, and on K 827 where two sums each of 26 minas are

added as i GUN 22 minas. These sums apply to amounts of wool

weighed out to the palace weavers. The wool talent seems therefore

to have contained, in Assyria, only 30 minas.

I have not met with any trace of the se, or 'grain,' so often

occurring in early Babylonian contracts. Reisner, S. B. B. A.,

1896, p. 418, has shewn that the shekel contained 180 se, and taking

the wheat grain as -046 gram we should obtain a mina for early

Babylonian times of 504 grams. This is a confirmation of the

duck-weight evidence, it gives the light mina of Assyria also. Of
course other grain may be meant and these would give a slightly

different result.

It is worth noting that the two standards equally apply to money.

Nor can we suppose that one standard was used for one class of

goods and the other for different commodities. There is no in-

dication that prices of slaves were generally paid in one standard

while prices of land were paid in another.

301. A subdivision of the mina which occurs in estimating the

value of amounts of corn is the ka. It may be ' a measure ' rather

than ' a weight.' Its name seems, however, to have passed over to

a subdivision of the bronze mina. We read of so many ka of

bronze, but not of a shekel of bronze, though the mina and talent

of that metal often occur. It is natural to assume that the ka was

one-sixtieth of the bronze mina : but it is only an assumption. The
ka of bronze only occurs in estimating corn rents from land, the

highest number of ka named is 10.

302. There seems to have been another mina-shekel relation.

In no. 686, the addition made by the scribe involves the relation

'ten shekels to the mina.' The separate items are '12 shekels,'

'22 shekels,' 'half a mina,' 'one mina 10 shekels,' in all, therefore,

'a mina and a half and 44 shekels.' The scribe gives the total as

'
7 minas and a half,' at least, the exact number of shekels being lost.
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The conclusion already poinUd out hy 1 )r Uezold, Caia. [). 1632, is

irresistible. In the system of weights used for some commodity,

perhaps drugs, there were ten shekels to the niina. What this

comniotlity was does not appear from the text.

303. In llie estimation of weights of certain 'stones,' used

a[)parently 'to produce magical results,' a subdivision of the mina,

below the shekel, is expressed ideographically by the sign KISALLU,
Br. no. 5479 : this was perhaps read pur, and may be identical as

a weight with the si; but there is no direct evidence of this.

I)r Bezold has already pointed out this measure, in his remarks

on K S976 and K 9544, Caia. p. 976 and p. 1020. The highest

number o{ KISALLC/ gwcn is 15, also a half ^/6'^ZZ£/ is named.

The use of different weights for this cla.ss of article forms a parallel

to our apothecaries' weight. Unfortunately no total is given by the

scribe which would enable us to determine how many K/SALLU
are contained in the shekel, nor how many shekels in the mina of

this measure.

304. The weights, shekel, mina, and talent were used for many
other commodities such as wool. The list K 1449, ^'- ^- 53> "o. 2,

gives so many minas or talents of woollen stuffs. These may be

garments, or woollen yarn of various colours, allotted in varied

amounts to the weavers in different cities, quarters of Nineveh and

Kalah and in the palaces.

305. That the mina, not the shekel, was considered to be the

unit is shewn clearly by the fact that not only minas but shekels

were reckoned according to the mina of Carchemish. Of course

this does not establish the fact that the mina was the first ' money

'

known in Assyria, nor that the shekel was adopted later, but it has

some bearing on the names given to the ideograms for these weights,

as we shall see later
; § 299.

In by far the greater number of cases, however, no reference is

made to any particular mina as unit, the price is stated simply as so

many shekels, minas or talents. In all such cases, some well-known

standard weights are clearly implied, any unusual standard would be

named, if intended. Had no other standard existed but this, it

would hardly occur to any one to suppose that it was any other than the

standard 'of the country,' that is, of Assyria. This phrase is actually

used, inaiiu sa mati occurs on no. 376, and there is no reason there

to suppose it any other than the standard usually implied but un-

named. We know, however, that more than one standard was in use
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in Assyria, and so may expect any deviation from this ordinary

unnamed standard to be expressly specified. Such specifications of

special standards repeatedly occur, and strengthen the presumption

that the unspecified weights are the ordinary weights ' of the country.'

This designation we have already seen to belong to the 'heavy'

weights.

306. The mina most often named is that of Carchemish,

obviously its being so specified stamps that mina as not 'of the

country.' Its being most often named, by no means implies that it

was most often used. The unspecified standard, the usual standard

of the country, was that most often used and therefore needed no

specification.

The next most frequent specification is mina ' of the king,' which

we have seen would apply to either ' light ' or ' heavy ' minas, provided

of course that they agreed with the royal standards. Three times,

in nos. 244, 254, and 434 we read of the mina 'of the merchant.'

One or two local standards also occur, thus in no. 310 we have the

mina of Gadasamerati, on K 573 the mina of Babylon.

307. We are nowhere, in our documents, expressly told anything

as to the relations between these standards, nor is any one price

ever expressed in two different reckonings. The inscriptions on the

lion weights however give us some guide. In Aramaic the ' heavy

'

minas, leo i, 2, 3, 4, 9, and 13, are said to be 'of the country,' XpnN.

For this word, we may compare Jer. x. 1 1 ; on the lions it answers

to the Assyrian niatu^ though the phrase ma?iu sa mati does not

actually occur there. In the Aramaic docket of no. 378, we have

yon p"iX corresponding to al Hame. The sense therefore must be

'district' or 'region.' The mina is the 'local' standard. On lions

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 we further find that the ' heavy ' mina is that ' of the

king,' i^O. This is borne out by the cuneiform inscriptions on lions

2) 3> 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13 and 14 : which call the 'heavy' mina, manu sa

sarri, using the same phrase as we find in our documents. The

sign for sarni is MAN in nos. 2, 8, and LUGAL in nos. 3, 4, 5, 9,

13, 14. This leaves no possible room for misreadings, and the phrase

can hardly mean anything but that these weights had received royal

sanction as fair measure.

The Aramaic inscriptions on the ' light ' standards, lions 10 and 1 1,

give them the name of mina 'of the king,' i^D, and the cuneiform

inscriptions on the 'light' lions, 6 and 10, further say they are the

mina ' of the king,' sa sarri. When therefore we meet in our

\
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documents witli mina 'of the country,' we art; sure it was a 'heavy'

mina, hut niina 'of the king' leaves it ([uitc open whether the mina

was 'h'ght' or 'heavy.' No one of tlie l)ronze Hons is inscrihed

' mina of Carchemish.'

A comparison of prices given in our documents will serve I think

to establish some further relations. 'I"he results to which they point

are that the standards, which they call mina 'of the king' or mina
' of the country,' are the same as those which they usually leave

unspecified. This being so we may conclude of the 'heavy ' standard

:

(i) that it was generally used, and intended always, when
not specified

;

(ii) that it was occasionally specified, as the mina 'of the

country '

;

(iii) that it was more often specified, as the ' mina of the

king.'

Further the price lists shew that the mina of Carchemish was

only half as heavy as the mina generally used, which we have seen

to be the ' heavy ' one. It also seems to be the same as the mina
'of the merchant,' a very natural result to expect. It was therefore

the same as the ' light ' mina of the lion standards. No other ' light

'

mina can be recognised. The ' light ' mina ' of the king ' therefore

appears to have been a concession to the Carchemish influence.

We may therefore conclude of the ' light ' mina

:

(i) that it was not in practice called the mina ' of the king,'

although from the lion standards we know that royal sanction was

given to its use, and it was entitled to be so called

;

(ii) that it was much less commonly used and always regarded

as needing specification

;

(iii) that when used, it was regarded as foreign, and specified

as a Carchemish mina; or the mina 'of the merchant.'

308. For an examination of the prices necessary to establish

these points and for a discussion of apparent exceptions, the reader

may consult the chapter on Prices. To take but one example here

;

when we compare the ordinary prices of an ordinary slave girl, we
find that her price in Carchemish money is double that in 'royal,'

' country ' or unspecified standards. The conclusion is that Car-

chemish minas were 'light.' I do not see that this proves that the

normal weight of a Carchemish silver mina was exactly half of the

'heavy' Assyrian mina, nor exactly equal to that of the Assyrian
' light ' mina : but that in popular use the only ' light ' mina was the
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Carchemish one. The mina ' of the merchant ' is apparently another

name for the same thing.

309. That the mina used in the transaction was one of a

particular standard could be variously expressed. The mina is

usually written ideographically MA-NA, and phonetic complements

added. So 'according to the mina of is expressed by ina I MA-
NA-e sa, ina I MA-N'A-e sd, ina I MA-NA sa, ina I MA-NA sd,

ina I ma-ni-e sa, all of which are clearly to be read ina isten ?nane sa

and rendered literally 'at the rate of one mina of.' In no. 242, ina

I MA-e-sa may be an error, but AIA may be an abbreviation for

MA-NA. The / is often omitted, thus we have ina mane sa, in

various spellings. The sa is omitted, and we have ina I mane, or ina

mane. A more marked condensation is ina sa, instructive as to the

origin of double prepositions, corresponding to the ''T3 of the Aramaic

inscriptions of the lion weights, which may be for >t ''JD2,
' according to

the mina of.' Sa alone may be used, like the >\ of the Aramaic Np"iN '•T.

Finally the name of the city, or sarri may appear alone. A curious

turn is given to the phrase in no. 413 1. 6, where we have 72 minas of

bronze naphar viani sarri, 'all minas of the king.' The curious text,

no. 469, full of rare and perhaps foreign phrases, seems to read ina

5 MA-NA, which may be the amount of the price rather than its

standard. In all the above cases ina is written with the horizontal

wedge AS, which may also be read ana ; but as ana 7?iane means /£•/-

mina, I have preferred to read ina here.

These examples shew that the phonetic reading of MA-NA is

man-d. In Strassmaier's Nbkd. 17, 6 we have ma-nu-u. It may be

connected with nianu, 'to count,' 'to reckon,' and so properly mean

'amount.' The writing MA-NA would then be a pseudo-ideogram,

like GAM-MAL for gammalu, GU-ZA for kiissit, &c.

310. When a price is expressed in 'talents,' we always have the

ideogram GUN, but a phonetic spelling bi-lat occurs in several

places, in such a way as to leave little doubt that the phonetic

reading of GUNm this connection was bilfu. The meaning of this

word was originally 'load,' what was 'carried' or 'brought.'

The shekel is always written with the sign GIN. The identi-

fication of these ideograms with their Semitic names was long

subsequent to the recognition of their nature and relations. The

MA-NA at once easily suggested mina, but it was often wrongly

read inana. So the sixtieth of the mina long bore the name of

darag mana, a name due to Dr Oppert, and suggestive of drachma

:

\.

\
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see Z. A. i. p. 430. The Aramaic inscriptions on the lion weights,

however, settled its reading within a little. The bp:^, clearly the

same name as the Hebrew ?i^."^!', was certainly its Aramaic reading,

but would siklu be the Assyrian equivalent? An actual phonetic

reading in cuneiform was at last given by Meissner who quoted from

the tablet, 82-7-14, 846, the equation 6 GIN KUBABBAR
NI-LA L-E = sis-sit sik-lu kaspi i-sak-kal: see A. B. P. R. p. 93,

and Z. A. vii. p. 20. As sakdlti means 'to weigh,' originally 'to

hang up,' there is no doubt the proper meaning o{ siklu is 'weight.'

I have an impression that the ma>m, siklu, and />iltu were names

of weights long before the ideograms MA-NA, GIN, and GUN
were selected to represent them. In that early period they may not

have been in a sexagesimal relation. The shekel may not have been

just a sixtieth of the mina : and this older condition of things may

be the ground for a mina of 50 shekels having survived. It is at

least noticeable that, as MA does interchange in dialects with GA,

we may imagine MA-A^A to have been pronounced GANA or

GAN The series would then read GAN, GIN, GUN. We may

recall how the GAN-SAR measures have also the GAN', GIN,
and perhaps there UH-ME-A was read GUN. This hardly allows

us to suppose a root G-N, from which these names were derived (in

Sumerian ?). Nor need we suppose that GAN was known before

GIN or GUN: but it is true that the mina was the unit, and GIN
and GUN were derived from it. The matter may be a mere

coincidence, but suggests artificiality. That MA-NA is a pseudo-

ideogram is probable, sakalu and abalu have a close connection of

ideas. I imagine these ideograms are later than the things they

stand for : and were applied when the original weights were brought

into a sexagesimal relation.

However that may be, all three weights were in use in quite early

times and even then were used as money weights : see Meissner,

A. B. P. R. pp. 93, 146.

When the plurals of these names have to be written there is a

marked difference in usage. The plural sign is never used after

MA-NA or GUN, but tolerably often after GIN Now Professor

Hilprecht, B. E. P., A. ix. p. 22, shews that the Babylonian scribes

employed the sign of the plural after the signs for weights and

measures only when the amount was considered as consisting of

separate pieces, a parallel to our distinction between the use of

' pence ' and ' pennies.' Hence we are entitled to assume that when
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this use of the plural sign after G/JV grew up, the shekel was already

in single shekel pieces : at a time when the niina and the talent were

still weights, or as we should put it ' lump ' sums.

311. The rendering of GUN by 'talent' seems to have been

deduced by Norris, Ass. Die. p. 94, from a comparison of Senna-

cherib's Taylor Prism Col. in. 1. 34 with the Biblical account in

2 Kings xviii. 14. The Assyrian account puts the amounts at

•30 G UN' hurasi and 800 GUN kaspi. The Bible has 30 talents of

gold and 300 talents of silver. Some think the Hebrew and Assyrian

silver talents were of different weight. But in any case, GUN is

clearly 'talent.' That it could be read biltu is known, see Br. no.

3335, but there is no indication there that this was its reading as a

'weight.' The GUN m. the places which Briinnow quotes clearly

means ' produce ' or ' tribute,' cf. specially bilat kire, bilat ekli,

'produce of the garden' or 'field.' Zehnpfund, B. A. S. i. p. 495

considers that the point is settled by Strassmaier's Cyr. 236. This

however only shews that biltu was the name of a definite weight, or

quantity, not that it replaces GUN., nor that it was 60 minas. This

is all that can be deduced from the occurrence of biltu in our

documents. Thus in no. 108, i we have bi-lat III MA-NA, which

might be 'a biltu of three minas,' as well as, or even better than,

'one talent three minas.' When as in 472, R 2, or 498, 9, 10, a

bilat of precious metal is a penalty to be paid, bilat does not

necessarily mean 'a talent,' perhaps only a conventional large sum.

The parallel cases in which the penalty is a 6^UN only shew that

(967V" may be read biltu, not that either means a 'talent.' In no.

218, 2 however bi-lat ere, 'a talent of bronze,' occurs as a price.

Here even, biltu may be some weight different from 60 minas. In

other cases, as 303, R 4, the want of context is embarrassing. In

no. 619, 19 bilat sarri may be a 'tax.'

The Hebrew kikkar is said to be for karkar, if that be true, it is

at least noteworthy that TIK-BAR is given by v. R. 16, 21 a,

a.s = karkara. It may be that GUN was really read by some

cognate of kikkar.

312. With respect to MA-NA it may be noted that the na is

often omitted, e.g. in our texts in nos. 676, 9, R 11 (bis); 80, i;

in II. R. 53, no. 2 ; and often in early texts, see A. B. P. R. p. 93,

where however Meissner recognises an old form of GIN. In later

texts, GIN is often added after fractions of the mina or even after

a number of minas, see Dr Peiser, K. B. iv. p. 243, note *, as for
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example 12 MA-NA \
6"/TV would mean \2\ minas. The GIN

here is perliaps an abbreviation of G/NA, meaning ' sterHng
'

; or

shews that the mina, or at any rate the fraction of the mina, is to be

taken in 'shekels.' This .seems to be the idea in the writing I GUN
MA-N^A, in no. 527, which I consider means simply 'one talent.'

The MA-NA here is perhaps to be read manu, ' counted
'

; or

expresses the fact that the talent was reckoned in minas.

Money system.

313. .So far as their names went the moneys used were simply

weights of metal. No name of money occurs that can be recognised

as a distinctively coin name. The documents published in this work,

however, make frequent mention of money. We read of loans or

advances of money, the penalties imposed for breach of contract

are frequently expressed as money. Actual barter or exchange still

survived, as it does to this day in England ; examples of this kind

appear in nos. 25:;, 318, 385, 492. No one can read these documents,

however, without recognising an e.xact money system : only the names

of the moneys are the same as those of their weights. A mina of

silver, or a shekel of gold, may be used in stating prices, but we are

only in a position as yet to state the weight of silver or gold in those

prices.

In our period the same scale also applies to money as to weight.

A mina of silver or of gold had 60 shekels of the same metal : and

in both cases 60 minas formed a talent. I can find no trace any-

where of a silver mina of 50 silver shekels. When the metals began

to be coined, it is not unlikely that a mina of silver would only serve

to make about 50 shekel coins, the remaining sixth being lost in the

process, or forming the silversmith's remuneration. But I doubt

very much whether the 50 silver shekels ever weighed the same as a

mina of silver : though in virtue of the extra labour bestowed on

them, at the current market rate of such labour, they would probably

always buy a mina of silver bullion.

In the contracts published by Strassmaier we have somewhat

often an amount of the precious metal given to a smith, ana pitiku,

which we may perhaps render 'to coin.' I do not imagine that the

smith subjected the metal to all that is implied in the process of

' coining ' now ; but since prices are, at the same epoch, stated in

money that was ina I GIN pitka, we may assume that whatever

J. 18

/ I
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process was implied in pitka, it was a step in the direction of coinage,

and at any rate resulted in the production of separate shekel pieces.

Now the loss to the owner by this process is stated. In Nbd. 598,

25 minas 22 shekels of silver were given ana pitikti, the amount was

'diminished,' indatu, by \ mina 5 shekels. Hence the loss on

1522 shekels was 35 shekels: or about 2*2 per cent. So, in the

case of Nbd. iig, the loss on 44^ minas of silver seems to be i mina,

or again about 2*2 per cent. The process may have consisted merely

in forming the metal into a plate, divided by grooves into a number

of squares or rectangles, each of which when broken off would be of

definite size and weight.

314. The difference between the light and heavy standards of

weight extended to their use for weighing bullion. Prices are

accordingly stated in minas or shekels, 'of the king,' or 'of the

country ' or in Carchemish standard. Whether, when a Carchemish

mina had to be paid, it was allowed to be paid in Assyrian heavy

shekels does not appear. If a Carchemish mina was lent, it is

stipulated that a Carchemish mina shall be repaid. Receipts for

payment are too few for us to expect to find an example of repayment

in a different unit. All we can be sure of is that prices shew an

ordinary Assyrian mina to be worth about twice as much as a

Carchemish mina.

315. The metals in use for paying sums due were ' gold,' hiirasu
;

' silver,' kaspu ; and ' bronze,' crii. These metals are always denoted

by their ideograms in stating prices.

Gold, hu-ra-m, ideogram, AZAG-GI, read GUSKIN, is very

frequently named in the penalties attached to a breach of contract,

and large sums, up to two talents of gold in no. 376, R 6, are

mentioned. These forfeits were to be paid to the gods, but we have

no evidence in our documents of their being exacted and I regard

them as mere deterrent threats. The existence of goldsmiths, see

§ 199, and the mention of gold articles in no. 645, substantiate the

use of gold in the arts. There are, however, no prices given in gold,

which makes it difficult to estimate its relative value to silver at this

period. Very many articles made of gold are to be found named in

the 'lists of objects,' e.g. K 916, 4750, &c. and the payment of

sums of gold is recorded in K 956 &c.

Silver, kas-pu, ideogram, AZAG-UD, read KU-BABBAR, occurs

not only in the penalties, side by side with gold, but usually in prices.

In fact it was the chief medium of exchange. The word kaspu seems

\
\
\

\,
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to have been derived from a root kasi'ipu meaning 'to acquire,' and

so had the meaning of ' wealth ' or ' money ' hefcjre it became definitely

attached to 'silver.' The other name for 'silver,' sarpu, does not

seem to occur in our documents, it originally means 'pure,' that is,

'refined,' silver. The verb sardpu seems specially to imply metal-

lurgical operations, and sarapu was the name of the 'goldsmith,' who

of course also worked in silver. When the price has been stated, as

so much silver, KU-BABBAR, it is often again referred to as the kas-

pu paid. In such cases we might be tempted to render it by ' silver'

again. But even when the price has been stated as so much ' bronze

'

it is referred to as the kas-pu paid. In view of such cases I am
inclined to lay it down as a rule that KU-BABBAR is to be read

kaspu, and rendered ' silver,' but that kas-pu is to be rendered ' money

'

or ' price.' The few cases in which KU-BABBAR occurs, outside

the statement of prices, also demand the rendering 'silver,' as it

is never used in the sense of 'price,' unless that price was paid in

silver. The vast preponderance of silver prices and the use of ' silver

'

as equivalent to ' money ' in general point to the conclusion that

Assyria was a 'silver country.' The silver shekels were separate

shekel pieces, as shewn by the plural sign after them. The silver

minas are bullion weights.

Bronze, eru, ideogram ERU, Br. no. 3786, is always ideo-

graphically written. It seems that properly cru denotes 'copper'

and perhaps always did so, as money. But bronze was certainly in

use, as the bronze lion standards and numerous bronze articles from

Nineveh shew. The question as to the date, at which the change of

usage took place, is discussed by Winckler, A. F. i. p. 160 f, and

p. 548 f. At our period and probably as early as Adadi-nirari I.'s

bronze sword, circ. n.c. 1400, eru had come to denote 'bronze,' while

siparru is the word for ' copper.' The frequent mention of tin, ainiku,

proves the existence of means for its manufacture, and later we find

that we can fix the proportion in which the blend was made. Thus

Nbd. 471 shews that 35^ minas of copper, siparri, were combined

with 4 minas 5 shekels of tin, giving a ratio of copper to tin of 7 "35

5

to I : while that usual in the arts is 7 33 to i.

Prices stated in bronze usually take a plural sign after ERU.
The shekel of bronze does not occur in our texts. This then speaks

for the existence of separate bronze mina pieces. I think that when

bronze was first used in exchange, it would not be in the form of

bullion but of bronze vessels, the value of which would be estimated

18—2
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rather by their capacity than their weight. If then bronze money

ever had a separate set of names from other money, one would expect

to find the names recalling measures rather than weights. Now

we have a KA of bronze named in nos. 95, 127, &c., apparently

as a subdivision of the mina of bronze, and KA is also a grain

measure. Is it too much to suppose, that, as Assyria seems to have

had separate shekel pieces for silver and separate minas for copper,

the mina was first a copper weight built up on the KA and then

became a weight from an original measure of capacity? If manu be

really derived from manu, 'to count,' the fact that minas were

counted while shekels were weighed seems to point to the mina

beino- an article, copper bowl perhaps, rather than a lump of metal.

316. What may have been the relation in value between gold

and silver at our epoch there seems no data to settle. In the nth

year of Nabonidus, however, gold was reckoned worth 12 times as

much as silver, provided of course that the gold and silver shekels

still weighed the same; see K. B. iv. p. 243. Herodotus, in. 89,

gave the value of gold as 1 3J times that of silver. Professor Oppert

deduced the ratio 12 to i from the penalties payable to the gods,

expressed in both metals, but G. Smith, Z. Ae. S. 1872, p. 112,

formally disproved that view of the data. The price lists indicate

that silver was worth from 100 to 120 times as much as bronze : and

also in some cases perhaps 180 times as much. In the statement

of the penalties to be paid to the gods, as guardians of the right,

for breach of contract, or the fines payable in like case to public

officials, Dr Oppert found the grounds for his ratio of value given

above. The penalty is usually expressed as X minas of gold and

Y minas of silver. When this was first noted, it was assumed that

the amounts were alternative and would give a gold-silver ratio,

viz. X : Y. But there is no constant or nearly constant ratio. Nor

have the amounts any ascertainable relation to the price paid. I

have however drawn up a table of prices and penalties for a

comparison. It may serve some purpose which I do not foresee

at present.

317. In these penalties a very common epithet of silver is

written with the ideogram LUJI, followed by the phonetic com-

plement u or li. A purely phonetic spelling does not occur, unless

we ventured to read lahu. It has been proposed to read misii and

render ' mixed,' ' alloyed
'

; cf. the use of 7nazu in this sense. If this

were correct, perhaps we may see in it electron or Aeuko? xP^^^^j the
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mixed gold and silver of the Lydian coins. It .seems best however

to read LUH as misu, literally 'washed,' and render 'pure' or

'refined.' The reference seems less to its value, than to its freshness

from wear and soil. It was to be clean and bright as became an

offering to the gods. The preference for new silver for Easter

offerings and Maundy money is a parallel.

Another epithet of silver, which occurs in no. 213, is k'lnu. I

regard this as the phonetic form of the very common GI-NA of the

Babylonian texts. It means in that case money which has been

'standardised,' or 'verified'; Delitzsch, H. IV. B. p. 202, gives

' nonnicrt^ ^Jusiiert.' For most purposes we might render by

' sterling.'

In a similar way gold is dignified by the term sakrii. In a

passage occurring in a letter, K 538, 1. 18, H. A. B. L. p. 104,

we have mention of /// GUN hurasi sakru IV GUN hurixsi la

sakrii, 'three talents of sakni gold, four talents of gold not sakru.'

As all was to be used for an image of gold, perhaps we may have

here 'beaten' gold or gold plates. At any rate the probability is

that sakru indicates the result of some process which increased the

value of gold. The sakru gold was in higher estimation than hi

sakru. We could of course read sagru, and in either case compare

Heb. 1130, ' massive,' ' solid,' if that is the real meaning. See

Delitzsch, H. IV. B. p. 499 b, Cheyne, P. S. B. A. xxi. p. 246.

318. In the penalties we often have mention of tin, anaku,

ideog. ANNA. It does not occur as money. The amount

mentioned is never less than one talent, which points to the

existence of plenty of tin. It is never offered to the gods, but

only to the sakiiu, the l>e/ pahdti, or other government official. It

can hardly then have served any other purpose than as a constituent

of bronze. Was this manufacture a government monopoly? Even

so, it is very singular that gold and silver should not have been paid

to government, only tin.

319. What may have been the value of a shekel or mina of

silver expressed in modern money is a question that scarcely admits

of an answer. The values set down by Professor Oppert, Professor

Sayce and after them by others, appear to be mere bullion values,

another way of stating how much of the precious metal was contained

in a shekel or mina. They appear based on a calculation of the

present day value of an ascertained weight of metal. To say that

a shekel of silver was worth about 3.r. or a mina of silver about jQ(),
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conveys no meaning to my mind. It omits all consideration of the

purchasing power of a sovereign in different ages and circumstances.

The prices paid for different commodities give us the purchasing

value of silver or copper in terms of the property concerned. Thus

a mina of silver, Assyrian money, would buy a couple of ordinary

domestic slaves or one skilled artisan. You would pay three minas

for a fine horse. What ;^9 English money would do in these ways

now it is hard to say ; certainly not procure the services of a pair

of English domestics on the same terms as an Assyrian got his

slaves.

320. The question whether the Assyrians actually coined money

was raised by me in the Expositor, Nov. 1899. The answer has

been given in the negative, as a rule, though here and there scholars

have shewn a tendency to admit the possibility in a modified way.

Thus Dr Peiser, in K. B. iv. p. 127, etc., used the word Milnzfuss

in such a way as to excite Professor Oppert's indignation in Z A.

XIII. 259 f.

The arguments against the opinion that the Assyrians did coin

money are apparently strong. Ancient historians, Herodotus, i. 94,

for example, are positive that the Lydians were the first to coin

money. There is no Assyrian coin producible at present. There

is no mention of a coin in any Assyrian document yet published.

These might seem unanswerable arguments, if it were certain that

they really bore on the question.

321. It does not seem clear that Herodotus meant that the

Lydians were the first to use coins, only that they were the first to

recognise the commercial value of the invention and put it upon a

systematic and regular basis. But at any rate the Lydians did coin

money. That involves some deductions. Lydia had two standards,

one to suit the eastern trade with Babylonia, the other for the western

trade with the coast of Asia Minor.

The Lydian coins then certainly found their way into Babylonian

markets. They were adjusted to suit that market. This could not

have taken place without their finding their way into Assyria also,

unless indeed Assyria was no longer in political existence. The date

of the invention of the Lydian coinage has been put as early as

B.C. 700. It cannot have been later than the end of the 7th century

B.C., or the claim to priority on the part of Lydia must be given up.

Pheidon coined silver at Aegina, and he began to reign before the

century was out. Even if Nineveh had already fallen, coins must
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have been known in P>al)yl()nia early in the 6th century n.c. On
these dates see Ridgeway, O. C. IV. S., p. 212.

This conclusion destroys the force of the argument that we

cannot Hnd any coin names in Assyrian documents. l*"or though

l.ydian coins were known in Babylonia, we can find no mention of

liicin in the almost numberless commercial documents of the 6th

century n.c. 'I'rue there is said to be a mention of diiriku, as a

piece of gold, itlentified by some with the daric. This is probably

an error, for the dariku usually occurring is 'a pot' or measure : and

has the determinative of pots, karpaf, put before it. See Muss-

Arnolt, su/> dariku, where a wrong reference to Nbd. 10 13 is given.

(i. Bertin, /'. .V. B. A. 1883—4, p. 87 f, atifirmed that he had read

the word on a contract of Nabonidus, dated in his 12th year, five

years before the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus. He accordingly

wondered that it should ever have been connected with the name
of Darius. He was of opinion that though properly a measure, it

camCj like 'pound,' to be used as a money term. Professor Hoffmann,

Z A. II. p. 48, examines the relation of the name daric to Darius

and shews how difficult it is to admit the derivation. At any rate

the passages known to me do not give any example of its use

as a coin name.

In the Macedonian period however w'c have real coins named,

staters appear as istatiranu, K. B. iv. p. 316.

322. The absence of any mention of coins, in Babylonian

documents, at a time when they must certainly have been known

and in use, seems to me to admit of but one explanation. The
names by which these coins were then and there known must have

been the same as the names of the weights of metal they contained.

A shekel of silver was still called a 'shekel,' now that it was a coin,

as it had been while merely a weight. The change in shape and

character in passing from an ingot to a coin did not call for a new

name. Especially would this be true in stating prices ; the name of

the coin which is an English 'pound' might change, being called a

' sovereign,' but prices would still be reckoned in ' pounds.' It is

only when the new coin has also a different value from the old money

that a fresh name is really needed or would find its way into price

lists. Hence the absence of coin names from the Assyrian and

Babylonian price lists proves nothing as to the existence of

coins, only assures us that if really in use, they were called mina,

shekel, or talent, as the weights had been. This also applies to the
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Lydian coins. If one of them, worth a shekel, were in use in

Assyria, we have no reason to expect any other name than shekel

applied to it. On the other hand if a foreign money obtains

circulation and its name be the same as that of some native money
of different value, it will need specification. The Carchemish mina

is a case in point, no statement in price would be accurate unless

that mina was specified, if intended. Even then the name remains,

it is a mina still.

323. The existence of Lydian coinage further involves the

probability that it was in use in Assyria before the end of the 7th

century B.C. The mention of such coins is not to be expected

unless they distinctly differed in weight and value from native

money. The existence of native coins even is not negatived by

their not being mentioned. The Assyrians may have coined in

imitation of the Lydians, or may have been the first to use coins.

Our documents are not histories, nor guide-books, still less treatises

on commercial subjects, but contain mere statements of prices. If,

as is probable, the coins in use were minas and shekels, it is

unreasonable to expect to find any other names for them.

324. Lydia was not so far removed from Assyrian influence but

that a rapid exchange of ideas must have taken place. Gyges opened

friendly relations with x\surbanipal. If Lydia had no coins, they

may have borrowed the idea and standard from Assyria. This

standard bore a simple relation to that of Babylonia. The Lydian

native mina was 'heavy,' where could it have come from, if not

Assyria? The Babylonian and Syrian minas were both 'light.'

325. The Assyrians certainly used separate pieces of metal of

uniform size and weight as money. This applies to silver shekels

and bronze minas. Hence we know that shekels were ' counted

'

though it does not follow they were 'coined.' But the use of the

plural sign after shekels may imply that they were more than mere

separate pieces. For we can hardly doubt that separate mina pieces

also existed, yet the plural sign is not used after silver minas. The
plural sign may have marked that the silver shekels were 'coins,'

while the silver minas, though separate, still remained ingots.

326. We may now search for some hint as to whether the

separate shekels or minas were in any sense 'coins.' Separate

ingots or blocks of metal stamped with their value or weight we
may hesitate to call coins. The bronze lions are not coins. A
cake of metal, rectangular like the Japanese itzebii, stamped with its
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value and some coin device is perhaps to be admitted. Probably

Herodotus would not have admitted such as coins. If they had

been circular or oval they would be as much coins as the early

Lydian issues.

Let us e.xamine what separate gold or silver pieces are referred

to in our documents. We know that the precious metals were cast

into ingots, and we can gather the shape of some of these ingots.

We read of libnati, literally ' brick.s,' of gold, 79-7-8, 265, see

Cata. p. 1 72 1. We read also of iisani, 'wedges,' literally 'tongues,'

Sm. 1 34 1, Cata. p. 1480. At this time probably gold was only used

as money in such shapes. But these were not used as money, and

we may argue that the silver money pieces were at any rate not

' bricks ' nor ' wedges.' If they were roughly rounded cakes of metal

and stamped with value or weight and a rudimentary coin device

then they were coins.

327. Such a treatment of cakes of metal was well within

Assyrian powers. The use of stamps for impressing an inscription

on a brick had long been known. The use of seal impressions on

clay tablets proves the possession of the artistic skill necessary to

engrave such a stamp as was needed. The seals, it is true, are

usually engraven on stone, which would not serve to stamp metal

;

but the Assyrians also cut inscriptions on metal, bronze at any rate.

They might have cut the figure of an animal on a metal punch and

used it to impress the device on a cake of metal. The early Lydian

coins were stamped in that way.

The close connection between seals and coins is further borne

out by the resemblance between the designs on the coins of the early

Persian kings and the royal seal which figures on so many documents

through the Assyrian period. Is it too much to suppose that this

very royal seal of Assyria came into the possession of the Persian

monarchs and a stamp copied from it was used for the impress on

their coins ? Nay, is it not possible that the same coin device had

already been used in Assyria ?

328. We may obtain suggestions also from the condition of

affairs in Syria. It is probable that Syrian, Aramaic, traders formed

the chief carriers of the trade between Lydia and Babylonia. If

Lydia invented coins the Syrians must have been influenced as soon

as any one. The land of the ' Hittites ' certainly possessed all the

means necessary for the production of a coin. The so-called ' boss
'

of Tarkondemos bears an incuse inscription in both Hittite and
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cuneiform characters, as well as a royal figure. If it had weighed

an exact number of shekels, or had borne an indication of its value,

we must have called it a coin. It has to be dated before the fall of

the Hittite empire.

Now we have seen that Carchemish, itself a Hittite capital,

played a very important part in Assyrian commerce. This city

lost its independence in b.c. 717 and became absorbed in the

Assyrian empire. Yet its standard shekel and mina continued in

use till the fall of that empire. Had those Carchemish shekels and

minas been mere bullion it is strange that they should not have

been simply reweighed in Assyrian scales. As the Carchemish mina

weighed just half an Assyrian one, it would surely have merely

passed as a ' half mina ' in Assyria. The only reason that I can

think of, to prevent that, is that each Carchemish mina was marked

'one mina,' and in such a way that it might be mistaken for an

Assyrian mina. This can hardly have been secured merely by its

shape, it must have borne some coin device and been named a mina

visibly, otherwise it could not have escaped being put in the balances

and at once called a 'half mina.'

329. We have to account for this Carchemish mina being so

often used. For some reason it was very popular. There must

have been some special convenience in its use. Of course, if the

transactions were between Assyrians on the one side and Carchemish

traders on the other, the latter might be responsible for the preference.

But between Assyrians it is hard to see why they should use

Carchemish mina weights when they had their own, unless there

was some superior convenience in using the former. If it was more

of a coin than their own money, there is reason enough. Admit

that the Carchemish mina was a coin, and then our documents

mention coins. They do so in precisely the same terms as they use

of Assyrian money. I'hey would use the same terms of Lydian

coins, only calling them Lydian, if they were of a different standard.

There is therefore nothing to exclude the idea of there being Assyrian

coins also. The preference for one coin over another, in a land of

mixed currency, is a matter of convenience, depending on what the

buyer has by him. Thus far I hold that there is no evidence against,

but rather a presumption in favour of, Assyria and Syria as well as

Lydia possessing rude coins in the 7th century B.C.

330. The last piece of negative evidence, that no Assyrian coin

has yet come to Europe, does not seem very formidable. Any day
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it may cease to be true. It may not he true now. Is it certain that

all the so-called Lydian and Persian coins are correctly ascribed ?

While it lasts, however, we have no proof of an Assyrian coinage.

That however is easily over-estimated. Surely no one can doubt

that at least separate niina and shekel pieces were used in Assyria.

Yet I doubt if one such is producible. The reason is obvious.

Assyria has been little explored. The explorations were naturally

confined to palaces and temples. Of all places these treasure-houses

would have been most thoroughly plundered originally, and who can

tell how many treasure-seekers have ransacked them since ? Buried

private houses may have preserved their secret hoards, palace

treasuries would be found at once. How thoroughly the Assyrian

palaces were swept of all precious metals is shewn by the singularly

small amount of gold and silver among the Assyrian antiquities.

We cannot doubt that once Nineveh was richly stored with all

manner of gold and silver vessels, yet hardly a trace has come to

Europe. Of course the personal cupidity of the native digger may
be a factor in this result. Further exploration and the recovery of

some undoubted shekel of some kind, likely to have been used as

money, will, if of undoubted date, settle some points. At present,

I am inclined to think the Assyrians did coin at least silver shekels.

331. The use of 'ring' money in early times in Babylonia has

been made very probable by Meissner: A. B. P. R. p. 147. It is

not likely that the phrases there given, i siklu kaspu laikiim, \ siklu

kaspi iinki/n, are meant to denote silver rings used in barter merely.

The Egyptian monuments shew money in rings as tribute from

Babylon, Lepsius, Denknuikr, in. 39, no. 3. The custom appears

to have lasted till the later Babylonian times, see Nbd. 537, 9, kaspu

utika, Nbd. 206, 2, siparru unkatu. This may have been a mere

survival, as the solitary examples of barter also were. The rings

could be counted of course, but they do not seem to have been of

uniform size. The use of mere blocks of metal seems a retrograde

step from * ring ' money.

332. The use of flat plates or 'leaves' of metal is perhaps the

origin of GIN as a money name : though the relation of GIN^ to

GUN, GAN, etc., in the weights and measures was probably the

determining cause. Whether kappi, or 'wings,' of silver, were plates of

metal likely to be used as money is not easy to decide. They occur

in large numbers, as many as a thousand at a time.

333. At the time when coins were undoubtedly in general use
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in the East, their names are nevertheless of a distinctly Semitic cast.

Even such a purely Greek word as a-Taryp presents itself in Syria,

Palestine and Babylonia in a Semitic dress. It has been usual to

assume that these names are merely Semitised forms of stater, ' loan-

words ' in fact, and that stater is the original form of them. There

are several objections to this view. As a purely Greek word araTT/p

does not appear till about 700 B.C. It was not then a coin name,

definitely fixed to any particular coin, but was used vaguely for

several pieces of money. To describe a coin properly, an additional

specification was necessary, as for example, o-raTTypes AapctKot was

the proper name for the Persian gold Darics. Leaving on one side

the question whether Daric is a derivative from Darius, we merely

note that a-Ta.Trjp alone is not the full coin name. That later it may

have been used in that way does not prove anything against the

surmise, that originally, stater was not invented as a name for the

newly invented thing, ' coin,' but may have attached itself to the

thing from causes yet to seek. Coins may have been in use some

time before they were called staters, and if so, it had no special claim

to be the one word imported from the west with 'coins.' The

Syrian name for the coin which the Greeks call stater is esfwd :

l^jAio] Rab. Heb. f^T^Pi^. Now although it has usually been

assumed that this is a Semitised form of stater, it must be noted

that the correspondence is not very close. In the first place, the

second '/' oi stater {?, absent; and in the second place, one expects

a Greek 'j^/' to appear as ^ st 'not as 'j'/.' Compare, for example,

the rendering of sfrategos, by JDItDDN. On the other hand estird is

precisely the form, in which the Assyrian Ishtar appears in the Syriac

and Rabbinic writings. That the Syrians and Jews, instead of

Semitising stater in their usual m.anner, should call it an Lstar, or

Esther, outright, seems to demand more explanation than mere

similarity of sound.

334. Now assuming that money was originally coined in

Nineveh, what we know from the analogy of early Greek coinages

would lead us to expect that some early coin would bear the

head or figure of the city goddess lstar. Such coins would of

course soon be called ' Istars.' The name might easily survive in

Syria, and when the stater came into use, the old name would

readily be applied to the new coin, all the more readily if its value

was about the same, but easily enough, even if all the old coins had
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not disappeared. It is far more likely that the Syrians should use

an old name to render a somewhat similar foreign one than that

they should alter stater, at once or gradually, to Esther, merely as

a matter of assonance. In Babylon, where the Assyrian Lstar coin

may never have become established, a nuicli closer rendering of

stater appears. They called the stater, istatirranu in the time of

Antiochus III. (see A'. B. iv. p. 316). Here at any rate, both the

fs of stater appear. Even lure, however, we may note that among
the neighbouring nations the name of Ishtar appears with a second

/; for example, Ashtoreth of the Sidonians, 'AarTcipTrj, as the Greeks

rendered that undoubtedly Semitic name. Hence even istatirraim

may really be derived from some lstar name, rather than from a

Greek 'stater ' directly. On the other hand the previous existence

of o-Turv/p in Greek might easily induce the Greeks to use it to render

a name which was originally Semitic. In other words, instead of

the Semitic names of the stater being borrowed from the Greek, the

borrowing may have been on the other side ; and it must be

remembered, in any case, that as a coin name, stater was first

used by the Greeks to denote what was at any rate an Oriental

money value.

335. I am not concerned to prove that the coins originally

called ' Istars ' were the same as those called staters, but there is

distinct evidence that Htar was at one time used as a coin name,

and it is far more reasonable to connect that use with a coin bearing

the image of lstar, than to adopt the assumption that it is a Semitised

form of stater, in defiance of all analogy. For odd as Western

scholars may represent the Eastern mind to be, there is some method

in its seeming madness, and in our case the method would have

resulted in estafer{a) rather than estird. The long a at the end of

this Syrian word probably plays the same part as does the eih in the

Phoenician from Ashtoreth and marks the female nature of the

divinity lstar, whose Assyrian name is, as often as not, regarded

as masculine.

336. All the above might have been said if no Assyrian

contracts had ever been published. They however contribute

some further weighty considerations. In our contracts we often

find the money advanced called the ^AK-ME^ of I§tar, e.g. nos. 38,

2 : 39, 2 : 40, I : 41, 3 : 44, 2 : 45. ^ = 46, i : 5°. ^ ^ i°S, 2. This

expression is not to be confounded with SAK-du, which is probably

to be read kakkadu and rendered, 'sum,' 'capital.' In nos. 38 and
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39, the money is said to be both SAK-MES, and SAK-du. Now
SAK means 'a head,' and SAK-MES sa Istar can hardly mean
anything else than rese sa Istar, 'heads of Istar.' In what sense

money could be so termed, unless when speaking of coins, stamped

with 'a head of Istar,' is hard to imagine. That the goddess is

sometimes said to be Istar of Nineveh, sometimes Istar of Arbela,

need cause no misgivings. The difference between the goddesses

is probably rather a construction put by modern scholars on the

terms used by Assyrian scribes than any facial expression that would

appear on an early coin. When an Assyrian was a devotee of Istar

of Arbela he would probably regard the head on his coin as that of

his goddess, while the same head in the hands of another man would

remind him of Istar of Nineveh. More serious looks the variant, in

no. 1 08, where we seem to have SAK-MES sa Asur: but on this

damaged text the reading Asur is rather to be regarded as the end

of MES followed by sa. The trace of ilu at the end of the line

may be part of Istar's name. On no. 45, the reading SAK-MES
is uncertain and the name of Istar may have been written on the

lost portion of the tablet.

337. At any rate, this fact remains to be dealt with, that as early

as 676 B.C. (no. 40) and often later, a term is applied in Nineveh to

sums of money, which could mean ' heads of Istar,' which cannot

simply mean 'money,' 'sum' or capital,' and which must be so

interpreted as not to make the sum of money one for a special

purpose nor to mark its ownership. When, for example, the scribe

wishes to further particularise, as in no. 44, he calls the sum not

only SAK-MES sa Istar but also GAR-MES bit-ili which may be

read sikrii bit-ili and rendered 'the produce or production of the

temple.' If this does not exactly prove the temple to be the ' mint,'

and I admit it looks very much as if it were so, yet at any rate the

money was in some way the ' property ' of the temple. This cannot

therefore be also intended by the term SAK-MES sa Istar.

Professor Dr Jensen, to whom I owe the suggestions which are

embodied in this recovery of the earliest Assyrian coin type, says

that he now regards the Istar head as absolutely certain to have

been a coin in use in Nineveh. It is not, however, an easy matter

to identify this coin with other known money pieces. Shekels and

minas, silver and bronze, are named in connection with the SAK-
MES sa Istar. Once at least the mina is said to be of the

Carchemish standard. I take it, that the sums of money are
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expressed in the old money-weight terms, with the additional

stipulation that they were to be paid in ' Istar heads.' The shekel

is the most likely separate silver piece. We may [)erhaps assume

that an 'Istar head' was a silver shekel.

338. The bronze mina was also a separate piece, and there may

have been more than one Tstar' coin. The head may have appeared

on the bronze mina as well as on the silver shekel. On the other

hand, as bronze probably had a definite and well understood ratio of

value to silver, a sum of bronze advanced might (juite well be ordered

to be repaid in silver shekeLs, ' Istar-heads ': or vice-versa a sum of

silver might be directed to be paid in bronze minas, ' Istar-heads.'

The addition of the stipulation for ' Istar-heads ' would be intended

to encourage the circulation of the new coin and also doubtless to

guard against the disputes always attending bullion payments among

primitive peoples.

It would be interesting to find other references to this ' Istar-

head ' as a coin. The often occurring ideogram for nvidabe, namely

the plural of a sign which can be read Istar, which has often been

read Isiarati or ' I stars,' is now generally acknowledged to mean

'offerings.' The exact nature of these 'offerings' is obscure, see

Del. H. W. B. p. 448 : but there is absolutely nothing to connect

these seeming ' Istars ' with the ' Istar-heads.' There is however

some probability that when a nindabii^ or ' freewill offering,' was

made to Istar, it would take the customary form of an Istar coin.

339. The next suggestion of a coin device that I have to submit

arises from a somewhat doubtful reading in no. 492, Obv. 4. There

the price is given as 'twenty minas of copper' (or bronze) purime aki

sabri (?). The characters at the end of the line look like what I

give in the text, but they may be FA-AL, which is read sabru.

The sign ^, which precedes pur'ifue, may be a phonetic complement

to the plural of cru, indicating that we are to read ere. The

horizontal strokes are however very fine, and in place of e we may

read II., i.e. the numeral 'two.' I at first took this to mean that

the animals, called pur'imi\ and usually rendered 'wild asses,' were

to be regarded, either as part of the price, or as an alternative to

'cash.' In either case, however, one would expect a conjunction u^

meaning 'and,' or 'or.' In spite of this, some may say, it certainly

means that the asses are to be an equivalent for part or all of the

price.

The uncertainty about the nature of the animal is very perplexing.
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All that the ideogram really demands is an 'animal of the desert,' or

' of the steppe.' Even if it be certain that purinie is its reading in

some places, it does not seem to me to be clear that it was always

so read. Delitzsch, H. IV. B. p. 542, seems to think it may include

wild animals of other sorts: 'gazelles' being specially likely. The
idea of ' swift motion ' underlies most of the comparisons.

Now an alternative payment in wild animals of any kind seems

to me very unlikely indeed. ^Vhat proof is there that ' wild asses ' or

'gazelles' were likely objects of barter in Assyria? If the sign e be

really the numeral 'two,' we see that two of these animals are set down,

either as equivalent to twenty minas of bronze or as an addition

to that price. In the former case they would not be worth very

much, and whatever use could they serve?

340. The case is very different if purhnu was the name of a

coin, with the figure of a wild ass, gazelle, or some such swiftly

running, ' plain or steppe dwelling ' animal, stamped upon it. The
first coins of Lydia are said to be stamped with the figure of a fox.

Is this animal correctly identified ? Some early coins in Greece bear

the figure of a 'hare,' Ridgeway, p. 336, Rhegium and Messana.

I do not see why the 'hare' should not be the animal of the 'steppe'

meant by the ideogram. KA-EDIN-NA is one ideogram for the

' hare,' annabu. That iineru means an ' ass ' I admit, but as a

determinative it is applied to camels and sheep, and is therefore

allowed to mean ' animal ' in general. I imagine that, if the Lydian

'fox' should turn out to be really a 'hare,' or still better a gazelle,

that coin would be well described by our scribe. For, as in the

similar case of the 'ox coin,' a coin bearing a figure of a 'gazelle,'

would certainly be called a 'gazelle.' It is not necessary, for my
argument, that this text should be admitted to mention a Lydian
' fox ' or ' gazelle ' coin. The nature of the animal and the mint of

the coin concern me not. I only contend that in the mention of

twenty minas of bronze, the addition of a ' coin ' name is more

reasonably to be expected than an alternative in ' wild animals ' of

any sort.

341. The phrase aki salm might throw some light upon the

point. Delitzsch, H. IV. B. p. 639 takes the sabrj}, which is given

in the syllabary as the equivalent of FA-AL, to be some ' occupation,'

or 'business.' He thinks that 'magician' or 'seer' would suit one

passage, where sabni occurs. I do not see how it could suit this

place on any supposition. We have however to remember that
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PA-AL may have meant other things beside sal>ru, that there is no

amil here, and lastly that the text may not give PA-AL at all. So

I can get no light on this point from these doubtful characters. As

I elsewhere shew, sabaru (or is it saparu ?) in some of its derivatives

denotes 'a pledge,' and a female is said, in no. 72, 5, to be ana sabri,

'as a pledge.' If then sabrti is the correct reading here, aid sabri

would seem to point to the purtme being a ' pledge ' for the bron/x".

If they were really coins, the word instead of 'pledge' may only

mean 'as an equivalent.'

342. The many other Syrian and Jewish names for money shew

a Semitic rather than a borrowed origin. Not to mention the manii,

Greek /xva, perhaps from manu, 'to count,' 'number,' 'reckon'; the

shekel, from sakalu, ' to weigh
'

; we have such terms as parsu, the

'half mina,' from pardsu, 'to divide,' and zuzu, a small coin, from

zdzu, 'to divide.' Later we have giru (Str. Nbd. 195, 258, 271,

402), as part of the shekel, perhaps the 20th, cf Hebrew nns.

Further the Hebrew name for talent, 13|, corresponds to a Baby-

lonian word, which certainly refers to the shape of the mass of the

precious metal, as do libiitu noted above, and bidarru, which

probably originally meant a 'cucumber' or 'gherkin.' Now these

names of money shew no sign of foreign influence either in root

or form. That they were names for coins, when first brought into

use, is not likely. That they became the names of coins we have

distinct evidence from their later usage. The phenomenon to be

accounted for is this. Assuming coinage a non-Semitic invention,

how came the Semites to have a purely Semitic series of coin

names ?

343. The first point of my argument from them is that when

coins came into use among the Semitic peoples, the names given

them were not of foreign stamp, but simply those which had already

long denoted bullion weights of approximately the same value.

Hence the date at which coins first became known in the East cannot

be determined by the terms in which prices are expressed. Coins

might long have been used before any mention of them is made,

which we could distinguish from the old system of money nomen-

clature. A second point is of less value, but must not be overlooked.

These money names, finally becoming ' coin ' names, are not only

Semitic, but Assyrian. Had the particular money units really arisen

in the West, their names, even if Semitic or Semitised, would hardly

occur as money terms before the fall of Nineveh. Further, if coinage

J. 19
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spread from Lydia into Assyria one would expect strange and non-

Semitic terms to appear in our contracts, on the analogy of istatirra?iu,

for stater, later in Babylon. That the Syrians found est'ird so handy

and ready for use as a rendering for crrarryp, and that all these money

terms, and later coin names, already occur at least as money terms

in Assyria, does not indeed prove the use of coins, but does remove

some of the presumption against their origin in that land.

344. Dr Jensen has pointed out to me the extreme significance,

for the money question, of K 4380, published V. R. 29, no. 5. The

obverse of this tablet, K 4377, is published in 11. R. 29, no. 5. It

is one of those tablets which Dr Bezold calls ' lists of Assyrian words

with similar meanings,' because, while in the first column a list of

Semitic words is given, in the second column occurs only a series of

marks of repetition, which we may take for ' ditto ' signs. Without

insisting on the exact equivalence of such terms, we may fairly

assume that, in Assyrian (or Babylonian) usage, the words had a

closely related sense or application.

The first word preserved in this list is 7?iis7i, which we have seen

to be an epithet of silver and to mean 'pure, free from dross or

tarnish.' The next word is dalbii, which may mean a 'runner,' as

the word seems to occur as a synonym of alaku (see Del. H. W. B.

sub dalabu 11.). We may also think of the Heb.
^?"!J.,

'a rain-drop.'

The connecting idea with the last can hardly be that of 'brightness,'

but if we preserve the notion of incessant motion, seen also in the

Syriac isi-ikj and Ethiopic HA4 we may render ' current ' vaguely,

and in view of the next few similar words think of ' current money.'

The next word is daiahufi, which Delitzsch, II. W. -B. p. 21^, does

not elucidate much. It cannot however mean anything in this

connection but a term expressive of some money characteristic

:

if we are to attach any value to its being a synonym of the others.

The next word is arini, certainly 'glistening'; then comes andku,

obviously the metal ' tin ' here. Then there was a break {hibi), in

the original tablet, from which the scribe made his copy. The next

word is salla, or salla., with which we may compare the Syriac

ny^D = * glittering,' also later the name of a small coin. Then follows

zuzu, from za'dzu, ' to divide,' with which we can compare ztizu, also

in Syriac the name of a coin. Next we have zalhu, on which the

scribe notes that it was a word used in the country of SU-RI or

North Syria, and with which we may compare the Syriac nn'''?T =

' lamina argentea.' The next word is aiarahi in V. R. 29, but really
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zarahi, a word used among the Suti for the same idea as runs through

the above nine (see correction in Z A. iv. 18, by Pinches).

The next h'ne commences another group, for in it za-<^i-in is said

to be = uknu, and other three Semitic words are given as of similar

meaning. It is clear these have nothing to do with our argument,

being perhaps various names for ' blue,' the colour of the lapis-lazuli,

or uknu stone. Our group can hardly have any other idea in

common than that of 'money.' While i/iisi'i, ariru, salla may have

the common notion of ' brightnes.s,' or ' glitter,' and this may be a

link with andku : neither dalbu nor daialum could mean that, unless

in the remote sense of 'quickness' being akin to 'brightness.' That

would however quite break down over ziizu and zalhu. The only

common idea could be ' money.' This is borne out by the fact that

salla and zuzu are later actually coin names. On this assumption

we have to deal with the fact that at least two of the later Syrian

coin names actually are found to have been used with respect to

money before the fall of Nineveh. They at least did not first come

into use for money, on the introduction of coin from the West.

They do not prove the existence of coin in Nineveh : but are quite

consistent with it.

19-
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C
C
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C
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c
c
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C
C
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C
C
C
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, ALq
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App. 2
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81-1-4, 7^;>- N No
758. Images

„ 2^9. Ob
268. Ub

„ 284. Ob(?)

.. 318. Ob(?)

.. 339- Ob

.. 349- I

„ 381- c
„ 3S9- ^
., 390- ^
„ 395. C

403. Epigraphs

„ 446. N
„ 457- ^f
„ 463- Ob
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„ 490. N
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App. 6
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•74
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841
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306 REGISTER OF TABLETS.

Lists of forms of official titles are :

—

KK 4395, 4553, 11216, 12446.

The tablets, entered in the Catalogue in the lists quoted on p. vii of

the Preface, but really belonging to the group entered as 'like K 2017'

are :

—

KK 6951, 8179, 12956, 13002, 13124. Sm 178.

The texts are published in An Assyrian Doomsday Book, as nos. 20,

8, 18, 2, 11,6.

Other tablets entered in the Catalogue as 'lists,' but which seem to

have no affinity with those published in this work, are :

—

KK 858, 2858, 4248, 4384, 4405, 6509, 7647, 8434, 13068.

81-2-4, 1 10.
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